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A geographical study of language borders in Wales and Brittany
SUMMARY
Making particular use of cartographic methods, the study 
analyses the process of language-shift in two localities, one near 
Oswestry in the Welsh Borderland and the other near Chatelaudren in 
Cotes-du-Nord, Brittany. Both areas are situated on the line of 
linguistic divides, as traditionally recognised. The assumption is made 
that the geographer's methods may realistically be applied in the 
analysis of the abstract characteristics of language, so long as a 
distance-scale and a time-scale commensurate with the scale of the 
process are selected. This necessitates the discarding of census 
data on Welsh speaking, and no official statistics on the speaking 
of Breton are available. Instead, a hundred per cent sample of 
’’households with one or more members able to speak Welsh or Breton” 
is obtained, providing detailed information on the potential for 
the speaking of these languages in different parts of the study 
areas. The distribution of speakers is related to the influence 
of a series of variables, including topography, accessibility, 
settlement and communications patterns, employment and demographic 
characteristics.
Against the potential are set two measures of the actual 
use of the two languages. Two pieces of information on actual use 
are obtained by questionnaire sample: first, the frequency of Welsh 
or Breton use by individuals; secondly, the variety of speaking 
situations (for example, home, workplace) where these languages are 
spoken. Cartographic comparison reveals areas showing anomalies 
between potential and actual use, and raises the question whether 
critical threshold numbers and proportions of speakers are necessary 
to promote or prevent language shifts. Particular attention is given 
to aspects of migration as an influence on thresholds and patterns
of language use. A further stage of the survey examines opinion 
on the state of survival of Welsh and Breton in the two areas 
and the influence which opinion may have on the continued use 
of either language as the shift progresses*
The two areas produce many contrasting results. 
Differences in attitudes to language use in the two areas are 
attributed partly to historical influences and partly to the 
differing status of the two languages, both within the study areas 
and in the national context. The Breton area appears to be at a 
more advanced otage of shift than the Welsh one. In both cases, 
knowledge of the state of decay of the two languages is found to 
be only slight, and is inaccurate except in the most general terms. 
Extraneous factors such as communications or employment patterns 
seem to exert a greater influence on language change than do local 
opinions on language survival. The linguistic divide is seen to 
be a complex zone within which speaking groups maintain or forfeit 
their language according to the degree of group communication 
which they can maintain.
It is concluded that even at the most local of scales, 
language areas exhibit spatial features such as cores and fringes 
of intensity of language use, and that geographical and cartographic 
methods may make a significant contribution to the ahalysis of 
linguistic processes if an appropriate scale is employed for the 
collection and analysis of information.
CHAPTER I 
GEOGRAPHY AND THE STUDY OF LANGUAGE
1.1 The p&ture-Qf-lflPKwagct
Id the last decades of the nineteenth century and 
the first decades of the present one, a subject called 
"linguistic geography" established itself as one element 
of the geographer's developing skills. Its subsequent 
evolution has been both diverse and sporadic, and it has 
remained one of the less-studied aspects of twentieth- 
century geography. This relative obscurity is not 
surprising. The material which appears to lend itself 
most readily to geographical study is perhaps that which 
c|tn be conceived of in terms of distributions and, tradi­
tionally, that which can be represented adequately on maps. 
Either of these two approaches to language presents 
difficulties. It is a transient, airborne phenomenon, 
continually subject to change, and its progress from mouth 
to ear can be aided by telecommunications, transcending the 
problems posed by such obstacles as mountains or rivers.
Reactions to this characteristic are varied; some 
workers dismantle languages and study their component words, 
expressions, syntax or pronunciation, usually with reference 
to their distributions if the study considers itself a 
geographical one. Others prefer to disregard these 
structural details, instead considering languages as entities 
and often using the national unit or the whole language area 
as a basis for study. If there is any desire further to 
eliminate problems, only the centre or core of the language
- 2 -
area la studied, in order to remove the complications 
existing at the fringes. For beyond doubt, greater 
problems are posed at the edge of the language area._
There is a greater likelihood of words, expressions or 
constructions being adopted from neighbouring languages,...
frequently in hybrid form, and the more subtle the Influence,
\
the greater are the complications and uncertainties it 
introduces.
1.2 The motive for the study of language borders*
Despite such problems, the present study sets out 
to pay particular attention to language borders. The edges 
of areas (for example land and water, agricultural margins) 
have provided geographers with many of their most rewarding 
sources of information, highlighting processes which may be 
less visible in the centre. In the same way, there seems 
every reason to suppose that the fringes of language areas 
can provide information which may be less evident in the 
centre of the language area. For this to be the case, 
however, the language borders must be "open", that is, not 
coincident with political frontiers which may artificially 
maintain them. The two examples chosen for study are the 
open borders between English and Welsh, French and Breton.
The subject will be approached mainly from a scrutiny of 
particular localities, transecting these two language - 
borders. In this case it is not a study of languages of 
equal status, such as might be applied to the border - zone 
between the French - and German - speaking areas of Europe 
for example, but a study of the borders between monoglot
- 3 -
areas (English only, French only) and partly bilingual^ 
ones, where Welsh and Breton, along wih English and French, 
play parts of varying importance in the daily pattern of 
speech. The English language has, over $he centuries, 
gradually encroached upon the territory of Welsh, and has 
appropriated some of the letter's functions (for example, as 
a medium of communication in the field of science) even in 
areas where the territorial invasion is not yet obvious.
French is in a similarly powerful position with regard to 
Breton. The process is somewhat Inelegantly termed, in the 
literature of linguistics, as "language shift".
Language shifts contribute in no small part to the 
creation of movements of national Identity, such as Plaid 
Cymru or the Front de la Liberation de Bretagne, and also to 
societies devoted, wholly or partly, to language promotion or 
preservation, such as the Welsh Language Society or Emglev 
an Tiegezhiou, the Catholic Association of Breton-speaking 
families. A growing body of literature, including studies 
by Fishman (1972a) and Stephens (1976), traces the evolution 
of such language-related movements and societies. While 
it should be remembered that language friction is only one of 
many vehicles for the development of nationalist movements, 
it Is so commonly encountered, in Europe and elsewhere, that 
it seems necessary to understand, in as much detail as possible, 
the processes contributing to the changing fortunes of 
languages. The present study will consider the linguistic
j
rather than the political or other aspects of language shift.
1 * The precise meaning of this term Is discussed below 
(section lA).
- If -
1*3 Pfl-tlhlt-loiML-Qf 1 Ingui&tlc geographri
The word "linguistic" has already been used 
.several times in a context more vague than linguisticians 
would happily accept. As mentioned in 1.1, the meeting-point 
between linguistics and geography is of uncertain character 
and In recent years attempts have been made to explain and 
classify the subject matter of linguistic geography. A 
study of the Auvergne by Bonmaud (1973) distinguished between 
"linguistic geography" and "geographical linguistics", and 
Breton (1975)> mad© the same rather nebulous distinction, in 
an article which sets out to explain some of the motives for 
studying cultural geography in general and linguistic geo­
graphy in particular. Els conclusion (op.cit., p.521) 
is thats
"The lingulstlcian*s work ends where that of
the geographer begins. The latter takes the 
language which has been analysed by the former 
and places it in the context of space and 
society..."
The relationship is seen, presumably, in the same light as 
that between geography and other specialist disciplines 
such as botany, mathematics or geology. That the relation­
ship is as straightforward as the quotation would imply, 
seems very doubtful. Breton feels that the geographer is 
only qualified to study language as a "phenomene global", or 
entity (op.cit.. p.52^), and that any investigation below this
i
global level should be consigned to linguisticians. This 
implies that the student of linguistics is necessarily able
i
to undertake any geographical analysis necessary at the sub- 
global level of language, But this is not usually the case.
Many of the best-known applications of geography to
- 5 -
linguistics have been precisely at this sub-global level, 
for example Gillieron; and Edmont (1910).
In a paper which provides a useful outline of the subject 
a matter of linguistic geography, Trudgill (1975, PP- 2*f0-l) 
concludes that geography, both in its analytical and carto­
graphic techniques, has much to offer linguisticians in the 
further pursuit of their subject. His division of the 
geography of language is basically: (i) "dialectology”
or "linguistic geography", concerned with the spatial 
distributions of words, pronunciations or constructions,
(ii) "linguistic area studies", identifying common features 
of languages, usually on the broad scale of whole countries 
or continents and (iii) "geographical linguistics", using 
geographical sampling methods, concepts such as HSgerstrand's 
innovation diffusion, and cartographic techniques developed 
by geographers, in order to aid analysis. Trudgillfs nomen­
clature is contentious, but the present study (henceforth 
avoiding any of the above terms as far as possible) seems to 
correspond with the third category. Particular use will be 
made of cartographic analysis in the present instance. The 
application of other geographical methods of analysis has been 
used to good effect in other studies mentioned by Trudgill. 
Afendras (1970a), for example, was among the first to realise 
the applicability of concepts such as innovation diffusion to 
the process of analysing language shifts, though there are a 
few earlier applications, including that of Jernudd (1 9 6 8), 
who attempts to predict the sequence of diffusion of Arabic 
in an area of the Sudan. As the number of geographical lan­
guage studies accumulates, it will become possible to derive
- 6 -
language shift models, if this is still seen as an 
appropriate aim. Certainly, the process of forecasting 
language changes will become less hazardous than at present. 
Given the stage of development of work, the present study 
will neither construct models nor attempt forecasts of the 
shift from Welsh to English or Breton to French, but may be 
able to test the feasibility and desirability of doing this.
1.>t Preliminary consideration of the relative roles of 
the languages under studn
One further aspect of the problems the geographer 
faces in the study of language borders is the difficulties 
posed by the term "bilingual". It may happen,as it has, 
for example, in areas of South America where an originally 
Spanish culture is being superimposed upon a native Indian 
one, that two languages exist in an area totally or almost 
totally independently of each other, with monolingual groups 
conducting their daily affairs in exactly the same piece of 
territory, but in different languages ("between-group 
multilingualism"). In contrast it may occur, as it has in 
the case of French and Flemish in Brussels, that a substan­
tial proportion of people in an area are able to converse in 
two languages, both of which therefore appear to have a 
similar distribution ("within-group multilingualism" ) . 2 In 
the case of the present study, there are few people who speak 
Welsh and English, or Breton and French, indiscriminately, 
and a very small proportion indeed who are monolingual in 
Breton or Welsh, at least in the border areas here under study.
2: The terms are those of J.A. Fishman (1972 b)
It is frequently found that people able to speak more than 
one language tend to reserve each for particular occasions, 
such as going shopping or attending religious services or 
cultural gatherings such as an eisteddfod or feston no a.
These varying occasions (henceforth referred to as "speaking 
situations") will form an important part of the Investigation.
It Is difficult to reconcile this discriminate use 
of language with traditional definitions of "bilingual" such 
as "speaking two languages customarily and with equal ease" 
(Pei and Gay nor, 1958, p. 2 9). The two ideas are not entirely 
incompatible, however, since it may be that speakers exercise 
their ability to switch languages quite Instinctively, with­
out taking a conscious decision. It seems likely, whatever 
the level of consciousness, that the choice of language used 
is Influenced by the subject of conversation, the company the 
speaker is in and by the speaker’s location at the time*
Finally, if the strict definition of "bilingual" is 
disregarded, and even people who speak one or other of the 
languages with the greatest reluctance or difficulty are 
included, a further problem arises; that of deciding whether 
a speaker’s limited vocabulary in any language is comprehen­
sive enough to constitute effective speaking of that language. 
The problem remains for later chapters. /
1.5 The^crucial factor ,Qf._dislance-scale..in lanaiazsl
i
It seems to follow that the greater the amount of 
detail sought on language borders, the more complications and 
even apparent contradictions it Is necessary to accept. It
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is only too easy to apply principles which hold good in
studies at a national scale to local studies and to consider
them Invalid because they do not conform to realities at a
micro-scale. Bonnaud, in his study of the Auvergne (op.clt.,
P.338), makes just such a point:
"In order to explain (linguistic) phenomena 
at varying scales, it is necessary to seek a 
number of possible influences: the geograph­
ical Influences on local sub-dialects are not 
the same as those on dialect-groups as a whole".
The task here undertaken demands a "micro-approach". In
this context, the term means not only that relatively small
areas will be examined in detail, but also that the tlme-
scale used will be short when compared with the length of
time during which Welsh and Breton have been experiencing
pressure from their more powerful neighbours.
A brief consideration of possible types of scale 
now becomes necessary, using examples of some of the types 
of time - and distance - scales employed in the past, and 
beginning with distance - scales. In this second 
connection, figure 1.1 should be consulted. It serves a 
dual purpose, briefly locating the two main areas chosen 
for close study in relation to the English, French, Welsh and 
Breton areas as a whole, as well as indicating the size of 
units which have been,used for past studies of language 
borders. The process by which the choice of the present areas 
was made is described in chapter II.
The main impression of the two study areas 
obtained from figure 1.1 is probably of their insignificant 
proportions. From these two small areas, it can scarcely be
hoped or expected that general conclusions on the Welsh
and Breton borders can be drawn, nor can they legitimately
be compared. The desire to restrict the extent of the areas
stems from the aim of obtaining as detailed an impression
as possible of the chosen localities, including, if possible,
a hundred per cent sample of households. This, in turn,
was prompted by the hypothesis that patterns of language
speaking are essentially extremely localised, being created
by a few individuals within any locality, and that withotit
examining all households, at least initially, tbse patterns
would escape attention. If this is indeed so, it may be
suggested that it might have been more helpful to consider
either Wales or Brittany, rather than both, and that this
reduction would have Enabled larger hundred per cent sample
areas to be taken in whichever one were chosen, thus offering
a greater chance of avoiding atypical or eccentric features.
Previous experience by language geographers has indicated
strongly, however, that working on micro-areas in only one
linguistic context makes the task of objective judgment a
difficult one. Addition of further micro-study areas from
different situations allows a greater chance of seeing the
processes at work. Bonnaud!s summing-up (o p.c-?ty p.338)
is again succinct:
"often a solution to unanswered questions 
in France can be suggested by situations 
observable further afield, where problems 
may be seen in a different light, and at 
another stage of development”.
Perhaps, in view of these difficulties encountered 
at the micro-scale, it is scarcely surprising that the great
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majority of textbooks on cultural or social geography 
tend to discuss language in the most general of terns, at 
a national, continental or even global acale, and 
descriptively rather than analytically.^ Hot surprisingly, 
studies on the national scale but devoted to one particular 
language area can provide more detail and a greater degree 
of analysis. One of the best-known studies of this type 
is that by Bowen (1959). Within the national territory 
of Wales, he distinguishes a physical "heartland", on the 
basis of the seaward-facing valleys of the west and a 
number of other criteria including climatic and vegetational 
ones. Distinct from this physical division,though evidently 
influenced by it, is a cultural one, based on considerations 
of population density and the percentage of people able to 
speak Welsh, and Incorporating a "core" and "fringe". The 
Welsh language border is, of course, geneaaLly coincident 
with the language fringe.
Bowen’s article is by no means the only example 
that could be given. Before and after it, numerous other 
studies, for example those by D.T. Williams (1935 and 1936), 
J.G. Thomas (195&) and Bowen and Carter (1975) have 
contributed to the literature at the national scale. Such
is their number, in fact, that at this scale Welsh must be 
one of the most thoroughly-treated languages in the whole 
of geographical literature. Part of the explanation for
3s two of the many texts treating language at this scale, 
and selected for their typicality rather than their 
quality, are Kariel and Kariel (1972) and Broek and Webb 
(1973).
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this Is the decennial source of data (with the exception 
of I9V 1) from the Census of England and Wales, which has 
asked a question on Welsh-speaking since 1891, though the 
parish unit has only been used as a basis of published 
statistics since 1921. For Brittany, such a data source 
and hence such a literature, is totally lacking.
Successive French governments have steadfastly refused to 
obtain precise statistics on Breton speaking, from the 
census or by any other means. Inconsistently (and perhaps 
significantly), the Direction Regionale of I INSEE at 
Strasbourg has been collecting data on the German and 
dialect-speaking minorities of Alsace since 1931 (see 
bibliography). The would-be student of Breton language 
distribution must rely upon estimates at the national scale, 
for example those by Hemon (1928), Gourvil (1952) and Bozec 
(197*0, reported by Gwegen (1975* PP* 55-7). Tbe lack of 
precise information on the state of survival of Breton in 
the various parts of "Bretagne bretonnante" makes it 
scarcely surprising that most of the literature on Breton is
II
somewhat speculative and often slightly evangelistic in tone. 
More particularly, the dearth of geographical analysis is 
explained.
After the national unit, it is a matter of some 
debate what the next smallest convenient unit of study would 
be. More often than not, the size and composition of such 
a unit is determined entirely by the methods of data collection
*»■: see, for example, Peniarth (1963) and Etienne-Abanna
(19& )
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used by government or other bodies, a rad the- geographer is 
obliged to attempt to Manipulate date. Collected on the 
basis of plannlag™?<aglcns? bounties, .dlpartamentSc, rural 
districts, parishes, cr other administrative areas which 
he would not always have chosen as the ideal basis for 
such enumerations. As already mentioned, parish census 
data are available for Wales since 19 2 1, and while 
enumeration-district data have also been available, the 
expense and delay necessary in order to obtain them have 
meant that the majority of studies have employed theparish 
as a convenient compromise.? In most cases, this unit has 
been detailed enough, since the whole length of the border, 
or else sections covering many miles, have been under 
consideration. In the absence of any officially-collected 
statistics in Brittany, if might be expected that Individuals 
or organisations wishing to study the Breton language at 
the commune scale would oc-iloct statistics for their own 
purposes. If this is done, a remarksb?.j small proportion 
of the data find their way into published material. Gwegen 
(op.cit.? p.5 8) quotes figures for a school in Finistere 
and a commune in Cotes-du-Nord, for 1973 and 1971 respectively, 
but these fragments of information only emphasise the more 
usual lack of up-to-date statistics. -
Even before the use of census data on Welsh 
speaking, it seems that parishes and communes were favoured 
as a framework for studies of both the Welsh and Breton 
borders. This is not surprising, since the parish vicars,
5? among these are W.H. Rees (19^7)> R.M. Thomas (19 67) 
and G.J. Lewis (1970).
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ministers and priests were often used as local sources 
of Information, though their reports were of varying 
reliability. For Welsh parishes between about 1750 and 
1780, Anglican church Episcopal Visitation Returns are 
almost complete, and Nonconformist diaries are also 
available. Both give an indication of the proportion of 
church services conducted wholly or partly in Welsh.
Diaries of casual visitors to Wales and to Brittany, such 
as that of Borrow (1862) make somewhat vague reference to 
the amounts of Welsh or Breton encountered in particular 
localities, but the more systematic survey carried out by 
Ogle (18M-3-53) is considerably more reliable as a source of 
background information on Breton-speaking in individual 
communes.
By the last quarter of the nineteenth century, and 
even before the taking of precise percentages by the Census, 
a more organised and systematic review of parishes was taking 
place, as, for example, that of A.J. Ellis (1882). In the 
case of the Breton border, Sibillot (1886) and Loth (1907)* 
among others, carried out similar attempts at consolidation 
of commune data, attempting to introduce an element of 
objectivity into the previously rather impressionistic 
descriptions of the borders.
For several decades after the first use of the 
parish as a base for the collection of figures on Welsh­
speaking, the parish unit appears to have been accepted as 
a satisfactory means of collecting data. At the same time
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as the release of the first parish statistics on Welsh 
speaking, Dauzat (1922, p. 10) was advocating the commune 
(the nearest French equivalent to the parish) as the most effec­
tive unit for the linguislc geographer to study. This may 
he regarded as a reasonable approach in rural France in the 
1920s, when dally life tended to revolve around the church, 
shop, malrle and cafl of the individual commune, producing 
a great degree of social cohesion and linguistic homogeneity.
In other cases, as remarked by D. T. Williams (1936, p.1*+6) the 
parish scale was already less satisfactory. He points out 
(1935> p.2^0) that while Census parish statistics are useful 
for identifying general features of the distribution of Welsh, 
certain parishes (Swansea, for example) provide too large a 
territorial or population unit for any accurate analysis or 
cartographic representation, and local fieldwork is necessary. 
In the effort to establish not only the location of a line to 
be termed, loosely, the "linguistic divide", but also the 
actual character and clarity of this line, it becomes clear 
that somethlpg much more detailed than parish data will be 
required.
Signs of the difficulty experienced by the geographer 
attempting to make use of census-data in a study-area of 
relatively local nature may clearly be seen in the thesis 
written by R.M. Thomas (1967) on "The linguistic geography 
of Carmarthenshire, Glamorgan and Pembrokeshire".
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He sums up the problem P*98) in the following terms*
"... Parish data thus represent for the cartographer 
and aoelologist alike the penultimate in statistical 
desirability, being surpassed only by individual 
linguistic information".
Thomas finds himself having to supplement parish figures by
considerable fieldwork, especially as his study area covers
parts of three different counties. In view of the small
proportions of the two study areas-as shown on figure 1.1,
there are strong indications that census data will decline
proportionally in their usefulness as the scale of the chosen
unit increases. Further , It will be noted that the area
chosen on the English - Welsh border is located at the one
point where a tongue of native Welsh-speaking extends across
the national border line into Shropshire, and the Census does
not ask the question on Welsh - speaking within this small
area of Ejagland. No precise data on distribution of Welsh
speaking at present in this area have been located, and very
detailed fieldwork is required. However, considering the
coarse grid of data for the areas just over the border inside -
Wales, equally detailed work seems necessary in that case also.
It is easy to agree with Thomas's quotation that 
parish data are not the perfect raw material for the cartographer 
and sociologist, but not so easy to concede that they are 
"the penultimate in statistical desirability". This last 
concept surely demands that units be of standard shape and 
size, or else it assumes that if units are not standard, they 
are completely random in nature. A glance at any map of parish 
boundaries shows that neither of these is the case. Parishes 
frequently bear some relationship to the topography or the 
agriculture of the area they enclose and, if ecclesiastical 
parishes, to ease of access to the church;
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in other words, they have frequently been devised so as to
£
avoid randomness . If irregular units have to be used, it 
would be best to make them as small as possible, and figures 
for Welsh-speaking at enumeration-aistrict level could play 
a useful part In setting the Welsh study-area in its context,
with reference to nearby areas of Clwyd and Powys.
But better still would be the regular grid of 
kilometre squares upon which some information has been made 
available from the 1971 Census. This would bring several 
advantages (and some problems)'7 but enquiries from the Office 
of Population Censuses and surveys have revealed that it is 
not possible to obtain tabulation of Welsh-speakers at grid 
- square level, though such figures could be estimated from 
the enumeration- district figures for Wales. Use will be made 
of kilometre, and smaller, squares, for certain aspects of the 
present study (chapters IV - VII).
At a smaller scale still than this grid, there still 
remain two units at which language study is feasible, and 
could be desirable, especially where the aim is to detect 
linguistically subtle, but sometimes spatially sudden,changes 
across a border. These are the household unit and the individual.
6: This observation is corroborated, for example, by Stamp
and Beaver (1963, p.239), w^o state that a large proportion 
of parishes "owe their peculiar form... to the necessity 
of sharing fairly between neighbouring parishes good land 
and poor, upland pasture and lowland pasture11.
7: A general discussion of the grid square unit js to be 
found in Robertson, I.H.L. (1970)
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Both, It is hoped, will find a place as essential elements 
In the present study, since a part of Its purpose Is to 
describe the speaking-liriks, between individuals and between 
households, across the line of the borders. The earlier quotation 
from B. M. Thomas stresses the value of information for individual 
speakers, and in respect of scale this is Indeed the ultimate 
in value to the linguistic geographer.
It could be argued that at the scale of the individual 
house, linguistic information loses its spatial nature, and 
becomes sociology or linguistics. The geographer's interest 
lies, however, in discovering the speaking relationships 
which individual households, or local groups of households, 
set up with neighbouring units of similar scale, across an 
area of country. Thus detail at this scale becomes essential.
It brings with it problems, not the least of which is the 
danger of becoming Inundated with detail and falling to 
perceive the major elements of the pattern, but prevents 
the unwarranted generalisation of complex patterns of language 
- use. If language - speaking is the practice of the individual, 
who has the choice of continuing to use a traditional minority 
language in a language-shift situation, then it is to the 
individual that the language geographer is obliged to turn 
in the choice of his study scale.
1 *6 The choice of time-scales for study:
Too often, time and distance seem to have been seen 
as alternatives, rather than complements, in language - study.
For example, Glno Bottiglioni (195*+) remarks that Gilliferon, 
in compiling his "Atlas Linguistique11, thought he could discard 
the historical - comparative approach to linguistic geography,
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in favour of comparisons of different land-areas at the same 
moment in time. In addition (op.cltT p.379), Bottiglioni states 
that the language student should begin "with the word In the 
Immediacy of its poetic creation", rather than by looking at 
historical patterns. The same reasoning would, however, lead 
to a similar disregard of the geographical approach to language.
The approach is by no means atypical of a whole school of 
thought in language study, which would maintain that language 
is the creation of the moment, and of one particular place, 
ill-suited to generalisations.
Nonetheless, many of the detailed studies of Velsh 
and Breton during the present century hgve used the dimensions 
of space, or time, or both, as an analytical instrument.
Figure 1.1, greatly simplified as it is, makes it clear that 
Welsh and Breton have manifestly not been of static distribution tr­
over the past thousand yfears, and explains why a discussion of 
changes over time is necessary. The benefit of this length of 
tlme-scale is that it allows the whole of the period of Welsh 
and Breton decline to be surveyed, but it has the disadvantage 
that detail of specific locations i£ relatively sparse 
for the period between the departure of the Homans from Britain 
and the inflkux of Saxons into Britain which is said by some 
sources to have been one of the main factors in the emigration
of British inhabitants to Brittany, carrying with them their
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language which has survived to become Breton. P*D. Wood 
(1958) and J.I. Thomas (1963) both begin their studies as 
early as the Iron Age, but obviously neither can begin a 
detailed study of language as early as this* W.H. Bees (19**7), 
after a brief sojourn in the Roman to Saxon period, concentrates 
his attention on giving a vegrmuch more detailed account of the 
progressive westward movement of the English-Welsh language 
divide after the tenth century* The same kind of period Is 
taken by Franpols Falc'hun (19**9 ) for his study of the linguistic 
geography of the Breton language, an authoritative phonological 
survey of the distribution of regional variations within Breton, 
though 6 . B&chard (1967) one of Falc’hun*s students, Is able 
tp begin his thesis In Roman times or earlier, this work being 
concerned with language and more with placenames, in an area 
near the Breton language-border. B&chard does, however, attempt 
tp trace some former positions of the language - divide from 
placenames *
Examination of such a long time-scale perhaps befits 
studies such as those quoted, all of which cover either a whole 
cultural or linguistic border or else an extensive section of 
Such a border.
8 s Even this is not undisputed: the opinion expressed is 
stated by Chadwick (1963)* for example, while Falc’hun 
(1962) considers Breton to owe its origin much more to 
the Celtic language of ancient Gaul (500 - 50 B.C).A 
background to the long - standing argument may be found 
in W # Edwards (1892), indicating the protracted nature 
of the debate*
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But frequently, specific knowledge of early periods covered by 
Wood, Thomas and Bechard is lacking for more localised studies. 
Thus B. M. Thomas begins his survey in 1750, which he takes 
as that moment just before that first stirrings uf the 
Industrial Bevolution in South Wales were to destroy permanently 
the existing language-pat terns, and his aim, expressed in the 
summary which precedes his thesis (op.clt, p-H), is*
"... to create a series of period pictures, 
these being followed by an analysis of changes and 
anlattempt to relate these to prevailing social 
and economic conditions.•
Thomas stresses the need to take a long tlme-span in language
study, rather than basing conclusions on the examination of
any particular area taken at any particular moment in time.
His methods could, with reason, be applied to the study here
under way, the examination of a long time span helping to
eliminate, in part, the dangers resulting from the small size
of study- areas. Against this longer scale, however, could be
placed one more practical for purely local study: the span of
time remembered by the oldest inhabitants interviewed, that is
from about 189O onwards, this corresponding, by good fortune,
with the first detailed and apparently objective surveys of the
borders (Bills, Sebillot, op.clt) and with the first available
Welsh Census information for the areas surrounding that chosen
in Shropshire. The choice of this time-span helps ensure that
the language-geographer is dealing with present and observable
trends, rather than ones he is assuming to exist from the
historical pattern. This is an important coirnneitt to make in this
case, where the areas are experiencing, from the point of view
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of language, changes which they have never before felt to the 
same extent and which are likely, in a relatively short time, 
permanently to change the patterns of language-speaking within 
them.
While, therefore, an examination of much wider 
surrounding areas and much longer periods of time will find 
their place here, it is the purely local and the immediate to 
which the researcher hopes to make reference, using wider and 
longer scales merely to place the local and present ones in 
context.
1.7 First appraisal of the characteristics of the two language
borders*
One assumption implicit in the discussion of space 
and time so far is that it is possible to delimit accurately the 
boundaries of a language-area, and to draw lines indicating the 
successive positions of language-frontiers^, as has been attempted 
on figure 1.1.
9 s From this point onwards, specific meanings will be 
attributed to the following terms: 
boundary: a precise limit, indicated by a line.
frontier: a wider zone on either side of a boundary, and
whose way of life is clearly affected by the 
presence of the boundary.
(these two definitions are based on Prescott (1965), p.30). 
border : a general term, used when it is not clear which
of the two terms defined above is the more 
appropriate
N.B. the term linguistic divide remains for definition in 
chapter II, since it has many different connotations*
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In one way it can be agreed that this last term is 
meaningless; a map shoving location of numbers of Welsh- 
speakers An Britain, with a large number of expatriate speakers 
in London, or of Breton-speakers in France, with concentrations 
in Rennes and Paris, would point to the idea that colonies 
of speakers of a language may be, and often are, found 
outside the area normally associated with the speaking of 
that language. Frequently, too, these exiles are more 
closely-grouped than they would be in their area of origin; 
they tend to be very aware of their position as a minority 
group, make a conscious effort to maintain their language and 
customs, and contain in their number speakers who are of the
second generation, and who may never have seen the area
*
normally associated with the speaking of their minority 
language10. Taking this argument to its extreme, it could 
further be argued that speakers of the vast majority of 
languages can be found in all the countries of the world, 
making most major languages, theoretically, world-wide In 
distribution. Isolated language - speakers and communities 
ofthis kind present an interesting topic for study, but will 
not be discussed in the present work, which confines its 
attentions to the border areas of the original sources of 
the languages.
10* A H  of these features have been observed clearly, for 
example, in the Gaelic - speaking population of Glasgow, 
which numbers 23,73? out of 88,*fl5 In Scotland, according 
to the 1971 Census.
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If the borders of the Welsh and Breton languages
are to be examined in the context of the national units of
these two eountries themselves, they cannot, with any
possibility of success, be made to associate clearly with
the eastern administrative borders of Wales and Brittany.
This is especially so in the case of the latter, and figure
I. 1 indicates that the present frontier zone of Breton and
the eastern edge of the Planning Region of nBretagne" are
separated by a distance of some 150 kilometres in places.
The divisicnof national and language borders is less clear
in the Welsh case (1.1) and in places the linguistic divide
runs nearly along the national border, though never
completely coincident with it for more than a short distance.
It is generally true that until the Acts of Onion of 1536
and 15**2, the Welsh border was usually coincident with its
national frontier, whereas the Breton national and linguistic
11frontiers had begun to separate some five centuries earlier .
It may be considered even more misleading to attempt 
to relate the language borders to any particular physical line, 
though often such comparisons of the physical and cultural 
may be useful in a very general sense. Sir Halford Mackinder 
(1902, p.57) attempted to relate the English-Welsh border 
to the 1,000 foot contour of the border hills, and while 
disagreeing wUth such an over-simplification and pointing 
out that the Marcher Lordships of the thirteeth and later 
centuries acting as buffers between England and Wales,
111 see, for example Hemon (l9*+7)> P* **6 «
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transcended this border, P. D. Wood (op. cit, chapter 711) has 
to agree that the/ were divided Into "Engllshries" and "Welshrlss11 
according to afltltude. But generally it does not appear that 
topographical or other physical considerations will be of 
predominant Importance In defining the language-borders, 
or even for accounting for localised pockets of particular 
strength or weakness of Welsh or Breton-speaking. Musset,
(1937 P«1) notes that " cfest par pure convention qu'on 
s4pare Haute et Basse Bretagne par la frontlere entre 
les langues frangaise et bretonne”, and adds the following 
clear statement (ou.cit, p.162) about this same line and Its 
relationship to relief*
”... elle court, par l'effet des caprices de 
l'hlstolre,>au travers d*un pays singuliferement 
uniforme: rlen ne change quand on la franchit, 
hors le langage...”.
If this is Indeed the case, the task of close examination 
of the Breton language border is likely to be greatly 
simplified by the lack of influence of such features as 
relief; but it is difficult to believe that the transition 
Is as straightforward as Musset Implies.
In the meantime the problem still remains of setting 
the criteria by which the language-border should be defined.
Since the criterion of number of speakers of the language by 
parishes has already been shown to be of little practical 
use in this case, others will have to be devised. The first 
of these which comes to mind in the areas In question is that 
of tbe location of "native speakers” - that is, those who
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learned the language ^children, In the same place where they 
at present live. Since very few people are likely to be living ^ 
at the time when the enquiry takes place, in exactly the same 
house in which they were born, this method 9 in its turn, 
raises problems of how "the same place11 is to be defined.
It is questionable whether it is permissible to set arbitrary 
limits of two or ten miles, yet some sort of range would 
have to be set, in order to collect a large enough sample of 
people who are living in 11 the same place11. It may be, however, 
that in border areas even distances of half a mile can be 
critical.
One way of overcoming this is to take a completely 
different criterion, which makes no difference between 
"native11 speakers and those who have learned Welsh in school 
or at evening classes. (Classes in Breton tend to be more rare.) 
This method rests on the assumption that towards the edge of the 
language area it is especially likely that pockets of greater 
and lesser strength of speaking will appear, and that Welsh 
and Breton migrants to areas Just over the border may well 
continue to speak Welsh or Breton in these areas, seeking 
out other speakers of the same language, and if a suitable 
number is found, either consciously or unconsciously setting 
up a local language-speaking group. The exact size of 
"a suitable number11, the size of locality in which the group 
can be regarded as existing, the distances between the homes > 
of the various speakers and the frequency of speaking all 
remain for definition later.
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If these assumptions are correct, It Is fair to draw 
the Impression that the language border, seen under the close 
Inspection of a email—scale examination of particular 
localities| cannot possibly be linear and must, rather, he a 
frontier, a zone of some width* In its very essence, a language 
is a network of interactions between all the people in a 
community, an areal rather than a linear feature, a contact- 
zone rather than a "divide11. The borders can be expected to 
be a series of points, representing households where Welsh 
or Breton is spoken,whose percentage of the total decreases 
and whose scatter widens as the linguistic frontier is 
crossed* But here again the question of scale is raised; on 
the scale of many previous examinations of the borders of 
Welsh and Breton, a line representing the linguistic divide 
is quite a reasonable means of representation* Bven on the 
national scale, though, not all workers have seen the 
necessity of representation by lines* For example, Gilli^ron 
in the '•Atlas de France", uses the framework of 1*50,000 map 
sheets and simply notes absence or presence of words or 
expressions achieving thereby a less precise, yet perhaps 
more realistic, re stilt.
In addition to objections to the drawing of lines 
as an indication of the edge of language-areas, there may be 
quoted those which state, basically, that a line of constant 
thickness gives no indication of the varying clarity of a 
linguistic divide along its length* In the introduction to 
his thesis, in the course of a discussion on "The Political 
Boundary in Geography", P.O. Wood (££*£111, p*10) mentions the
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varying clarity of the Welsh national border (in the period 
of his description also to a great extent the language border) 
during various periods of history, including the pre-Roman 
unpopulated forest zone,the dearly-defined Roman strip, the 
eighth and ninth-century agreed and defined boundary, 
including the line of Offa's Dyke, and the no-man1 s—land 
of the later West Mercian frontier* It is contended that not 
only can this characteristic of language-frontiers be noted 
over time, but also over distance at any one moment in time, 
and that in both study-areas, varying degrees of abruptness 
of the disappearance of Welsh and Breton may be noted* 
Alternatively a more abrupt vest-east disappearance of Breton 
than of Welsh may be seen, or vice-versa* This leads to 
hypotheses that the extent to which the two language- 
communltles each side of the border live in isolation from 
each other, and perhaps also the rapidity of the encroachment 
of the language which is vinnijcg the battle for territory, will 
affect the clarity and the narrowness of the border-zone. The 
first of these may be implied in the first chapter of R.M* 
Thomas (op.clt.)T where he ascribes the narrowness of the 
historical linguistic divide (the MLandskertf) of Pembrokeshire 
to the social separation of the English and Welsh communities 
on either side*
1.8 : Points of view on language boiflRgfil
While it is useful to know how scholars have 
approached the idea of language borders, it may be contended
with reason thg.t the most iiaportant opinions are those of 
people whose lives are spent on language borders, and, most 
of all, those people who have particular power to affect 
these borders, in their capacity as planners, for example*
It is difficult to deny that administrative systems are 
important. The position of the English-Welsh border governs 
the availability of Welsh-lessons in schools, regardless of 
the actual distribution of Welsh-speakers. This argument could 
be used just as well to justify the abolition of formal Welsh 
teaching in some very anglicised areas of Wales (for example 
the parishes of Tybroughton and Halghton , ten miles
north-east of the study-area, with 10 out of 135 and 5 out of
12250 Welsh-speaking respectively in 1971) , as it could to
support the commencement of Welsh-lessons in some of the
schools of north-west Shropshire* The inconsistencies in the
availability of census data have already been discussed, and
the same apparent lack of observation can be noted in the
distribution of bilingual notices and circulars by companies
serving the border area. This approach to language borders
is of considerably greater importance in the case of Wales
than of Brittany, for the simple fact that administrators
and commercial concerns almost completely disregard the
existence of Breton, and central policy seems to be based on tl\e
13idea of ignoring the language as far as possible.
12. Census of England and Wales, 1971? Report on the Welsh 
Language in Wales.
13• See, for example M. Stephens (1976)? pp 389 - 91*
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Further, it has already been seen that the region "Bretagne”, 
as conceived of by French regional planners, has nothing to 
do with the area where Breton is spoken, and no evidence has 
been found that the planning regions have been used as a 
basis for cultural planning, but rather simply for administrative 
convenience and economic strategy* In the Welsh area, 
consideration will be given to the effect of the national 
border, both upon local people's opinions and upon those of 
planners. The opinion of local residents is a factor which, 
at this stage of the study, is attended by a particularly large 
number of imponderables* In cases where political and linguistic 
borders are not necessarily one and the same (that is, in 
"open borders"), it may well be that there is some unwritten 
social agreement, within the locality, upon where the language 
border is located7and if so, this may influence the frequency 
of Welsh and Breton speaking*
1 *9 : The problem and the approach:
From the foregoing discussions it may be concluded
that the problem is that of establishing the relationship
between language and place. This has raised associated questions
on the exact nature of language and on the scale of approach*
Not all students of linguistics would even approve of the idea
of attempting to relate language and geographical environments.
Haugen (1972, p.325)* for example, is of the opinion that:
"Language ecology may be defined as the study 
of interactions between any given language and 
its environment. The definition of environment 
might lead one's thoughts first of all to 
the referential world to which language provides 
an index. However, this is the environment not 
of the language but of its lexicon or grammar.
The true environment of a language is the 
society that it uses as one of its codes".
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Despite such reservations, the present study is based upon 
the belief that it is possible to relate language to place 
as veil as to society, and to measure, against scales of 
place and time, "the word in the immediacy of its poetic 
creation"• Chapter IV, based as it is upon the distributions 
of households with one or more members able to speak Welsh 
or Breton, vill give the first Indication of the absence or 
presence of spatial pattern in the "potential" for the 
speaking of these two languages. Later chapters (V and VI) 
will attempt to analyse, by cartographic and other means, 
the frequency and versatility of the two languages, providing 
"actual" situations with which to compare the potential.
If this approach is successful, subsequent chapters will 
analyse the opinions and attitudes which create, maintain 
or destroy the patterns discovered.
CHAPTER II 
BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY AREAS
2.1 E a rly  d e s c rip tiv e  studies o f l i n g u is tic  d iv id es  m  Wales
and B ritta n y  *
Before any detailed study of the two language 
borders can take place, it is necessary both to explain the 
choice of study areas and to describe some of the features 
which are likely to affect language speaking within them.
Although the precise meaning of the term "linguistic0
divide” has already given rise to some doubt (section 1.7 )* it 
was earlier studies of such divides which strongly Influenced 
the location of the study areas. The term seems to imply a 
linear feature, or a boundary, and that early writers were 
in general quite content to think of language borders as 
lines. Thus, in 1882, A #J. ElliVs discussion of"the present 
boundary of English and Welsh”, identifies its location 
(op.cit. p.119) as follows:-
^Denbighshire . The line deflects slightly to 
the south east,; passing through Wrexham, to the 
east of Ruabon (nhiwabon) and west of Chirk. 
Shropshire The line possibl^ continues 
through Oswestry and Llan-y-mynech.
Montgomeryshire --- The line enters this county
east of Llansantffraid, and west of Llandysilio...".
Ellis1s line, sketched according to his description 
in figure II,1, is based upon reports by local clergymen. He 
recognises the risk of inaccuracy in using only one Information 
source per parish, but is still content to present his results 
in the form of a linear feature, and to describe the line*s 
exact course.
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The same stage of observation Is represented In 
the case of Brittany in the work of S£blllot 0886). Although 
Sills's study quotes the exact questions he put to his 
respondents, it is still not clear exactly what his line 
represents, whether it is the extent of the area where Welsh 
is known, or generally used. Sebillot is more precise; after 
referring to an early seventeenth century map, with the 
border of Breton passing through Binic* "leaving Lanvollon 
in Basse Bretagne, passing through Chatelaudren, then some 
distance to the west of Quintin" (ou.clt, p.2 ), he makes it 
clear that west of the boundary he is setting out to trace 
French may be spoken, but Breton is the more usual language, 
and quotes several of the communes eventually chosen for 
examination in the present study as examples of this situation 
(op.clt, p.9 ). From his comment that in several localities 
situated exactly on his boundary line "the two languages are 
used almost equeJ-ly", it seems clear that his line represents 
as nearly as possible the edges of the areas where French 
and Breton are in everyday use, rather than the maximum 
possible eastward extent of the Breton language area, and 
this accounts for the line's location slightly further west 
than might have been expected. Despite his obvious awareness 
of the complexity of the subject, he is still content to think 
of the border as a linear one, and he presents a map, reproduced 
in figure II. 2 , tracing its course across the northern part of 
Qdtes-du-Nord•
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2.2 %fae._aflYent Of census data, and Its effect on language
studies!
The next phase, for Vales hut not for Brittany, 
is that from 1921 onwards, with the availability of census 
information on a parish basis. The first authoritative 
articles discovered, written on the basis of parish data, 
are those by D.T. Williams (1935 and 1936). Considering the 
advance this may be thought to represent in data collection, 
Williams's lack of enthusiasm for the parish unit as a means 
of studying the language border (1935» P-2lf0) is slightly 
ironic. His realisation of the complexity of language 
speaking frequencies clearly transcends the mass of parish 
statistics with which he is confronted, and he states that 
although a linear linguistic divide is shown on his maps, 
it should be regarded as a zone varying in width-on each map, 
according to local conditions. Once again, however, his_ 
definition of a linguistic divide is obscure. Parish figures 
from the census clearly offer little help in the closer 
examination of this feature, and since Williams's time they 
have rarely proved helpful in the study of detailed 
distributions and micro-processes affecting the Welsh language, 
though they are sometimes helpful as background material.
a.3 Some examples of detailed studies .of the language_tor<ierg
of Welsh t
This said, many of the articles appearing since the 
1930s have continued to use the parish, because of the great 
amount of difficulty in obtaining information at a larger 
scale. This is particularly the case for studies of a historical
nature, such as those of W.T.R. Pryce (1972, 1975a, and 1975b) 
and B.6 . John (1972), for example. These two references are 
quoted because of their contrasting nature. Pryce uses a study 
area in north east Wales, and refers particularly to the period
between 17^9 and 18*16, when rapid changes, associated with 
industrialisation, urbanisation and migration, were taking 
place. Although the area finally chosen for study in the 
present case is only a few miles south of Pryce*s,conditions 
are perhaps more similar to those described by John, writing 
of the Pembrokeshire Landsker. This area has been much less 
affected by the disruptions of industrialisatioa , and its 
social structure is strongly traditional, as in the case of 
the study area chosen here, though both are likely to have 
undergone subtle changes associated with migration and changing 
pqjpulation densities, for example. John traces the development 
of the Landsker from Anglo-Norman times, and infers that, of one 
hundred and forty-five parishes in Pembrokeshire, seventy- 
four were English speaking, sixty-four Welsh and only six 
bilingual, "beinge as it were the marches betweene both those 
nations". The words he quotes (op.clt.. p.10) are those of 
George Owen (1603)> who also states that:
"You shall finde in on parish a pathe wayfe 
parteinge the Welshe and Englishe, and the 
one side speake all Englishe, the other all 
Welshe, and differinge in tyllinge and in 
measuringe of theire lande, and diverse other 
matters.... .
The self-containment of rural life, possible in the case of 
simple agricultural economies, has been reduced by the processes 
already mentioned in connection with Pryce*s study area. In the
case of this last- mentioned area, even as early as the 
eighteenth century,
"•••nowhere was the divide between Welsh and 
English as sharply defined as has been suggested 
by previous writers: on the contrary, the 
territory shown as bilingual... was a
manifestation of a buffer zone or a transitional 
area between what E aG# Bowen has termed 
1 Inner and ‘Outer Wales*/' (Pryce, 1972, p.359)
Pryce goes on to describe a series of intense pockets of 
one or the other language, flourishing within the transitional 
area -—  in some cases several within the area of a single 
parish. He tends to dismiss them (op.cit.p.355) in favour of 
the greater importance of the idea of a buffer zone as an 
entity but it is the process of formation and maintenance 
of these pockets which may hold the clue to the processes at 
work on language borders, and to the existence or non - 
existence of the linguistic divide. In historical studies 
it is, of course, a task of extreme difficulty to obtain 
detailed enough information to carry the investigation to 
this sub-parish scale.
The studv areas located in relation to linguiS-tic 
divides; the ranee of possible .lnfluences on language:
Only a sample of the studies of linguistic divides 
in Wales and Brittany has been included here; yet it is probably 
enough to demonstrate the inaccuracy which tends to occur when 
attempts are made to generalise upon language borders, and also 
enough to allow the two study areas to be located with a 
reasonable degree of accuracy. This is done on figuresll.3 
and ll.b, which also illustrate the relatively restricted
range of conditions encountered, particularly in the Breton 
case, and reinforce the idea that a certain amount of caution 
must be exercised in making generalisations about language 
borders from incomplete evidence. 1
At this point the question of distance-scales 
reappears. In the majority of the studies so far mentioned, 
the approach taken is to relate a broad range of factors, 
physical and human, to language distribution. Topography, 
land use, communications, settlement patterns, socio-economic 
systems, historical influences, migratory and demographic factors 
are among those which most often make their appearance. Within 
two such confined study areas, however, can the effect of any 
of these be demonstrated? The question cannot yet be fully 
answered, but a brief appraisal of some of the factors mentioned 
will help provide a background to the study.
The effects of the first of these, topography, upon 
language are produced mainly through varying accessibility, 
suitability for cultivation and habitation, and the channelling 
of communications. The term encompasses the ideas both of 
altitude and of slope.,
It would seem, at first sight, unacceptable to 
assume thax altitude, pe£ se, had any effect in preserving 
a language; a much more likely connection may be thought to exist
1 : A more detailed source of background information may be 
found in the topographic maps enclosed at the end of this 
study* firid references for the French area refer to the 
grid superimposed on the French 1 • 509000 sheet for the 
purposes of this study, rather than to the referencing 
system printed on the map.
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however, between the isolation of a language from the influence 
of some more pervasive neighbour and the distances and slope 
steepnesses associated with altitude. Many distinguished 
writers in the past show support for the idea of the altitude 
factor, among them E. Estyn Evans (1928, p.266) who states, 
of the Shropshire - Montgomeryshire borderlands
l,The English language has similarly spread... 
uphill from the market towns...”
In the opening chapter of his thesis (l9*+7 )» W.H. Rees makes 
special mention of two factors which appear to accompany an 
increase in the strength of Welsh speakings distance west of 
the border and altitude. Later work pursues the idea, 
including that of G.J. Lewis (19&9 j pp .210-1*+), who mentions 
the likelihood that altitude and accessibility (the two concepts 
apparently having some distinctive characteristics, attributing 
to altitude a role greater than that of simple restriction 
of access) are both important influences on Welsh speaking.
There are even examples of the association working in reverse;
J. Fewtrell (1877,p.383) states of Llanymynech parish:
"Being situated upon the Welsh border, and 
part of it extending into Wales, we should 
naturally expect to find the Welsh portion 
to consist of hills...".
Bowen*s "Pays de Galles", however, specifically denies the 
relationship at the national scale, quoting (p.5) the lack 
of the penetration of English along the Tanat and Vyrnwy valleys
2 : Rees, W.H. (l9*+7 ), op.cit. T for example, pp. 11*+, 16*+
189, 2*+5.
(Included, In part, In the study area) and the complete 
anglieisatlon of the upland Bad nor Forest as evidence.
Another specific aspect of topography, slops, as 
distinct from altitude, has been less generally treated as 
an Influence on language, perhaps because at the national or 
regional scale it is a factor upon which it is difficult to 
generalise. In this case the small extent of the study areas 
is an advantage. A sharp transition is visible in the solid 
geology of the Welsh area, from Ordovician and Silurian 
shales and mudstones in the west, much folded and faulted, 
to gently-dipping New Bed Sandstones composing the eastern 
plain. Between these is a narrow band consisting mainly of 
Carboniferous limestone, terminating southwards in Llanymynech 
Hill (G.R.263220). The topography of the area (figure II.3) 
reflects this variety. It varies from generally north east 
-south west trending hills, rising to more than 500 metres in 
the west, with a relative relief of 150 to 250 metres, and 
slopes of 1 in 5 and more, to an eastern plain whose gentle 
undulations are attributable mainly to glacial and fluvioglacial 
deposits. The plain is only some 100 metres lower than much 
of the western hill area, but its relative relief is much less. 
Between the two extremes the limestone band forms a striking 
landscape feature, with steep breaks of slope of 100 or even 
150 metres facing both westwards into Wales and eastwards 
into Shropshire.
The visual contrast within the Breton area’s physical 
landscape are much more subtle. A general surface may be observed
sloping gehtly from 270 metres in the Bois Keur (o¥+02*+) to
(062134).
about 100 metres in the north, near Bringoloy\ The general 
trend of the solid geology is north west-south east, parallel 
to the coast, but this generalisation masks the complexity of 
the situation. Following this trend, and penetrating the general 
surface of granites and schists, is a complex series of 
porphyritic dykes, while another, similar, complex crosses 
the area from north to south. These cause the surface to 
be slightly accldented locally, but there is no marked break 
of slope comparable with those in the Welsh area, with the 
following exception: superimposed upon the general pattern 
and composed, according the the map of drift geology, of 
recent alluvium, is a dendritic pattern which is discovered 
to be a series of incised streams whose gorges are typically 
some 30 metres in depth (figure II.*+). The Ruisseau Dourmeur 
south east of Bringolo (068129) is an example of a stream in 
such a gorge, and the Leff flows, to the north of Chatelaudren, 
through a gorge whose depth approaches 60 metres,. Road and rail 
cross these gorges by bridge, and are not seriously impeded 
by their presence, but they may have an importance as landmarks.
At the edge of a language area, and in a situation where respondents’ 
views are sought on the location of the language border, this 
role may affect responses. The same may be true of landscape 
features in the Welsh area, in particular, perhaps, the 
limestone escarpments.
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2.6 Settlenjent and £onmiunications patterns?
The broader role of physical landscape features is 
seen when they are related to man-made patterns such as those 
of communications, settlement and land use.
Rural settlement patterns in the two areas have much 
in common, despite the differences in physical background 
described. Writing of Llanfihangel, a parish four miles west 
of the Welsh study area, A.D, Kees (1951, p .11) states that:
MNine tenths of the inhabitants live in 
scattered farms and cottages, a few of which 
stand along the road-sides while the majority 
are well back among the fields and are 
connected with the roads and with each other 
by a network of rough tracks and footpaths11.
This is a concise description of rural settlement as it 
appears in many of those parishes of the Welsh Borderland which 
have a predominantly farming, especially smallholding, economy,,and 
which have been affected to only a small extent by such changes
as the building of trunk roads. The rest of the parish*
population, Rees continues, lives either in the main village 
of the parish, Llanf ihangel ("Y Llan”) or in two other small 
hamlets which had (in 1939-l*Oj when his study was undertaken) 
a shop, a school, and a chapel, and some half-dozen dwellings 
each. Such patterns exist, almost unmodified save for some 
school and shop closures, in the Welsh study area, and examples 
are shown in figure II.5, maps i and ii. The second of these 
shows that particularly adverse topographic conditions affect 
the pattern, which is really more associated with landscape 
of intermediate height ahd undulating or dissected nature, 
such as that found in Llanfihangel and over much of the
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western part of the study area except the extreme western fringe* 
R.Musset (1937* $#.6o et.seq) is among the authors who describe 
Breton settlement patterns, mentioning patterns of complete 
dispersal such as that described by Rees for Llanf ihangel, 
as well as agglomeration into hamlets ("villagesM) and larger 
nucleated settlements ("bourgs"), surrounding a church, rather 
in the manner of the ecclesiastical "Llan” settlements of 
pre-Norman Vales. Estimating the proportion of people 
living in the bourg of a sample commune (Bulat-Pestivien, 
some twenty kilometres west south west of the study area, 
but with very similar rural settlement characteristics),
Musset (o p .cit? p.77) quotes the proportion as one thnth, as 
for Llanfihangel. The maps in figures II.5, ill - vi show 
patterns typical of the dispersed, village and bourg settlements 
described, as well as a nucleated ftLlan,f settlement in the 
Welsh area.
Perhaps the way in which rural settlement patterns 
are most likely to affect language-speaking is through the 
Varying degrees of family contact associated with each. This 
makes the assumption that the frequency with which people of 
the same language-speaking background meet and converse with 
each other, and the lack of frequency with which they meet 
people of other language backgrounds, is likely to be related 
directly with the strength, frequency and versatility of their 
use of their particular minority language, whether Welsh or 
Breton. The settlement patterns in figure II.5 demonstrate 
that there exists, also, a variety of communications networks.
\
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The characteristics of networks associated with dispersal have 
already been described in the quotation on Llanf ihangel , and 
the examples shown make it clear that dispersed settlement 
can give rise to a dense network of lanes and tracks which, 
even if not all of high quality, promote a degree of contact 
greater than might be expected in view of the population 
distribution. The network is, at the same time, not composed 
of roads of sufficient Importance or quality to encourage 
the rapid ingress of Influences from outside the locality*
The communications pattern associated with the 
agglomerated settlements, particularly the chief ones of 
parishes or communes, places them In an anomalous position 
with regard to language. This has been noted by some studies, 
for example that of the Irish Gaeltacht (1970), which concludes 
that in the case of north west Donegal, villages have a 
"negative linguistic influence".^ By this it seeks to convey 
that the dispersed, outlying settlements, containing some 85 
per cent of the parish population in many cases, may retain 
the minority language, for reasons already outlined, but that 
if the centred village becomes anglicised, then the minority 
language in the whole of its hinterland is doomed to disappear:
"Unless an Irish speaking community is large 
enough to encompass a village system, its 
linguistic future must be viewed wltn 
apprehension11, (op.cit. Tp.10)
31 An Forms For bar that A Development Study for the 
faeltaeht (1970), p.SJT
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This degree of control Is attributed, if only by 
inference, to the settlements role in the settlement hierarchy 
and to its radial communications pattern, which allows anglicising 
Influences, once established at a node, to penetrate the 
Intricate network of hinterland roads and tracks* The hypothesis 
must be viewed with doubt, not least because it is possible 
to propose the entirely opposite idea that, in concentrating 
numbers of people in one place, and increasing the chance of 
daily encounters, the village and its communications system
promote the speaking of languages, minority ones included*
v
G.J. Lewis, however, lends his support to the former idea , 
and it may be thought applicable also to the Breton case*
Finally, a return to figures 11*3 and I I A  shows the 
towns of Oswestry and Chatelaudren to provide the greatest 
concentrations of people, with the greatest chance of daily 
encounters, but also to be located at the centre of larger 
radial communications patterns. In these respects, they offer 
perhaps the greatest chance of weighing up the restive 
importance of the two alternative hypotheses expressed above*
The urban status of Chatelaudren may be thought somewhat 
doubtful, but it has the remains of a weekly street-market, 
and also a rather greater variety of shops (some thirty in 
number) than are normally associated with even a large village.
hi G. J. Lewis, op.cit.T p. 209. Quoted here the hypothesis 
is at least fourth-hand; Lewis auotes J. Hughes, who, in 
turn, inherited it from Cullum (see bibliography).
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^• 7 y other employment t wes :
The dispersed settlement pattern described is 
claimed to be connected, in most cases, with a pastoral economy^ 
and evidence from the two study areas does not contradict this. 
The landscape, in general terms, is one of small fields, with 
wooded hedgerows and a high proportion of permanent pasture, 
perhaps 80 per cent in both areas. Figure II.6, showing the 
occupation-structure of the communes in. and immediately 
surrounding the Breton study area, demonstrates the dominance of 
agricultural employment, for the most part on family-owned 
holdings, exerted as recently as 1968. In the minds of many 
writers, for example Hemon (19 +^7 >P• 5^ *-)9 settled routine 
of traditional family life which this pattern promoted, 
particularly before the compulsory education laws of the 1880s 
increased the influence of French, is closely associated with 
the maintenance of Breton speaking.
Apart from the two "agricultural” columns, 
adding up to more than seventy per cent in almost all 
cases, the only other notable occupation is the general 
category "manual workers". This refers to non-agricultural 
labourers and craftsmen and, more particularly now, to 
factory and building workers in centres such as 
Chatelaudren and Guingamp. Ogee (l8*+3 j p. 176) 
mentions a slight history of mining in the commune of 
Chatelaudren, the objects of interest being lead, silver 
and arsenic, but this activity ceased in the study area 
and nearby communes during the late decades of the
5: For example, by J.G. Thomas (19^6), p.1^2 Sylvester 
(1969) p. 190 and Pinchemel (196^), p. 299.
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nineteenth century. Much of the commune's present non- 
agricultural employment is provided by agricultural storage 
and retailing facilities, particularly an agricultural co­
operative. The processing of agricultural produce (for example 
in the form of a small fruit-conserves factory) is of importance 
as are agricultural services (for example, banks, shops, 
solicitors* offices) and a printer's workshop. The agricultural 
proportion is now experiencing a decline, associated with land- 
holding consolidation and with a gradual decrease in the dispersal 
of the settlement pattern. For the more completely agricultural 
parts of the Welsh study area, even thirty years ago, an 
employment structure similar to the Breton ones was in existence 
though the proportion in agriculture has never been quite so 
high in the period since 1800. This is mainly because of some 
mining and quarrying activity, as well as the development of 
manufacturing and processing industries in Oswestry, associated 
with the railway era. Coal mining in the eighteenth and early 
nineteenth century was in both open-cast and closed mines, 
employing small numbers of workers in a few localities (e.g.
Kant y Caws, 282266), and in the later nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries Was restricted almost completely to larger, closed 
mines, such as that at Weston Rhyn (295360) and Ifton (322373).
With the closure of these, mining has ceased to play an 
important part, but quarrying remains, including that at Porthywaen 
(2652 -^5), Llanddu (259229), Nantmawr (250250) and Criggion (2871^5), 
for limestone and granite, though the local quarries only employ 
a few hundred people in all. The building of the Welsh railway 
network was an important factor in the growth, of these activities, 
as it was in the growth of Oswestry. The main through routes of the 
Welsh network were complete by 186^ -, after which the town
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experienced a population growth (see section 2.8) and developed 
a variety of industries, from engineering to food processing*
Though the variety has since suffered a decline, the town still 
contrasts sharply with the rest of the Welsh study area, in the 
emphasis on industrial and service functions in its employment 
structure.
2.8 Stages ,pf_p_Qj>ulAtlon ehsnge in the study areas:
Carter and Thomas (1957?PP*230 et.seq.) mention some
of the difficulties associated with estimating population
numbers and densities in Wales before the 1801 population census.
This applies equally to the study area, as it does also to the
Breton study area before the -first French census in 1801. Most
writers assume a gradual rise in population between the Bark Ages
and 1800, recognising that there were undoubtedly local
fluctuations during this long interval. This seems particularly
probable in areas which have traditionally experienced confict
between people of different cultural backgrounds, as have both
study areas. Deaths and enforced emigrations resulting from 
local hostilities result in a population density which can
fluctuate over as short a period as a few years. The re- colonisation
of devastated areas seems likely to have set up a series of
regular waves of local migration, which would account in part for
local’ population variations* They are also important for the fact
that they may have played a part in disrupting and setting
up language communities.
The general characteristics of population change since 
1801 are shown in figures II.7 to II.9. early upward trend is
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visible in most cases, usually until about 1831 in the Welsh 
case and until 1851 in the Breton one. Since these dates, 
three main types of changes are visibles a decline, sometimes 
to the pre-1851 figure (e.g., Llangedwyn^ Llanrhaiadr, Saint*- 
Jean-Kerdaniel); a sustained, gradual rise or else a maintenance 
of population (e.g. Weston Rhyn, Selattyn , but no example 
among the communes in the Breton study area); or a more pro­
nounced rise, as in the case of Oswestry Urban and Chirk, 
with, again, no example in the Breton study area. In many 
cases, these types can be associated with the types of landscapes 
distinguished in 2*5. The rise followed by a fall frequently 
represents parishes or communes where increasing agricultural 
population necessitated the reclamation and improvement of 
mountain and heathland which was not eminently suitable for 
intensive agriculture. Sylvester (1969* P*197)> Thomas
(1957* pp.lMf-56) and Pinchemel (196^, pp. 297-98) all describe 
this process^ and evidence from the Welsh study area relate? 
to the (admittedly atypical) parish of Selatjjtyn, for which 
the 1831 Census adds a note to the effect that:
11 The increase of population in the parish of 
Selattyn (183 persons) is attributed to the 
cultivation of mountain land”. 6
Pinchemel describes the same phase of evolution in France,
pointing out the use of names fashionable in the late
eighteenth century as evidence of land cleared at this period.
"Mississippi" (G.E.081095) is an example. Ogle (1853, p.317)
6: 1831 Census Enumeration Abstract Vol I, p.520, note (C)
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says; of Plouagatj that "there were previously many heathlands, 
but reclamation took place between 1778 and 1780”.
The destination for out-migrating people from the 
more marginal agricultural land, as well as for the surplus 
labour accruing from reorganisation of land-holdings and 
agricultural methods, has been the areas to the east in the 
cases of both study areas. This eastward migration has continued 
ever since the start of the census period, and indeed it may 
well have been in existence before 1801, but during the early 
decades there was sufficient population in the areas west 
of those chosen for study constantly to replenish their 
population, whereas this is becoming much less the case during 
the present century. The eastern destinations vary, however, 
as the remaining two types of graph on II.7 and II.9 demonstrate . 
The type represented by Weston Rhyn, Llanymynech and Llanyblodwel 
relates strongly to areas possessing mining or quarrying activities 
(those Shropshire parishes relying solely on agriculture having cc 
very similar pattern to that for the ones further west), and it 
seems strongly liksely that they absorbed at least some of the 
migrants. More recently the proximity of all of the examples 
mentioned to main roads may have helped them sustain their 
population numbers. This is certainly the case for Chirk, 
included in the same category as the town of Oswestry because 
of the similarity of its graph, but owing its growth to early 
coalmining, followed by a fortunate succession of industries 
locating along the A5. Active participation in new industries 
was certainly the motive for nineteenth and early twentieth 
century migrations to Oswestry, but more recently it has been 
for the purposes of worlking in shops and service industries
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or else for the purposes of retirement, that roost oft he town*s 
new arrivals have come. The differing fortunes of Oswestry 
Urban and Rural districts are clearly shown on figure II.7; 
their population remained the same, in size and growth 
pattern, until 18V 1, since when it has declined in the rural 
area and multiplied threefold in the urban one. The disparity 
has been particularly noticeable since the end of the Second 
World War, and it seems realistic to think of the town*s 
creating a "population vacuum” in its immediately - surround­
ing rural district. If this is discovered to be the case, 
it offers the opportunity for the study of Welsh in the 
contrasting areas of urban core and fringe.
Figure 11*10 is another way of expressing the 
information just presented, by dates of the population peaks 
of the various communes and parishes, and figure 11.11 
compares densities of population at the peak with those at 
present. The first maps, of population peak dates, show 
that in the Breton case the earliest peaks were in the 
communes further away from the route nationale. Only in the 
town of Guingamp and its nearby communes has the peak been 
since 1900. The peak does not necessarily imply the date of 
the greatest economic efficiency of the commune, and may 
indicate severe over-population. Nonetheless, it may also 
mark the time when rural population densities allowed frequent 
interaction between families, and a high frequency of use of 
Breton (depending, of course, on the location of the commune, and 
on the origins of the farming families concerned). The Welsh map
shows a clear contrast from north east to south west, with the 
town and larger villages near the main roads exhibiting a 
recent peak, and the hill country to the west an early 
(frequently pre-1850) one. From 11.11 it can be seen that 
decreases in rural population density by more than %0 per cent 
between the peak and the present day are common, and that 
there is a positive correlation between an early peak and a 
large population decrease —  the early onset of population 
decline being precipitated, it seems, by intolerable conditions 
caused by over- population on poor-quality land. Population 
densities in themselves are thought to be of significance in 
language-shift, but so, too, are the mechanisms regulating 
them, especially that of migration.
2*9 M igrant c h a ra c te r is tic s
For most purposes, at least in the Welsh case, a 
clear and cozzpoehensive assessment of population migration and 
its effect on language speaking is already in existence.
This is in the work of G.J. Lewis (on.cit, particularly chapter 
VII $  Among Lewis’s conclusions are thatjfrom his sample 
of Welsh and non-Welsh speakers based on the electoral register 
between 1956 and 1966, the Welsh speakers were proportionately 
more migratory than the English and that their migrations were 
distinguished by the following characteristics: on the inter­
regional scale (the longest distance moves examined), the 
Welsh speakers wefce predominantly out-migrants, while at this 
scale the immigrants contained a higher proportion of English 
speakers. At the intermediate (intra-regional and inter-area) 
scales, the out-aigrants were mostly Welsh speaking and the
in-migrants were linguistically unsorted, while at the most 
local (intra-area) scale, the Welsh speakers were only 
slightly more migratory than the non-Welsh. In summary, 
the Welsh were more migratory than the English, but the 
difference declined the migration distance shortened 
(Lewis, flPjg.lt., p.239). The areas taken for this part of
the study did not Include the present study area, but 
nonetheless the information may provide a basis for later 
comparisons. When the sample was analysed op the basis 
of socio-economic groupings, it was found (op.cit- pp.2*f 1-2 ) 
that:
L
Hirrespective of language, it was the young 
(16-30 and 31-6 0) age groups, the better 
educated (grammar school or further) and 
the higher status occupation groups 
(professional, intermediate qnd skilled) 
that were the most migratory”.
Preliminary impressions of both study areas under consideration 
here are that although the characteristics of the most migratory 
people in lewis’s sample are those traditionally associated 
with migrants^ within the restricted localities under 
examination factors such as age-selectivity may operate in 
a quite opposite manner from that expected, the rural exodus 
being composed as much of older people moving locally upon 
retirement as of younger migrants. This must await confirmation.
2.10 Age-sex structures and languages:
One of the most powerful influences of migrations is
7 • As, for example, by Lawton, R. in House, J.W. (ed.) 
(1973), P.120
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upon age-sex stiuctures, both in the areas of departure 
and of reception* In this respect, they may also have an 
indirect effect on language distribution since age structures 
are related to language-speaking in the study areas in at 
least two respects.
* The French census provides an age-sex population 
breakdown by communes, and while this is somewhat erratic 
because of the small numbers of people per commune, it is 
useful in relating language to the occupations of the 
various age groups. Figure 11.12 shows a series of 
population pyramids, for the communes of Bringolo (195^ and 
1968) and for Chatelaudren, and also for the three rural 
districts (the smallest units available) relevant to the 
Welsh area. They show typical features, such as reduced 
representation for the age groups affected by the two world 
wars, and also, in almost every case, indications of the 
f,top-heavyH pyramid associated with an ageing population.
11.13 provides information possible only from the French 
census: the breakdown of the agricultural sector of employment 
by ages, for Bringolo and Lanrodec. It is immediately 
apparent that at about the age of 35 a sharp change in the 
character of agricultural employment takes place. In the 
older age groups, agriculture, both among men and women, 
accounts for a far larger proportion of total employment 
than in the younger ones. The pyramids for the total 
population show that this is not simply a result of a smaller 
pool of population to supply workers, but is a real feature. 
Figure II.6 has already pointed to the greatly dominant role
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of agriculture in the total employment structure of these two 
communes. It is possible to conclude that the younger 
people, either by preference or because of a process of laal 
consolidation over which thejr have little control, are 
turning to other forms of employment, leaving their older 
relatives to pursue the traditional occupations of agriculture. 
Turning to the interpretation of Boparz Eemon, already quoted 
in section 2*7, that the survival of the Breton language has 
been associated with the agricultural way of life, the import 
of the agricultural breakdown by ages can now be seen. If 
Hemon's inference is correct, the Breton language in the study 
area will suffer a severe attack on its continued existence 
within a matter of decades.
One more piece of information remains to compound 
the problem. In both study areas the idea was frequently encou­
ntered, during the reconnaissance period, that it was the 
older age groups in the community which were mainly responsible 
for the speaking of Breton or Welsh. This idea may spring 
from the occupation structure of the older generations, 
allowing them to continue to use the languages, as already 
described, or it may be entirely independent of this connection 
with occupations. If Welsh and Breton are age-specific, however, 
the implications are as figure II. 1V indicates; depending on 
the rate of decrease in the use of Breton and Welsh from one 
generation to the next, and on the degree of ageing and the 
death rate, the disappearance can again be seen to be hastened.
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In combination with the employment-related problem described 
above|. this makes the condition of Breton and Welsh yet more 
serious - - provided, of course, that the suppositions made 
here are discovered to be Justified.
The role of the sex-structure of the two areas is 
not clear, and so little has been written about this aspect 
of language-speaking, that discussion will be withheld until 
a later stage of the study. It may be, for example, that 
the unusual age-sex structure of Chatelaudren has some 
significance for language-use. It is possible, also, that 
the specific roles of men and women in the two areas ( for 
example, going to the auction mart, going shopping) can be 
related to language.
2 11 A hypothesis based on population structure and change:
From the discussion on population, the following 
features seem important: a fluctuating population total has 
been underlain by a decrease in the population of the more 
wholly agricultural parishes, particularly those with smaller 
farms or poorer land, since the early or mid-nineteenth 
century. The increasing economic difficulty and personal 
hardship of small farming acted as the "push” factor, 
while the ”pullf1 was provided by mineral extractive industries 
by the main roads leading eastwards and by the nucleated 
village and urban environments. The migrations created 
were, and are, mostly on a local scale, the flow from the 
most marginal land to farms of slightly higher quality, and 
from there to the best land or to the towns, producing a
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gradual and scarcely perceptible movement. Writing of the 
inhabitants of his parish in 1872, the Hector of Llanfechain 
(188205) observes:
“ But the strangest thing is, that a very
small proportion of the present residents of the
parish can be said to be natives* There
are only five of the farmers who were
born in it. and only one of these occupies
the farm tnat his parents held. Great
changes of occupiers have taken place
within the last twenty years, in some
instances as many as four on the same
farm, and the immigration has been for the
most part from the Welsh-speaking uplands". 8
The parish he describes is intermediate between highland 
and lowland, and this may help to explain a population turnover 
which was so rapid. Though this case may be unusually marked, 
the words provide confirmation, by an eye-witness, of the 
process when it was perhaps at its height.
The significance of such movements for language 
distribution is not difficult to assess in its most basic 
terms: the potential for Welsh or Breton speaking will be 
slowly decreased as the population leaves the most marginal 
areas* This may be for the simple reason that as traditional 
settlement patterns are disrupted and population-density 
decreases, chances for families to meet each other and 
converse in either of the languages will be reduced* In additlbn, 
families in such areas may have to turn to areas,; elsewhere 
to provide goods and services which they were previously
8 : Montgomeryshire Collections, Vol*V (1872), p.2T3
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able to obtain within the locality, and this may involve the 
use of English or. French. In the intermediate areas, 
though there may be some fluctuation, Welsh and Breton may 
be maintained for longer than they would otherwise have
survived, because of uhe influx of migrating families. Once 
again, the Rector of Llanfechains
n The amount of Welsh spoken has, at times
fluctuated According to reports, the
English language seemed preponderate 
at the beginning of this [l9thj century.
It has subsequently retrograded, and Welsh is
undoubtedly in the ascendent, and has 
lately been increasing; which is easily 
to be accounted for by the ready and 
almost constant admission of farmers 
from the Uplands and Welsh-speaking 
districts..." 9
In turn, waves of migrants from these intermediate areas
to the completely anglicised or gallicised ones may export
Welsh and Breton to areas where they would not normally occur. 
R.M. Thomas's study of an area of south-west Wales explains 
this same process (op.cit. p.99) in terms of aflmonoglot 
reservoir" (approximating to the "core" of Bowen ,fs Pays 
de Galles), providing speakers to the bilingual fringe or 
intermediate zone, which, in its turn, disperses speakers 
with newly-acquired French or English to the monoglot speaking 
areas of these languages. The sequence of depopulation may 
therefore give rise to further possible, and very significant 
effect of migration; as small farms in the marginal areas 
become vacant, there may be a counter-movement, composed for 
example of country cottage buyers, or of people (often of 
English or French urban origin) seeking a simpler or
9s ibid.
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alternative lifestyle, into these areas. Non-Celtic 
influences are thus directed to the very centre of the Welsh 
and Breton language areas, whence they diffuse in all 
directions, Including eastwards towards the language borders.
In the light of this, it is easy to see why W,H. Bees remarked 
(o.Pa.cAfe• P*239) that it might no longer be realistic to think 
of the further retreat of the Welsh language border, but of 
the stagnation of the whole Welsh language area in situ.
The contrasting relief of Brittany, which lacks the distinct 
physical contrasts of the Welsh border, meams that the process 
is not so noticeable, but chard (1962, p.27) describes the 
gradual establishment of the French language, over a period 
of nine hundred years, to the west of the original limits 
of Celtic occupation, diffusing from numerous local pockets 
^nd causing, again, stagnation of Breton over a wide area, 
rather than the retreat of a language border.
2 .1 2 Placing information against the background:
The foregoing discussion gives some indication that 
the physical landscape and also the cultural one —  particularly 
in its aspects of settlement, communications, occupations, 
age and sex structures, and most importantly, population 
geography — ■— may both be considered as important influences 
on language distribution and shift* The acquistion of information 
to specify their exact roles, however, presents considerable 
problems. The following discussion is an outline of some of 
the difficulties encountered in obtaining usable date on 
language speaking.
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CHAPTER III
OBTAINING THE DATA: THE LANGUAGE CENSUS AND ALTERNATIVES.
3*1 The Census as 1  ^ potential data
In the search for precise information on language
speaking, the census presents itself as perhaps the most
promising source. In the French case, any such idea must
Immediately be abandoned, in the light of the complete lack
of government statistics on ability to speak Breton. This,
it should be mentioned, contrasts with the census policy
on language-speaking in Alsace, for which statistics have
been collected since 1931 on the ability to speak French,
German or Alsatian dialect. 1 For Wales, the first information
on Welsh - speaking dates from the Census of 1891, though
a breakdown on a parish basis is available only from 1921
onwards, with a gap in the decennial sequence in 19^1. A
further breakdown of parish figures by enumeration
districts is also obtainable. Presentation of information
from the 1971 Census on the basis of a kilometre and
hundred metre mesh of grid - squares did not extend to the
information on Welsh-speaking, although there remains the
remotest possibility that this mesh may be used for presentation
in 1981? Even if so, the value will be strictly limited
because of the likelihood that grid-square figures will be
on a ten percent sample basis, and that squares will be
amalgamated in cases where confidentiality is thought to 
2
be endangered.
1 : The resultant informat ion, published on the basis of 
cantons, is a series of special reports, published in 
1956. 1962 and 1976 by I.N.S.E.E., Direction Regionale 
de Strasbourg.
2: Personal communications with office of Population 
Census and Surveys, 1971 - 7°
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3*2 Dlfftattltjeg associated yjth language censusest
Lieberson (1967)* in one of several papers he 
has produced on language questions in tensuses, outlines the 
difficulties involved even in the phrasing of Questions,before 
any attempt is made to interpret results. Among the problems 
which he discusses is that of deciding whether respondents 
should be asked to state their " mother tongue", or language 
first learned, (a type of question which gives the impression 
that languages being adversely affected by language-shift are 
more widely-spoken than is the case in reality). Alternatively, 
they could be asked to state the language in which they would 
normally converse (favouring whatever language is dominant 
in the everyday life of an area), or to list all of the 
languages they are able to speak. Finally, they could usefully 
be requested to declare each of these items (spoilt. ,p.l39). 
Most important of all is the problem of distinguishing betwwen 
the questions: "Could you, at any time, speak language x ?", 
in cases where respondents may have lost a language through 
lack of use; "Can you speak language x?T1, referring to a 
potential or theoretical ability; and "Do you speak language 
x?", to Indicate whether the language is used in practice 
(ibid). For any comparison to be made over time, it is 
clearly desirable that the question remain precisely the 
same from one census to the next, once a satisfactory 
phraseology has been achieved.
In the absence of Breton data, the question on 
Welsh speaking, together with its general results, will be
used as a test case. The last two of the questions quoted 
above will provide one of the main themes for the present 
study: the comparison between areas where the potential for 
Welsh and Breton speaking is high (as indicated by the second 
of the three questions) and those where the speaking frequency 
is high in practice (as derived from the third of the three).
In the meantime, some general features can be considered.
Figure II. 3 gives an indication of the tiv-st problem 
associated with the question on Welsh speaking. It shows that 
although preliminary investigation gave reason to choose a 
study area extending over tte national border into England, 
this brings with it aproblem, since the question on Welsh 
speaking is only asked within the confines of the Welsh national 
territory, as opposed to the Welsh language area shown by the 
locations of "linguistic divides". J.G. Thomas (1956,pp.71-2) 
mentions this difficulty, and also raises the problem of the 
ambiguity of the question as it stood in 1951, referring as 
it did to people "able to speak Welsh only" (which could be 
taken to mean "able to speak Welsh, but not able to read or 
write it", instead of its intended meaning of "able to speak 
Welsh exclusively"). There is, in addition, a more profound 
problem of what the "ability" to speak Welsh constitutes, the 
definition being left, in the last resort, to the respondent 
or enumerator. Jones and Griffiths (1963,P*^92) echo these 
criticisms for the 1961 census, and mention that the whole 
subject of respondents* ability to read and write Welsh 
"would be much too complex an issue to deal with" in the Census.
nonetheless, questions on these additional aspects were 
Introduced for the first time In 1971.
Other general criticisms which could be stated at 
this point are first, that the census of England and Wales 
is among those which fail to make a rigorous enough 
distinction between the ability to speak, and the habit of 
speaking, Welsh, a theme which the present study will pursue 
in some detail. Secondly, the parish is notoriously variable 
in shape and size, as a means of tabulating and mapping 
results.. In addition, the 1921 census, in particular, is 
untrustworthy as a reflection of speaking ability, since it 
was taken in June, when numbers of seasonal visitors may 
have distorted both the total numbers of Welsh speakers 
discovered and the relative strength of the language from area 
to area. Motives for falsely claiming or disclaiming an 
ability to speak Welsh may have changed over the sixty years 
for which parish data are available. Further problems will 
make themselves clear as the interpretation of census figures 
for Wales progresses.
Analysis of patterns from Welsh language censuses, 1921-711
Parish statistics are those readily available from 
the census, and they have formed th basis of several detailed 
studies of those parts of the Welsh borderland for which 
they may be obtained. Perhaps the two most comprehensive 
surveys are those of W. H. Rees (19^7) and G.J. Lewis (1970) 
the latter re-working Rees’s parish data in the light of 
more recent and increasingly sophisticated techniques, and
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with the addition of data for 1951 and 1961. Four aspects 
of the parish information from successive censuses will be 
considered: the percentage Welsh speaking, the Welshlaonoglot 
reservoir, the proportions reading aai writing Welsh, and 
finally the pattern of overall change (expressed in two ways).
3 ^  The situation in 1921:
For the purposes of the present part of the 
examination, it is to be noted that a more extensive area than 
the immediatw study area has been chosen (fig. III. 1) and 
figure III.2 , the parish map of Welsh speaking for this larger 
area in 1921, demonstrates that the transition is unmistakable, 
from a situation in the west where almost everyone is able 
to speak Welsh to one in the east where few or almost no 
people are able to do so. It is once more worth stressing, 
however, that this does not prove that a similar transition 
in the use of Welsh as the everyday medium of conversation 
existed in 1921$ this may have been more or less sharp than
111.2 indicates.
The areas of lowest Welsh-speaking percentages 
(below 10 per cent) are grouped clearly to the east of Wrexham, 
and include the parishes of Llay, Gresford, Erlas, Marchwiel 
and Erbistock, and the whole of the Maelor area of Flintshire.
A second belt of parishes with less than 10 per cent Welsh 
speaking follows the Severn valley, from Carreghofa, Llandrinio 
and Bausley in the north to Mochdre, near Newtown, in the south 
west. The disparity of the areas listed points to the 
necessity of seeking a variety of causes for the low percentage.
A.H. Dodd (19^0,p.502) points out the coincidence in the 
eighteenth century, of the line of division between' the more
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and less strongly Welsh speaking parishes In the Wrexham area 
with the line of Offa*s Dyke* He seems to Imply that there Is 
•nothing particularly significant in this, but that when the 
coal resources of the Wrexham area were discovered and first 
exploited in the early nineteenth century, flows of predominantly 
Welsh and English speaking immigrant workers, from west and 
east respectively, met along the line of country where the 
Dyke happens to exist. Thus the area of weak Welsh speaking 
cannot be associated simply with any particular type of economy; 
it contains both partly industrialised parishes (for example, 
Gresford, Llay and Marchwiel) and predominantly agricultural 
ones (Holt, ErbistockK
Maelor Saesneg, projecting into the Cheshire plain, is 
an area of low Welsh speaking percentage which is of particular 
interest, since it is perhaps the area for which census-data 
on Welsh-speaking are available which approximates most closely 
to topographic, communications and settlement conditions on the 
Shropshire plain, which borders the study area on its eastern 
side, and part of which (around Maes brook) falls within the 
area. Only Overton parish contained six per cent or more 
Welsh speaking population in 1921, and in some of the Maelor 
parishes (for example Bettisfield, Bronington) the figure was 
less than one per cent. This areai. has an early history of 
English influence. It became a hundred of Mercia and then, 
after passing into Norman hands, became part of the newly- 
constituted county of Flint under the Statute of Rhuddlan 
(128»0.3
3* Sylvester., D., op.elt., pp.*t65 - 66, ^90- 91
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There followed a period of Increasing Welsh Influence; the area 
was Welsh speaking In 1761, but from the reign of Edward the 
Confessor onwards the Influence of Welsh language and gulture 
had never been so strong as in even the area of Shropshire 
to the south (Palmer, A.N., 1899, Passim). Historical factors 
may' thus be held to account, at least in part, for the advanced 
stage of anglicisation of the area in 1921.
In the case of the other area of low Welsh-speaking
percentages in this same year, the valley of the Severn which
is greater in extent than the other two areas of low Welsh -
speaking discussed, Sylvester remarks (op.cit., p.^5^) on the
Hybrid isat ion *' of English and Welsh elements (for example, the
mingling of Celtic settlement characteristics with English
w .h *
placenames in many areas), while^Rees (op.cit.,pp«19lf-5) 
reiterates the valley*s role aw the main entry-point for 
English into Radnorshire. Rees also comments upon the varying 
width of the intermediate band of parishes, between the all- 
Welsh and all-English ones, and notes that this band is 
considerably wider in the Severn valley than in the Wrexham 
area, and that the valley exhibits greater variety and a less 
obvious pattern of Welsh speaking proportions. This pattern 
may stem in part from the varying ease of accessibility in 
the valley, and from the fact that there has been no sudden 
and powerful influence, such as the discovery of coal and onset 
of industrialisation over a wide area, to create a series of 
centres from which change could diffuse simultaneously.
The results from the 1971 census serve to highlight further 
an opinion which already existed in 1921 on the significance
of the degree of anglieisatlon of the Severn valley parishes* 
that they represent;
•the spearhead of a long established Anglicizing 
drive through the Severn-Dyfi routeway 
into mid-Wales”.^
In the present context, however, it is the local rather than 
the national significance of this third main area of low 
Welsh speaking percentage which is being considered. Together 
with the two areas already mentioned, it indicates that the 
study area was almost completely defenceless, on its eastern 
fringes, to the inroads of English though, interpolating the 
proportions for nearby Welsh parishes, some of the westernmost 
parishes of Shropshire may be thought to have contained 20 
per cent, perhaps even more, Welsh speaking population.
Bowen and Carter point out, in addition, the fact 
that only a matter of miles away from anglicised areas there
can exist strongly Welsh parishes --  at least in numerical
terms — - with over 80 per cent of their population able to 
speak Welsh. They imply (op.cit. ,p.V37) that there is some 
connection between the continuous retreat of the area of 
predominantly Welsh speech during the present century and the 
narrowness, or even lack, of the buffer zone which might be 
expected between the English and Welsh language areas. If the 
point is valid, it is wQrth noting in passing. The grouping
hi Bowen, E.G. and Carter, H. (197^)>
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of strongly Welsh parishes (for example Pennant, Hirnant, 
Llanrhaeadr and Llanfihangel) is another feature worthy of 
mention, particularly for its contrast with the pattern of 
varying Welshness of parishes in areas where proportions of 
Welsh speakers are smaller (as in the case of Bettws, Newtown 
and Llanllwchaiarn). The map for 1921 reveals clearly a 
contrast in the effectiveness of the parish as a basis for 
data; in areas of consistently high or low Welsh speaking 
with many adjacent parishes exhibiting the same features, 
the parish may be considered a revealing unit, whereas An , 
districts where alterations in Welsh speaking proportions 
take place over short distances (as for example in the Severn 
valley) it may be considered that the complexity of the situation 
exceeds the capabilities of the parish unit.
3.5 The situation in 1971; change over fifty years:
The pattern for the same area by 1971 (figure III.3) 
shows that in the respect of suddenness of transition, there 
has been some change, though not a remarkable one at first 
sight. While some of the westernmost parishes (for example, 
Llangadfan and Garthbeibio) have changed little or not at all, 
retaining their Welsh speaking proportion at over 90 per cent, 
the general line of sudden transition noted on the 1921 map 
has retreated westwards by some ten kilometres (or by the width 
of one or two parishes). A core of strongly Welsh parishes 
remains, while around its fringe, in parishes as diverse as 
Brymbo, Llansilin and Llangurig, from 20 to *K) per cent fewer
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bilingual people are noted. In the areas described as having 
low Welsh-speaking percentages in 1921, it is possible to see 
that numerically the situation has deteriorated no further, 
and Welsh has actually recovered slightly in some cases (for 
example, Forden). The local variability of the Severn valley 
is still visible, as well as the developing importance of 
Bowen and Carter1 s "spearhead" through Mid Wales. For the 
area chosen for close study (outlined on figure 111*3 ) the 
significance of the 1921 - 71 change in Welsh speaking 
proportions is that a large proportion of the area has completely 
changed its character. Welsh has changed, in every case except 
Llansilin, from being a majority to a minority language.
Figure III A  expresses this more clearly, and places it In the 
context of the whole of the northern part of Wales, and of the 
whole time period for which parish figures are available.
On II A b  the zone of change is clearly visible.
It can be associated with no one type of topography, historical 
influence or economic type, and encourages the belief that, 
in the case of language shift, a fringe of sudden linguistic 
collapse is characteristic of the border of the Welsh language 
area. A part of Bowen and Carter*s map showing changes in 
the strength of Welsh between 1961 and 1971 (figure IIIAa) 
has been included to show that this area of sudden numerical 
decline may be traced through much of North Wales, surrounding 
a core area as yet unaffected by the sudden decline. Much 
of the interest in this zone of sudden linguistic transition 
it occasioned by the hope that it may be possible to predict 
its progress towards the heart of the Welsh language area, 
thus identifying areas threatened by imminent linguistic collapse,
and the zone is at present the subject of examination by several 
authors, for example C.H. Williams (1977a and forthcoming).
The present study offers an opportunity to examine in closer 
detail the processes at work in the zone of sudden transition, 
rather than specifically to attempt the task of forecasting 
on a local scale.
3*6 Census data on monoglot Welsh-speaking; a model of 
lavage
Observations on census data so far have neglected 
the "monoglot reservoir". Some doubt must be cast on the 
reliability of census data in the respect of that part of the 
population unable to speak English; it is possible that some 
people who can speak English but make a point of doing so as 
rarely as possible have described themselves as "not speaking 
English", and the procedure of rounding figures to the nearest 
5 or 0, adopted in 1971, i&aiy increase the proportion in some 
cases, as well as hindering interpretation. Upon the release 
of the figures from the 1971 census, a local newspaper reported 
with bewilderment and some disbelief that:
"According to the lastest census figures 
released last week there are fifteen people living 
in the Chirk area who cannot speak English.
Five of these are male and five are female" 5
Despite such problems, it is possible to draw some 
conclusions from the percentages of people able to speak Welsh 
but not English in the extended study area (figures III.5 a 
and b). In summary, contrasts visible in the area in 1921 
hflffr practically disappeared by 1971 • ^  earlier date,
5. Border Counties.Advertizer. 23rd January, 197*+j P#1.
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four parishes (Llanfihangel, Llangadfan, Garthbeibio and 
Llanerfyl) were still at the atage where less than half their 
population was able to speak English, and at the western edge 
of the extended study area, with the exception of the 
industrialised north, were other parishes with ten per cent 
or more of their population unable to apeak English. At the 
eastern edge, a percentage of 2.5 or more monoglot Welsh 
speakers was exceptionally high. Thus defined, the language 
represented a very distinct feature, and the four parishes 
mentioned could certainly have been classified as part of the 
Welsh heartland. The 1971 census data (III.5b) shows that 
this contrast has now practically disappeared. Only in 
Garthbeibio would the monoglot English speaker now be likely 
to experience any difficulty in making himself understood. 
While the monoglot component of the population is still a 
few per cent higher in the west than in the east of the study 
area, it is the uniformly low percentage of Welsh monoglots 
which is striking, rather than the variability of the figure. 
The zone of greatest change of monoglot Welshness is situated 
between five and ten kilometres to the west of that of the 
greatest change of the total Welsh-speaking percentage for the 
fifty year period.
This idea of the variability of the speed of change 
of the various components of the Welsh speaking populations of 
parishes (a variability not devoid, nonetheless, of pattern) 
leads to the attempt to discover more about the sequence of
stages of language shift. For this purpose, Appendix I 
was drawn, showing by means of graphs the percentages of people 
able to speak Welsh and the percentage of monoglot Welsh 
speakers in each parish for the period 1921 to 1971.
It proves possible, on the basis of the graphs, to 
draw the model shown in figure III.6 . It can be seen that five 
stages of language shift have been distinguished, as the key 
to III. 6 explains. In the earliest stage (1 ) it is exceptional 
to find someone who is not able to speak Welsh, and the majority 
of those able to speak the language do, in fact, make a practice 
of speaking it, since ability to speak the language is so wide­
spread. It is at this stage that monoglot Welsh speakers are 
most easily able to exist, being able to participate in most 
aspects of community life because of the rarity of use of English.
The next stage (2 ) of the shift sees a fluctuation in 
the percentage of Welsh speakers, which remains, however, above 
eighty per cent of parish populations. The reason for the 
degree of fluctuation is difficult to determine, but it is 
associated with waves of anglicisation caused by migration or 
varying age - or occupation- structure, or by some other, 
unknown, influence. The fact that the Welsh speaking proportion 
remains at an overall high level at all seems mainly due to 
the influence of selective out-migration; this stage, corresponding 
with the breakdown of traditional agricultural and social 
systems, releases workers, usually the younger members of the
community, who are more predisposed to accept both the idea 
of leaving their home parish and of speaking English, and 
the Welsh speaking proportion is thus maintained at an 
artificially high level even though the overall parish 
population falls. Simultaneous with this stage, however, 
is usually a sharp decrease in the monoglot reservoir, perhaps 
reflecting the increasing impraeticality of being able to 
speak only Welsh in a situation of strengthening English influence.
In contrast with the fluctuating character of stage 
2 , the next phase, divided into 3a and 3b, is one of decisive 
and usually irrevocable change. The percentage of people 
able to speak Welsh falls rapidly and unremittingly from 80 
to 20 per cent, and the monoglot reservoir is extremely small, 
sporadic or extinct. This is a crucial phase. It seems to 
coincide with a sudden loss of cohesion in the Welsh-speaking 
community, a shedding, in a matter of decades, of general 
ability to speak the language. The graphs in Appendix I show 
that this does not take place at the same time in evdry parish 
underlining the hypothesis that it is the product of forces 
internal to the parish, rather than the result of external 
pressures acting simultaneously upon the Welsh language over 
the whole study area. The fact that the parish unit has 
been the means of demonstrating this feature may lead to the 
conclusion that it is the most revealing areal unit in the 
study of language in this area and the quotation from the
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Gaeltacht study (section 2i6) to the effect that the speaking 
community should be held to encompass a ^village system*1 
(the equivalent of a parish in much of the extended istudy 
area) would indicate that the writers support this idea. It 
may, nonetheless, be the case that this phase of sudden loss 
of Welsh-speaking ability operates in communities at the 
sub-parish level. The reason for the division of this phase 
into two sub-sections is that at the midpoint of the rapid 
decline is the point at which the speaking of Welsh becomes 
a minority ability. At this point, provision of special 
facilities for Welsh speakers at the parish level becomes 
considerably more difficult, especially if the Welsh speaking 
contingent becomes out-numbered on district and community 
councils.
The last two phases reflect the first two. Stage 
b is one of fluctuating ability to speak Welsh, with twenty 
per cent or less of the population Welsh -speaking, and the 
monoglot reservoir less than five per cent, or extinct. The 
main phase of decline is over and demographic, occupational 
and migrational influences are once again mainly responsible 
for the fluctuations in the overall downward trend of the 
graph. Finally (stage J) jzhe ability to speak Welsh either 
disappears completely or is occasionally re-kindled by in- 
migration of Welsh-speaking families who are liktely to discard the 
language in a matter of years, unless they maintain their 
contact with their area of origin.
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This Is not, of course, a model of the whole process 
of language shift; the stages at which the whole parish 
population was able to speak Welsh alone, and at which a 
majority were monoglot Welsh speakers have been omitted, since 
no example of either of these exists within the extended study 
area. Such situations are rare in large parts of modern Wales.
The time scale for the phases included has also been left 
undefined. Very few of the parishes in Appendix I show more 
than two of these phases, and the speed of transition from 
one to another seems rather variable, though twenty or thirty 
years per phase would not be considered unusual.
3*7 -The_jqodel applied to the extended Welsh, study area:
It should now be possible to apply the model to the 
extended study area, with the purpose of seeing whether apy 
pattern is visible, on the basis of the stage of shift at 
which a parish has mainly been during the last fifty years.
Figure III.7 is the result of such an attempt. Its
symbols refer to the stages discerned in the key to III.6. A
pattern is clearly visible; its sequence of zones, running
parallel in a north-south direction, follows exactly that on
figure III.6 . The pattern resembles closely that on figure
Ill.lfb, the zone of greatest change on the latter corresponding
with the crucial transition stages (3a and 3b). This is not 
surprising, nor is the relative stability of the zones to either
side of it (though it is known from the monoglot Welsh element:
that the stability, at least in the westernmost area, is Illusory).
It is worth reiterating, however, that no one type of topographic, 
demographic, communications or settlement environment can be 
related to each individual zone of language shift. The zones 
are to some extent independent of these, and are dependent in part 
simply upon the language area of Welsh. At its junction with 
English there is indeed what has been referred to as a "fall - 
line", created by mechanisms of language shift.
3 *8 Census da.ta^on reading and writing Welsh:
To the discussion of language core and fringe as 
perceived from the stage of language shift the census can perhaps 
add another indicator of the location of these features: the 
questions on the reading and writing of Welsh could be regarded 
as a rudimentary measure of familiarity with Welsh and of 
"intensity" of its use. As a data source this is, however, 
of limited use, since the formal teaching of Welsh in schools 
all over the Principality raises the number of people under 
forty who are able to read and write Welsh - - sometimes 
without being able to speak it. Since census results are 
available only from 1971 for this item, any study of change over time 
is also precluded. Nonetheless, the proportions of the population 
able to speak Welsh who were also able to read and write the 
language were calculated, speculatively, and the results 
are presented in figures III. 8 and III. 9*
Comparison of the two maps indicates that reading is 
a more common ability than writing. This is scarcely 
surprising, and the disparity between the two abilities would 
have been even greater had the whole population of each 
parish been considered, since many people are unable to speak 
Welsh but can read the language. The census restricts the 
questions to those who have already stated that they are 
Welsh-speaker s. For the present discussions, the most 
important feature of the two maps is that the proportion is 
not the same over the whole study area. A return to figure
1 1 1 .3 shows that facility in the reading and writing of 
Welsh may be associated with the proportion of the parish 
population able to speak it. The reading and writing 
proportion can therefore be used as an indicator of the 
language border. On reflection this, again, is not surprising 
since those parishes where Welsh is most likely to be used in 
daily life are also those where it would be most necessary 
or worth-while to learn to read and write it.
If figure III.3 has points of comparison with III.8  
and III.9 , it also has contrasts. Although in almost the 
whole of the Wrexham coalfield and Maelor area in 1971 the 
percentage of Welsh speakers was ten or less, the percentage 
of Welsh speakers able to read and also to write the language 
was nearly everywhere eighty per cent or more. This can only 
be accounted for by the fact that most of the people who can 
speak Welsh at present have learnt the language in the
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classroom or other formal situation, developing speaking, 
readipg and writing skills simultaneously. If this is so, 
these areas should correspond with those already classed 
as being in the fourth phase of language shift (Welsh 
undulating between 0 and 20 per cent), and figure Ill.J+b 
shows this to be the case. Consequently, it is 
possible to propose the idea that between the westernmost 
and easternmost edges of the study area, where reading and writing 
proportions are high, lies a zone of sudden decrease 
(phase 3 ) which is characterised by considerably lower 
proportions of Welsh speakers also able to read and write 
the language - - in other words, that a weakly-developed 
reading and writing ability is a further characteristic 
of the fringe of the area where the Welsh language might be 
said to exist ” naturally” (independently of the support of 
school Welsh). There may be some justification for such a 
conclusion, but the evidence is not convincing. Figure III.
3 , consulted once more, shows a large part of the eastern 
edge of the area, in the Severn valley, to have been classified 
with the coalfield and Maelor as in phase b of the shift, and 
in the Severn valley reading and writing proportions are 
considerably lower, mainly between ^0 and 70 per cent. No 
satisfactory reason can be given for the difference, except 
that it may depend on a less strongly developed tradition 
of written Welsh in the valley, or else an education system, 
in the original counties of Denbigh and Flint, which taught 
the reading and writing of Welsh more efficiently. This last
is improbable 5 the variation can be seen to be from school to 
school rather than from county to county.
On the significance of written, as opposed to spoken, 
Welsh, the article by Bowen and Carter (1971), a product of 
considerable experience and familiarity, considers the 
opposition of spoken and written Welsh for Wales as a whole.
Its main conclusions (fiiufilt. ,pp. 9 - 11) are that; "the Welsh 
population is illiterate” because only 73.2 per cent of those who 
speak Welsh write it\ secondly, that the ability to write 
Welsh is age - specific, especially as the young children do 
not learn to write the language until some time aftdr gaining 
familiarity with the spoken word and the oldest people never 
achieved literacy in Welsh, since it was rejected in favour 
of English as the literary language during their schooldays; 
finally that "the differences between speaking and writing 
proportions is a stage in language decline ", the intermediate 
zone of bO to 70 per cent being noted as the one where percentage 
writing ability is least.
Not all the conclusions correspond exactly with those 
drawn from the present, less extensive, study area, and the 
conclusion on the illiteracy of the Welsh population seems 
somewhat harsh in comparison with the situation observed In 
Brittany, where only the schools of the extreme west and a few 
private schools teach spoken Breton, to say nothing of the 
languages*s literary aspects. The article may be held, never­
theless, to represent the quite detailed stage which census 
Information has allowed studies to reach at the national scale
in the case of Wales.
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3 • 9 IiSUlkGX&t.iQn districts as basis for data on Welsh speaking;•
One further scale of study remains a possibility, 
given the nature of data from the census. Enumeration district 
figures are available for consultation for all censuses since 
1921. Figure 111,10 may help to explain why they are not more 
widely used. It should be compared with the corresponding part 
of figure 111,3. ^or the most part, it can be seen that a
" v.>
slightly closer network of information (two or three units for 
every one previously shown) results. In the Maelor, the increase 
in information is negligible, however, since the enumeration 
district and parish are, for the most part, one and the same.
On the other hand, in built-up areas such as Cefn (inset on 
figure 111.10), or Chirk, a much increased network of information 
results. It is clear that, in accordance with the information- 
collect ion system operated by the Census of England and Wales, 
the increase in information occurs on a population, rather 
than a spatial, basis. Densely-populated areas such as those 
quoted gain considerably in depth of information, whereas thinly 
-populated ones or areas with small parishes gain little or 
nothing. In the case of the present study, it is precisely 
these thinly-populated rural parishes which provide the 
continuity of conditions necessary for a study of language change. 
Furthermore, the method adopted to divide parishes into 
enumeration districts, while convenient to the purpose of data 
collection with a view to aggregation (that is, for the counting 
of population), has little geographical relevance. For example 
the parish of Llanfechain (56) is divided into two enumeration 
districts. It is situated astride a road following the line 
of the valley and it may be expected that conditions favouring
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the retention of Welsh are different in the valley from those 
in the hills on either side. The enumeration district 
boundary follows'the valley bottom, alongside the road, and while 
this arrangement means that enumerators can gain access with 
the greatest convenience to the area for which they are 
responsible, conditions in one enumeration district are 
practically a "mirror Image” of those in the other, and two 
rather similar percentages for Welsh speaking result (Mt and 
32 per cent). This kind of situation is common, and explains 
the relatively small increase of information, as well as the 
apparently uneven coverage, on figure III. 10.
Reference has already been made (section 3 *1) to an 
alternative data collection network, proposed by the Office 
of Population Censuses and Surveys: the kilometre squares 
of the National Grid and a further breakdown into hundred metre 
squares. Subject to conditions of confidentiality, population 
data are available on this basis for 1971. This is not the 
case for data on Welsh speaking. ^ Such a grid would certainly 
represent an advance in detail on the units shown in 111.10 and 
the systematic positioning of squares might have alleviated 
the problems discussed in the case of enumeration districts.
65 Census Office Information leaflet No. 1 (1970)
and personal communication with Census Office, 1971—75*
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When the speed of transition and the complicated nature of 
the patterns known to exist in the language geography of the 
Welsh borderland are considered, ori^cllometre is still, however, 
a large distance, particularly in the case of built-up areas, 
and even the hundred metre grid would mask important details.
To add to the potential problems, there remains that of 
confidentiality. Once again, it is precisely in the undisturbed 
areas, frequently corresponding with rural parishes where 
population density is least, that interest is greatest, and that 
there is the greatest chance that confidentiality would demand 
the amalgamation of Information for several, or many, adjacent 
squares. The lack of availability of grid square information 
on Welsh speaking for 1971 is perhaps not such a loss as it 
may seem.
3*10 Alternatives to the census:
Criticism of the census Implies that for the purpose 
in hand a more effective alternative can be devised. "Effective" 
in the present situation, appears to amount to "more detailed", 
since it is being implied that mechanisms of language shift 
may be more detailed than the data from the census can provide 
for. In the search for detail, however, an Immediate compromise 
must be made; the scale of the individual speaker, the ideal 
unit for a geographical approach to language, has regrettably 
to be abandoned as impractical, mainly because it would involve 
an unwarranted intrusion into personal privacy. On the other 
hand, at the point where inter-household communication starts 
to imply a spatial element, compromise becomes unwise. The
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household has therefore been chosen as the basic unit for 
study.
The plan of Investigation based upon this household 
unit is two-fold* to construct maps of both the numbers and 
proportions of households with one or more Welsh or Breton 
speakers in any locality, in order to gain an Impression 
of the local potential for Welsh or Breton speaking, and 
to devise a way of showing, cartographically, where these 
languages are used in practice, and by whom, for what 
purposes and for what proportion of daily conversation, 
with the subsequent aim of making a specially close study 
of areas which may prove to have a discrepancy between 
"potential" and " actual" speaking. The method is 
conceptually very straightforward, the greatest problem 
being the manipulation and cartographic presentation of 
the hundred per cent sample of households for both the 
Welsh and the Breton study areas.
3.11 •.Administration of the language question in the field:
The research concept is matched in simplicity 
by the method of field investigation. For the present, 
only the "potential" aspects of Welsh and Breton speaking are 
being considered. In the two study areas, every fourth 
household is visited, and the question posed: "Is there 
anyone in your household able to speak Welsh (Breton)?"
The same question is next asked with reference to the 
occupants of all nearby houses not visited, and for every
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house not visited this same question Is asked of two separate 
neighbours. If any element of doubt Is expressed in elthe? 
case and, obviously, if contradictory results are obtained, 
a third or fourth household is asked, or the household in 
question is visited.
Several questions on the suitability of this method 
could be po.secl . The first of these concerns the necessity 
of obtaining information on every household. This aim 
clearly restricts the size of the study areas, and it may 
be considered that a sample of households, taken over a 
larger area, would give more reliable or typical results. 
Sampling over a larger area has been discarded because the 
very feature of language which is of interest is the degree 
of localisation of its use, seen, for example, in the smallest 
size of speaking community in which Welsh or Breton can 
survive. For this to appear clearly, every exterior Welsh 
or Breton speaking contact a household makes should be sought, 
and precise detail for a rather restricted area is k better 
alternative than partial detail on the same number of house­
holds sampled over a greater area. Earlier observations 
(2.3) have already indicated the abrupt changes in language 
patterns which can occur over small distances.
The format of the question "is there anyone in your 
household able to speak Welsh (Breton)?" may be thought a 
further problem. In just the same way as the 1971 census
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question, it leaves the vital definition of ability to speak 
either language to the persons asking or answering the 
question. In the present case, the problem is lessened to 
some extent by the fact that the questioner is in all cases 
the same. The working definition of what constitutes 
"speaking Welsh (Breton)" is the following: an element of 
participation in the spoken language in its everyday local 
form is required. Respondents simply able to understand one 
or other of the languages without being able to respond or 
instigate a further stage of the conversation are not 
considered to be Welsh or Breton speakerneither are those 
who have simply learned "set pieces" (for example, greetings 
such as "good morning") which they use intermittently in an 
otherwise totally French or English vocabulary. Apart from 
these, even the simplest or least literate attempts to 
construct Welsh or Breton sentences are taken as constituting 
an ability to speak the language. Reading and writing ability 
are not considered.
The greatest single source of inconsistency in the 
method is perhaps that group of households not visited 
personally, but simply enquired about. The procedure for 
verification of answers has already been described, and such 
a process is undoubtedly necessary, since the accuracy of 
responses is found to be highly variable. In parts of 
Oswestry and the larger villages, as also in Ch&telaudren; 
particularly in the case of newly-built housing, knowledge 
is non-existent or highly inaccurate, and it becomes necessary 
to visit nearly every household. In some of the older
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residential areas, in the smaller villages and in the open 
country, respondents take a pride in knowing every 
individual for a considerable distance, and this is especially 
so in the old-established farming communities. In the case 
of one or two respondents, however, enthusiasm occurs at 
the expense of accuracy, and the minimum of one household 
in four is adhered to. One way of checking the efficacy 
of the method is to note the proportion of questionnaires, ; 
issued in a later stage of the survey, to homes which prove 
to have no Welsh or Breton speaking member. With the 
exception of households which have changed their address 
between the two stages of the survey, this proportion, as 
will be seen, is small (1.J per cent in the Welsh and 2jk 
per cent in the Brwton case), and almost all the inaccuracies 
occur in the towns or on the new housing estates.
One further, and potentially serious, problem 
associated with the use of the household unit, was not 
appreeiated until the field survey was well under way: that 
it was possible that households nearer the language border 
would be more likely to contain one or two potential Welsh 
or Breton speakers, while those further into the language 
area had a greater likelihood of every member being a 
potential speaker. Maps of "potential11 speaking therefore 
tend to exaggerate the potential for Welsh or Breton speaking 
towards the border, and households with more potential 
speakers tend to contain speakers who are more fluent or 
more inclined to maintain their speaking ability. The degree 
of seriousness of this problem can only be assessed in
practice, at a later stage.
3.12 The decision to set aside the census as a language source 
for the present studvs
The foregoing discussion has shown something of 
the usefulness of data from the Census of England and Wales 
as a source of background information for local language 
studies, and also some of the weaknesses of this source.
The insurmountable problems posed at the sub-enumeration 
district scale by the admittedly well- intentioned confidentiality 
regulations at the Office of Population Censuses and Surveys 
mean that the census has unfortunately to be abandoned as a 
data source for the remainder of the present study. It is 
by no means certain that at this very local scale any 
recognisable spatial patterns will emerge, nor, if they do, 
that they will be capable of interpretation. A laborious 
interlude of data collection, ironically duplicating that 
undertaken in order to produce the census statistics, is 
necessary before either of these questions can be resolved.
CHAPTER IV
THE POTENTIAL FOR WELSH AND BRETON SPEAKING
^•1 problem of cartographic representation:
The result of the fieldwork procedure described is 
a series of maps similar to those in figure IV. 1 (provided 
as an example) and also an index of names and addresses of 
Welsh and Breton speakers. The maps are helpful in several 
respects. They bring a first appreciation of distributions 
at a local scale, particularly in the respect of isolation 
or clustering of Welsh or Breton speaking household units.
In addition they show something of the role of communications 
in promoting the migratory flow of the various types of 
households across the study areas. For every feature 
discovered in the search for pattern, however, the dot maps 
can supply an exception or inconsistency, and in this form 
the data cannot be considered easily legible. The conversion 
of the point information into a general surface would help 
to smooth out the patterns to the extent that they might 
be interpreted for the study areas as a whole.
To this end, the method which suggests itself is the
superimposition of a grid on the point pattern, with the
subsequent application of a running mean to generalise the
pattern a little further. The method finally adopted is
to divide the maps with a mesh of hundred metre grid squares
and to total, for each square, first the number of households 
and secondly the number of households with one or more
Welsh or Breton speakers. Instead of applying a simple
running mean to the two resulting sets of figures a
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Moving circle" method, for which a computer programme is 
available, is in some respects a more realistic way of 
performing the task. The programme employed is included, 
together with some additional information in Appendix: II.
The simple but monotonous tg.sk it performs is as follows: 
a shape approximating to a circle, of pre-determined radius, 
is centred upon alternate grid-squares and the catchment 
(a) of households and (b) of households with a Welsh or 
Breton speaker it totalled for the circle, and expressed 
as a figure for each square in turn. Two population 
surfaces result, one for total households and the other for 
households with a Welsh or Breton speaker.
While essentially the same running mean, the moving 
circle has one particular advantage: it makes it possible 
to experiment with a series of different radii, representing 
a variety of different catchments, with the minimum of 
difficulty. This is useful in two respects, the first of 
which is purely practical. While it is desired to generalise 
the dot pattern into a surface, it is also desirable that as 
little information as possible should be lost in the process. 
Legibility dictates that the pattern should be generalised 
into a reasonably continuous surface, but that small areas 
of unusually weak or strong Welsh or Breton potential or
1. Thanks are due to Mrs. I.M.L. Robertson of the Department 
of Town and Regional Planning, University of Glasgow, 
for making this programme available and advising on its 
use.
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unpopulated localities should remain for Inspection, without 
being smoothed out of existence. The final map In Appendix 
II shows an example of the result at radius 2 (that is,
200 metres in all directions from the centre of any square), 
which is fragmented in appearance and difficult to interpret 
when compared with the map at radius b (ifOO metres), the 
one finally selected for use.
A 'second, reason for the use of a smoothing 
technique of this type is that it could be held to represent 
something of the inter-relationship of households, and the 
potential which this might have for encouraging communication 
in Welsh or Breton. As a means of doing this, however, it 
possesses as many problems as advantages. It may be 
contended, on the one handy that a circle of fixed radius 
placed successively over an urban area, a village and an open 
country district reflects quite accurately the varying 
number of daily encounters (or speaking contacts) a person 
in each of these areas might have in reality, the contention 
being based upon the idea that a greater density of 
population occasions more frequent meetings and conversations. 
Against this can be set several alternative ideas, including 
that which considers each person1s pattern of daily speaking 
contacts to be unique and not capable of simulation by any 
technique, and also the idea that within the circle of the 
majority of people is an average number of daily contacts 
(friends, workmates, shopkeepers and others) which remains 
fal??y constant regardless of theeLement of distance or
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population density. In this, last case, it would be more 
appropriate to substitute for the moving circle method 
some programme such as the "Range Map" described by Nordbeck 
and Rystedt (1972, ), in which the threshold population 
sought (for example, in the present case, perhaps 50 
households) is made the constant, rather than the radius 
of the circle. This method would also ensure that no part 
of the resultant surface map would record a score of zero, 
but in doing so it would remove the sought-for element 
of locality. With all its simplifications and assumptions, 
the moving circle method was still considered the better 
alternative.
V .2 The_jponulation surface mans__examined:
The total population surfaces (based on households) 
obtained for the two study areas by the application of the 
**00 metre moving circle may be a useful background for 
discussion, and they are presented in figures IV.2 and IV.
3. These two maps verify the fact that the study areas 
contain a variety of population densities; even with the 
increased radius size, areas of unpopulated country are 
visible, for the most part less than one square kilometre 
in extent, except for some of the hilltops in the west of 
the Welsh map and the forests of the Bois Meur and the 
Bo is de Malaunay in the Breton area, where they are more 
extensive. The most common density encountered at this 
radius in both study areas is one of between one and nine 
households, and the general occurrence of this makes it 
justifiable to associate this density with the scattered
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farms already stated (section 2.6) to be characteristic 
of much of the study areas. From this general surface 
a number of more densely populated areas of restricted 
extent stand out. Th£se have, most commonly, a density 
of between 10 and 19 households, though the density can be 
over a hundred, and these more heavily populated areas correspond 
with villages in almost all cases. The influence of 
communications is evident in both maps; between Chatelaudren 
and Plouagat on IV.3 an east-west trending area of compar­
atively dense population appears to follow the course of 
part of the route nationale, while between Oswestry and 
Llanymynech on IV.2 the course of the Aif83, and also of 
other roads leading westwards into the hills, is picked 
out by areas of density of ten households or more at radius 
*+. The most obvious feature of all, on figure IV.2, must 
be the huge dominance of Oswestry, and the rather lesser 
dominance of the Breton map by the town of ChStelaudren 
may also be noted.
Many of these features are visible upon the next 
maps examined (figures IVA and IV.5), thosd which present 
the Welsh and Breton household surface, or, more accurately, 
the surface for households with one or more members able 
to speak Breton or Welsh. The first, and most important, 
remark to be made about either of them is that if they 
are taken in isolation they provide no evidence at all that 
language borders are located in the study areas. There is
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no transition visible, and it nay be thought that this is  
only to be expected, given that the surfaces are portraying 
the simple ability to speak Welsh or Breton, rather than 
the practice of doing so, and that migration along 
communications routes, from the poorer land and towards the 
towns and larger villages, has distorted any simple pattern 
of transition which may originally have existed. Once again, 
the general surface of between one and nine households is 
visible, broken, this time, by rather larger areqs recording 
no population. To the areas unpopulated on the total 
household maps are now added some which are devoid of people 
able to speak Welsh or Breton, though any pattern which may 
exist in this last feature is not perceptible at this stage. 
The location of villages is again clear, as is the dominance 
of Oswestry, but the presence of Chatelaudren is not evident 
on the Breton household map, indicating perhaps some 
difference in the tendency to migrate from country to town 
in the two study areas. A more general consideration of 
the two maps suggests the hypothesis that regardless of 
the total population of the study areas, as represented 
by the total household surfaces, and regardless of the 
proportion of Welsh or Breton speakers which may exist in 
the population, it is the proximity of potential speakers 
one to another which will lead to the frequent speaking 
of Welsh or Breton, simply because speakers will tend to 
meet each other more frequently if they are located close 
together, or because they may gain some added element of 
confidence or group identity from the knowledge that other
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potential speakers of the language live nearby. If this 
hypothesis is correct, the villages in the Breton study 
area (for example, Bringolo, St. Jean Kerdaniel, Plouagat, 
Lanrodee and Senven) should be regarded as having a greater 
potential for the speaking of Breton and will exhibit a 
greater Breton speaking frequency when speaking frequencies 
are examined at a later stage, and villages such as Gobowen, 
Llansantffraid and Llansilin in the Welsh area, as well as the 
town of Oswestry, should be the location of similarly frequent 
use of Welsh, because of speaker proximity.
Setting aside, for the moment, the discussion of the 
hypothesis, and returning to the Welsh and Breton surface 
maps and their apparent lack of transition, it is not enough 
to assume that the frequency of speaking rather than the 
ability to speak, Welsh or Breton is the way in which this 
transition will be expressed in reality, nor that migration 
and other processes have disrupted that pattern of transition. 
One important additional fact is that, as the total surface 
map showed, there is an increase in population density with 
movement eastward across the Welsh area, this increase 
more than compensating for the eastward decrease in likelihood 
of encountering Welsh speakers in the area, and thus obscuring 
the pattern of transition on the Welsh surface map. In the 
Breton area the total population density increase towards 
the east is replaced by the axis of higher density following 
the route nationale, as already discussed, and the explanation 
for lack of transition on the Breton surface map remains
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somewhat uncertain.
To seek reassurance however, regarding the existence
of language borders on this local scale, at least in terms 
of households with potential speakers, it is necessary only 
to consult figures IV#6 and IV.7* the result of superimposing 
the Welsh and Breton surface maps upon those of the total 
population surface and expressing the result as a percentage 
of households. This result is an intricate pattern of 
varying percentages, and it is worth pointing out that the 
two maps are themselves generalisations of the results obtained 
from the printout material, examples of which are included 
for inspection in Appendix II.
lf.3 General features of the percentage sneaking surface maasi
From the most cursory inspection of the two maps, 
reassuring signs of transition are visible, the sharpness of 
which, particularly in the Breton case, is worthy of comment. 
Areas of over ninety per cent Welsh or Breton speaking potential 
(at least in the household term already described) lie within 
a few kilometres of areas where no-one can :§peak either language. 
This, however, is little more than it was possible to deduce 
from the census data (sections 3**+> 3*5)> the maps invite 
considerably more detailed inspection.
The main impression of the two surface maps, apart 
from the overall transition, is perhaps the fragmentation of 
the pattern, and the variability of percentages within short 
distances. There are few homogeneous areas of more than three
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or four square kilometres in extent, particularly in the 
centre and vest of the Welsh study area and the central
and eastern portions of the Breton one* This pattern 
indicates something of the complexity of the processes of 
language- shift which are under study. If the area of any 
parish or enumeration district for which census data are 
available is taken as an example and compared with the data 
available from the household surface, it is apparent how 
uninformative census information is about the processes 
under way in areas of language-shift. When it is considered 
further, that the household itself is a generalisation and 
thht the household data have been ”smoothed”, the point is 
reinforced. At the same time, it may be argued that the vari­
ability in the pattern is wholly the result of the large- 
scale examination at which the study is made and that, given 
the choice of the household unit as the basis for study, it 
is scarcely surprising that such variability emerges. In 
support of this, it is broadly true that an inverse, 
relationship can be seen between variability and population 
density. The evident anomalies at Petit Perrien ( 0 ^ 0 3 3  ) 
in the Breton area and between Maesbrook and Llanymynech 
( ^ 522.0 ) in the Welsh one, are further evidence of this 
fact, and of the necessity of not regarding such restricted 
localitites in complete isolation, but of seeking corroboration 
from other nearby localities.
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On the other hand, it would be misleading to 
ignore the existence of this minutely fragmented pattern 
and to base evidence solely on the relatively few large 
and homogeneous sections of surface available for 
examination. It seems likely that the fragmented pattern 
is evidence of some process of language - shift which 
may repay analysis. It presents, perhaps, further 
evidence that, instead of seeking a retreating ”linguistic 
divide”, linguistic geographers may find it more valuable 
to examine micro-processes at work in a zone some 
kilometres in breadth, as the process of language-shift 
takes place. It may indeed be possible to imagine a 
linguistic divide crossing the Welsh area from north-east 
to south-west, but it is clearly necessary to proceed 
beyond this concept in order to gain any idea of the 
processes of language-shift in the Welsh study area.
When attention is turned to the Breton potential 
surface map, it is impossible not to receive the impression 
that some slightly different process must be under way, so 
much more abrupt is the transition. The extent of unbroken 
potential Breton territory of 90 per cent and over is larger 
than any area in the Welsh example, but it gives way more 
rapidly eastward to French. Despite the dominantly east- 
west trend of major communications lines, the degree of 
interdigitation in the Breton case is far less. The topographic 
socio-economic, historical and demographic contrasts in the
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two study areas (2*5 to 2.11) may go someway to explaining 
the difference; on the other hand it may be the product either 
of chance or of some socio-lingulstic feature mot yet 
considered.
b.b Relief., altitude and accessibility:
First analysis of the surface m©ps is concerned 
with a collection of variables which linguistic geographers 
have experienced difficulty in defining: "accessibility" 
prompts the question "accessibility to what?", and consideration 
of. the highly concrete ideas posed by "relief", "altitude", 
"terrain" and other words may seem incongruous when associated 
with anything so abstract as language^ particularly at the 
scale of the present study.
Writing of the association of the two ideas, W.H.
Rees (op-cit. T p.11^) says of Flintshire, as a county, that 
the material available provides
"a fairly convincing answer in the affirmative 
to the question as to whether the degree of 
anglicisation in general diminishes as 
distance increases from the English 
border1 counties, especially when favoured 
by relief, viz., a westerly general increase 
in altitude".
Of Denbighshire, similarly,
"It would be reasonable to conclude that 
the- geographical factor, elevated terrain 
[furthefc defined by the 600 foot contour], 
involving generally a measure of inaccessibility, 
has exercised an important role in stemming 
the inflowing tide of anglicisation"(fia^t.,pp. 163
- 6b)
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While "accessibility11 is never really defined by 
Rees, he resolves the discussion into two "linguistic 
principles", a "relief principle" and a "situational 
principle", that
"anglicising influences broadly diminish in 
intensity with increase of distance west­
ward from the English " 1 Borders* ",
(on. clt. ,p.l89).
The inference which might be drawn from the quotations is 
that Rees only intends the two principles to hold at a 
county scale. Yet he applies his two principles to the 
parish of Llansilin, and elsewhere (op.clt-T pp.256-57) 
quotes a personal communication from a Trefonen (260268) 
farmer, who informs him that:
" * there is a lot of Welsh-speaking people 
the one side (i.e the Western) of 
Oswestry. They join up to Glyn Ceiriog, 
Llansilin and Llangedwyn, from Selattyn, 
Llawnt, Croesau Bach, Sychtyn and Bryn* ".
The line thus described traverses the surface map at 
approximately the easternmost limit of the main extent 
of areas of over 90 per cent Welsh households. But 
more important, in the present context, is Rees*s 
inference from this (p.257)s
" The above citation, read in connection 
with a scrutiny of a physical map of the 
area, seems to suggest that here is yet 
another instance in operation, on a 
miniature scale, of the two linguistic 
principles, viz. (1) Decline of anglicisation 
with altitude and (2) Decrease in intensity 
of anglicisation in a Westerly direction".
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Tii© changed conditions (for example, improved
communications) in the space of even the three decades
since Rees conducted his survey, coupled with the profound
changes in geographical techniques, may make his two
principles seem simplistic at county level and impossibly
optimistic at the parish or sub-parish level* Yet it was
considered necessary to test them, if only to justify
discarding them.
*
Accordingly, a series of transects was made of the 
study areas, ffom east to west, and a random sample was 
made of altitudes and percentage Welsh/Breton speaking.
b .5 The!|situational principle*1 tested:
T|ie drawing of transects to test the significance 
of distance west of the border was accomplished by the 
somewhat crude expedient of taking a number of sample points 
at kilometre intervals to east and west on figures IV.6 and 
IV.7 (as shown on the final diagram on figure IV.8), and 
expressing the result as a mean for each distance. It is 
to be assumed from Rees's reference to ”the English 
border1 Counties” that the "border” to which he refers is 
the national one. Thus, with considerable reservations 
about its relevance at this local scale, the national 
border is first examined as an influence on percentage 
Welsh potential (£ig. IV.8(a) )•
While there is an unmistakable increase in average 
Welsh potential westwards, the curve of the graph, which 
is anything but regular, indicates that areas of strong
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English. Influence occur at regular Intervals considerably 
to the West of the border. Considering the pattern of 
pocketing already described on the surface map, this 
can be considered in no way surprising; it only 
emphasises the relatively small significance, in local 
linguistic terms, of the national border.
If, however, a slightly different interpretation 
is put on the word "border” and some linguistic border is 
taken instead, the "situational principle" may be seen to 
have a little more significance. Rees's own definition 
of the "linguistic divide" provides such a basis, and 
this new interpretation permits the enquiry to be extended to 
the Breton area, using the linguistic divide quoted by 
B^chard. The results, as shown in figures I¥.8 (h) and 
(c), bring a little more credibility to the "situational 
principle"; their slope upwards to the west, while not 
completely regular, is much more so than that on the first 
graph. More interestingly, the sharper and more complete 
transition in the Breton area is emphasisedf The first 
of Rees's principles cannot be dismissed as completely 
as was supposed.
If.6-. The "relief principle” accessibility and meakijig_potential.:
Rees tends to use such terms as "altitude", "elevated 
terrain" and "relief" interchangeably when discussing their 
effect upon language changes. While Ideally, for the 
purposes of relating relief and accessibility, some measure 
of slope steepness would be most useful, altitude provides 
a convenient substitute for present purposes. Within
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each study area, a random sample or points is taken, and 
their height recorded, in addition to the percentage 
potential Welsh or Breton speaking on figures IV.6 and IV.7. 
Sampling continues until ten results are available for each 
altitude category except the highest one in the Breton area, 
whose spars© population and small extent permit only 
six results. Figures IV. 9 (a) and (b) show how average 
speaking potentials, based on this sample, relate to 
altitude zones.
Because of the different contour-intervals of the
were
two maps from which the samples^taken, the vertical intervals 
are not the same on the two graphs, but each shows that a direct 
relationship exists between altitude and Welsh or Breton 
potential in the two areas. In the Breton one, this 
statement needs little qualification; despite a not very 
dramatic change of altitude, the transition, as already 
noted, is sharp. In the Welsh case, despite a much 
greater relative relief in the study area, the transition 
in potential can be seen to be both less complete and less 
smooth than the Breton one. Pockets of anglicisation are 
to be found even at the higher altitudes, and at the 
highest points of all, 1,200ft and more above sea level, 
there is an interesting sign that the potential for Welsh 
— speaking is perhaps not so great as at intermediate 
altitudes.
As with the situational principle, there remains 
some suspicion that the varying potential for Welsh­
speaking has still eluded explanation. It may even be
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argued that if the situational principle is accepted, the 
relief principle, at least as expressed thus, cannot 
be, since it is to be expected that a valley in the 
west of the study areas will be more strongly Welsh 
or Breton in potential than a hilltop in the east.
It may even be that, in employing the relief principle 
in this manner, the method is involving itself in a 
logical fallacy: west of the border is a greater
potential for Welsh or Breton speaking; west of the 
border, too (at least in the Welsh case), is a greater 
proportion of hilly terrain; therefore the hilly areas 
are associated with the retention of Welsh, even though 
in reality there may be ho causal connection between the 
two.
It is, of course, not enough to dismiss the 
"relief principle" thus. Some more sophisticated measure 
of accessibility is required. In devising such a measure, 
the most fundamental problem is probably the definition 
of "accessibility". To state how accessible any point 
is, it is necessary to know to. what or from what item, 
and in cases of language-shift it is often very 
difficult to isolate one particular point from which 
any linguistic influence may be diffusing, since the 
process may be taking place along a wide front, as it is 
in the two study areas.
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The problem appears to be resolved if the term 
"accessibility" is re-expressed as " ease of inter­
communication across the land surface". An approximation 
of this is reached by scoring kilometre squares according 
to the types of communications they contain, and the 
slope steepness and relative relief within them (see 
keys of maps for details). figures IV.1 C and IV. 11
are the result.
The map of the Welsh area, IV. 10, strongly 
reflects the topographic map, showing a sharp contrast 
between the area of difficult intercommunication in the 
north-west and the much gteater accessibility in the 
southland east. A look back at the potential surface 
map of the area (IV.6), with its very similar sharp degree 
of transition, prompts the immediate reaction that here, 
indeed, is confirmation of the "relief principle", with 
the more elevated and hilly terrain shielding the Welsh 
language from the westward diffusion of English. More 
considered reaction suggests, however, that the same 
logical error as that considered earlier may be prompting 
a false conclusion, and that any connection between terrain 
and language requires further evidence. This suspicion is 
strengthened when the Breton surface intercommunication 
map (IV.11) is examined. It can be seen that inter­
communication across the Breton area, as thus measured, 
is subject to less extreme conditions than in the Welsh 
one, but that there is a zone of more accessible country 
following the course of the route national© east-west
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across the centre of the area, with areas of lesser 
accessibility to- the north and, more particularly, the 
south. The pattern of potential Breton transition 
(IV.7), on the other hand, runs at right-angles to the 
route nationale and its zone 6f easy intercommunication.
The contrast may be caused by the fact that the difficulty 
of access in the Breton area is not enough to have any 
shielding effect on the language. Whatever the reason, 
the "relief principle" remains open to question.
Superimposed upon the two intercommunication maps 
is some information obtained from a rather more systematic 
comparison of accessibility gind potential language 
strength. Two categories are distinguished: those in 
which there is a lesser language potential than might 
be expected if inaccessibility really has any effect in 
preserving those languages, and those in which the potential 
exceeds the expected proportions as derived from 
accessibility. Quite subjectively, squares of accessibility 
scores of k or lower and a potential speaking figure of 
50 per cent or lower are taken as criteria for the first 
category, and the second is based on squares having an 
accessibility score of 7 or more and a potential speaking 
score of over JO per cent. In view of the subjectivity 
of the selection of these scores and also the fact that 
the surfaces being compared have been compiled by
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different methods, it is the location and existence, 
rather than the exact shape, of the resulting "areas 
of anomaly" which should be noted.
*+•7 l!i^ XicAt.n..,arg^ s.,_in terms of accessibility and 
sneaking potential:
Investigation of the reasons for the atypicality 
of such localities in the Welsh area gives a first 
indication of the processes which may be at work in 
language-shift in this part of the Welsh borderland.
Atypical localities are classed as having a "deficit" or 
"surplus"of Welsh or Breton in relation to their access­
ibility, though no absolute values are implied, but only 
a comparison with average accessibility and speaking 
potential for the two study areas.
Turning first to the areas of "deficit" of Welsh 
on IV.10 (that is, localities in which there is less Welsh 
than one might expect from their relative inaccessibility), 
it can be seen that the method reveals relatively few 
such areas. Furthest east is the area of Llanymynech Hill 
(265220), and the anomaly may be explained by the fact 
that although the Welsh potential on the hill is entirely 
unexceptional (at 0 to 20 per cent) for the area in which
it is situated, it is an unusually inaccessible spot for this 
eastern side of the study area, yet not extensive enough 
to have retained sufficient potential Welsh-speakers 
to form a recognisable community.
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Some three kilometres to the west and north west, between 
Winllan and Llanyblodwel (at 222222) and near Nantmawr 
(at 2 6^2^5) respectively, are two localities of low 
accessibility, nearer the area of generally stronger 
Welsh potential but which are anglicised. On closer 
examination, their settlement pattern is one of small, 
scattered farms most closely resembling the pattern in 
figure II.5 (i), and investigation in the two localities 
indicates that they are inhabited by families claiming 
strong traditional associations with the locality.
M&py of the residents report that though they themselves 
are unable to speak Welsh, their immediate ancestors were 
able to speak the language, and that within their lifetime 
Welsh has been spoken in the locality. Recently, the 
tendency for farm sizes to grow has meant that some 
farmhouses, stripped of their land, have been sold or 
let to incoming families, and these have tended to be 
local and non Welsh-speaking in the two areas under 
considerat ion.
The remaining areas of Welsh "deficit", all situated 
further west, are of a slightly different origin. The one 
at Briw (175265) will be taken as an example. Figures II.5 
(i) and (ii) jaost nearly exemplify its settlement pattern. 
Most of the farms, of less than twenty hectares (50 acres), 
offer a standard of living which is no longer acceptable 
to most local people. Steep slopes, coarse vegetation 
and thin soils, together with a lack of rural transport 
and other services, have meant that since the population
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peak which occurred In 18V1 approximately (see figure II.7), 
there has been a steady population drift from the area, 
either to better agricultural land or to a different 
way of life in the lowlands. During the past decade, 
many of the empty houses, some in ruins, have been renovated 
and reoccupied, mostly on a weekend basis or as summer 
residences. Not all of the new occupants are from 
Merseyside, Manchester or the Midlands; some are from 
Shrewsbury and other towns within thirty kilometres,
Most of the newcomers, however, are non-welsh speaking.
No longer do they simply play the passive role of 
occupying empty houses. They have inadvertently raised 
property prices by decreasing supply, and many of the 
remaining local people complain that they have been 
priced out of the market. The same problems typify the 
other "areas of anomaly" in the west of the Welsh study 
area, as well, probably, as many other localities which 
the accessibility study has not picked out. Nor, as the 
many studies of the problem testify, is the situation 
unique to this part of Wales.
Among the studies of the effects of second homes 
in Wales is that of Ashby, P. et al. (1975). They 
describe the sequence of emigration, dereliction, re­
occupation, stressing its particular significance in the 
uplands and pointing out that second home owners are 
frequently wealthier and more mobile, and that their 
presence decreases the potential workforce of local 
people, thus undermining the more traditional elements 
of local economies. The density of second home owner-
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ship is stated to be very variable, being low in much 
of the Severn Valley and high in South Clwyd (op.cltM ?^27)- 
In the light of the evidence they present, their conclusion 
may be considered somewhat unwarranted , taking the line that
* there is no reason to suppose that Welsh 
traditions cannot continue or that the 
Welsh language should fall into disuse 
because of the growth of second home 
ownership for as long as the Welsh 
people wish their language and tradition 
to continue" (op.clt., p. 333).
At this stage of the study, the exact ways in 
which this changing aspect of rural settlement may affect 
the socio - linguistic mechanisms of local Welsh speaking 
remain somewhat ill-defined. The problem is recognised 
at the national scale, as witnessed by the Welsh Language 
Society report (1972) and by planners in the local authority 
areas most affected, for example, Jacobs (1972) in the 
case of Denbighshire. One its most serious aspects may 
be the alienation, in terms of absolute distance, of 
one potential Welsh - speaker from another (as implied by 
the Welsh population surface map), or it may be the simple 
dilution of the proportion of potential Welsh speakers in 
the whole population (as Implied by the percentage potential 
surface). Alternatively, the most severe aspects may be 
that already proposed as a hypothesis in section 2.7: that 
by diverting patterns of activity from those associated 
with the traditional, mainly agricultural, economy, 
incoming vistors, whether they are Welsh - speaking or 
not, are disrupting established potential speaking patterns.
If this last is the case, it is difficult to predict the 
survival of Welsh as an everyday conversational medium 
anywhere in Wales, but the hypothesis is regarded , at 
this stage, as something of an exaggeration, though 
patterns of use in practice ’(Chapters V and VI) may 
finally confirm or refute it.
A search for similar areas of Breton "deficit" 
on figure IV.11 discovers no example. Methodological 
problems and population dynamics may both be held to 
account for this. The method for isolation of "areas 
of anomaly" was devised with particular reference to 
the extremes of condition encountered in the Welsh area, 
and it may be that it is not capable of demonstrating 
"anomalous areas" in the more subtle topographic conditions 
of the Breton study area. This seems unlikely, since the 
method was successful in showing examples of "Breton 
surplus" in the area (see **.10).
The explanation based on population dynamics 
necessitates a return to figure II. 11, the density of 
parish or commune populations at the date of the population 
peak. It can be seen that peak rural population densities 
in the part of the study area with most Breton-speaking 
potential are greater than those which have ever been 
characteristic of the western areas of the Welsh area.
As section 2.8 suggests, peak populations probably greatly 
exceeded the carrying capacity of the land in terms of 
efficient agricultural production. Figure 11.9, showing 
the often sharp decline in population in the Breton rural 
communes, represents, onee again, the increase in farm
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holding sizes and the reduction of agricultural population 
to a size commensurate with modern farming methods* The 
strong element of contrast in the effect this has on the 
Breton speaking potential surface seems to stem from 
the fact that population density in France as a whole 
is considerably less than that in Britain, so that there 
is much less likelihood of abandoned farmsteads being 
occupied by week-end or summer residents, monoglot French 
or otherwise. While second hom.e ownership in Brittany 
has been less closely studied than in Wales, the work 
of G.LeGuen (196*0 out of date and rather brief as it 
may be, provides some useful observations on its effects. 
He distinguishes between coastal increases of numbers of 
second homes, many of them purpose-built as seaside 
holiday retreats, and inland development of second homes. 
While the traditional economies and societies affected 
by the first type are those of fishing communities as 
much as farming ones, in the case of the secopd type 
it is farming areas with few alternative ; resources 
which have been affected (op.cit. ,p.l*+8). At the time 
of Le Guen1s study however, it is mainly Haute Bretagne, 
outside the areas where Breton-speaking is naturally 
likely to occur, which is affected (op.cit.,p.150).
Once again, the strong v a r ia tio n , even from one commune 
to the next, is  stressed, and in  connection w ith  the 
inland areas, a te l l in g  comment is  made,(o p .c i t . ,  p .151) 
to the fo llow ing e ffe c t:
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11 we are discussing areas where the 
rental value of land is at the 
lowest encountered anywhere in 
Brittany".
Such areas may in some respects be counted the equivalent 
of the agriculturally undesirable uplands of the Welsh 
area, though in Brittany they would normally take 
the form of much less elevated heath and moorland.
The Breton study area has relatively little such heath- 
land, and, in 1972, judging from the household survey 
undertaken and from visual evidence, remained almost 
unaffected by second home ownership as an influence 
on demographic change, although, as has been seen, 
not by other aspects of population change such as 
rural depopulation. As pointed out by Clout (1977 
French census information on second-home ownership, 
already a detailed information source by comparison 
with the data available for most other European countd.es, 
may be supplemented by information from cadastral 
registers, which show addresses of property owners in 
each commune. Abstraction of these data is a laborious 
task which was not undertaken for the Breton study-area 
but which would provide a valuable future data source 
on second homes and language change in this and other 
parts of Brittany.
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b.8 "Surplus" areas In terms of accessibility and 
speaking potentialj the Welsh area:
For the areas where the potential for Welsh and 
Breton speaking is greater then accessibility might 
suggest, several explanations may once again be invoked. 
If the Welsh area is examined (IV. 10) it may be seen that 
in its eastern half there are a few small such "surplus" 
areas, situated between, rather than upon, settlements 
and lines of communication. In the western half of the 
map, the "surplus" areas are more extensive and, by 
complete contrast, coincide with villages and roads. 
Explanation of the varying pattern may again be based 
partly on the methods used to define accessibility, and 
partly on the hypothesis based on population movement 
in the Welsh area.
First of all it may be expected that if there 
is evidence of the outward movement of Welsh speakers 
from the physically less-favoured uplands, so there 
should also be clear indications of the arrival of Welsh 
speakers on the eastern plain. As already stated, the 
evidence for this is less than convincing. The Welsh­
speaking household surface map confirms, the presence 
of in-comers, but a comparison with the total house­
hold surface (IV.2) shows that the numbers of incoming 
Welsh-speakers are lost in the high density of households
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in the east. Only In the more remote locations, away 
from roads and settlements, do small areas of anomaly 
appear, where, probably by chance, groups of Welsh­
speaking families have moved into lowland farms, as in 
the Llanymynech area (287220), and have been sufficient, 
in the low population density, to appear on IV. 10.
The question remains: can the "surplus” areas 
along the roads and in the villages of the west similarly 
be explained by methodology? A return to the 
potential surface map, IV.6, shows that in terms of 
percentages of Welsh-speaking households it would be 
very difficult to distinguish villages and roads from 
any other items on the map. Their appearance on the 
"anomaly" map thus seems to result almost wholly from 
some factor of greater accessibility associated with 
roadside and village locations. If explanation could 
be based wholly upon either the relief or situational 
principles or upon the concept of accessibility, 
however, it might be expected that main roads and villages 
would have a much decreased population of Welsh-speaking. 
The fact that this is not the case seems attributable to 
the migrations from poorer to better land, from hill to 
valley and from isolated farm to village. That is to 
say, there already seems to be evidence that instead 
of having a purely negative role as the instruments 
of encroachment of anglicising influences, the roadside 
and village communities, with their greater accumulations 
of potential Welsh speakers in close proximity to each
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other, locally Increase the possibility of continued 
Welsh-speaking.
Focusing this generalisation onto precise 
examples, the villages of Llansilin, Llangedwyn,
Llanfechain and Bwlchycibau and their nearby valley roads 
may all be quoted as examples. The function of these 
villages as "collecting-points" for potential Welsh - 
speakers is confirmed by the Welsh household surface 
map. This feature is interesting because it may be thought 
to contradict the conclusions of the Donegal study, that 
villages have a "negative linguistic-influe nee" (section 
2.6) There is not necessarily such a contradiction, 
for two reasons: firstly, in the case of Donegal, although 
rural depopulation continues to play a role, there is a 
far lesser degree of second-home growth than in the 
Welsh study area, and the concern is much more with anglicising 
influences penetrating from town to village and thence 
into their rural hinterlands; secondly, in the case of the 
Welsh area the concentration of Welsh speakers in villages 
and valleys may be a transient feature, associated partly 
with a rationalisation of local agriculture in combination 
with an ageing population of retiring farming families, 
and partly with an influx of English-speaking immigrants 
onto the agriculturally poorer uplands. In other words, 
it seems unhelpful to make generalisations about the
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optimvcm settlement pattern for the survival of languages. 
Other factors, such as the balance of migratory flow, may 
cause such patterns to vary according to time and place.
^•9 Potential Welsh sneaking;, a model based on urineIples 
Qt ,ag.ce,sglb,illtys
As a way of reinforcing this point and also of 
testing how far the conclusions so far reached accord 
with reality, a hypothetical model (IV.12A) was drawn. 
Indications of scale are notably absent on this model; 
it may be thought optimistically/simple even at the national 
scale, and much more so at the scale of the study areas.
It is, in effect, a wbalancing” of Eees*s two principles 
one against the other; with increasing altitude, steepness 
and resultant inaccessibility, the likelihood of Welsh 
retention increases while, on the other hand, with 
increasing proximity to the source of diffusion of 
anglicisation, the likelihood increases that the topo­
graphic shielding effect will be lost. Thus it is that 
on hill area of the same height and steepness, language-shift 
.may be at a different stage, having advanced to a 
greater height in the east than in the west. The advance 
of English along the valley corridors is also indicated.
To complicate the picture, however, there is also some 
representation first of the totally uninhabitable uplands, 
secondly of those whose marginal conditions have caused 
the emigration of inhabitants since the population peak 
date, and finally of the reoccupations of the same areas 
by a new set of inhabitants from the east, indicating
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V
that a Welsh - English language shift may be taking 
place from several directions simultaneously. The outflow 
of potential Welsh-speakers onto the plain, once again 
using the valley ■ routeway s., is shown, and acts as a 
reminder of the very important point that the processes 
of diffusion under discussion are two-way; for every 
westward flow of English, an eastward, flow of Welsh may
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be found, with all which that signifies for the formation 
of new potential Welsh language- speaking groups in the 
east of the study area.
A section of the potential surface from figure
IV.6, representing the reality, is provided in IV. 12B.
It demonstrates the overall transition, both of language 
and of topography, and it may be thought to reinforce, 
in the most general terms, the connection between language 
and accessibility. Many of the features on the model (for 
example, Welsh hilltop remnants, English flow up valleys and on­
to hilltops and Welsh outflow onto the plain) make an 
appearance.
The complexity of the reality is, nonetheless, the 
feature which is perhaps most obvious. Topographic 
features which are practically identical to eqch other 
in shape, height and location have quite different Welsh- 
operating potentials. While by no means refuting the 
hypothetical model as a part of the explanation of Welsh 
potential, the reality stresses what has already been 
conjectured - that the potential surface is the result 
of a complex balance of factors, physical, demographic,
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historical, economic, even accidental, and the balance i i  
likely to vary from one locality to another.
V.10 Areas of "surplus" on the Brrton map:
This point is reinforced by a consideration of the 
areas of "surplus" on the Breton map, IV.11. It will be 
recalled that in terms of the accessibility index derived
earlier, there was no example of 11 deficit" areas of Breton
and this was attributed largely to the history of population 
-change in the area since 18U-1 and to the small pressure 
from external influences such as second-home buyers. In 
the case of areas of "surplus", it may be seen that extensive 
areas of potential Breton - speaking exist despite the 
relatively easy access to the study area from the east and 
the easy communications within the area.
The briefest way to comment upon the areas of "surpltts"
of Breton is perhaps quite simply to note that they correspond 
with almost all the areas of over 50 per cent Breton 
speaking potential (figure IV.7). That is to say that in 
terms of the conditions already encountered in the study of 
accessibility in the Welsh area, the relief and communications 
in the Breton area would prepare the observer for a complete 
absence of Breton almost everywhere except, perhaps , for 
the extreme south of the study area^and this is manifestly 
not the case. It is difficult to'imagine any "relief 
principle", such as that devised by Rees with respect to 
Wales, being proposed with respect to this part of Brittany, 
though the existence of a "situational principle" measured 
in terms of distance westward into the Armorican peninsula t
or distance from the nearest large town, may be thought 
more credible as part of the explanation. This does not 
invalidate the role attributed to physical landscape 
features by figure IV.12A, but si-mply shows the danger of 
attempting to explain the potential for language speaking 
in terms of a few selected factors for one particular area 
or for one chosen-language. In the Breton case, as discussion 
has already indicated, if a few explanatory factors were 
selected from the many possible ones, historical-demographic 
ones would probably first come to mind. More than any 
simple explanation, however, the words of Musset concerning 
the Breton language border,quoted in the first chapter 
(sedtion 1.7)* ^ay be repeated;
11 by strange historical chance, it runs 
across singularly uniform countryside; 
nothing changes when the border is 
crossed, except the language”.
The location of the language border within Brittany as a
whole may^ he says, be attributed to historical factors, but
Musset’s unwillingness to specify any further influence on
its location, regarded at the time as an over-simplification,
becomes entirely understandable in the local context of the
Breton study area. There is the increasing suspicion that
if the pattern is not the direct product of the physical
landscape, it may be produced by a series of socio or psycho-
linguistic influences as yet undiagnosed.
it-. 11 Speaking potential in an urban context; alternative 
hypotheses :
Before concluding this appraisal of the potential 
for Welsh and Breton speaking, some special consideration
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should be given to potential speaking in •an urban enviro -
ment. This necessitates a return to the Welsh area an an
examination of patterns in Oswestry, The example chosen is
far from being Representative of the potential use of Welsh
in every urban situation where groups of speakers exist,
because the social groups existing among the Welsh-speaking
residents are in many respects more like those in the villages
in which they originated, and newcomers to the town frequently
choose their area of residence precisely because they are
already familiar with others already living in the area, as
a result of having lived near them when previously resident
in the west of the study area, or because they are members
of the same family, Oswestry retains its weekly markets, along
with a considerable variety of shops and services and an
industrial component, factors which in combination may
justify the description "urban”. Chatelaudren, on the other
hand, while originally thought suitable as an equivalent
of Oswestry for the purpose of examining language in an urban 
situation (2.6), exhibits social and occupational patterns very
little different from the villages elsewhere in the study 
area, and has thus been excluded from the present section 
of the study.
If figure IV.k were alone taken as evidence, it might 
confidently be expected that Oswestry, with its predom - 
inantly large number of potential Welsh speakers and situated 
at probably the most ’’accessible” point in the study area, 
would appear as an area of ”surplusWon the anomaly map.
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That it does not is attributable, as in the case 
of the villages of the east (section M-.8), to the fact 
that the numbers of Welsh speakers are lost in the total 
population of the town (fig.IV.2). On the potential sufface 
map (fig.IV.6), the town may be classed simply as one more 
reception area, no different from other eastern portions 
of the study area in the process of population movement 
and its effect on Welsh-speaking distributions. One 
interesting feature, which may howevefc be a product of 
chance, is that within some two or three kilometres radius 
to the west of the town on IV,6 is the most extensive area 
of "no Welsh potential" to be found in the whole study 
area, indicating perhaps that if the urban area has the 
effect of concentrating speakers, in a cumulative sense 
at least, it produces a corresponding "vacuum", in terms of 
numbers of Welsh-speakers, in its immediate hinterland.
Within the urban area the theme of accessibility 
was pursued in a different sense and on a different scale.
The "smoothing" of data for IV.6 was thought very likely 
to conceal variations within the urban area, and so, for 
analysis, the original dot-map of the town was divided into 
squares of side 65 metres, and the number of households 
with a Welsh speaker was first totalled (figure IV. 13) 
and then expressed as a percentage of all households (IV.lk). 
Assuming that within the urban area few points could be 
described as "remote" or "isolated", it was the accessibility 
of one potential speaker to another which was thought 
important, rather than surface communication,* and the two
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measures described embody, in effect, two alternative 
hypotheses already expressed in **.2, about the potential 
for Welsh speaking and its relationship with the reality
of use of the language.
The first hypothesis is that sheer numbers of 
speakers encountered within a given distance, regardless 
of their "dilution" in the total population, are the major 
influence on the use of Welsh in reality. It will be noted 
that "distance" in the urban case, is regarded as linear, 
rather than a radial feature, reflecting street alignments 
and that no running mean has been used to generalise the 
pattern of 65 metre squares.
One area, above all, stands out on IV.13, based upon 
one individual street, Park Avenue. The street has the 
reputation, amongst the townsfolk, of being the "most Welsh" 
area. It consists almost wholly of terraced houses btiilt between 
1850 anu the First World War. This house-type is favoured 
by retired people from surrounding rural areas who seek 
small, convenient houses close to the town,fs shops,and 
which perhaps offer an established, friendly and intimate 
atmosphere. Figure IV. 15 is a generalisation of residential 
types within the town, and it shows that this type of 
house is common in the areas surrounding the central 
business district and along some of the roads leading out 
of the town. A second area of high density of potential 
Welsh speakers on figure IV. 13 is seen to correspond with 
an area of similar housing to the north of the town centre, 
while a third high density area may be connected with a 
group of somewhat larger villas of similar age, just to
the south of the centre.
The second hypothesis, that it is the proportion 
of Welsh speakers, representing the degree of dominance 
of potential Welsh in the population, which is more 
significant, is expressed by figure IV. 1*+. It can be 
seen that even in the area already mentioned, it is 
uncommon for more than half of the households to have a 
Welsh speaker, and that the pattern is less wd.1 defined than 
on the aggregate map. Using IV.ikas a basis, generalised 
areas of over 20 per cent households with a Welsh speaker 
have been superimposed upon figure IV. 15 for clarity.
Once again, the zone surrounding the shopping area 
of the town emerges as having the largest areas of potential 
speakers. This zone is composed almost completely of 
nineteenth century houding, terraces and larger villas.
The correspondence between this residential type and potential 
Welsh communities is fairly clear. There is a lack of 
Welsh in the residences in the towri central shopping area, 
partly because there are so few people resident there.
In addition, perhaps, the population of this, central area
\
is younger and mere mobile, having imigrated from further 
afield for employment reasons, and is using small houses 
or flats in the town centre as temporary accommodation.
The percentage map adds some further areas where 
the potential for Welsh-speaking is strong, assuming that 
it is the proportion rather than the absolute numbdr of 
speakers which is important. The additional areas, towards 
the edge of the town, are situated mainly in new housing
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estates, and it is no exaggeration to state that they are 
associated with private, rather than local authority, 
housing. The association is clear on figure IV. 1J.
i
Several factors  may account fo r th is . The f i r s t  is  th a t  
data c o lle c tio n  was somehow less e f f ic ie n t  on the lo c a l
i
authority than the private estates. A second reason may 
be that the Welsh speaking section of the population may 
prefer, or be better able to afford, private housing.
Thirdly, the feature may be age-related, with the older, 
more established, family units also having a greater tendency 
to be Welsh-speaking, and the younger, more mobile, less 
established families settling on the local authority 
estates.
The final map of the urban area, IV. 16, represents 
a compromise between the earlier two maps, IV. 13 and IV.1*+, 
rather than a hypothesis in itself. It may be that both 
Interpretations of potential have some significance. On 
IV.16, the same features emerge, with an axis of strong 
Welsh potential stretching south-westwards out of the 
town as an additional item.
^.12 From speaking_pot.ent.lal- to speaking in  p rac tice :
From all the evidence so far produced, it appears 
that the examination of household data on "potential" for 
language use, while an advance on enumeration - district 
statistics, is still an incomplete method of analysis.
There is clearly a case for obtaining data on the individual’s 
use of language in practices.on the extent, In distance and
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time, of daily intercommunication; on speaking frequency" 
(as pereeived by Welsh and Breton speakers and by others); 
on the choice of speaking-situations in daily life; and, 
finally, on the mechanisms allowing the maintenance of 
language at the border or setting under way the process 
of language - shift in the two study areas.
CHAPTER V
SPEAKING FREQUENCIES.
5*1 Mgt.hQ.3g £f..obtaining data on speaking frequencies:
The need for data on the use of Welsh and Breton by 
individual speakers'has become clear, but the means of obtaining 
such information immediately present a problem. Language 
speaking is a complex process calling for the manipulation 
of abstract Ideas, yet most speakers perform this task quite 
automatically and for the most part subconsciously. An accurate 
self-assessment of their use of language (for example, the 
frequency of use) may thus be very difficult. Further, in the 
case of bilingual speakers, their assessment of the relative 
frequency of their use of either language may hot be reliable.
As an added complication, the differing status of Welsh and'Breton 
is likely to produce results which are not directly comparable. 
Short of observing, personally, and recording the speaking 
habits of individuals over an extended period of time (which 
would greatly reduce the possible sample size and intrude 
upon privacy to an Impossible extent, as well as producing an 
entirely biased result as a consequence of the intrusive 
presence of the observer) it would be extremely difficult to 
remove the element of inconsistency which results from 
individuals’ differing self-assessments and from the different 
,fnational conditioning” of the two sample groups.
These basic problems accepted, a questionnaire survey of 
Welsh and Breton speakers was chosen with some misgivings, as
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most appropriate for the present purpose* Much has been written
about the problems of questionnaires. The following are
probably representatives McNemar (19^ )  attacks the validity
of telephone and questionnaire surveys in general; Suchman and
McCandless (19*K)) present strong evidence that the characteristics
and responses of people who answer questionnaires without
prompting and those who have to be reminded are quite different;
the same authors (op.clt.,p.76o) stress the problems arising
from differing educational level and different cultural
background of respondents; Clausen and Ford (19^7 ) are concerned
by the differing accuracy and attention to detail which
different respondents may produce. Upon these early criticisms
a large literature has been built and the doubts expressed have 
such
been/that many sociologists, in particular, are now loth to 
use questionnaires at ,all.
The problems are perhaps particularly severe in opinion 
and attitude surveys, where respondents may be particularly 
inclined to state opinions which they feel they oiight to hold, 
or which they think the questioner would like to hear.
Such difficulties are a little less severe in the present survey, 
though by no means non-existent. While opinion, as opposed to 
perceived fact, is intended to play a relatively small part 
in responses, it is difficult to prevent respondents who have
1: an example of the severity of present - day criticisms may 
be found in Phillips (1973)* particularly in Chapter 5 
and bibliography*
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a p a rtic u la r  in te re s t in  preserving or suppressing Welsh or 
Breton from d e lib e ra te ly  or inadvertently  fa ls ify in g  responses*
I t  can only be hoped th at such intentions motivate a re la t iv e ly  
sdmiI I  proportion of respondents, A part of th is  same problem 
is  that perhaps such strongly -  motivated people would be among 
the group of respondents who} in  a postal survey^sent back 
completed questionnaire -  forms w ith  the le a s t prompting, and 
i t  would therefore be necessary to ensure, by several fo llo w - 
up le t te rs  i f  necessary, th a t as large a proportion as possible 
of $he rec ip ien t sample of speakers f i l l e d  in  the form. The 
use of a postal questionnaire would bring several b en efits : more 
and less accessible lo c a li t ie s  would be reached w ith  equal ease, 
interview er bias would be reduced as fa r  as possible and 
recip ients would be perm itted adequate time to supply the 
requested inform ation and return  the form in  a pre-paid envelope.
Despite such arguments in favour o f a two-way postal 
survey, a p ilo t  survey reveals several problems: forms are 
occasionally returned from fam ilies  other than the o r ig in a l 
addressees; there are varying in terpretations of some o f the 
questions, espec ia lly  on the French form; most seriously , i t  is  
clear that the response from the Breton area is going to be poor, 
and the problems are compounded by fin a n c ia l constraints and 
in te rn a tio n a l postal d if f ic u l t ie s .  Local sources in  B ritta n y  
stress th at the residents in  some parts o f the area are unused 
to  postal forms and th at response rates may therefore s u ffe r.
This problem is  also f e l t  to  e x is t, though to  a lesser degree, 
in  the Welsh area. A lack of response is f e l t  to be p a r t ic u la r ly  
severe in  the Breton case^ since the area is  much the smaller
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of the two, and areas of non- response may further reduce the 
usefulness of already- depleted data. For A ll  these reasons, 
a somewhat different method has been chosen for each of the 
areas. In both cases, the forms are delivered personally 
to a fifty per cent sample of all households with a Welsh or 
Breton speaker located on the survey of potential speaking.
In the Breton area they are filled in by, or under the supervision 
of, the researcher, and in the Welsh one they are left for 
later postal return, unless the householder requires help.
The difference in administration of the forms may introduce some 
lack of comparability of results, but it is stressed that the 
prime aim is comparability within, rather than between, the two 
study areas.
5.2 Layout of the _auestionnaJre forma:
Since the exact wording of questions undoubtedly influences 
the rate, quality and usefulness of responses, this should be the 
subject of extreme care. Before the selection of words, however, 
that of languages must be considered, particularly the question 
of the possible need for bilingual forms, including Breton 
and Welsh as well as French and English. The necessity of not 
antagonising potential respondents by the absence - or presence 
- of Welsh or Breton has to be balanced against the confusion 
and subsequent loss of responses produced by the presence of an 
additional language on each form. In addition, the small 
fraction of people unable to speak English (figure III. 5b) and 
probably also French should not be forgotten. On the other 
hand, the likelihood of the very small percentage of monoglot
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Welsh or Breton speakers being unable to obtain help from a 
bilingual speaker in filling in the form is thought rather 
remote. Additionally, figures III.8 and III.9 show that in the 
study area between thirty and forty per cent of those people 
able to speak Welsh cannot read or write it, and the evidence 
appears to be that the proportion of speakers able to read and 
write Breton is very much smaller than that for Welsh.2 On the 
basis of these reasons^ Welsh and Breton translations have been 
omitted from the questionnaires, though in retrospect this is 
regarded as a somewhat misguided step, albeit one which is 
unlikely seriously to have affected the results obtained.
Examples of the forms (MQuestionnaire I") are available 
in Appendix III. The first section on both forms has the purposes 
of locating the response - point exactly for each household 
and of giving an indication of the mobility of the households 
concerned, both in terms of their length of occupation and of the 
distance they have moved if they have changed addresses in the 
ten years prior to the survey, administered- in 1973. The direction 
of moves, too, for example west to east, isolated farm to village, 
side-road to main-road, may be of importance.
2 : Jorj Gwegen (1975* p.207)* for example, quotes an average, 
for Wales as a whole, of 83% of Welsh speakers able to read 
and 73% to write Welsh in 1971 and estimates that perhaps ten 
times fewer Breton speakers could read or write Breton at 
the same date.
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Both forms are directed to "the head of the household 
or any other member who is able to answer on behalf of the 
household". This person^ it is hoped, is able to give adequate 
detail on the Welsh or Breton speaking frequency of other 
members. The forms contain, in addition, tables on which 
details of age-groups, occupations and speaking- situations of 
household members are to be recorded. In part 2 of the Breton 
form and section 7 of the Welsh one are, however, some 
questions requiring an individual answer based on a purely 
personal point of view are included.
The Welsh form has also a final section in which Welsh- 
speakers are invited to take part in a further stage of the 
enquiry, again on an individual .basis. Initially, the idea 
is that volunteers should complete a "diary", recording for 
a set period, perhaps a week, every occasion on which they use 
the medium of Welsh. This would enable some more precise 
meaning to be set on such descriptions as "sometimes speaks 
Welsh" and also give a more accurate idea of the relative 
importance of the various speaking situations selected for 
study.
In view of the similarity of data required, it may be 
surprising that the two versions of Questionnaire I are so 
different in format. The difference arises partly from the 
difference in the collection-method, and partly from the 
lessons learned from the Welsh form, returned, for the most 
part, before the delivery of the Breton one. Certain questions, 
having been found to be ineffective, are omitted (for example, 
the question on Welsh "Functions", the subject of frequent
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misunderstanding. Others have been transferred  to  a la te r  stage
o f the study, or are thought to  be inapp licab le . On the
Breton form has been added a "speaking frequency" which Welsh
respondents sometimes ind icate that they would have used*
"speaks very l i t t l e  Breton; understands a lo t" .  The significance
/ * 
of th is  inclusion is that a prelim inary examination o f the
Welsh resu lts  indicates th a t the speakers seem to d iv ide into
■ o
two sub-groups: active speakers, who seek out and in i t ia te  
Welsh speaking s itu a tion s , and more passive ones who may attend  
chapel services or s im ilar occasions using Welsh but who, 
under most circumstances, would hot choose to speak the language, 
except perhaps to reply to questions or pass the time of day, 
or who may not be able to  make any reply a t a l l .  On the 
assumption that these people, too, represent an aspect o f 
m inority  language d is tr ib u tio n , provision has been made fo r  them 
on the Breton form, and also on both versions of Questionnaire 
I I I ,  a la te r  stage of the study.
The speaking frequencies measured by:the two forms are, 
in  essence, perceptions, by respondents, of th e ir  use o f the 
languages in  question. An attempt has been made to express 
Welsh or Breton speaking frequency in  words, and in  general the 
descriptions chosen appear to  have been appropriate, w ith  one 
exception: the choice of "Sometimes speaks Welsh (Breton)" 
attempts to place th is  description in  a gradation, between 
"Can speak Welsh (Breton) but ra re ly  or never does so" and 
"speaks more Welsh, (Breton) than English", but i ts  vague syntax
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means th a t respondents occasionally in te rp re t i t  more broadly '
than was intended, )and use i t  in  add ition  to  one o f the other 
descrip tions.
One method o f making answers on the Welsh and Breton speakii 
habits o f respondents more inform ative is to ask another 
question, on when and where speakers are in  the hab it o f speaking 
th e ir  m in ority  language, A number of common s itu a tio n s
(e .g . house, school, work) have accordingly been selected as 
places where e ith e r language may be spoken, and an ex tra  
category ("elsewhere") added, w ith the request th a t respondents 
specify the s itu a tio n  i f  th is  category is used. The re s id e n tia l 
location  o f speakers, when linked w ith the frequency o f speaking 
in  each of the situations,m ay give an ind ication  o f whether 
language speaking a t the border has any connection w ith  the 
formal or inform al, public or p riva te  s itu a tio n , and whether 
the border is  marked by any sudden decrease in  the v e r s a t i l i ty  
of the language when the to ta l number o f s ituations is  mapped.
In  ad d itio n  to these main aims, the form has several more
7 i
general ones. The sections on the time and place of m inority  
language learn in g  are intended to cast l ig h t  upon the 
mechanisms of language change, as seen in  the sample o f Welsh 
and Breton speaking respondents. Section 7 seeks the opinion  
of lo c a l people on whether Welsh and Breton are increasing or 
declin ing , and th e ir  reasons fo r th e ir  answers. The la s t  
question in  the section is an open-ended one, a llow ing , i t  
is  hoped, a view of the fee lings and ideas which most strongly  
motivate the Welsh speakers. Though a s im ila r question is
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asked on the Breton form, no formal space Is allocated 
for answers, which may, therefore, be less frequent 
and less typical.
5*3 Administration and return of the survey forms:
The numbers of households with a member able 
to speak Welsh or Breton discovered during the first 
stage of the survey totalled 1,223 and -^11 respectively. 
From these households a sample of recipients for 
questionnaires was chosen. It was a random sample, but 
stratified according to parishes and communes, to ensure 
a more even distribution.
Table V.1 and a figure V.1 show some details of 
distribution. It will be noted that even with a doorstep 
visit, 27 per cent of responses were lost from the Breton 
sample, and on the 125 completed questionnaires, a 
considerable number of people offered no opinion on some 
of the questions in part 2 of the form, and some refused 
to give answers on the occupation question, number 10 
in part 3. In the Welsh study area, probably because of 
the good rapport which had been established with the 
respondents, the response rate was high (6*f per cent) even 
without the follow-up letter, which, in its turn, 
elucidated a further 1 *+ per cent of responses. It was 
considered that a potential source of bias in the responses 
had been removed, in both areas,
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The distribution of origins of completed questionnaires 
(figure V.I) was also reasonably even. This was important, 
as gaps in information representing areas where potential 
We^sh or Breton speakers lived but from which no response had 
been obtained would have distorted the maps of speaking 
frequency to be produced from the responses. The gap to the 
north-west of Oswestry is accounted for by the lack of 
potential speakers there, as already noted, and other gaps 
on both maps coincide with unpopulated areas. A high proportion 
of responses (*f3$) in the Welsh area weire from the urban area 
of Oswestry.
The more general information from the questionnaire, 
since it relates to some of the hypotheses on migration 
discussed in section 2.11, should perhaps be discussed first.
The pattern on the "potential” language map (chapter iv)may 
then be interpreted with greater certainty. In addition, 
the information forms a basis for discussion of "actual" 
speaking scores derived from the main sections of the form.
This general information consists of six items: the ages of 
speakers of Welsh and Breton; the correlation of the frequency 
of their use of Welsh or Breton with their ages; their 
residential mobility; their short-term and lifetime migratory 
patterns; the stage of their life at which they learned Welsh 
or Breton; and the surroundings in which they learned these 
languages (home or elsewhere). The last two items only really 
have meaning if they are correlated, once again, with speaking 
frequencies.
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5A  AfiS structures and speaking frequency!
Some general observations were made in section 2.10 
regarding age-structures in the study areas and their possible 
relationship with potential for speaking Welsh and Breton. It 
is of interest to discover whether the greater potential 
amongst the older age-groups in both areas is reflected by 
a differing frequency and variety of use of Welsh or Breton.
A breakdown of frequency use by age group is available in 
figures V. 2 and V. 3. It is the top half of each diagram 
whihh should be consulted first. For each of the five age - 
groups used, it represents all those within each group who are 
able to speak ^ Welsh or Breton. This figure is taken as 100 
per cent, and the proportion of the 100 per cent using Welsh 
or Breton with each frequency is shown in the upper half of 
the diagrams. It should be borne in mind that ”100 per cent", 
in the case of the older age-groups,- represents many more people 
than in the younger ones.
The bar graphs on the lower half of each diagram are 
intended to represent the relative proportion of people of 
the same age group, within the households under study, who are 
unable to speak Welsh or Breton. Thus if, in the 30 - 60 age 
group, the lower bar graph were exactly the same length as the 
line representing 100 per cent on the upper half of the diagram, 
it would mean that within that particular age group exactly the 
same number of people were able to speak Welsh or Breton as 
were unable to do so. It must be stressed that the proportion
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is not that for the population of each study area at large but 
for the "households with a Welsh or Breton speaker" which 
were used on the basis of the discussion of potential speaking. 
This is of significance since the index provided by the 
diagram is one of the "dilution” of Welsh or Breton within 
families which may be considered as the very centre of 
continued Welsh and Breton use within the study areas. If the 
family structure is an important defence for Welsh and Breton 
speaking, the point at which speakers of these languages 
become outnumbered by non-speakers, and also the point at 
which individual family members, particularly in the older age 
groups, become language "isolates" within the household, must 
be regarded as a critical stage in the progress of language 
shift.
It can be seen that within the sample of femilies with 
Welsh or Breton speaking connections, a greater proportion in 
the two older age-groups is able to speak these languages than 
is unable to do so. The position is very markedly reversed within 
the younger age-groups. This, in itself, is an indication that 
the study is being undertaken at a crucial moment, when abrupt 
changes in speaking habit seem to be occurring, even in families 
with established patterns of Welsh and Breton speaking, and that 
even the existence of family tradition does not appear, in the 
face of external pressures, to permit the continued existence 
of these languages at their previous strength. In the Breton 
case, the change appears to be especially pronounced; while 
there is almost no difference in the proportion of people able
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and unable to speak the Velsh and Breton languages In the *60 and 
over** age—group, (about five times as many speakers as non — 
speakers). In the “in school11 group, there are over three times 
as many non-speakers as speakers of Breton, while there are not 
quite twice as many in the Welsh case. When it is remembered 
that these proportions are occurring in families with a 
tradition of Welsh and Breton speaking, and that these families 
themselves are only a part of the total local population, 
neither case is very encouraging, though the rapidity of 
Breton decline occasions particular concern.
Another aspect of the correlation of age and speaking 
ability gives cause for concerns the examination of more 
detailed descriptions of speaking frequencies to distinguish 
people who simply know the language from those who make a 
practice of speaking it is possible from the verbal descriptions 
given by respondents. On an earlier occasion (5.2), the 
distinction was made between “active” and ,,passive” speakers, 
the distinction being broadly that between people likely to 
initiate conversations in Welsh or Breton, and those only likely 
to reply if addressed in either of these languages, and then
probably to revert to the use of English or French when the
task of maintaining the conversation in the minority language 
became too difficult. Clearly, by these criteria, monoglot
Welsh or Bretonnants are in the “active” category, and so,
probably, are those who speak more Welsh than English, or more 
Breton than French. Speakers of more English (French) than 
Welsh (Breton) are, by the same token, very probably “passive”
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speakers, while those who state that they “sometimes speak 
Welsh (Breton)" present something more of a problem. It seems 
very likely that at least a proportion of them are also
i
"passive" speakers who do riot wish to admit their lack of 
frequent use of the language, at least, in the case of Welsh, 
though a few of the Breton respondents give the impression 
of being unconcerned, or ev6n slightly ashamed, about their 
ability to use the language.
The inevitable conclusion to be drawn from this 
examination of age-groups and speaking frequencies appears, 
therefore, to be as followss equally as sharp as the decline in the 
overall potential for Welsh and Breton speaking is a decline 
in the frequency of use of these languages, and it seems that 
this, too, can be related to age. It is Wrongly probable 
that this decline in the frequency of language use would be 
#uch less marked in the areas where Welsh and Breton retain 
a high proportion of potential speakers, and that within - 
household variations in frequency are one more characteristic 
of localities which are undergoing,: the sudden transition from 
Welsh to English, Breton to French which was indicated on 
figure III.6.
One apparent anomaly .on figures V.2 and V.3 remains, 
meanwhile, for comment. This is the increase in speaking 
frequency in the youngest group ("not yet in school"). In both 
cases, the samples in this age-group are rather small - nineteen 
only, in the Breton case - but an atypical sample is not thought 
to be the reason for the increase. Comments written on
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returned questionnaire forms lead to the belief that parents 
tend to teach infants songs and rhymes in Welsh and Breton 
at an early age. The lack of limits put on the youngest age 
at which a child may be deemed to "speak a languagb" may have 
led to the inclusion of infants possessing only a few words of 
Welsh or Breton and little or no English or French, thus 
raising the frequency and, probably, decreasing the significance 
of the results obtained. The results are nonetheless evidence 
that, despite the clear indication of a shift to English and 
French^ the household is still fulfilling to some extent its 
role as a location for the teaching of Welsh and Breton to 
some, at least, of the next generation of speakers.
As partial confirmation of the Welsh findings for 
the younger age-groups, the series of graphs in figure V.k is 
presented, though these again show potential, rather than 
actual, Welsh speaking, and for a much larger area than the 
study area* The graphs show proportions of people able to 
speak Welsh who are, in addition, unable to speak English.
The same characteristic emerges from nearly all of the graphs: 
that while monoglot Welsh speaking is a rather uncommon feature 
characteristic of usually less than five per cent of people 
in the study area, and only slightly higher even in West Wales, 
the pre-school age group is exceptional in having a high 
proportion of monoglot speakers - between 30 and *4-0 per cent 
for the counties of Montgomeryshire and Denbighshire and for 
Wales as a whole in 1971*
This high proportion of monoglot infants must be seen
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in perspective; as seen elsewhere on V.V, this age-group 
has, in most cases, the lowest proportion of people able to 
speak Welsh. Parents tend either to teach their young children 
Welsh or English, and rely on the schools to add the language 
which they have not taught. Thus, on figure V.3, very few 
children in the youngest age group are in possession of 
Welsh simply as an "adornment” to their speaking abilities; 
either they possess it as a working instrument or they do not 
possess it at all. Only some six per cent of all pre-school 
children sampled were stated to possess Welsh as "passive" 
speakers, as defined by sections 5*2 and 5 A.
No evidence from the census is available to confirm 
these ideas in the Breton case, but only a sample of speaking 
frequency carried out among the ifOO inhabitants in the commune 
of Tr^darzec, ne^r Tr^guier, in 1971 and reported by Jorj 
Gwegen (op.cit,.p.58). The findings are expressed in figure 
V.5. The commune is further west into the Armorican peninsula 
than the area of the present study, and it is also near 
an urban area and near to the coastal holiday area, both of which 
facts make it likely to have suffered a sudden collapse in its 
Breton-speaking. This collapse, as the diagram shows has 
indeed been sudden and remarkable. No one in the oldest age 
group does not know Breton, and no one in the youngest group 
does not know French. Thirty per cent of the commune !s old
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people are, apparently, unable to converse with forty per cent 
of the youngest people. Another aspect of this same fact is 
that though there may be an increase in Breton speaking frequency 
in the youngest children, there is no recurrence of monoglot 
Breton speaking in the pre-school group, as there is in both 
study areas of the present survey. The two diagrams, V.2 and 
V.3 , illustrate the much sharper transition in speaking 
frequency in the Breton than the Welsh area, but when it is 
remembered that the Breton study area has a large monoglot 
Ffcench proportion which has not been taken into account on 
diagram V.2, and that it is situated on the very border of 
the language area, it is perhaps surprising, in the light 
of the commune of Tr^iarzec?that the complete extinction of Breton 
has not come about even more quickly than has been the case^ 
and that children who habitually Speak Breton can still be found.
In the middle age groups, on figures V.2 and V.3, 
attention now turns to the increasing proportion of Welsh or 
Breton speakers who say they "sometimes speak" Welsh or Breton 
or "can speak Welsh or Breton, but rarely or never do so".
If the idea of "active" and "passive" speakers is pursued, it 
can be seen that even if the "sometimes speak Welsh (Breton )" 
category is counted as "active", there is a marked deficit, in 
the middle age groups, of people willing to start and maintain 
conversations in Welsh and Breton, and if this "sometimes" is 
counted as "passive" this problem becomes even more pronounced.
In the Breton case there is a total lack of speakers, in the 
middle age-groups, willing to initiate conversations in the
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language, and a very decisive point in language shift has thus 
been reached.
Before turning from the points raised by the two 
speaking - frequency patterns, it may be appropriate to consider 
the role of school lessons in strengthening the speaking 
potential and speaking frequency at that point in the age-groups 
where the speaking of Welsh and Breton seems in most danger 
of breaking down completely: the school years and those 
Immediately following. To examine this, only those families 
with one or more children in school were taken, and the bar- 
graphs in figure V.6 were drawn to represent the speaking 
- frequencies of the members of these families. In the Welsh 
area, twib separate diagrams were drawn, one for the area within 
Whales, where children received between one and three hours 
Welsh tuition per week in school, and one for the area in 
Shropshire, where no school Welsh is taught for the most 
part (see figure VI. 5 ( vi ) ).
Speaking frequencies in general are higher for the 
members of families within Wales, and the breakdown at the 
age of school attendance is not so severe. It can be seen that 
in the "in school" and the "under 30" age groups, a much 
larger proportion of children with a potential for Welsh 
speaking is found, and that there are rather more young people 
who appear to use Welsh more often. While they are still in 
a minority, it can be seen that at least the teaching of Welsh 
in school, inadequate though the time allocation may often be, 
helps retain the potential for the maintenance of Welsh in
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daily life, though once again, the process of language - shift 
appears to be at a crucial stage, By comparison, the state of 
Welsh in Shropshire (V.6b) and Breton (V.6e) is far weaker, 
and the educational process appears to be instrumental in 
hastening the loss of Welsh and Breton speaking in school - 
age children in the families sampled.
5.5 Three aspects of migration as a factor affecting laneuage- 
speaklne; (1) residential mobility:
The next piece of evidence from the first part of 
Questionnaire I is that on "residential mobility". To facilitate 
discussion, a hypothesis may be stated, based on the population 
- dynamics discussed in section 2.11 and chapter IV: that the 
degree of "establishment" of local communities is likely to 
affect the vigour ( in terms of speaking - frequency) of Welsh
a
or Breton, an|i that the more subject to population change the
|
community is,! the lesser the speaking frequency of these 
languages is likely to be, irrespective of the potential which 
may be represented.
To obtain maps of residential mobility, a relatively 
straight-forward procedure was adopted: once again, a grid 
was placed over the map on which dots represented length of 
residence of households at their present address, and the scores 
for dots were averaged. No running mean was applied, as the 
grid size was coarse and the areas with no score would have 
artificially reduced the average. The results are figures 
V. 7a to 7c, on which only the areas with the greatest 
residential mobility have been shown. From the question 
requesting respondents from families with a person able to
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speak Welsh and Breton to state how long they had lived at 
their present address (question 2), the data for the dot-maps 
were obtained. Four classes of* length of residence were 
selected as follows.
Length of residence 
Less than a year 
one to five years 
six to ten years 
over ten years
The selection of class intervals and assignment of scores is a 
somewhat arbitrary procedure, since it is difficult to deduce 
what length of residence is necessary before a new arrival 
begins to converse with his neighbours at all, and before he 
acquires enough confidence, or knowledge about his neighbours, 
to start using Welsh or Breton as a medium of conversation.
This seems likely to vary both with the personality pf the 
speaker and the type of neighbourhood (urban or rural, 
established or newly-built, for example). On the basis of the 
scores, squares with an average, for respondent families, of 
less than five years? residence, were considered to be those in 
which speech patterns and habits might still be incompletely 
developed. This is perhaps longer than even the most reserved 
speakers would require in order to settle into a new speaking 
routine following their change of address, but the five-year 
time period, represented by a score of 2 or less, is a convenient 
way of revealing contrasts in mobility, as the resulting maps 
show. They have several additional problems: the shaded areas 
are those where families are relatively mobile, but some of the
Score
1
2
3
b
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unshaded areas are attributable either to the fact that they 
are unpopulated, or to the fact that no data were available 
from the survey; in addition even though the time-span of 
five years was used, the number of Welsh or Breton speaking 
families which had changed addresses during this time was so 
small ( some dozens in each case) that the data may be more than 
usually susceptible to chance variations.
These problems accepted, it is possible to see on V.7a, 
that three distinct zones appear, the clearest of which is a 
north-south trending line in the east, following the line of 
the main road linking Oswestry a^nd the larger, expanding 
village settlements. Potential Welsh - speakers are moving 
into the area, many into newly-construe ted houses on estates, 
where Welsh - speaking groups may be particularly difficult 
to initiate because of the simultaneous arrival of all the 
potential speakers and the correspondingly greater degree of 
disruption. Further, the small proportion of the overall 
population composed by potential Welsh-speakers in this same 
zone may decrease $he chance of these new arrivals' meeting 
each other. In the west of the map, a much less noticeable 
zone of greatdr mobility is indicated. If it is not a . chance 
phenomenon, it seems to be the result of the arrival of 
families returning, usually upon retirement, to their area of 
origin, where houses are available for purchase because of a 
drift of farming families from the poorer hill - lands of 
the west. Between the two zones is a third one, where 
residential mobility is low (i.e. scores are :over 2.0 ). While
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this area may well be supplying Walshs speaking migrants to the 
other two, Is does not seem, from the sample, to be receiving 
speakers in any number. Either its Immigrants are not Welsh­
speaking ofc it is an area of notably stable residence - 
patterns when compared with the other two. If this is the case, 
given the frequently high proportions of potential Welsh - 
speakers which figure IV.6 showed to occur over much of this 
area, it should, if residential mobility has indeed any major 
part to play in the preservation of speaking patterns, be a 
zone of frequent and active Welsh speaking, just as the eastern 
fringe should be a zone of inactivity.
In Oswestry (V. 7b) amidst a generally fragmented 
pattern, three larger areas of higher mobility stand out. One
of them is the town centre, with a higher proportion of 
temporary and itinerant residents, and the other two are new 
housing estates, at Ihe fringes of the urban area.' Again, if 
the mobility of speakers has any clear role in the disruption 
of speaking activity, these areas may exhibit a lesser 
frequency of Welsh use than their potential would indicate.
The third map (V. 7c), of the Breton area, repeats the 
theme of a higher degree of mobility of potential speakers in
the area adjoining the main road. The east-west line of 
greater mobility should again, if high residential mobility 
acts in the disruptive way suggested, be an area of lower 
speaking activity than its potential would indicate, while 
the areas to north and south, containing high proportions of 
potential speakers in places (figure IV. 7), should more 
completely fulfil their speaking - potential. These possibilities
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will be re-examined in section 5,13.
5*6 Migration, aspect ii; Movement of Welsh and Breton speakers 
to and within the study areass
i
If the degree of mobility of households for the period 
19^3 - 73 in the study areas is of significance for the 
speaking of language, so too, may be migrant origins and
<y
direction of movement within the areas. Unfortunately, the 
information from the questionnaires only concerns the Welsh1 and 
Breton speaking sections of populations but the information from 
figures V.8 and V.9 shows that in both cases, two distinct 
types of migration are involved: some long distance moves of 
more than 35 kilometres and a much greater number of short- 
distance, moves of under 35 kilometres. The division is not so 
artifical as it seems; most of the migrations are quite clearly 
"long” or ” short distance”, and there is a notable dearth, 
in both cases, of flmiddle distance” moves of about 35 kilometres. 
This seems to point to two different motives for the attraction 
of speakers. Responses show that in both areas, the long 
distance moves were usually made for employment purposes, and that 
the heads of such households were frequently teachers, doctors 
or bank-managerd. While employment undoubtedly provided the
- motive for a proportion of the short distance migrations, too, 
there was a high proportion of speakers moving for other reasons, 
for example, marriage or retirement, or because of changing 
family size. With the exception of the Severn valley, the 
lack of middle distance origins may be thought to be accounted 
for in the Welsh area by the fact that at that distance to the 
West of the area is a sparsely - inhabited area of the uplands
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of Wales, but the feature Is repeated in the case of Brittany, 
where such a fact cannot be held to account* The much 
smaller sample for Brittany is caused mainly by the lack of a 
populous centre comparable to Oswestry, but the presence of 
the town has an effect on the pattern emerging, the main aspect 
of which seems to be that jihe great majority of long - distance 
migrations are to Oswestry rather than the surrounding rural areas 
and the migrants are from a wide area of England and Wales 
(V.8 (ii) ). While many of the short distance migrants (V.8 
(i) ) also go to the town, a greater proportion of them than 
of the long - distance migrants settle elsewhere in the study 
area. In particular, a line of settlement following the 
main road and comparable with the area of highest mobility on 
V.7 a can be seen. The significance of the destinations of 
migrants from various origins is that if it is t£*ue, as some 
respondents reported, that their area of origin within Wales 
affects the comprehensibility of the Welsh spoken by migrants 
than the grouping of predominantly local people along the 
road axis may considerably increase the chances of active Welsh 
- speaking .groups being generated and, correspondingly, the 
mixture of migrant origins within the town may decrease the 
likelihood of Welsh there.
If the movements within the town are examined (V.8 (iii) ), 
it is evident, even though the sample is small, that the flow 
is from older to newer housing on the outlying estates (compare 
figure IV. 15), but that within the town the Park Avenue area and 
surrounding districts appear to attract Welsh speaking migrants 
from elsewhere in the town. Both this north - western sector
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of the town and some of the newer estates therefore appear to 
be maintaining or gaining strength as potential speaking 
communities.
On the map for Brittany (V.9), all the longest - distance 
migrations except one were to Chatelaudren, but its lesser 
attraction may be reflected in the fact that origins of migrants 
are almost wholly restricted to the northern half of Brittany.
It is not known how far this reflects the barrier of the hills 
of Argoat, nor how typical this pattern is of migrations into 
C6tes-du-Nord in general. Once more, as well as Chatelaudren 
which appears on this evidence to be maintaining a potential 
for Breton speaking, the line of the main road, visible on V.7c, 
emerges as a reception - area for Breton speakers.
The present discussion only touches upon the complex j
inter-relationships between migration and Welsh and Breton 
speaking potential, and its evidence is only fragmentary. As 
already discussed in 2.9> 9- detailed analysis of migration and 
language exists in the work of G .J .  Lewis (1 969), and the Welsh |
information, at least, may be set against that. Meanwhile, for j
both areas, a final point can be made on the direction of migration 
To some extent in the Breton area and to a great extent in the. j
Welsh one, migrations of Welsh and Breton speakers from West to j
East exceed those in the reverse direction. It is suspected ;
that if a corresponding sample of English speakers were taken j
this eastward flow would be found to be at least partially 
balanced by a westward flow of English influence, and that some j
aspects of the model proposed in IV.7A would be confirmed.
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l& gr&t4 Qni aspect (lli): Language generation:
A final aspect of migration to be discussed is the 
lifetime migratory pattern of Welsh and Breton - speaking 
respondents, as derived from the question: "please state 
the name of the area where you first learned Welsh (Breton)".
The concept of the place where a language was learned has, 
perhaps, some validity as a criterion for the delimitation 
of language-areas, since the areas of "generation" of the 
language are more important for this purpose, than the areas 
which it has subsequently penetrated as a result of migration.
The question thus sets out to delimit such "generation areas" 
of Welsh and Breton during the lifetime of the oldest residents 
of the study areas.
The Breton map (figure V. 10) may be taken as an 
example of the operation of this idea. Approximately half of the 
speakers in the sample are still resident in the area where 
they first learned Breton, and most of the remainder learned 
the language in the immediately-surrounding areas. Of these 
last, most acquired Breton in the area just to the west of the 
study-area, only some 8 per cent of the total sample having 
done so at a radius of more than 15 kilometres west of the 
western boundary of the area. In comparison, even within the 
study area, only ^ per cent of the sample learned Breton east 
of the "linguistic divide" which was depicted on figure II.W, 
and only three people claim to have learned Breton in Chatelaudren, 
Some 5 per cent of the sample indicate that they learned to 
speak Breton in Plouagat, just to the West of the divide, while 
rather large porportions learned Breton at Bringolo, St.Jean
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and Lanrodec (5* 6 and 10 per cent respectively). The figure-for 
Plouagat contrasts with the impression received by the 
casual visitor to the village, which gives very little sign, 
at present^ of being in the Breton - speaking area. The 
conclusion seems to be that within the lifetime of many of the 
residents of the study area, Plouagat has acted as an area 
of Breton generation, but no longer appears to do so.
One explanation for the existence of people learning 
the language to the east of the linguistic divide is that 
they acquired their Breton at a date when the language area 
extended further eastwards than it did at the time of drawing 
of the linguistic 'divide. This, in fact, is not the case, since, 
as the evidence from S^billot and Ogee would indicate (section 
2.1), Chatelaudren cannot have been afLourishing centre of Breton 
- speaking during the lifetime of any of the present residents 
of the study area. The members in the sample probably represent 
residuals- speakers of Breton, representing families with a 
greater than average degree of retention of Breton, out of 
a particular sense of tradition, or for some other reason.
In conclusion on figure V.10, it seems that the location of 
linguistic divides may accurately be based on areas of 
"language generation" if this case is typical. The gradual 
eastward drift of Breton speakers across the whole study area 
is also indicated, and this drift is not merely along the 
narrow strip of territory following the route nationale.
The Welsh area adds a little to the detail an language
generation, particularly a.s it is possible, on account of its 
larger area and population, to examine it in two parts: that
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just to the east and that to the west of the national border.
The eastern part (V.II) confirms the characteristic of an 
abrupt border to the language area as defined by the generation 
of speakers. Once again, in the rural areas, the edge of the 
generation-area may be related closely to the location of the 
linguistic divide, particularly as described by Rees (19 -^7 ).
For the urban area of Oswestry, however, there is a very 
notate anomaly, with the largest single number of speakers in the 
sample generated there. One explanation may be that these 
speakers are second - generation members of families, the 
children of Welsh speakers who have migrated into the town.
If this is the case, they may be compared with second - 
generation speakers generated elsewhere (five in Liverpool, 
three in Birkenhead and three in London, for example). Only 
two similar speakers generated in distant towns were found 
in the Breton area, onefrom Rennes and one from St.Brieuc.
A clue to the process generating such a large number of 
speakers in Oswestry is the fact that many of the respondents 
who were in this category referred specifically to the 
importance of the chapel in their learning of the language, 
as also to the availability, close at hand, of large numbers 
of other people to whom! they could speak Welsh, thus making 
it worthwhile to retain it. The speakers from distant cities 
made similar remarks. This leads to the inference that the 
process generating speakers Is somewhat different, in the case 
of Oswestry, from that in the countryside just to the west, 
which has, for its part, been very clearly a part of the Welsh 
culturp. area during the lifetime of respondents, generating
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the Welsh language in just the same way as many neighbouring 
areas to the west of the border.
The inclusion of the western part of the Welsh area 
(figure V.12) in the discussion allows some further deductions 
to be made on the direction of drift of speakers during their 
lifetime. All the evidence from figure V.7 (residential mobility) 
and figures V.8 and V.9 (ten-year migration patterns) points 
to the existence of axes of short-term migration across the 
study areas, following the main roads. It was pointed out, 
in connection with the Breton area, that there was no similarly 
clear axis of generation of Breton, following the route nationale 
and the difference between short-term and lifetime migration 
patterns is perhaps surprising. The sample for this less 
densely-populated and more rural western portion of the Welsh 
area is smaller than for the eastern part, Uit it confirms’ 
a feature also visible in the east: that despite the orientation 
of the major routeway, the drift of Welsh speakers is directly 
from the west to the east, from the hill land to the plain.
That there is no comparable westward flow - at least, of Welsh 
speakers - is indicated by the far smaller number of Welsh 
speakers generated, on V.12, by the Shropshire portion of the 
study area which formed the subject of V.11, and the hypothesis 
first expressed in section 2.11, on the role of changing 
population density and marginal land, appears to be confirmed.
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5.8 Differential language generation by age-groupsr and Its 
effect upon language border retreat:
Before setting aside the subject of language 
generation, this seems an appropriate point at which to test 
an idea which has gradually been emerging, which is attractive 
in its simplicity and which might be employed to explain the 
gradual retreat of the minority language border in cases of 
language - shift such as the two at present being examined.
The idea is based on the differences in language potential 
and frequency shown in diagrams V.2 to V.5, and it is 
expressed visually on figure V.13. If the younger members of 
a minority language group are the first to adopt new languages, 
and language diffuses into the area from the east, the 
language - border may be expected to retreat westwards with 
the loss of succeeding generations of speakers. This, much 
simplified, is the process which-figure V.13 is intended to 
show.
To test this, the sample for language generation in 
the Welsh area, was divided into three separate age groups, and 
figures V.l^ f to V.16 drawn, : using proportional squares to 
represent the percentage of each sample learning Welsh in 
each location. Administrative boundaries were ignored as far 
as possible in favour of individual household locations. If the 
Hypothesis were correct, it was assumed that the largest 
squares or greatest number of squares would tend to group 
further west on the "30 - 60" map than on the over 60 one,
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and further west on the "under 30" map than on the "30-60".
In this assumption, at least one major problem was ignored: 
the fact that the oldest group had, over its lifetime, moved 
further from its area of origin, and that this would confuse
the pattern. It can be seen from the maps that this was in
fact the case. The pattern for the "over 60s" is diffuse, 
and that for the "30 - 60s", the most mobile age-group, even
more so while in the case of the "under 30s", who have had
less time in which to migrate, a less complex situation 
appears to exist. Between the maps for the two older age- 
groups (V.ilf, 15) especially, little clear distinction is 
visible, though for the "30 - 60s", there is a sign that fewer 
speakers originated immediately west of the border , and rather 
more from the north Montgomeryshire (Meifod, Llanfair) areas. 
For the Shropshire area, no clear difference is visible. If 
on the other hand the map for the "under 30s" (V.16) is 
compared with that for the "oyer 60s", there are signs of a 
greater proportion of the -former having learned Welsh within 
the area of Wales itself, and clear indication that the 
Shropshire area is declining in importance as a generator of 
Welsh in this youngest generation. The relative Importance 
of the political area of Wales is not surprising when it is
remembered that this age group has been affected by tjiat aspect
the
of the 19^7 Education Act which prompted^importanee of 
schools as disseminators of the Welsh language. Schools with a 
particularly good record in teaching Welsh to children who may 
not otherwise havd learned it at home appear to be represented
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on V.16 by the series of large symbols Immediately west of 
border, and largely within the study area, whereas the momentum 
of language acquisition, which existed within the Shropshire 
area, appears to be weakening.
A summary of V.i** to 16 is difficult. They seem to 
have indicated, strongly, the spatial differences in language 
generation which results from imposed language learning 
but they do not appear conclusive on the idea that with 
succeeding generations the border of the language generation 
area is moving westward. That hypothesis, alluring though 
it may be, must remain unproven.
5.9 Sequence and medium of language learning related to 
sp.eflkjng, frequency.:
The two final items for discussion lie more properly 
in the domain of the socio-linguistician, but may help to 
explain further the process of language shift and the diagrams 
of speaking frequency, ^2 and 3. They relate to the surr­
oundings and the stage of life in which the respondents 
learned Breton or Welsh. Table V.2 relates the sequence of 
language learning to speaking frequency descriptions:
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TABLE V2 - Stage of language learning by speaking
frequency t
% learning: % learning
Speaking
frequency
Welsh
before
English
At
same
time
Welsh
after
English
Speaking
frequency
Breton
before
French
At
same
time
Breton
after
French
Speaks
only
Welsh
l 100 - -
Speaks
only
Breton
100 - -
Speaks
more
Welsh
than
English
87 13 -
Speaks
more
Breton
than
French
97 3 -
Some­
times
speaks
Welsh
7b 9 17
Some­
times
speaks
Breton
89 10 1
Rarely
speaks
Welsh
56 18 2b
Rarely
speaks
Breton
58 3b 8
There is thus a strong likelihood that a connection 
exists between the sequence in which Welsh or Breton was 
learned and the frequency with which the speaker uses it.
The connection, in both study areas, is not surprising; most 
linguisticians are agreed that the first few years of life 
are the most important single influence in imprinting language
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skills, even though children retain an efficient language- 
learning ability well into their schooldays. According to 
Christopherson (1973, p.**6), the immersion in language which 
the infant experiences in the home is so complete that by the 
age of four or five he has acquired enough experience of 
language-structure to be able to assemble other languages 
extremely rapidly, using many of the same principles as for 
the first language. Applied here, this implies that the 
flood of English or French which the Welsh- or Breton- 
speaking child encounters in school may displace the 
home language in a very short time. Clearly, the reverse 
may also apply, with a previously non-Welsh cr Breton-speaking 
child acquiring fluency in either of these languages in 
school, but table V.2 shows this is not normally the case, 
and that if the minority language is taught at the same time 
as, or after, English or French, the chances that the speaker 
will go bn to use it in later life are much reduced.
When speaking-frequencies are related to place of 
learning of Welsh or Breton (table V.3), the importance of 
the home background tends to be confirmed, for there is a 
strong correlation between frequency and place of learning 
in the sample examined. Not all of those who learned Welsh 
or Breton at home speak it frequently, but almost all those
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ta b le  V3 -  MefljLma p f laBfaiaK? le a ru in s  M
speaking frequency:
$  learning Welsh: %  le<xcn » ruj B reton ;
Speaking
frequency
At
home
In
school 
or at 
evening 
class
Else­
where
Speaking
frequency
\
At
home
In
school 
or at 
evening 
class
Else
where
Speaks
only
Wwlsh
100 - -
Speaks
only
Breton
100 - -
Speaks
more
Welsh
than
English
87 13 -
Speaks
more
Breton
than
French
97 3 -
Some­
times
speaks
Welsh
7b 9 17
Some­
times
speaks
Breton
89 10 1
Rarely
speaks
Welsh
56 18 2b
Rarely
speaks
Breton
58 3^ 8
who speak Welsh or Breton frequently learned it at home. Of 
those who did not learn Welsh or Breton at home, almost all 
tend to be infrequent speakers.
Some modification must, however, be made to the 
statement on Welsh as a "home generated" language. In both
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tables, the contrast between the state of survival of 
Welsh and Breton is implicit, with Welsh showing a more 
varied pattern of language generation situations, and also 
a greater likelihood of survival if taught as a second 
language. This is partly because of the chapels as a way 
of reinforcing Welsh culture, but perhaps more clearly 
because of the teaching of Welsh in the schools of Clwyd 
and Powys, and, to a slight extent, because of the avail­
ability of evening classes. With the exception of one 
school giving brief tuition in Breton to volunteers, these 
three features are almost entirely absent in the Breton area, 
though an evening class has been started since the time at 
which the sample was taken.
The contrast does not end there, though; 
it is time to return once more to the point made in connec­
tion with figure V.6, and make it again here. School Welsh 
lessons can only be held responsible for generating some 
seven per cent of that Welsh speaking which has previously 
been designated "active", and even among the "passive" 
speakers, situations outside the home only account for 31* 
per cent of the learning of Welsh, and the schools and evening 
classes only 1*+ per cent. As V.6 indicated, schools as an 
effective means of disseminating active Welsh in the study 
area must, at present, be viewed with some reserve. To 
think of teaching situations outside the home as giving the 
Welsh study area a profound advantage over its Breton 
counterpart, or to consider Welsh-speaking as, ipso facto,
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in much less danger than Breton of sudden disappearance, 
may be a serious misconception.
5-10 Construction of maps of sneaking frequency;
The evidence drawn from questionnaire I has 
illustrated some of the characteristics of language shift, 
but it has not, so far, served its stated purpose; the 
construction of frequency maps for the two study areas, 
with which to compare the potential maps. *.
Construction of maps of speaking frequencies on 
the basis of section 3 of the questionnaire is not as simple 
a matter as it at first appears to be. The various frequencies 
of speaking are first mapped in dot form, using a different 
symbol for each frequency, and with one dot representing one 
individual speaker. For the purposes of this part of the 
exercise, the non Welsh (Breton) speaking members of households 
are disregarded, and the frequency of Welsh speaking only in 
relation to those able to speak the language, rather than the 
whole population of the respondent households, is examined.
The resultant dot maps are difficult to read, for two main 
reasons; it is difficult for the eye to overlook (or else to 
notice, on other occasions) individual dots which stand out as 
exceptions, and large areas of the surface of the study areas 
are left without a figure for Welsh or Breton speaking frequency, 
with which to compare the "potential" speaking map. One way 
to alleviate this problem is to superimpose a 500 metre grid 
on the dot map and then to adopt a procedure based, loosely,
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upon that used by J.C. Weaver (195*0 * in his study of crop- 
combinations in the Middle West, in order to compare a 
variety of data of different types . Scores are allocated to 
the four Welsh and Breton speaking categories as follows:
Score
1 lfCan speak Welsh (Breton) but rarely 
or never does so”,
2 nSometimes speaks Welsh (Breton)”.
3 "Speaks more Welsh (Breton) than 
English (French)
*+ f,Speaks only Welsh (Breton)11.
The scores for speakers having been allocated to grid squares, 
it is possible to employ a formula of the following type, to 
reach a score for the square as a whole:
(n x 1) + (n x 2) + (n x 1) * ( a i t i
H
where n is the number of respondents with each frequency score 
in the square in question and N is the total number of people 
able to speak Welsh or Breton in the square.
At this stage, a dilemma, already encountered, 
presents itself yet again: if the present attempt is to 
measure the relative intensity of Welsh and Breton speech 
across the study areas, is it the proportion of speaking activity 
relative to the total potential of any grid square, which is 
sought, or is it th total amount of speaking activity in each 
square which is important? In the latter case, the division
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by N in the above formula would be omitted. The first 
alternative is that which is more compatible with the per­
centage results obtained for ftpotential” speaking5 it is the 
method most frequently adopted, in a more straightforward 
form, for analysis of Census data (as it was in Chapter III), 
and in some respects it does give a realistic picture of the 
state of survival of the languages in any square. The second 
has the advantage that it measures the proximity of speakers, 
of all frequency types, to each other; it would be useful for 
examining all the Welsh or Breton activity within a given 
range of any particular point, and would thus provide evidence 
for the potential for setting up some activity such as a Welsh 
Society or a Breton evening class at that point. Clearly, 
by the first method, if a particular square had ten Welsh 
speakers, four of whom had a score of 1, three a score of 2,
two a score of 3 and one a score of b, the total score by the
first method would be 2, indicating, by this average, a local 
population with a reasonably active speaking frequency. The 
score by the second method would be 20, but it would be highly 
unlikely that the square, at least in isolation, would warrant
the foundation of any formal activity to cater for its Welsh
or Breton population. On the other hand, if the numbers of 
Welsh speakers were increased from ten to one hundred, and 
the scores proportionally increased, the score by method one 
would still be 2, but by method two would be 200. The idea 
is not a complex one, but the point is believed to be of 
fundamental'importance. Neither means of approach can be
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disregarded; they are complementary, and therefore two maps 
will be presented for each area. It should be pointed out, 
at this Juncture, that neither method, nor Indeed any similar 
technique, is known to be employed by language planners in 
Wales (and certainly not in Brittany) as a criterion for the 
location of language facilities such as libraries.
5.11 The,g,peaking frequency maps; a first appraisal:
Figure^ V. 17 to V. 19 are the results of the 
application of the two methods, with V.18, the map of Oswestry, 
as a more detailed addition to the Welsh data, produced on a 
different scale but by the same method. In order to produce 
a surface more akin to that on the ’’potential” speaking maps 
(IV.6, IV.7) and to serve the interests of greater legibility, 
a running mean has been introduced, and the score for each 
square is, in the cases of both methods employed, the average 
for that square and the eight surrounding it. One unfortunate 
side-effect of this is that the resultant scores are no longer 
capable of interpretation in terms of the four descriptions 
used in Section 5.10, and, on the ’’average” maps, at least, 
the scores are lower than they might be expected to be. The 
important gain, in return for this sacrifice, is that a 
picture is obtained of speaking frequencies in one locality 
relative to all neighbouring ones.
The importance of the distinction made between 
numbers and proportions of active Welsh and Breton speakers 
is seen when the maps are examined. Between the two versions
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of V.17 the disparity is most striking, and this will be 
discussed first. On both versions, a feature of ’’pocketing**, 
already discussed at some length, reappears. This may be 
regarded as scarcely surprising, since the frequency of any 
individual's Welsh speaking clearly depends on the level of 
activity of other Welsh speakers in his neighbourhood. On 
the western fringes of the maps, pockets of Welsh speaking 
activity are in greatest proximity to each other, and achieve 
the highest activity-scores. To this, however, there are 
several exceptions: large pockets of activity appear in the 
north eastern section of the maps, and Just to the south of 
these is an area of extremely active Welsh speaking, achieving 
the highest score on the "average” map, and by far the 
highest score on the "total" map, while further south of this 
again there is a perceptible southward-extending line of 
activity. In the southern half of both maps there is a 
credible west-east decline of Welsh speaking activity, but 
because of the pattern in the northern area it is not Justifiable 
to make the statement that Welsh speaking frequency declines 
eastwards on' the maps as a whole. The area of very active 
Welsh speaking corresponds with Oswestry, and it is this area 
which exemplifies the importance of using both means of 
measurement of Welsh activity levels. It dominates V.i7b, 
presenting itself as perhaps the true centre of Welsh activity 
for the whole study area, deserving of consideration for the 
site of libraries and other services for the specific use of 
the Welsh speaking population. At present, this possible
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function is fulfilled to only a very limited extent, the 
town’s location in England acting as both a psychological 
and an administrative restraint to public service planners.
The high score is seen not to be simply a function of the 
large numbers of Welsh speakers, active or otherwise, in the 
town, since it also scores highest on the "average” map.
The high activity areas of the north east, again a 
feature of both maps, are Weston Rhyn, Gobowen and Hengoed.
The last-named is a mainly farming settlement, the site of 
in-migration of Welsh speaking families, as described on the 
"potential" speaking map. Weston Rhyn has a history of mining 
and of settlement of people from the Ceiriog valley, as well 
as a tradition of Welsh Methodism, while Gobowen shares some 
of these characteristics with its growing role as a residential 
area for workers in Oswestry and at a large nearby hospital, 
and has, in addition a considerable proportion of retired peo­
ple. Its social and economic links with the town are reflected 
in the fact that on V.i7b it is the only area outside the town 
to record a total Welsh speaking activity score of more than 5*
It was in section b .2 that the linguistic problem of 
local numbers versus local proportions of speakers was first 
raised, in connection with the detailed pattern of "speaking 
potential" within the urban area of Oswestry. The problem 
is now seen again in the pattern of "actual" speaking 
frequencies in the town (V.l8b and c). ' The map of averages
shows that extreme variation occurs in average frequency, and
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that the centre of the town and the peripheral areas record 
a less frequent use of the Welsh language by resident 
speakers. In the case of the latter areas the pattern is 
caused only partly by the use of the running mean technique, 
and there is evidence that the lesser housing densities on the 
periphery may play a part in inhibiting local contacts of all 
kinds, including Welsh speaking ones, while the low housing 
density in the centre, where residential use gives way to 
retailing, seems to produce the same effect. The companion 
map, V.l8b, shows that among the areas with greater Welsh 
frequency skirting the town centre, the north-west is 
distinctive for the sheer number of frequent Welsh-speakers 
living there. Even on the basis of a preliminary appraisal 
it is possible to confirm what was not certain at an earlier 
stage of the study (section 3.12) - that even at as large a 
scale as the one used for the town, and even with such a 
relatively small urban area,both language potential and 
language-frequency variations may clearly be discerned. To 
confirm the variation in speaking-frequency patterns within 
the town, and to relate frequencies with types of residential 
environments, a sample transect was examined, as shown in 
figure V.20. It follows the line drawn on the map of housing- 
types (figure IV.1J).
The two graphs based on average and aggregate 
frequency scores show the peaks of activity surrounding the 
town's central shopping area, and also point to the 
dominance of the Park Avenue area in aggregate speaking terms.
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The notes beneath relate these areas to the zone of 
terraced housing* high in density and dating from the 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries (though it 
should be pointed out that the coincidence is not complete,
and that elsewhere in the town are apparently entirely 
similar areas with lesser frequencies of Welsh-speaking). 
Between these areas and the next zone outward, where changes 
in building age, style and density occur, a clear example of 
the connection between house-types and the frequency of use 
of Welsh is seen between Park Avenue and Hampton Road.
While the evidence presented by the transect can 
by no means be called conclusive, it strengthens the belief 
that residential environments may encourage or inhibit minority 
language use, and that cumulative, more thain average, numbers 
of speakers play a part in increasing the frequency of use.
It is not entirely]clear whether the increased frequency in 
the inner area of the town is because of anything inherently 
suitable (for example, proximity, or likelihood of speakers' 
meeting each other more frequently), or whether it reflects 
the socio-economic characteristics (for example, the rate of 
immigration, population turnover, financial means or area of 
origin) of Welsh-speaking incomers to the town.
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Finally, in this comparison of the average and 
cumulative speaking-frequency, the Breton maps are examined 
(figures V.i9a and b). If version a, the average frequency 
map, is examined first, features already familiar from V.17a 
are seen to recur. Overall, there is a transition from 
west to east, representing that from greater to lesser Breton 
speaking frequency. The largest score encountered, however, 
is only 1.*f, indicating (even when the "smoothing” of the data 
is remembered) that the vast majority of respondents have 
placed themselves in the "rarely or never speak Breton" or 
in the "sometimes speak Breton" category. Reflecting, for a 
moment, upon the dramatic transition visible across the 
potential Breton map, IV.7, such a relatively small variation 
in average frequency as that on V. 19a is unexpected, revealing 
once more, perhaps, that at the time of this particular 
"geographical snapshot" a crucial stage of language shift 
has been entered, with the potential remaining but the frequent 
practice of speaking the language disappearing. Again, on 
V. 19a, the feature of "pocketing" reappears, this being 
especially marked between Plouagat and Chatelaudren, on the 
route nationale. To some extent, clearly, the gallicising 
influence of the maJ.or road is counteracted by the gathering 
of sufficient bretonnants in one place to form a viable 
speaking group, this being perhaps augmented by a limited 
amount of immigration of retired elderly people from more 
strongly Breton-speaking areas.
The aggregate map of frequency scores (V. 19b) adds
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three main details to this picture. Firstly, the route 
nationale is seen to divide, to the north and south of it, 
areas where there are greater numbers of bretonnants, and 
forms an exception to the general pattern in showing higher
scores to the east, these resulting from the presence of 
the speaking communities already mentioned in Plouagat and 
Chatelaudren. Secondly, Chatelaudren emerges, rather 
falsely, as an area of great speaking activity, when it was 
seen, from earlier maps, to have little Breton speaking 
potential. Thirdly, the area in the south-west reveals its 
comparative importance as a bretonnant district, particularly 
in terms of numbers of speakers. The two versions of the 
Breton map tend to strengthen the idea of the anomaly between 
the ideas of numbers of active speakers in any area and their 
average frequency of speaking, and to lend further support to 
an idea that thesfe two controlling features are of different 
importance in different situations: in an urban environment 
such as Oswestry, numbers of speakers within a given distance 
seem to be important, whereas in the more rural areas in the 
west of both the Welsh and the Breton areas, average frequencies 
per square seem to be a better guide.
This first examination of the speaking frequency 
maps has tended to obscure the clear pattern of transition 
visible on the "potential" maps, though not completely.
While it is still possible to believe, from the speaking 
frequency maps, that through the areas of study do, indeed, 
run language borders, it may be seen how many questions are
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begged by a simple perusal of numbers of people able to 
speak languages, rather than the practice of their use, and 
also how generalised, in this last respect, is the concept 
of a !1linguistic divide”. Even after consulting the two 
alternative versions of frequency maps for each study area,
it would be likely that the language border, if conceived as
a linear divide, would be placed in two quite different 
positions^ and this especially so for the Breton area.
The intention of this part of the study is not,
however, to abandon the idea of ability to speak Welsh or
Breton in favour of their use in practice but to compare the 
two concepts. Once again, the idea of ’'areas of anomaly” may 
prove helpful.
5.12' Areas with a high but unfulfilled potential for 
Welsh or Breton speaking:
The comparison of the ’’potential” and ’’actual” 
speaking maps is complicated by the lack of truly objective 
measures of either of these items. For the purpose of the 
exercise, a comparative scale has been set up as shown in the 
key of the resulting maps V.21 to V.23, whose purpose is to 
attempt to discover locations of areas where, although there 
are high proportions of potential Welsh or Breton speakers, 
there is a low speaking activity rate, and areas which, despite 
low proportions of speakers, show high speaking activity. 
Grid-squares where apparent anomalies occur have been 
identified, as a basis for discussion, groups of anomalous 
squares, rather than individual cases, being considered 
adequate evidence. In retrospect, a classification based
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upon ranked data might have been one step nearer to 
objectivity than the one used, but this could still be 
regarded as a spurious objectivity in view of there being 
no absolute measure on which quartiles or other divisions 
could be based.
According to the criteria used, areas with over 
70 per cent c^f households containing one or more persons 
able to speak Welsh or Breton are considered to be of high 
’’potential”, but if their average frequency scores are 0.6 
or below, they are considered to have low ’’actual” Welsh or 
Breton speaking. This particular combination of scores 
has been selected so that examples may be found in both study 
areas.
The resultant maps (V.21 and V.22a) appear rather 
fragmented, but distinct patterns nonetheless emerge. In 
the Welsh study area, with one small exception, the occurrences 
lie in a north-south band, running down the centre of the map. 
It may only be coincidental that this band runs parallel to 
the line of the language border and to traditional linguistic 
divides such as those of Rees or D.T. Williams. On the 
Breton map, again with exceptions, a band of high potential/ 
low actual speaking activity is perceptible, this time not 
in accordance with traditional linguistic divides but clearly 
following the edge of the area which, on the ’’potential” map 
and on the frequency maps, can be regarded as the core of 
Breton speaking. There is a marked coincidence, in the Welsh 
case, with valleys,' and a correspondence, in the Breton one,
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with the north-east break of slope crossing the study area* 
The location of both of these zones of lesser speaking 
activity than might be expected leads to tb£ tentative 
suggestion that, in areas affected by language-shift, there
may be discerned cores of more active language speaking 
and fringes irhere the language is used less frequently than 
the potential would suggest. If this is the case, it is 
difficult to say whether the cause is that speakers at the 
fringe tend to meet other speakers less frequently, or that 
they are less impelled by community spirit to speak the 
language - that is, whether the cause is external or internal 
to the speakers. If the frequency of the use of Welsh or 
Breton in the western extremes of either country is compared 
with its frequency and variety of use in the borderlands, it 
may not be! difficult to agree that such a principle almost 
certainly applies at the national scale; to see the same 
process operating on a local scale at the language border 
would occasion rather more surprise. If, indeed, it is 
more realistic to suggest a pattern of language decline over 
wide areas in twentieth-century conditions, such a pattern 
of fringes of unrealised speaking potential surrounding 
pockets of more intense speaking activity may be a pattern 
repeated far and wide in Wales and Brittany, and another 
recognisable feature of language shift at a national scale.
Returning from this rather speculative comment to 
the local scale as represented by V.21, it can be seen that 
the precise reasons for anomalies in any particular locality
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are varied and complex. Two areas could perhaps be 
considered briefly as examples: the Ogauvalley, west of
Bhydycroesau (numbered 1 on the map) and the districts 
surrounding Llanfechain, in the south-west of the map (2).
The first-named has only some twenty isolated cottages and 
farmhouses. At the time of writing, it is undergoing a 
particularly rapid form of the sequence, by now well-known, 
of rural depopulation followed by occupation by English 
Mweek-endersn. Being surrounded in the north, east and 
west by almost unpopulated hills, it has no adjacent Welsh­
speaking areas of any strength from which to draw support.
The survey has taken place at a moment when, although still 
numerically strong, the life of the Welsh-speaking community 
appears to have been disrupted by the changes. In 
Llanfechain they are also taking place, but are of a slightly 
different character, for though there is a small proportion of 
weekend residents, the new occupants of the hill-farms are 
permanent dwellers. They are young people, for the most 
part, predominantly of English origin, often of comfortable 
means, and form a cohesive social group, somewhat independent 
from the remainder of the local community. It may be that, 
being ever-present, this is even more disruptive to Welsh­
speaking than the country cottage phenomenon (though in other 
respects it is more akin to the traditional farming economy 
of the area).
The movements of migrating population seen to provide 
part of the explanation for anomalous localities in the Welsh
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area, and since these are attributed partly to physical 
conditions, as described in the model on IV.12A, it is 
possible to contend that the claimed "fringe” of high 
potential/low actual Welsh speaking in the study area is 
quite simply a product of the topography and related 
conditions existing there. Reference to the zone of high 
potential/low actual activity in the Breton area tends to 
make this very much less likely. On the potential Breton 
speaking surface maps and on the two speaking frequency maps 
it is possible to trace a "spearhead" of French influence, 
following the line of the route nationale across the line of 
the language border and into Breton-speaking territory. It 
isolates, to north and south of the road (and particularly 
strongly to the south), areas of continuing Breton influence.
On figure V.22a, there are strong indications of a "buffer 
zone" between the two language areas, where Breton, although 
retaining a strong proportion of potential speakers, undergoes 
just the same type of decreased frequency of use as that visible 
in the Welsh study area. This time it is less possible to 
pass off the feature as topographically induced,' and for this 
reason, one more hypothesis is tentatively proposed: that it 
is possible to discern, on the most local of scales, cores 
and fringes of language use in cases of language shift such 
as the two under examination. It remains to be seen whether 
further evidence may be produced to validate the hypothesis.
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5-13 4rg.a§-¥J;tJi a low p o te n tia l but anexpectedl.y 
active  Welsh or  Breton speakingi
If areas which have a high potential and low actua l 
speaking frequency are of interest, so, too, are those with 
anomalies of the opposite kind —  with only between 1 and 
30 per cent of households which have a Welsh or Breton 
speaker, but where the speaking frequency is unexpectedly high. 
A frequency of over O.V has been taken as indicating high 
speaking frequency, though interest really centres round 
areas with average scores of 1.0 or more. The maximum score 
achieved in the Breton area, for anomalous areas of this kind, 
is 1 A , but scores rise considerably higher in the Welsh areas. 
The study of ar^as with a low potential but high actual 
frequency is interesting, since the situation of low potential 
is occurring, and probably will occur, more and more commonly, 
in Welsh and Breton speaking areas, and if an examination were 
made of the details of functioning of areas which, despite 
this disadvantage, exhibited a high speaking frequency, it
i
might be possible to define some of the policies which should 
be implemented in areas which require local authority support 
in the maintenance of minority languages.
Examination of the areas of "low potential/high 
actual" speaking on the Welsh map, V.23 reveals a slight 
tendency for such areas to be found along the eastern and
k
western fringes of the map, whereas the distribution of "high 
potential/low actual" had tended to be in the central portion 
of the map. As the analysis map shows, this observation is
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made with the eye of the optimist, but it is felt to have 
some justification in that two distinct types of anomaly 
appear to exist, in the uplands of the west and on the 
eastern lowlands.
On the highest hill land of the western fringe of 
the study area, anomalies of the first type - lesser Welsh 
frequency than expected - are notably absent from V.21.
This may be explained by the fact that as farming families 
leave the poorest hill land, it Either remains uninhabited 
or is completely reoccupied by English-speaking second home 
owners; thus areas are frequently of the "high potential/ 
high actual" speaking type, or of the "low potential/low 
actual" type, neither of which appears on the map of anomalies. 
On the map of "low potential/high actual" anomalies (V.23), 
however, there are examples from the western uplands. They 
are mainly associated with the higher ground of the interfluves, 
which has already been stated to have either very high or very 
low Welsh speaking potential, with few areas of intermediate 
score. Examples of such areas are thoseJ east of Rhiwlas 
(1 ), and surrounding Moelfre (2) and Briw (3 ). In a matter 
of one or two decades these areas have found themselves under­
going a rapid transition, in which more and more of their 
original farmhouses have been vacated by Welsh speaking 
families and then taken over by English speaking "week-enders",
3: numbers refer to locations marked on figure V.23*
In connection with location (3), see also figure IV.12B.
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sometimes after an intermediate stage of dereliction 
caused by only a few years* vacancy. The process described, 
although rapid in the areas mentioned, is not yet complete, 
and while this process is taking place, the Welsh language 
is in an anachronistic situation in these localities: while 
there are still high proportions of Welsh speakers remaining 
in nearby districts, speakers find themselves becoming 
exceptional cases in areas which they had previously regarded 
as being purely Welsh. Nonetheless, they continue, with 
the support of speakers from outside their immediate locality, 
to speak Welsh frequently, as a matter of habit. This 
feature, which could be termed "linguistic inertia", is present­
ed as the main explanation.for the anomalous areas in the west­
ern portion of figure V.23. The case of Moelfre (2) is an 
example; of sixteen houses within the settlement (G.R: 180285), 
only four have families who regularly use Welsh, the remainder 
of the village, with the exception of a few houses, only being 
occupied at weekends and during the summer, often by a 
succession of strangers, and probably rarely by Welsh speakers. 
The settlement emerges, on figure IV.6, as a locality with 
a low potential for Welsh speaking, but residents retain 
their Welsh speaking frequency, in practice, by conversing 
in Welsh when they go shopping in Llansilin or Oswestry, 
when they go to church or chapel or other meeting places, 
or simply by travelling to other nearby localities where 
greater Welsh speaking opportunities remain. This is an 
example of "linguistic inertia" in practice, but it can be
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seen that the term may not be entirely appropriate, since 
the retention of Welsh calls^ in fact, for increased 
activity in searching out other Welsh speakers, on the part 
of the residents of Moelfre. The retention of Welsh at 
Moelfre, as also at Briw and Rhiwlas, is permitted, if only 
temporarily, by the reservoir of Welsh speakers in villages 
and towns, from which they can draw support, as shown on 
the Welsh household surface map, IV.lf. As was pointed out, 
however, in section *+.8, these reservoirs may only be a 
temporary feature, associated with migration prompted by 
changing socio-economic influences, and once again the 
concept of villages as "negative linguistic influences", 
as they are called in the Donegal study (section 2.6), 
becomes entirely realistic. This seems to be one essential 
difference between the areas of low potential/high actual 
speaking described here and the areas of high potential/low 
actual Welsh in the central portion of the map: the latter are 
almost all in the shopping and social hinterlands of villages 
which have suffered a decline in potential and actual Welsh, 
and can offer no reservoir of speakers to maintain pockets of 
high Welsh-speaking activity in outlying districts.
In the Breton area (V.22b), because of the generally 
lower speaking frequencies encountered, only one area 
comparable to the situation at Moelfre can be seen. This 
is at Le Petit Perrien, numbered (1) on the map. One of 
the six households is exceptional for the study area, being a 
holiday home, and of the remainder, three have no potential
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Breton speakers. This is not enough to inhibit the 
practice of Breton-speaking by members of the other two 
households, partly because, once again, the most basic 
social and shopping needs of the area are served by Senven 
and Lanrodec, where reservoirs of Breton speakers exist.
In any case, it may be argued, the anomaly is small and if 
Breton is indeed a language of the home, it should not matter 
especially that households with Breton-speakers become 
isolated in predominantly French speaking areas. The 
presumed existence of the fringe of under-fulfilled Breton 
potential on V.22a indicates that isolation is, nonetheless, 
an important reason for decline of activity, partly, perhaps, 
for reasons of "morale" and partly because use in the home 
seems to extend to use between households in a neighbourhood.
Returning to figure V.23, a whole area of very 
notable Welsh activity, exceeding the expected rate as based 
on the "potential" map, is to be seen in the eastern part of 
the map, including the settlements of Weston Rhyn (V), Chirk 
Bank (5 ), the Gobowen ((?) and Hengoed (*T) area, Oswestry (5), 
and the areas surrounding Pant (9 ) and Llanymynech (to) 
Treflach (12). An examination of population trends for the 
parishes containing these localities (figure II.7) shows that 
they have mainly been gaining population in recent decades, 
and much of this increase has already been shown to be caused 
by short distance migration from the hill country already 
described. The map shows that Weston Rhyn has a fairly 
extensive area which appears anomalous, though not to an
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extreme degree, while Hengoed and Gobowen are more localised
%
areas of greater discrepancy. The contrast seems to stem 
from recent historical differences| Weston Rhyn has a 
history of coal-mining, and has attracted workers to its 
mines (now defunct)'from villages higher up the Ceiriog 
valley. In many cases these workers' first language was 
Welsh (some were monolingual), and the language has been 
passed on to a second and third generation. This has 
happened despite the lack of Welsh lessons in school, and the 
presence of a Welsh chapel in the village must account to 
some extent for the existence of the language outside the 
family circle. The importance of this fact is that the 
chapel turns Welsh from a "private” language, spoken in the 
seclusion of the home, into one which is spoken in public 
places, the street and shop as well as the chapel. This tends 
to account for the greater speaking frequency, despite the 
fact that only some 15$ of households have a member able to 
speak Welsh.
The frequency of Welsh-speaking at Gobowen (6) and 
Hengoed (7 ), just to the south, while sharing some of the 
history of coal-mining, owes its strength much more, it is 
felt, to present-day migrations, especially since there are 
few local institutions to keep Welsh speaking alive in the 
second, and succeeding, generations. Farming families from 
the hills of the west have moved into Hengoed farms, and have 
retired to houses in Gobowen. It seems that the frequency of 
Welsh speaking can^be attributed to the ease of access to
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other Welsh speakers in Weston Rhyn, Oswestry and the 
migrants1 areas of origin. For the survival of its 
continued frequent use of Welsh, the locality seems to 
depend strongly on the presence of communications connect­
ing it with other Welsh speaking areas.
The two southernmost areas of anomaly, the 
Trefonen-Treflach area U m x ) and the Pant-Llanymynech 
district ($,10), both offer examples of the operation of 
the process of in-migration of potential Welsh speakers, 
creating the necessary conditions for the language to be 
spoken, despite the fact that the Welsh speakers form only 
a small minority (approximately 10$) of the household surface. 
In the case of the Pant-Llanymynech district, the area under 
discussion stretches at least 5 kilometres along the A*f83 
trunk road. The presence of this road links the origins of 
the area's unexpectedly high Welsh speaking activity with 
that of Gobowen. Once again, it seems to be the case that 
communications, having promoted the inflow of Welsh speakers 
now play an important part in maintaining the contact between 
speakers which allows active and frequent speaking. Though 
Trefonen and Treflach are at a greater altitude and on a less 
obvious migration route, a very similar process seems to have 
taken place there.
Within the area of unexpectedly high Welsh­
speaking activity, the town of Oswestry merits particular 
attention. Not only does it provide the clearest example of
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the characteristics just described, but within the urban 
area itself are district areas where the frequency of Welsh 
use, with an average score of 2.0 or more in places, 
considerably surpasses the potential, as figure V.21* shows.
The zones surrounding the town centre, the same ones as 
described in 5*115 show the highest frequency of Welsh 
speaking, though some of the newer outlying estates also 
have a high frequency. Even within the confined limits of 
the urban area, proximity of speakers seems to play a role.
Speaker proximity, aided by modern communications 
and denser settlement-patterns, may similarly be responsible 
for the clearest example of low potential/ high actual Breton­
speaking shown on figure V,22b, Extending for one or two 
kilometers to the north and south of the route nationale and 
the settlements of Chatelaudren (2) and Plouagat (3), this 
is again an area of in-migration of bretonnauts, as figure
V.9 showed, though not notably an area of present-day Breton 
generation. The anomaly is, unfortunately, based on rather 
a small sample, but it seems that the handful of respondents 
from ChStelaudren and the rather larger number from Plouagat 
rely heavily on the main road for access to each other and to 
their areas of origin, though no formal evidence is available 
for this except the household mobility map, V.7c.
From both study areas, evidence on this second type 
of "low potential/high actual" anomaly seems to be revealing 
an unexpected features modem communications do not necessarily
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act as an inhibitor of Welsh or Breton language-speaking 
activity. Certainly they can do so, as in the cases of the 
Ogan Valley and Llanfechain, described in 5.12, but in
t
districts into which they tend to channel migrating speakers 
they can also tend to set up potential and actual language 
speaking communities, by raising the numbers (even if not 
the proportions) of speakers to a critical threshold at which 
such speaking groups can come into existence. It is worth 
repeating that, as stressed by figure IV. 12A and section **.9, 
even in cases of language-shift, it is not simply a case of 
a one-way diffusion of the stronger language into the terri­
tory of the weaker, but of a counter-flow of the latter, to 
the extent that new language speaking communities may be set 
up by groups speaking the minority language, in areas with 
which it may have had no previous association. At this 
point, too, a further reference back to figure V.7, the 
household mobility map, and a comparison with the anomaly maps,
V.22b and V.23, will show that the hypothesis proposed there, 
that greater household mobility has an adverse effect on the 
vitality of Welsh and Breton speaking-groups, has no basis in 
the study areas. While both Welsh and Breton may indeed be 
associated closely with a traditional, agricultural way of 
life, as proposed by Hemon (section 2.7), here is evidence 
that they are both capable of withstanding the disruption of 
mass migration of speakers, and that new language speaking 
communities, using the language more actively than in many of 
the more traditional areas, may be set up, provided that a
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sufficient threshold of speakers (measured in absolute 
numbers rather than proportions of the total population) is 
attained. A certain reluctance to state the size of this 
critical threshold may be noted. It is unknown, but would 
clearly vary with the mobility of the population (as 
measured, perhaps, by some index such as car ownership), the 
enthusiasm and state of morale of the speaking group, to name 
only a few considerations.
5*1^  Conclusions on the comparison of speaking potential 
and speaking frequency:
The attempt to collect data on the practice of 
Welsh and Breton speaking in the two study areas has raised as 
many questions as it has solved, demonstrating the complexity 
of many of the processes responsible for potential and actual
/
language patterns, rather than explaining them. Nonetheless,
the foregoing discussion has indicated that it is possible to 
map language frequency and also that patterns of language use 
emerge even at the large scale employed.
Among these patterns three zones at the language 
border appear most interesting, termed here, for convenience, 
zones of "language establishment", "disintegratim" and "re­
grouping". The "establishment" zone is that area where active 
speaking remains despite the reduction of speaking potential 
in some places (as in the examples of Moelfre, Petit Perrien). 
The "disintegration" zone is that where potential is not 
fulfilled and active language use appears to be breaking down.
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The "regrouping" zone Is that covering the reception areas 
of Welsh or Breton speaking migrants where speaking groups 
are being maintained or are even growing. All three are 
integral parts of the process of language-shift in the two 
study areas. The ability of the first zone to tolerate a 
certain degree of incursion of English or of French seems 
attributable partly to the fact that the systems serving the 
daily needs of the local people (especially the villages) 
have not yet been seriously disrupted and partly to the less 
tangible, but related, reason that morale and confidence 
amongst the local Breton or Welsh speaking community remain 
high. The second zone, that of "disintegration", represents 
the opposite state, where, suddenly, the morale of the local 
speaking group, and with it, to some extent, their sense of 
linguistic identity, collapses. A crucial stage appears to 
be reached, where the fabric of local Welsh or Breton speaking 
disintegrates. On several occasions, in the present study, 
an extremely similar pattern can be observed: for example, 
figures III.6 and III.7 , where the proportion able to speak 
Welsh at the fringe of the language area undergoes a sudden 
collapse; or V.5, describing the sudden and decisive shift in 
the commune of Tredarzec; or, again, figure V.6, demonstrating 
the notable decrease in speaking frequency in the younger 
generations in the study areas. This last example, coupled 
with Tables V.2 and V.3, is indicative of the fact that Welsh 
or Breton school lessons, while they may be a useful way of 
reinforcing the languages in their zones of establishment, are
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fairly ineffectual in checking the landslide which seems to 
occur at this stage of the process of language shift.
As to the third zone, that of language 1 re grouping",
as displaced Welsh and Breton speakers form new speaking groups, 
it has been pointed out that such groups are frequently more 
active than might be expected, partly because, in the 
conditions of the study areas, sufficient speakers are gathered 
in a small locality and able to use the same communications 
which first aided their migration to maintain contact with 
each other and with their areas or origin. There is, 
however, a ceiling on the frequency of their language use, 
caused by their being a minority group in areas which are 
predominantly English or French speaking.
The next stage in the examination of the two
language borders is to obtain corroboration or refutation of
the existence of the features described, by adding to speaking
frequency another measure of the vigour of languages the number 
and the variety of day-to-day situations in which Welsh and 
Breton are employed.
CHAPTER VI 
SPEAKING SITUATIONS
6*1 aB.. index of language borders*
The provisional conclusion from the 
discussion so far has been that as well as being visible 
in changes in proportions able to speak Welsh and Breton at 
the borders of the two language areas, the process of 
language shift may also be viewed in terms of the frequency 
of their use, at least as perceived by the speakers themselves, 
so long as the modifying effects of communications and other 
factors are also taken into account. How far does another 
measure of the actual use of language, the variety and number 
of "situations" in which it is used, subs;tantiate this 
conclusion?
The term "situation", hitherto used without 
definition, is by no means as self-explanatory as this casual 
use would imply. For some decades, sociolinguisticians, 
noting that in bilingual or multilingual conditions, or at 
least those of "within-group multilingualism" (section !.*+), 
speakers reserve particular languages-for particular sets 
of circumstances or types of subject matter, have sought 
to define a range of these circumstances more objectively, 
in order to use them in studies of language maintenance or 
language Shift. Fishman ( 1971 b, page 19 ) states the idea
more precisely:
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* Proper'usage dictates that only one of the 
theoretically co-available languages or varieties 
will be chosen by particular classes of inter­
locutors on particular kinds of occasions to 
discuss particular kinds of topics.”
He does not necessarily mean that the two languages have 
to be equally used, either by individuals or by the whole 
group, and by ”classes” he presumably means people who 
share some common background (for example, upbringing in 
the same village or common aspects of education) as well as 
characteristics of social class.
The most interesting deduction which may be 
drawn from the quotation is, however, that strong forces 
are at work to preserve the traditional roles of languages 
used for any particular situation, and it may be a cause 
for conjecture how, therefore, language shift, if it implies 
a reduction in the number of situations used, can operate 
at all. How can it be a question of the existence of a 
’’fringe” or ’’zone of disintegration” where the number of 
situations is reduced, and who, among the Welsh or Breton 
speaking residents of the study areas, would initiate such 
reductions? These questions imply that in addition to the 
discrete, relatively homogeneous speaking groups which are 
characteristic of socio-linguistic approaches, there may 
exist an added component of space or distance, gradually 
intensifying or reducing the use of language in particular 
situations, regardless of the ’’particular classes of inter­
locutors”, and making geographical approaches especially
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appropriate in the study of language shift and other 
linguistic processes.
Whether or not such suppositions are 
correct, it is certainly the case that socio-linguistic 
study has progressively been refining its ideas on 
11 speaking situations”. In the 1930s, Schmidt-Rohr 
(1932), Mak (1935) and others were developing the idea of 
the ”domain” as a definable place in which language was used, 
though the estimated number of reliable domains for study 
varied. As related by Fishman (1971, pp. 18-19), three 
types of domain have been distinguished particularly 
frequently: the home, the school and the church.
Sociolinguisticians point out, however, that 
within each domain, a whole range of other influences may 
intervene to modify language choice. Age groups and social 
class are examples. Thus the home, as a speaking-domain, 
may be a multilingual situation, with the older members of 
the household habitually choosing one language for a 
particular situation, the younger ones another. The study 
of speaking frequencies has already shown this. It has not 
shown, nor does the present study give much attention to the 
fact, that within the household domain or situation, there 
may exist different family roles, or "dyads” (Fishman, op.cit., 
p.21) which mean that an elderly speaker in a household, for 
example, may use one language when speaking to a member of 
the family of the same age, but another when conversing with
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a grandchild. In place of this concept, it will be noted 
that the questionnaire simply asks whether a person speaks 
Welsh (Breton) in a particular stated situation, that is to 
say, whether the person ever uses the language for the 
particular situation in question. It Is perhaps, there­
fore, more effective as a means of discovering the particular 
speaking situations in which speakers feel inhibited from 
using Welsh or Breton, rather than the practical day-to-day -o 
use of these languages in any situation.
Since the 1960s, increasing attention has been 
paid to the element of place in the concept of speaking 
situations, with Ervin (196*+), Gumperz (196*+) and others 
developing the idea of the "locale" as an influence on
language choice, and stressing that established language
/
roles may be affected by a change of locale. For example, 
the language chosen by the grandparent to speak to the grand­
child in the home may be different from that spoken if the 
two are out shopping. This element of study approaches 
that In use in the present case, but it should be noted that 
there is one problem associated with all the maps of language 
use in speaking situations produced here: they relate to the 
home location of the speaker, rather than to where he actually 
uses the language. His choice of language may thus vary 
according to whether he goes shopping, for example, in 
Oswestry or Welshpool, Saint-Brieuc or Guingamp, and there 
is no information on this.
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With all of these constraints in mind, 
five of the many situations in which language can be used 
were selected, with the intention of covering as wide a 
range as possible of the private and public, informal and 
formal, organised and spontaneous uses of Welsh and Breton.
In view of earlier comments on the home (5*10), this was 
an essential situation to include. Neighbourhood speaking, 
particularly in view of its apparently variable function 
according to whether it is situated in the hypothesised 
language 11 establishment11, "disintegration” or "regrouping” 
zones, was included, and considered an interesting inter­
mediate situation between the privacy of the household and 
the public situation of language use in the street and shops, 
which constituted the third situation included. The use of 
language in church or chapel was chosen for its clear 
relevance in the Welsh area, with its tradition of Non­
conformism and availability of Welsh church services in the 
Church in Wales, and also because it was perhaps the nearest 
approximation, in the Breton area, to the possible use of 
Breton in a formal, institutional situation. The combina­
tion of school and workplace, in the fifth situation, was, 
in retrospect, an error of judgment, since it combines an 
institutional situation, the school, with one which may 
include such informal occupations as agriculture or shop­
keeping. It was intended to indicate the relevance of 
Welsh and Breton in the pursuit of day-to-day activities
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with associates outside the home. The sixth situation,
11 elsewhere”, was intended to discover the variety of other 
situations in which speakers might use Welsh or Breton, 
and they were asked to specify such situations if they 
used the category.
6.2 Variety.and relative use of speaking situations:
Before the use of speaking situations is 
mapped, figure. VI. 1 sets out the results of the enquiry 
according to age groups in the sample. The diagram should 
be compared with V.6, which sets out speaking frequencies
<4 ''
in the same way, and in connection with which, it may be 
recalled, it was stated that a crucial change of frequency of 
use of Welsh and Breton seems to be taking place, visible 
in the age group breakdown.
To detect whether a similar change is 
affecting the use of speaking situations is a little more 
difficult, especially in the younger age groups, the samples 
for some of which are very small. To facilitate comparison, 
the total number of situations used has been divided by the 
number of people in each age sample, and the resultant 
figure, shown beneath the diagrams, is an average for the 
number of situations used by all members in each age group 
in families with school-age children. This procedure is 
necessary because the diagrams in VI.1 only show the 
relative use of speaking situations, not the total number
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used by each age group. Once again, the Welsh area has 
been divided into two sections: that within Wales and the 
adjoining area of Shropshire.
The most evident conclusion is that, at 
least in families with children of school age, the shift 
from Breton is considerably more pronounced; from a comparably 
high speaking variety in the oldest age group, the decrease
"v >
is rapid and the disappearance of a variety of speaking 
situations almost complete in the Breton case. The samples, 
extremely small though they are, suggest that for the 
youngest age groups, Breton is assuming, exclusively, the 
role of a private language, for use in the home, and this 
could be taken as an additional indicator of the "passive” 
role the language seems to be assuming in the younger age 
groups. The "public” situations, perhaps those favouring 
most the exchange of nev ideas and expressions in Breton, 
are the first to disappear from use. This must be regarded 
as a considerable obstacle to the language’s ability to 
regenerate itself and to enrich or retain its vocabulary, 
and is a significant phase of language-shift.
The same phenomenon of decreasing number of 
situations is visible in both Welsh samples, but an interesting 
increase, if only a slight one, in number of situations in 
the schoolchildren and infants in the sample from Wales is 
worthy of note. The increased variety of situations is not 
surprising in the very youngest group, given that some of
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them are unable to speak English, but is slightly 
unexpected in the schoolchildren in the sample, who use a 
greater variety of situations than the next oldest group, 
at least in the Welsh half of the study area. In this 
may be a clue: the "at school or work” share of the 
situations increases downward through the age groups, and 
this must, in the second-youngest age group, be attributable 
to the "school” element. Both they and the "under 30” 
group will have experienced compulsory Welsh lessons in 
school, and it is conceivable that this has some effect in 
increasing the variety of situations in which the language 
is used elsewhere. This must, however, be seen in per­
spective, as figure V.6 showed that the younger age groups 
contain relatively few people who use Welsh any more than 
"rarely".
Thus the first evidence on the way in which 
the number and variety of speaking situations are affected 
by language-shift tends to give support to the evidence on 
frequency. As the shift progresses, both the variety and 
frequency of Welsh and Breton situations appear to decrease, 
though this statement can be made less confidently for the 
Welsh case than the Breton one.
The corroboration, though, is only indicated, 
so far, in terms of age groups, and the question remains: 
may it also be seen spatially, as represented in speaking 
situation maps?
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£•3 Sg.BSfcrusfripn of _speakipg-sltuation mans:
The map-data obtained from the survey o f  
speaking situations is, as for the frequency maps, a series 
of dot-distributions, one for each of the speaking situations 
on Questionnaire I, representing the home locations of 
respondents reported to use Welsh or Breton in each of the 
situations. Such data are of varying relevance, depending 
upon how accurately the particular situation may be pinpointed. 
In the case of Welsh or Breton use "in the home", the 
household location is clearly indicated, but it may be 
considered less helpful for language use "in the street and 
shops", which may take place at a considerable distance from . 
the respondent's home.
One method of converting the dot-distributions 
into a more legible map would be to use a process similar to 
that for speaking-frequeneies in chapter V, combining 
situation scores (weighted, if necessary, to reflect their 
varying importance) to produce maps of use of language 
situations similar in appearance to figures V.17 to V.19.
There are clear indications, however, from the previous 
section, that very different patterns of language use in the 
various situations exist, and these differences may well be 
reflected in varying spatial patterns. For this reason it 
may be more useful to draw separate maps for each situation, 
even if the method of calculation of scores is rather crude. 
This method consists of superimposing a grid of kilometre
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squares on the dot map and, taking each situation in turn, 
calculating the proportion of respondents in each square
who report that they use Welsh or Breton for the situation
to ensure.
in question. The mesh is large enoughy\that few squares 
have no respondent living within them (unless they happen 
to be in areas devoid of Welsh or Breton speakers). Because 
a practically unbroken surface is visible, there is no need 
to impose a running mean, which, in any case, would generalise > 
any possible pattern out of existence when applied to a 
kilometre grid. A disadvantage to set against this is that 
there is a greater likelihood that individual squares will, 
by sheer chance, produce atypical results, so once more, 
groups of squares, rather than individual results, form the 
basis of examination. As in earlier stages of the study, 
the town of Oswestry has been mapped at a larger scale, in 
the hope that patterns of speaking situations may appear even 
within the confines of such a relatively restricted urban 
area.
6 .^  Household and neighbourhood Welsh and Breton:
The maps of responses for speaking "in the 
house" and "with neighbours" appear together, in figures
VI.2 and VI.3, since they require the background information 
found in the maps of Welsh and Breton speaking households 
as absolute totals and as proportions of total household 
numbers. Simplified versions of these are included in the 
figures, and the necessity for their inclusion arises from
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the need to test several ideas, namely: if the home 
background is important in the learning of Welsh and Breton, 
the pattern of language speaking in the home may bear very 
little relationship to institutions or communications 
patterns, but simply to the absolute numbers of Welsh and 
Breton speaking households in the locality. If the home 
background is even more important in the Breton than the 
Welsh case, the lack of pattern should be more marked on 
the Breton map. For "Welsh or Breton speaking with 
neighbours", three possible alternatives may be confirmed: 
that this is most likely to occur where absolute numbers of 
speakers are high; or where percentages of Welsh or Breton 
households are high; or perhaps where neither of these 
necessarily occurs, but where communications permit easy access 
to nearby groups of Welsh or Breton households.
A first inspection of the maps shows that, 
once again, no simple confirmation or refutation of these 
hypotheses is possible. If VI.2 is first examined, several 
already familiar patterns present themselves. Map (i), of 
"Welsh speaking at home", gives no indication of the presence 
of the language border, but presents, rather, two north-east 
- south-west trending zones of high activity, one in the 
west of the map and one in the east, a feature already noted 
in connection with V.23. As in the case of that figure, 
the explanations for the two zones are felt to be different.
VI.2 ii and iii show that the western area of the map,
V
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although it has high proportions of Welsh speakers in 
parts, has also a population of Welsh speakers which is low 
in absolute numbers. It is traditionally the territory 
which has the clearest associations with the Welsh heartland, 
where the language is most clearly generated, and where 
traditional values and language-speaking opportunities may 
be thought most likely to exist. Here Welsh is used as a 
matter of course for household communication. The eastern 
zone is seen to have higher absolute numbers, in a series 
of pockets, and a proportion of Welsh speaking households 
which is usually much smaller than in the west. Though 
language generation is already known to take place here, 
immigration of Welsh speakers has also been seen (chapter V) 
to account for much of the Welsh speaking potential. The 
line of the main road link emerges again, on VI.2 (i), 
emphasising the role of communications in making households 
accessible to each other. From this evidence, it is inferred 
that the supposition, expressed above, that the status of 
Welsh as a language of the home would make the pattern of 
household use independent of communications - patterns, is 
quite mistaken. Even for the continuation of Welsh as a 
household language, at least in areas where speakers are 
greatly outnumbered by habitually English-speaking families, 
or where the process of language shift is at an advanced 
stage, it seems necessary for a group cohesion to be main­
tained, and communications play an important role in allowing 
this to happen. By the same token, the zone of "language
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disintegration11, noticed on the speaking frequency maps, 
reappears as an area of lesser household use. This is 
partly attributable to the fact that while households in 
the western portion of the map are likely to contain more 
than one potential Welsh speaker, the likelihood grows, with 
increasing proximity to the Welsh language border, that only 
one individual will be able to speak Welsh (which would 
obviously inhibit household use) or that not all members 
will be able to speak it (in which event it is frequently 
the case that the potentially Welsh speaking members converse 
exclusively in English when at home: see Section 6.11).
The intermarriage with non-Welsh speaking people is increas­
ingly likely with distance east, and must be one of the main 
reasons for low household use in the "disintegration zone”.
That this cannot be alone responsible for the decreased use, 
however, is indicated by the increased household use of Welsh 
in the "regrouping zone”, despite the fact that there, too, 
a large proportion of households with a Welsh-speaker have 
other members unable to speak the language. The lesser 
household use in the zone of disintegration appears to be 
another indicator of unfulfilled potential for Welsh speaking 
there.
Map (iv) of figure VI.2 relates the two 
potential speaker distributions to the second of the 
speaking situations - that of "Welsh speaking with neighbours”, 
which clearly depends on the existence of other speakers in 
close proximity. The pattern, in this case, is by no means
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as emphatic. There is little immediate indication of the 
presence of the language border-, and even in the easternmost 
sector of the map "Welsh speaking with neighbours" is in 
evidence, at least as strongly as elsewhere in the study area. 
Earlier information has shown that although some generation 
of Welsh has taken place within the eastern parts of the area, 
immigration of speakers from the west has also been important. 
In areas of relatively good communications, even speakers 
living in isolation can gain access to larger speaking groups 
(e.g., speakers in the Maesbrook area have easy access to 
Pant and Llynclys, whose Welsh population is linked by the 
A*+83 to Oswestry and by the A ^95 and B ^398 to the Cain 
and Tanat valleys), and once again, far from destroying 
patterns of Welsh use, the communications pattern helps create 
them. The fringe of "language disintegration" on the house- . 
hold map reappears on the map of "Welsh with neighbours", 
and in most respects the pattern seems to be a reflection 
of "Welsh speaking in the home", upon which it is probably 
dependent.
Attempts to confirm this by reference to the 
Breton maps, however, meet with mixed success. If the map 
of "Breton speaking in the home" (figure (i) on VI.3) is 
first considered, the main feature which seems to claim 
attention is the apparent randomness of distribution of 
squares of most active speaking. This is not especially 
surprising when the characteristics of Breton speaking 
previously described are recalled. The language was learnt
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at home, and seems associated with the private and 
domestic aspects of conversation, rather than with more 
public or specialist situations. This is more the case 
with Breton than with Welsh, and the pattern of speaking 
situations, as the hypothesis anticipated, reflects the 
different degree of privacy of the two languages.
Comparison with (ii) and (iii) reveals not the slightest 
correspondence of household speaking patterns with absolute 
speaking numbers or with speaking proportions. Neither is 
there any indication that the language border is thought to 
pass across the middle of the area. No zoning parallel to 
the line of the border, thought to exist on the Welsh map, 
is visible here. Several features of the lack of pattern 
are found puzzling; the alternative explanation to the 
existence of a distinctive "fringe zone" on the Welsh map 
was thought to be the variation in densities of speaker 
numbers and proportions and the presence of communications 
links offering contact with other families known to speak 
the language. Yet the N12 road, passing across the middle of 
the area, has, if anything, even smaller proportions of 
families who use Breton in the house than do other parts of 
the map. It may be that higher proportions of immigrant 
Bretonnants along"this road feel no sense of community hecause 
of their recent arrival, or it may be that they tend to be 
younger families who are less in the habit of speaking the 
language. Whatever the explanation, the pattern is in­
compatible with the idea of a core and fringe of language-use
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as discussed at the conclusion of chapter V.
The presence of a language border may not be 
clear on the household speaking map of Breton, but on the
map representing "Breton speaking with neighbours" (iv) 
the situation is clearer: in the western part of the area, 
more particularly in the south west, this is a very common 
occasion for the use of the language, whereas it is commonly 
used by less than 20$ of the individuals for this purpose 
in the east. The transition between the two conditions 
seems to occur within a matter of a few kilometres
in most places, though there are occasional isolated excep­
tions. Between household and neighbourhood Breton speaking 
there is obviously some distinction, and the location of the 
transition, corresponding generally but not completely with 
the "linguistic divide" as distinguished by Bechard and others, 
will be studied more closely in chapter VII. The corres­
pondence between the area of neighbourhood Breton-speaking 
and that where Breton-speaking households form a high pro­
portion of the population is quite marked, but the 
importance of this association seems questionable, particularly 
since the contrast is so marked between this and the Welsh 
example, where absolute numbers of speakers within the 
locality, or within easy access, were found to be important, 
regardless of the proportion of speakers. The only way of 
explaining this contrast seems to lie in an appreciation of 
the different attitude and state of "morale" of the two 
languages. Among the Welsh speakers a certain aggressiveness
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and an active and general desire to preserve the language 
mean that even where proportions are small, speakers may 
take steps to maintain their level of activity, whereas 
in the Breton study area "neighbourhood" has a different 
sense - that of the few houses within the immediate vicinity 
of the speaker's own home. Even the presence of an 
efficient communications system seems to produce no effect 
in enlarging neighbourhood speaking possibilities. This 
takes the present study into the realms of psycho-linguistics, 
and requires a precise investigation of the way in which the 
two communities view their languages and the border areas 
of these. Until this can be produced (chapter VII) all
that can be stated is that preliminary investigation of the
Breton area corroborates a completely different hypothesis - 
that Breton speaking with neighbours seems most closely 
associated with areas of high proportions of Breton households.
On a smaller scale, the town of Oswestry 
provides further opportunity to examine speaking situations 
(figure VIA). The map of household speaking (i) confirms 
the feature noted for both areas, that speaking in this
situation is very widespread, but also reflects on a
reduced scale the association with areas of easy access­
ibility which was thought characteristic of the Welsh area.
The town as a whole provides the highest absolute numbers 
of speakers, as well as having easy access to other centres 
with high numbers. Relative to the Welsh study area in 
general, it has high activity rates for household and
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neighbourhood speaking. Within the urban area, as (ii) 
and (iii) demonstrate, the central area has low numbers 
and low proportions of Welsh speakers, but in this central 
areas, the central shopping area and the immediately - 
surrounding high-density housing areas, household speaking 
records its highest scores. The same feature is repeated 
on the map of "Welsh speaking with neighbours" (iv). In 
view of the high speaking frequencies recorded for the areas 
adjoining the central shopping area (figure V.18 and section 
5.1*+)? their high scores for household and neighbourhood 
Welsh speaking are not unexpected. Those for the 
central shopping area, in the case of neighbourhood speaking, 
are not what might have been expected, but the reason appears 
to be that the squares are large enough to include, in 
practically every case, a section of the high density housing 
adjoining the central shopping area, as well as the centre 
itself, and the results are therefore slightly misleading 
in the case of the shopping area.
Two factors seem to account for the 
consistently high scores for household and neighbourhood 
Welsh speaking in the inner housing areas of the towns 
firstly, the high numbers and densities of potential speakers 
encountered there; secondly, their extremely easy accessibility 
one to another. The remaining speaking situations may bear 
this out.
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5 — P ltk lic”—situation and Welsh-and Breton-
speakings.
As an example of Welsh and Breton use in 
public, their occurrence in conversations held by 
respondent speakers in the streets and the shops will be 
taken as an example. It was assumed that the speakers 
would take this description to refer primarily to the 
streets and shops of the study areas, rather than far-distant• 
shopping-centres to which they might travel occasionally.
Nearby centres such as Wrexham, Welshpool, Saint Brieuc 
and Guingamp may, however, be included in responses.
Within the study areas, the problem of lack 
of comparability is reinforced in this case by the different 
scales of the shopping-centres included. Oswestry and 
Chatelaudren are in no way comparable in scale, but both 
are situated upon the main communications routes and both 
are some kilometres outside the zone of ’’language establishment” 
of Welsh and Breton, a fact which may inhibit some speakers.
For the purpose of the study, food and general retailing 
businesses (selling items such as furniture, hardware, and 
clothes) have been selected, and concerns such as garages, 
public houses and cafes are not included on the maps.
The distinction between ”speaking with 
neighbours” as a ’’private” activity and ’’speaking in the 
street and shops” as a ’’public” one may seem slightly dubious.
\
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The distinction is intended to convey a difference in the 
formality or the intimacy of the situation. If this 
variable, whose precise definition is difficult, is 
discovered to be of any importance, the resultant patterns 
of speaking should appear different.
The map of Welsh speaking with neighbours 
for the Welsh area showed, it may be recalled, that this 
situation produced a pattern which indicated that Welsh 
was used sporadically but fairly generally in the whole area, 
and to at least the same extent in the east as the west.
In the street and shops, as VI.-f? (i) bears witness, the 
pattern of use is again general, but in the east the use of 
Welsh in this situation is more common. Far from inhibiting 
Welsh in the east, the presence of the denser network of 
retailing establishments seems to mean that a greater 
proportion of the respondents use the language in the street 
and shops. This eastern concentration of speakers may 
result from the vastly greater number of shops in the east 
of the study area (VI. 5 (ii) ), and it may be that some 
speakers from the western uplands, finding themselves in a 
somewhat alien environment when they go shopping in the town, 
tend to speak only in English. If this is so, it is 
slightly uncharacteristic of the Welsh population of the 
study area, and there are strong indications that the 
opposite motive frequently applies, and that travelling to 
the shops is used as an opportunity to renew Welsh-speaking
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acquaintance. For those speakers resident in the town 
(VI.6 (S-) ) the scatter of speakers using this situation
is general, with over 60 per cent of respondents claiming 
to use it, almost everywhere in the town. This is only a 
confirmation of 'an impression which is evident to any casual 
observer in the town, particularly on market-days.
A comparison of the Breton maps of speaking 
with neighbours and in the street and shops,VI.3 (iv) and 
VI.7 (i)? is more revealing on the possible importance of 
distinguishing the "private*1 and "public” situation.
In this situation a few locations in the extreme 
south and west provide reports of Breton being 
used, and the Chatelaudren area, where most of the shops are 
to be found, has a very low score. This is not a certain 
indication that speakers in the south-west do not speak 
Breton in the town*s shops, but it is thought unlikely to be 
the case. More clearly, the two situations under examination 
provide much more of a contrast than their Welsh equivalents; 
the presence of groups of shops in the Breton area seems to 
act as a deterrent to use of the language, whereas neighbourhood 
groups in the area, within the limits already described, use 
it more freely. The suspected influence of differing 
"formalities" of situation (6.1) h*is indeed an effect on 
minority language use in the two areas, and though it is not
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legitimate, on the basis of this evidence alone, to extend 
the contrast to the whole of the Breton and Welsh language 
areas, the quite different ways in which speakers of the 
two languages react to the "public” and "private” situations 
is thought to be the result, at least in part, of the differing 
self-confidence and state of morale of Welsh and Breton 
speakers in general.
-
6.6 Welsh and Breton in "institutional” situationss
The use of the two languages in "institutional" 
situations is a further development of this contrast or, 
possibly, a cause of it. The particular institutions 
under examination here are those already partly considered: 
educational religious establishments. Both areas have 
strong religious traditions; the Bretons are considered by 
the rest of France to be devout Catholics, just as the 
Welsh are known in Britain for their Nonconformist tradition.
At most major road junctions :and at other points in the 
Breton study area, "Calvaires", or roadside crosses, are 
common, and elsewhere more elaborate "chapelles” are to be 
found. These latter edifices are, for the most part, no 
longer used for services, and unless there was evidence for 
their regular use, they were omitted from the map VI.7 (iv) 
which plots the locations of churches in use. Except for 
the Missionary church at Coat an Docfh (G.R.03£>08^ ) these 
churches are all administered in the traditional French
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Catholic manner, with cur^s in Chatelaudren and Plouagat, 
and village recteurs elsewhere. The smaller establishments 
are served by parish priests (for example, the chapelle at 
Senven, administered by the commune of Lanrodec).
Economy measures are likely to force the closure of the 
chapelles, and also of the smaller churches, unless dwindling 
congregations can be swelled. However, even if this is the 
case, and serious as the closure of churches may be in its 
own right, it seems unlikely to have any marked effect 
upon the frequency of Breton speaking in the study area, for 
as VI.7 (iii) shows, the areas where Breton is used in this 
situation are those where the language has retained a more 
public role, as already noted on the "street and shops” map, 
that is, the south and west corner of the map. The church 
simply provides a further opportunity for the use of the 
language in the south western zone of "establishment” 
rather than maintaining it in the zone of "language 
disintegration". It must be remembered that though this 
situation is being quoted as an example of the formal use 
of Breton, the church service was, until recently, largely 
in Latin, and is now in French. Individual priests are 
permitted to vary the amount of Breton, and the cure of 
Plouagat, a native of Morbihan, where the language is more 
widespread, tends to use more than some other local priests. 
However, memorial stones in cemeteries are invariably in 
French, though casual conversations in the churchyard after 
the service can be in Breton.
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As an example of a formal situation in the 
Welsh area, the church or chapel is more satisfactory, 
though also more complex* Welsh is used as the medium of 
services, though this, in itself, is not a satisfactory 
means of determining the extent of its survival in any area, 
since in some circumstances all items in the service may be 
in Welsh, in others all except the sermon, and in others 
the hymns alone'may be in the language.*^ Instead of one 
denomination of importance, as in the Breton area, there 
are, in this case, churches representing at least six shades 
of belief, some of which are peculiar to ifeles, and draw 
their identity, to a varying extent, from their use of the 
Welsh language. The proliferation of places of worship is 
evident on figure VI.5 (iv) which should be examined in 
connection with VI.6 ( c[ ), the map of Oswestry. It appears 
from these that the use of Welsh in the Established Church 
is much more affected by the national border than is tyelsh 
in the chapels. This is accounted for by the different 
administrative structures of church and chapel. The Church 
in Wales is, in some respects, autonomous, and its dioceses 
tend to prefer to appoint Welsh-speaking vicars, if there 
is any local Welsh-speaking tradition. The boundary of 
the Diocese of St. Asaph corresponds, in the manner of most 
administrative units, with the national border, thus ascribing 
to the border an importance belied by the evidence so far
1: This characteristic is closely examined by W.H. Rees
(19*+7) passim.
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presented, and further to be presented.
On the role of the Nonconformist chapels 
it is difficult to generalise satisfactorily. The attitudes 
of the various religious communions to the use of Welsh are 
sensitively summarised by R.T. Jones (1973)• It is 
perhaps permissible to state that chapel administration 
is characterised by a lesser degree of hierarchism, and,
■ o
perhaps, by a greater degree of flexibility and adaptability 
than that of the Established Church. At the risk of  ^^
making unhelpful generalisations, it can be proposed that 
Nonconformism in the study area has a structure of organisation 
which enables it better to reflect the need for the use of 
Welsh in the area by providing chapels using the language; 
one of the principled of organisation of Methodist, Baptist 
and Congregational1st churches, for example, 
is that the local congregation, through local, regional and 
•national representatives, possesses a close control over the 
detailed functioning of the denomination’s local buildings. 
Where the congregation reaches sufficient size, further 
chapels may be opened, with no complications such as those 
provided by the parish structure. Similarly, where the 
congregation declines, it is possible, at least in principle, 
to close and sell the chapel, whereas, in the Church of 
England, the Church in Wales and the Roman Catholic Church 
in the Breton area, this is a procedure far more rarely 
contemplated. Buildings originally built as chapels are
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to be found, in the Welsh study area, in use as houses, 
shops and storerooms. The Congregational church has a 
typical reputation for mobility. Operating through the 
Union of Welsh Independents, it developed in the rural areas 
and transferred itself successfully to the industrial areas 
in the nineteenth century, following the patterns of 
migration and the need for an institution serving growing 
numbers of Welsh speakers in the valleys and the lowland 
fringe. It is now suffering a decline in numbers, and 
although chapel closures have taken place, many of the 
buildings of this and other denominations are in the stage 
which precedes closure, with a handful of people, not all 
of them from the immediate vicinity, maintaining each one, 
out of a sense of loyalty, duty or nostalgia. This accounts, 
in part, for the already-mentioned proliferation on VI,5 (iv). 
This feature, however, is further exaggerated by the need 
for identical chapels, in terms of location and shade of 
religious belief, to serve Welsh speaking and monoglot 
English congregations. By no means always, it seems, can 
this problem be solved by holding services in the same 
building at different times.
The complications of the development of 
Nonconformist chapels are reflected in the map of Welsh 
speaking in church and chapel (VI.5 (iii)X The main 
characteristic of this is the great variability of speaking 
frequency from one locality to the next, apparently
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regardless of the east-west transition or the language 
and national borders. The western hills, but also the 
much more accessible eastern fringe, both record high 
activity rates, apparently for the same reasons which were 
used to explain this dichotomous situation in the case of 
"Welsh speaking with neighbours", but similarly high 
frequencies are also, in this case, to be found in the area 
previously termed the "zone of language disintegration" in 
the centre of the map, and VI.5 (iv) confirms that chapels 
using Welsh are to be found, in this zone. This, coupled 
with the fact that respondents are prepared to travel 
considerable distances to chapels with which they have a 
family association, stresses the unique position in which 
chapels find themselves, perhaps temporarily, in this central 
zone; they provide an institutional, more formal, support 
for household and neighbourhood Welsh.
Within Oswestry, the pattern is generally 
one of intense use of the chapel situation by the Welsh­
speaking respondents (VI.6 ( C ), particularly in the town's 
central areas, though with other occurrences of high use 
elsewhere. The area of very high proportions of chapel 
Welsh speaking in the north west of the town is notable,
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and it corresponds with both the area of highest potential 
and highest average and aggregate frequency scores, offering 
a clue on the location of the pocket of more intense Welsh­
speaking in this part of the town, and in particular 
in Park Avenue and the adjoining streets (section 
The location of chapels in the town undoubtedly coincides 
with the streets most favoured by Welsh speaking immigrants 
to the town, and there is a strong tendency for most of the 
congregation to live close to the chapel which they attend, 
as figure VI.8 shows.
The questionnaire forms did not, unfortunately, 
provide the opportunity to ask individuals whether their 
choice of the particular part of the town in which they
were living (in cases where families had migrated to the 
town from the surrounding rural areas) had been Influenced 
by the location of chapels* It likely that many of the 
respondents would have been unable to say, since the choice
of residence would have been made not by them but by 
earlier generations. A more probable motive would be the 
knowledge that Welsh - speakers already lived in certain 
parts of the town, regardless of how these existing 
speakers had made their residential decision. The chapel 
buildings, like the surrounding houses, are some hundred
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/ears old, and the clustering of at least some of the Welsh 
- speakers around them seems more likely than the siting 
of chapels in response to the presence of more strongly 
Welsh - speaking areas of the town.
The second of the "institutional* situations to 
be discussed is that described as *in school or at Work"* 
like the "church and chapel" situation, it presents rathe^ 
different problems in the two study areas. It should be 
repeated that the inclusion of school and vork-place under 
one heading was a miscalculation, first because the school 
lesson might be described less as an "informal" or "casual" 
situation than as an "imposed" or "obligatory" one, where 
the speaking of Welsh or Breton may be considered to be 
enforced for the duration of particular classes. Except 
for a few respondents, for example in some sectors of the 
teaching and llbrarianship professions, this imposed use of 
Welsh and Breton does not occur in the "at work" part of the 
situation. A second, more obvious, problem is that the
combination of school and workplace makes it difficult 
to tell whether either of them is particularly favourable 
or unfavourable to the use of Welsh and Breton, and valuable 
information is lost.
v
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Despite this, some inferences can be made from 
figures VI.J (v), (VI.6 (e) and VI.7 (v), shoving patterns 
of use of the two languages in school or at work. In 
contrast with the other speaking situations in the Welsh 
area (VI. J (v) ), the Intensity of the use of Welsh in this 
situation decreases markedly from vest to east across the 
area, ending quite abruptly in the vicinity of the national 
border. This seems to reflect the stimulus given to Welsh 
by school lessons to the vest of the border (VI#5 (vi) ), 
and despite the doubts cast upon the effectiveness of 
school Welsh lessons in sections and 6.2, the pattern
is a reminder of the differing opportunity for language - 
speaking vhlch the location of administrative boundaries 
provides.
In view of the lack of correspondence of the 
national border vth those areas which seem to present the 
strongest potential for Welsh - speaking, it need hardly 
be stated that the function of school lessons in Welsh must 
be variable from one locality to the next, adapting itself 
to the Welsh-speaking ability of the population and to the 
other speaking - situations in which Welsh Is normally 
used. The county of Powys (as did the old county of Montgomery)
provides an adviser on Welsh-teaehing in schools, in 
recognition of the complexity and variability of the teaching
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of the language. The task is perhaps most difficult of all 
in the strongly Anglicised localities, where the teaching 
of Welsh is often undertaken by peripatetic teachers (as, 
for example, at Llandysilio, 269193). Teachers in such 
areas report the services of the Welsh League of Youth and 
other out - of - school organisations to be particularly 
helpful In consolidating the work of Welsh - teaching in 
schools.
The Llanymynech (266209) area provides an 
interesting case-study of the position of Welsh- teaching 
In such localities. The border runs down the village's main 
street, resulting In a duplication of primary schools, as 
well as of other facilities. One school, at Carreghofa, 
includes Welsh in its curriculum, while the other does not. 
Upon the county of residence depends the school which a 
child normally attends, and while pupils may cross the 
border to attend school by special request, it can be 
contended that, in this area where schools, more frequently 
than homes,are generator s of Welsh - speaking potential, 
the language is generated on one side of the village street 
and scarcely at all on the other. Elsewhere the transition 
is less sudden. In the Llansilin (209282) district, for 
example, the vagaries of the local bus service mean that 
Shropshire children have the opportunity to obtain a few 
hours Welsh lessons per week.
Oswestry, as VI.6 (f ) indicates, has a large number 
and variety of schools for its population, but in 1971 
Welsh lessons were only available in one of them on a regular
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basis. Exceptionally, as in the case of a pupil recently 
arrived from Wales and wishing to complete preparations 
already in hand for an external examination in Welsh, 
special tuition can be provided in some of the other 
schools in the town. Use of Welsh at work can be traced 
mainly to bank employees, sales - representatives and 
shopkeepers in the questionnaire sample, but even these 
form a small proportion of the total number of respondents, 
and as the map shows, the use of Welsh in this speaking 
situation is low. Most of the squares with high scores 
are those with low population totals, and therefore subject 
to chance variations from the average.
On both maps of the use of Welsh in school or at 
work, it is clear that in relation to the other speaking 
situations so far examined, Welsh is used less frequently 
and probably it is only the presence of the different 
policy on Welsh teaching to the east and west of the 
national border which produces any clear pattern. For the. 
Breton map (VI.7 (v) ) similarly, little definite pattern 
of Breton use in school or at work emerges, though in 
proportion to the total use of Breton the situation is 
relatively more often used than in the Welsh case. On first 
inspection the diffuse nature of the pattern causes some 
surprise, since it has been stated that in situations out­
side the household, some inhibiting factor seems to be 
present, greatly reducing the number of situations where 
Breton Is used (6.1*). This idea is not necessarily disprofed 
by the "school and work" map; the work may either be farming
-  2 2 0  -
where respondents are usually in contact with members of 
their own family, or it may involve some element of trav­
elling into the bretonnant area. The questionnaire responses 
indicate that both of these are the case. In addition, 
an exceptional influence in the Breton study area is the 
mission school at Coat-an-Doc*h (036O89 ), which teaches 
Breton for a few hours per week. It is mainly a secondary 
school, with religious affiliations which mean that only 
a small proportion of local children attend _ it, and its 
catchment area is wide, accounting at least in part for 
the wide distribution of children reported to speak the 
language "in school". Only a few respondents are affected 
by this unusual circumstance.
6.7 Welsh and Breton use in other situations:
It has been seen that the speaking-situations so 
far described are only a sample of the many that could have 
been chosen. They were selected for their variety and for 
their distinctiveness. Partly as a means of obtaining 
further general detail, a situation described as "elsewhere" 
was included, and the respondents using the category were 
requested to specify the main examples of situations so 
described. If, at this stage, any particular hypothesis 
had been formulated, it would have been based, In all 
probability, upon the idea that the further into the 
"established" area of Welsh - speaking or Breton - speaking 
the respondent lived, the greater would be the variety of 
situations in which he used the minority language, and the
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greater would be the likelihood of his using the "elsewhere" 
column. In the area of "language disintegration", and 
certainly In the somewhat artiflcal circumstances of the 
"regrouping" zone, it might have been expected that Welsh 
and Breton use would be restricted to a relatively small 
number of well - established speaking situations such as 
the home or the chapel, and that "elsewhere" would be 
used rarely.
The resultant patterns (VI.9 i -ill) show that 
no such supposition holds good. In the Welsh area (i) there 
may indeed be a generally rather greater use of Welsh in 
the western section of the study area than in the central 
portion, but without doubt it is the eastern part of the 
map, following roughly the course of the AJ and AM&3, which 
stands out for its frequency of use of Welsh in situations 
other than those already described. A variety of situations 
comprised the high frequencies in the west, ranging from 
the very informal, such as the public house, to the formal 
situation of the Eisteddfod, where there is almost a social 
obligation to speak Welsh. In the eastern fringe, the 
specified answers show the variety to be less great, though 
Oswestry again forms an exception to this generalisation 
VI.9 (iii). In the parts of the town where the highest 
absolute numbers of Welsh speakers have been seen to live, 
and where neighbourhood and chapel speaking are most common, 
the "elsewhere" category is also. high. This is undoubtedly 
partly because mahy speakers return occasionally to their 
areas of origin and speak the language with family and
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friends there, but this applies also to the other parts of 
the town where "elsewhere" is important. In addition, In 
the areas of high absolute number, there were references to 
Welsh societies, public houses and Welsh drama groups, 
which were rarely noted for the other parts of the town. 
Returning to the eastern fringe area as a whole, though 
the variety is small, a very large proportion of respondents 
(some 50 per cent overall) reported that they spoke the 
language frequently outside the study area, stressing 
further by this the importance of communications in promoting 
a viable speaking network. Between the eastern and western 
areas, with high scores for "elsewhere", for two rather 
different reasons, is the same zone of inactivity already 
noted in connection with the household, neighbourhood and 
street and shops maps of the Welsh study area, adding further 
to the evidence that in the "disintegration" zone, as well 
as being used less frequently, the language is used in a 
lesser variety of situations.
For the Chatelaudren area, the pattern may be 
slightly exaggerated by responses from Individuals who are 
the only respondents in a few particular squares, and 
whose responses may be slightly atypical. Locally, their 
answers show that the use of Bfeton elsewhere than in the 
selected situations is fairly common —  more so than
speaking in the street or at work, for example. As in the
Welsh case, a variety of reasons may be discerned for the 
relative frequency of this speaking situation • It Is
discovered, in fact, to encompass a whole range of situations.
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The specified situations for the area adjoining the route 
Rationale, and also for the northern part of the map, refer 
almost without exception to conversations outside the study 
area, and almost exclusively to the west of It. Periodic 
returns by respondents to their areas of origin seem to 
account for this. While such motives similarly exist in 
the south west portion of the map, it is only In this 
last part that the specified situations include sporadic 
reference to a variety of other situations, the caf£ being 
the main one, though one cat 4 In Plouagat also acts as an 
informal meeting place for Breton speakers. Inasmuch as 
two types of "speaking elsewhere11 are discerned, the Breton
area is similar to the Welsh , but this time there is little
sign of the proposed zone of "language regrouping".
6.8 Variety of speaking situations; a.-sumaarjri
Once again, the various situations have revealed 
contradictory features, and much detail which may be thought 
less than convincing. Figure VI.9 (iv-vi) may help make 
some concluding generalisations. It will be recalled that 
a question was posed, in section 6.1, concerning the 
possibility of the existence of language fringes, charac­
terised by the use of fewer language situations. As the three 
figures show, patterns consisting of varying use of language 
situations certainly exist, though they are by no means 
as straightforward as the hypothesis anticipated. For the 
Welsh study area the conclusions must be very similar to 
those reached on speaking - frequencies! the decrease
in numbers of speaking situations between the west and 
centre of the map confirms the Idea that it is helpful 
to- think of a zone of disintegration, on the edge of the 
language area, where the language is not so versatile, that 
is, not used in as many types of situation. The marked 
increase with further eastward movement, again aw in the 
case of speaking frequencies, strengthens the belief that 
where an efficient communications network exists, this 
fringe effect can be counteracted, and language re - grouping 
can take place. To this, in the light of the map for 
Brittany VI.9 (v), must be added the proviso that the 
effectiveness of communications in this role is limited by 
inherent charcteristics of the language in question, and 
probably, also, by availability of absolute numbers of 
speakers within a threshold distance. In the Breton
area, the speakers of the minority language do not appear to 
form a cohesive enough group to make use of the potential 
of the route nationale as a means of securing a necessary 
threshold number of speakers; rather, they allow it to 
produce an erosional effect on their approach to language 
speaking. The transition is clear on VI.9 (v) but the lack 
of a visible language fringe may be caused by an insufficiently 
wide study area, meaning that a core area of language speaking 
was never encountered, and that the relatively high scores 
for the south west of the area are still only fringe scores. 
This may be symptomatic of the possibility that a sudden 
decline in the use of Breton is taking place simultaneously 
and with equal speed over a wide area, and that any
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recognisable remaining area of "establishment" would not 
have been encountered until many miles further west. In 
the Welsh area, the study area was felt to be wide enough 
to discern a much more complete transition, and even 
allowing for the effect of relief in exaggerating the speed 
of transition, the rapidity of change at the edge of the 
language area is still felt to be surprising.
As to the question raised in 6.1, concerning the 
relative usefulness of social and spatial approaches to language 
- borders, discussion should perhaps start from the part 
of the quotation froA Fishman referring to the fact 
that particular languages "will be chosen by particular 
classes of interlocutors on particular kinds of occasions 
to discuss particular kinds of topics". Given the broad 
interpretation of "particular classes of interlocutors" 
suggested in 6.1, and with the additional point from 5*13> 
that the zone of low speaking frequency in the Welsh area 
(taken as the "zone of language disintegration") represents 
the hinterlands of several village systems which seem to 
be in the stage of sudden and rapid Welsh decline, it might 
be possible to contend that this zone is quite simply a 
spatial representation of one particular class of 
Fishmah's "interlocutors", who have chosen to discard 
Welsh tor many of the "particular kinds of occasions" on 
which they originally used it. The "particular class",
in this case would be a particular functional village
\
community, several adjoining ones of which constitute the 
fringe of lower speaking activity.
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There are several reasons why such an interpretation 
should be treated with some reservations. The village 
communities in the fringe area (coincident, in many respects, 
with parishes) contain a population of varying age, 
occupation, mobility, educational level and other variables. 
Sociolinguistic literature is full of examples of the 
ways in which such factors may influence language, choice
p
in multilingual societies, yet here is a case where people 
of all backgrounds appear to choose, simultaneously, to 
discard a language for use in particular situations. Such
decisions, taken by a group as they are, are nonetheless a 
series of individual choices to acquiesce in the shift
from Welsh for particular purposes and, for such choices to
be made, It is necessary that all the speakers "share many
common experiences and points of view (or think they do,
or pretend they do)" (Fishman 1968a, p.16). In this case,
the underlying feature which all speakers appear to have
in common, despite all their other differences, Is their
location of residence, creating, with or without their
conscious acquiescence, a language fringe.
2: an examination of the contents list of almost any 
reader on sociolingusitics (for example that edited 
by Pride and Holmes, 1972, particularly the articles 
by Tanner (1967) ana Cazden (1970), will testify to 
the truth of this statement.
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This said, the failure of the Breton speaking 
situation maps clearly to confirm the phenomenon of 
zonation at the language border remains as a disquieting
reminder that on something as variable as language it is 
dangerous to set up any universal rules. Location maps 
of the positions of the surmised zones of language-shift 
are included on Vi.9, for comparison, and while the Welsh 
one can be seen to confirm their location, the Breton maps 
raise another point which has not, hitherto, been stressed: 
its gradation in use of speaking situations is from north­
east to south-west across the area. So,too, was the gradation 
in speaking frequencies as derived from the figures comprising
V.19, though a secondary area of greater frequency was 
visible in the north-west of the maps, around St. Jean 
(04-8122 ). This secondary area is now seen to be relatively 
unimportant, and the divide between areas of high and low 
variety of use of Breton for everyday situations can be 
seen to run from north-west to south-east across the map, 
as shown on figure V#9 (v). This division does not agree 
with the location of the linguistic divide as derived from 
earlier evidence. As will be seen, this lack of correspondence 
can be seen as a cartographic symptom of a "crisis of identity" 
which the Breton language is undergoing in the study area, 
and this will be examined in the next chapter.
Finally, map VI.9 (vi), the map of Oswestry, 
emphasises that within even small urban area it is possible
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to discover considerable contrasts in language-use; with 
increasing proximity to the central area, particularly 
the western part of the centre, there is a well-defined 
increase in the number of situations ip which Welsh is used. 
This is attributable not specifically to the centrality, but 
to at least two associated features: the terraced housing 
and chapels surrounding the central business area of the town, 
and favoured as an area of settlement by Welsh families; 
and the dense communications network of the centre, permitting 
easy access to other parts of the town and the district.
6.9 An alternative approach to sneaking situations:
If the results for speaking frequencies and 
situations so far obtained have with them elements of
contradiction and confusion, it may be argued that this is
all that could be expected, given the complex nature of 
language-use patterns and the associated variability of 
use from one individual or locality to another. This was 
not entirely unexpected, and it will be recalled that the 
questionnaire and cartographic methods so far employed
to obtain and process information were not adopted without
some misgivings. In the same section where these were 
expressed (V.1), an alternative approach was mentioned but 
considered impractical under the circumstances: the close 
observation of the speaking - practices of individuals 
over a fixed pe’riod of time. It is a method commonly used 
by students of linguistics, especially In the form of 
"participant observation", and while it would clearly
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result in much more detail concerning the network of 
language use which individuals set up, especially its rela­
tionship with transport systems or shopping patterns, the 
method would probably only prove feasible for use with a 
small sample of speakers.
However, as something of a compromise between 
this and the method so far used In the study of speaking 
frequencies and situations, it was decided that it might 
prove useful to persuade some speakers In the Welsh area 
to take part in a pilot study, involving their keeping 
a "diary" of their use of Welsh for a fixed period, to 
discover the exact proportions of time devoted to Welsh 
speaking in daily use, and to help interpret some of the 
patterns on the speaking frequency and situation maps. If 
the scheme were successful, it could be applied more 
rigorously in both study areas.
6.10 Administration of the second questionnaire:
Accordingly, those respondents, 138 in all, who 
had indicated, on Questionnaire I, that they would be 
willing to take part in a further stage of the survey, were 
issued with a "diary" like that in Appendix III. It was 
considered that a week was the maximum period during which 
most respondents might realistically be prevailed upon to 
keep an accurate record of their every usd of Welsh, and 
that in cases of very frequent use even this might be too 
long. The number and type of situations were modified, and 
eleven were finally selected including all those on the 
earlier form and additions based upon the most common uses
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of Welsh "elsewhere" on Questionnaire I. For all situations 
except Welsh within the household, respondents were to 
attempt to state whether the conversation held was "brief" 
or "long". This distinction, rather strange at first sight? 
was made because it was felt that many of the shorter 
conversations might be mere exchanges of greeting or other 
conversational set-pieces, aid that the longer exchanges, 
over two or three minutes in duration, revealed a 
particular command of the language on the part of the 
respondent and an importance in the particular situations 
in which such lengthy exchanges took place. This proved 
to be the first of several severe methodological misjud­
gements associated with the diary. Respondents, as later 
information will show, were discovered to be very inaccurate 
in their judgement of how long conversations had lasted, 
and it even became apparent that the attempt to use the 
"conversation" as a unit was misguided. Respondents were 
not clear what they should do in cases where they had 
merely been spoken to, without replying in cases where they 
had been conversing with more than one person simultaneously!
These admissions alone, it may be considered, are 
enough to invalidate the findings of this part of the survey. 
Unfortunately, there are almost as many additional mistakes 
as it was possible to make, and some of them will be cited 
as examples of the problems which may be encountered in
detailed questionnaire surveys of language use.
\
The respondents were requested to fill in the 
diary for seven consecutive days during the period comprising
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the last week of July and the first week of August, 197^, 
so that responses are not entirely synchronous. This was 
the time of year when a substantial proportion of potential
respondents were out of the district, on holiday, and in 
addition, at this time of year, rural events such as 
agricultural shows are at their most frequent, and probably 
raised the totals of Welsh speaking "elsewhere" to atypical 
proportions. Even more importantly (and quite unanticipated), 
the occurrence of the National Eisteddfod of Wales during 
the second week of the survey raised the speaking frequency 
and variety of situations of some potential respondents to 
a far higher level than in a normal week.
The main effect of this last problem seems to 
have been that many of the most frequent speakers found 
it impossible to keep an accurate record of their use of 
Welsh, and failed to send back the completed diary. This 
was the opposite problem to that which had been anticipated; 
it had been expected, as with Questionnaire I, that there 
might be a tendency for a larger proportion of the more 
enthusiastic supporters of Welsh speaking, who might also 
be the more frequent and varied users of the language, to 
return completed forms. The bias in favour of enthusiastic 
speakers would be compounded by the fact that, out of the 
sample who had originally volunteered to send back Questionnaire 
I, a further selection of volunteers was now being sought 
for Questionnaire II. Table VI.1, however, shows that this 
problem was not reflected in the speaking frequencies of 
the diary - yolunteers to any great extent:
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It was clear, though, that the respondents who spoke less 
Welsh had experienced fewer problems, both in remembering 
the occasions on which they had used the language and in 
filling in the form, so that the high proportion of people 
who use Welsh relatively rarely is unrepresentative of the 
frequency proportions in the original sample. If the original 
sample of volunteers is not subject to bias in this respect, 
then the sample of respondents who returned completed diaries 
manifestly is. Nor, regrettably, is this the only way in 
which the respondents sample is unrepresentative. A glance 
at the age-breakdown of respondents (figure VI.10a)shows 
that half of the diary-fillers were aged sixty or over 
(possibly a reflection of the greater amount of time available 
to retired people), and the occupation-structure was 
similarly unrepresentative, with 29# classing themselves 
as “retired** and *f3# as "housewife”.Of the remaining 28# 
in employment, comprising eighteen people, there were only 
four who were not "white-collar workers" such as clerks and 
teachers, and only two of those four, in thds_ strongly 
agricultural community, who were farmers or farm-workers.
The distribution of respondents' residences (fig.VI.lOb) in 
accordance with these facts shows that a disproportionately 
large number of respondents lived in Oswestry, and the intended 
comparison of speaking patterns for the three zones of 
"establishment", "disintegration" and "regrouping" becam.e 
impossible. Parts (c) and (d) of Figure VI. 10 show that the 
great majority of those people completing the diary considered 
that their speaking situations had been typical of their 
normal pattern, and the majority thought that they had spoken
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about the same amount of Welsh as usual. There is some 
doubt on this last point, however; nearly a quarter of the 
respondents said that they had spoken more Welsh than usual,
and a few respondents stated that the need to remember thu.e 
occasions on which they had used Welsh had actually prompted 
them to speak more than usual.
In short, the "diary" experiment, pilot scheme 
though it was, Is an example of practically every set of bias 
which can enter a questionnaire survey of this type. Luckily 
the lack of typicality is clear enough not to have escaped 
notice, but it means that very'little credence can be 
given to the results, and a little space only will be given 
to their discussion.
6.11. Additional Information from the "diary" experiment:
Bearing in mind always the age and occupation 
bias in the results, an examination of figure VI. 11 provides 
some additional light on the relative use of speaking situations.
VI.11(b) sets out the relative proportions of 
respondents reporting the use of Welsh within the household 
with each of the five frequency descriptions during the 
course of the week. Its pattern is not unexpected, but 
reinforces the belief that the household situation is that 
which most completely "polarises" the Welsh speaking 
community, by no means all of whom speak any Welsh at home.
On the other hand, if Welsh is used within the household unit, 
it is quite likely that all conversations will be in the 
language, except on occasions when vistors, non-Welsh 
speaking ones in particular, are present. There is a
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tendency either for all household conversation to be in 
Welsh, or none^ and the intermediate speaking descriptions 
on VI. 11(b) are relatively scarcely used. The privacy of 
the home allows respondents the constant use of Welsh, but 
some dozen respondents made the point that intermarriage with 
non-Welsh speakers had made the use of Welsh at home 
impossible, stating, in some cases,-that their children 
did not know the language at all. One respondent reported 
a happy compromises "the wife often speaks to me In English 
and I reply in Welsh. This occurs without either of us 
being really conscious of the fact that two different 
languages are being used". Much more often, reports on the 
week*s speaking activities contained references to the use 
of English, rather than Welsh, on occasions when members
of the family might fail to understand, and this applied
far more to conversation in less intimate situations:
n}fy Welsh is controlled by the company I iam in.
I consider it very rude to speak it in the
company of non speaking friends".
"In this area (Pant, G.R. 275223). one is 
inhibited from speaking the old tongue, as 
it is considered rude to use a language 
that others cannot understand".
"I think it is a pity that a lot of Welsh 
people are inclined to talk English in 
public places".
Examples such as these illustrate the contrasting attitudes 
existing, aixl also the psychological constraints which 
begin to impose themselves in this particular case of 
language shift. The second quotation referring to an area 
of "language regrouping" as defined earlier, points to the 
conclusion that whereas such inhibitions are less likely
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to be experienced in the zone of ”language establishment**, 
where a large proportion of the total population is able 
to speak Welsh, they play a role of considerable importance 
in areas of”disintegration” and”regrouping”•
This casts some light on the implications of the 
main part of figure VI.11, showing the proportionate use 
of Welsh in the other situations. It is not possible to 
make a direct comparison between the household use of Welsh 
and that in the other situations , but it seems very 
likely that, in terms of hours of Welsh speaking, household 
use would far exceed the others. Even allowing for the 
le sser mobility of the older age-group which dominates the 
sample, the other situations can be seen, in many cases, 
to be of little importance. The role of Welsh in church 
and chapel seems surprisingly small until it is remembered 
that not all the respondents are attenders, and that in 
any case, this situation would only account in general for 
speaking on one day per week. This does not necessarily 
diminish the importance of chapels as an influence on Welsh 
speaking; as a^lpcational influence and a focus for group 
identity, in addition to their religious functions, they 
have been seen to be influential. For the respondents in 
the sample, the other ”household” situations are relatively . 
heavily used, but the ”neighbourhood” speaking situation 
can be seen to be of little importance. In contrast, the 
public situation of Welsh speaking in the street and shops, 
while it may have been over - stressed by the disproportion - 
ately large number of respondents living in the town itself,
emerges as a mainstay of language use. The distinction 
between "brief” and "long” conversations, crude as it was, 
seems to have succeeded in demonstrating that the different 
situations are conducive to different conversation-lengths, 
but the greater proportions of brief conversations in the 
street and shops than in the "household” situations can 
scarcely be claimed a surprising fact* and would probably 
be characteristic of any language in a similar range of 
situat ions.
The arrangement of conversations over time (that 
is, the seven days covered by the diary report) does a 
little to confirm some of the above suppositions. Figure
VI. 12 averages the number of each type of conversation - 
length per respondent per day, though this tends to hide 
the fact that the readiness of respondents to employ Welsh 
is very variable. The patterns for the two conversation 
types are rather different, but both show a peak for 
Wednesday, the local market day, when shopping is combined with 
conversations in the street and with visits to friends and 
relatives. For brief conversations the highest peak is 
for Sunday, but as VI.11 (a) showed, this cannot be accouhted 
for wholly by conversations at church or chapel, but is 
augmented by the various visits and meetings, formal and 
informal, which seems to be precipitated by journeys to 
chapel. This shows, once again, the degree to which the 
chapel as an influence on Welsh speaking, is integrated 
into the social activities of local Welsh-speaking 
communities. It is not wholly surprising that the number of 
shorter (perhaps less essential) conversations should vary
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more from day to day than do the longer ones, but it would 
be interesting to discover whether such variability from 
day to day is a sign that the language in question is not
essential to its speakers as a means of communication of 
ideas, but merely an adornment or addition to normal language 
use, to be employed or discarded from day to day as the 
occasion demands. The diary-forms certainly provide some 
evidence that Welsh may be employed by one speaker in one 
particular speaking situation on one day (for example, in the 
town shops on Wednesdays) and not used in the same situation 
on another day (for example, while shopping on Saturdays). 
While it may be considered that there is something approaching 
the ludicrous about a study whose conclusion is that people 
in the study area speak less Welsh on Tuesdays and Saturdays 
that they do on Wednesdays and Sundays, such day-to-day 
variability may be one of the stages of transition of a 
language affected by language-shift. Before this could be 
stated conclusively, evidence would have to be produced that 
the respondents’ total number of daily conversations (that is 
including English) was not similarly variable, and this, again, 
is unavailable. The same feature of variability may also 
exist on a longer time scale, according to a Weston Khyn 
(283357) respondent who states that:
"in this area more Welsh is spoken during the 
winter months when we attend church social 
functions and Welsh literary society meetings".
6.12* The need for local opinions!
In a few minor ways the "diary" experiment ha£ 
added some detail to the geographical patterns of language 
use hitherto described, but its relative lack of success is
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due mainly to the fact that its data are not only incomplete 
but cannot easily be turned to geographical account in the 
portrayal of spatial patterns of language use. The compro­
mise, described in 6.9, between detailed information on 
individual speaking patterns and the acquisition of enough 
individual sets of data to be able to draw some conclusion 
on language use over the whole extent of the study areas, 
has clearly been unsuccessful. It is perhaps a case of an 
incautious geographer attempting an approach to language 
which students of sociolinguistics only undertake with 
extreme caution. In section 1.5> the discussion of scale in 
linguistic geography, the individual person was referred to 
as the ultimate in usefulness in the study of language, and 
while individual data can be used, and have been used in the 
present case, it may be that linguistic geography as a tool 
of language study has only a limited contribution to make 
at this level of detail.
On the other hand, increasing stress has been laid 
on the opinions and attitudes of speakers in the study of 
frequency and situation, and in 6.8 the particular necessity 
was mentioned of seeking enlightenment from the inhabitants 
of the Breton study area themselves on the apparent contra­
diction between the traditional language border and the area 
where Breton is actively spoken in practice. Thus, from one 
somewhat problematic means of measuring the use of language, 
the study must now pass on to another problem: are 
geographical patterns of opinion on the language border of
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Welsh and Breton visible, and if so, what do they Imply 
about the process of language shift and the state of 
survival of the two languages in the study areas?
CHAPTER VII
LANGUAGE BORDERS AS VIEWED BY STUDY-AREA RESPONDENTS
7 • 1 Subjective and objective views of language are^ss
At an early stage in the present study the 
census was discarded as a source of data, in favour of more 
detailed information. A basic assumption of the census 
was, however, retained: that it is possible to gain an 
accurate impression of the state of minority language in 
an area by counting numbers and proportions of speakers.
To this have been added the concepts of speaking frequencies 
and speaking situations, in an attempt to gain a more 
complete impression of minority language speaking in the 
two areas. Despite this, there remains a suspicion, 
increasing in strength, that the patterns of frequencies 
and situations already mapped are those existing in the 
minds of people in the study areas, in defiance of the so- 
called ’’objective” criteria originally envisaged. Since 
it may thus have been impossible to escape from perceived 
realities, it seems justifiable, even necessary, to examine 
in more detail the beliefs and attitudes in the minds of 
respondents, in order to discover something more of how 
they affect the location and operation of the language 
border and the process of language-shift.
7.2 Working hypotheses:
The impression gained from the first
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questionnaire was that a few particular comments were 
appearing frequently, and that individuals of particular 
age groups, of particular acquaintance with the study areas 
and with one or both of the languages spoken in each, shared 
a common opinion. This gave rise to several basic 
assumptions: that a certain amount of group uniformity 
was, in fact, in existence; that it would reappear on a 
 ^ second questionnaire survey; and that the difference in
group opinion would help to locate more accurately the 
position of the language borders. Age, local knowledge 
and the ability to speak Welsh and Breton were accordingly 
chosen as suitable criteria for the division of respondents 
into sub-groups which might differ from each other in 
response. Despite the sad lessons of Questionnaire II, 
the diary experiment, a questionnaire was again considered 
the most effective means of achieving a satisfactory 
number of responses. Should the questionnaire reveal a 
complete lack of pattern in the sub group responses, it 
would be clear that one or more of the assumptions had been 
falsely made, that the data processing had been incorrect, 
or that the characteristics of the language borders were 
so complex as to transcend the capabilities of the chosen 
indicators. Should the combined opinion of all groups 
(that is, the sample as a whole) fail to reveal any pattern, 
it would be a sign that the importance of language borders 
is an academic one, rather than being of any significance 
to the daily life of the two localities studied. Areas
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giving rise to the greatest disagreement among the sample 
as a whole might, further, repay study of the reasons why 
they were so controversial, and offer some further clue 
to the variety of opinion constituting a language border.
7 • 3 The problems of. formulating a questionnaire to assess
opinions :
Some of the objections to questionnaire 
surveys have already been mentioned (5.1), and while the 
problems affect even that information which purports to be 
wholly factual, such as the frequency of use of language, 
they must be far more serious in cases where opinion is 
being sought. It is difficult, nearly impossible, to 
avoid loading words or phrases with unintended overtones, 
and to achieve the necessary compromise between phrasing 
the questions in such a manner that the chances of mis­
interpreting their meaning are reduced to a minimum while 
at the same time maintaining a style of language which is 
clear, simple and informal. In this case the problem had 
an added dimensions opinions were required on a series of 
points scattered over the two study areas, and many 
respondents were unfamiliar with the implications of 
distributions in space. The question arose: at what 
point should information be translated into cartographic 
form? Should the informant be presented with a map, and 
asked to draw on the location of the language border, or 
to assess the amount of Welsh or Breton spoken at each of
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a series of points on the map? The method seemed 
likely to be totally impractical, demanding a great 
deal of sophistication on the part of the respondent and 
introducing considerable bias based on varying levels of 
cartographic literacy. Furthermore, the sight of a map 
was likely to encourage all kinds of prejudices in the 
minds of a certain proportion of respondents. For 
example, whereas figures IV.6 and IV.7 show a tendency to 
great local variability and pocketing in the Welsh and 
Breton speaking surfaces, the proximity of one place to 
another on a questionnaire map could lead a respondent to 
assume that such sharp variations could not possibly exist 
over such a short distance, causing him to modify his 
answers towards greater uniformity than his instincts might 
otherwise direct. A map might similarly prompt, in the 
minds of respondents, the idea that distance westwards, or 
the presence of a national border, or cultural landmark 
such as Offafs Dyke, influences the strength of Welsh or 
Breton. It thus seemed better to present the problem as 
a series of place-names, disembodied in the sense that they 
were simply presented as a list of names on the form. 
Thirty-one names for the Breton area and thirty-six for the 
Welsh one, were therefore included on the forms, but this 
did not wholly solve the problem. The Breton study area 
is some eighteen kilometres from north to south, the Welsh 
one twenty-five. A sufficient width of country (approx­
imately twenty kilometres in each case) had to be included
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in the enquiry area to allow for a possible range of 
answers on where the language border might lie. For 
the area covered by the enquiry, the number of points was 
rather small, and it was questionable whether they would 
provide enough information. A larger number was not 
possible, partly because of the difficulty of identifying 
points with place-names which would be generally known, and 
partly because a longer list would probably discourage 
respondents from participating in the survey. Even with 
the names chosen, particularly those for places in the 
open countryside or ill-defined localities, a "not certain” 
option was necessary. Finally, on the extent of the 
enquiry areas, it should be noted that the final question­
naire was only distributed over the same area as that 
covered by the first (that is, the restricted study area), 
and so it was likely that respondents1 opinions for the 
peripheral parts of the enquiry area would be less accurate 
than for the central parts, which were better known.
7.if Administration and layout of Questionnaire Ills
A copy of the questionnaire for both areas 
is included in Appendix IV. Originally it had been 
intended that the forms should be delivered personally and 
returned by post. However, a pilot survey in the Welsh 
area proved to have such a small proportion of returned forms 
that a reconsideration of their method of distribution was 
necessary, and the questionnaires finally formed the
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basis of personal interviews, with the researcher asking the 
questions. Some months later, some dozens of forms were 
posted to addresses in the study areas where coverage had 
proved to be inadequate, and this elucidated a few further 
responses, although adding an element of inconsistency to 
the survey. The choice finally to administer the questions 
orally may, in retrospect, have been beneficial, since it 
increased the proportion of completed forms and ascertained 
that all forms were completed with the same amount of care.
It also prevented respondents from referring to maps or 
other information which might have distorted their initial 
opinion.
Questions 1 to 9 on both forms are intended to enable 
each respondent to be allocated to age, speaking and 
locality groups. While age groups are probably self- 
explanatory, the division by language and local origin 
should perhaps be explained. In both Wales and Brittany, 
language provides one of the most immediate means of group 
identity, on a national scale at least. On the assumption 
that the ability to speak Welsh or Breton might similarly 
operate on a local scale, division by sub-groups on the 
basis of language (questions 7 and 8) seemed a realistic 
procedure. It also seemed likely that those able to speak 
the language would best know its extent locally. If 
language does play an identifying role, it may also do so 
in the cases of people who are not themselves Welsh or Breton
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speaking, but whose recent ancestors were, and the 
inclusion of such people in a separate sub group (question 
9) was also considered worthwhile.
The question of ’’locality” (question 3 ) is 
a more dubious one. The distinction was based, in this 
case, on the assumption that people who claimed origins 
in or near the study area would be more likely to know of 
the characteristics of the language border locally than 
those with no previous local connections.
The problem with both of the above criteria 
is one of definition. The definition of ’’local”, particu­
larly, presented continual difficulties, even in an inter­
view situation. The method of quoting a precise distance 
from Oswestry or Ch&telaudren proved to be as unsuccessful 
as that of expressing locality as ’’within twenty miles” or 
’’within thirty kilometres of your present address”; the 
concept of ’’locality” is elusive, though few people 
confessed themselves puzzled by the question. Finally, 
the decision was taken to leave the definitions for questions 
3 and 9 completely to the respondent, only interfering if 
help should be required.
A number of the questions which follow are 
included not for any specific purpose at the time when the 
questionnaire was devised, but because it seemed likely that 
information received from some of the more calculated
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questions might require the background information which 
these questions could provide. Questions 10, 11, 13 - 17 
inclusive on the Welsh form and 10, 12 - 16 on the Breton 
one serve this purpose.
The main body of data for this part of the 
survey is derived from question 12 on the Welsh form and 
question 11 on the Breton one, which require that for each 
of the places selected for enquiry, respondents choose 
one of the three descriptions: "Welsh (Breton) plays a
very important part”; "Welsh (Breton) is of only limited 
importance"; "Welsh (Breton) plays little or no part"; or 
that they indicate that they are "not certain". The 
reticence of many of the respondents on the pilot survey 
made it necessary, however, to request respondents not to 
use this last choice unless they were completely unsure or 
did not know where the enquiry-point was, otherwise a large 
element of the controversy which, by now, was emerging as 
a characteristic of opinion on language-borders and 
language shift would have been lost.
The difficulty of setting bounds on the area 
of enquiry has already been mentioned (7*3)» but the choice 
of descriptions for the varying intensities of Welsh or 
Breton use, giving the respondent a sufficient range of 
description, is an added problem. Finally * once again, 
it was considered that the best policy was for the 
respondent to decide for himself what he meant by each of 
the three descriptions used ("very important", "of limited 
importance", "little or no part"). Any more precise
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framing of the description would have necessitated a 
set of instructions so complicated as to deter many of 
the potential respondents from replying. On the other 
hand, allowing respondents to provide the description 
themselves would have rendered impossible the intended 
task of converting their answers into points scores, to 
be compared with the results obtained in earlier parts 
of the survey. To give respondents some idea o>f the 
range of intensities within which they should place each 
point, localities with a particularly strong Welsh or 
Breton speaking reputation were included in the list, 
although they were to play no further part in the survey 
(Glyn Ceiriog, Llanrhaeadr in the case of Wales, St. 
Agathon, Ploumagoar-Locmaria in that of Brittany), and at 
the other extreme, Overton-Bangor-PenleySt. Martins in 
the Welsh area, Plouvara and Treguidel in the Breton one, 
were added as examples of localities with practically non­
existent Welsh and Breton. While it was expected that 
the different age, locality and speaking groups might 
choose the various descriptions with different frequency, 
it was hoped that there was nothing inherent in the wording 
of the descriptions which might cause any sub-group in 
particular to opt for any particular description more often 
than other sub-groups. The fact that respondents, as
1: In the case of this composite response-point. a
precise indication, in numeric terms at least, of 
the weakness of Welsh is available, from the1971 
Census: 6.8 per cent, 3*3 Per cent and 1.7 per cent, 
respectively, able to speak Welsh.
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individuals, would not necessarily choose the same 
description for any point did not seem to be of any 
consequence; one respondent might never use "very important" 
as a description of any place on the list, while another 
might never choose "little or no part", but as long as 
that individual were consistent in his allocation of place 
to description, for one point relative to another, the method 
would not be invalidated, since it was the average points 
score for each place, based on the descriptions of the 
various sub-groups in the sample of respondents, which was 
to be calculated at the completion of this part of the survey, 
in order to compare any place with others in the study areas.
The sample of respondents for Questionnaire 
III was drawn in part from the sample of "households with 
a person able to speak Welsh or Breton" not used for 
Questionnaire I (section 5*3)» and this provided 102 
completed forms from the Welsh and 65 from the Breton study 
areas, drawn, once again, from all the parishes or communes* 
Because it was necessary to augment the number of respondents 
who considered themselves not be of "local" origin, and aio 
because the point of view of people unable to speak Welsh 
or Breton and with no known family connection with either 
language was required, further respondents were picked at 
random until there were at least twenty respondents in each 
sub group. This brought th6 total number of respondents 
to 159 for Wales and 96 for Brittany.
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7*5 The method of analysis:
As with earlier parts of the survey the 
information provided by the second questionnaire is not 
so much conceptually difficult as highly detailed. Once 
again, as simple an analytical technique as the material 
would permit seemed to be required. Accordingly, the 
percentage of answers in each of the description columns
o
was calculated for each response point (including the 
"not certain" column), for each of the sub-groups (over 
60, 30-60, under 30, local, non-local, and so on), and for 
the sample as a whole (that is, for all the responses 
received). It was decided that the main aspect of the 
analysis should be the examination, in map form, of the 
distribution of responses given by the largest group of 
respondents - the modal opinion - of both the sample as a 
whole and of the sub-groups within the sample. Other 
supplementary methods, such as the direct comparison of 
sub-group response percentages, would also be employed.
7.6 The total response examined;
Figures VII. 1 and VII.2 summarise the 
results, for all respondents, for that part of the 
questionnaire which asked that they choose a description 
for the state of Welsh and Breton speaking for each 
location. Transferred to a map, the resultant histograms 
show that in each study area, respondents believe there is
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indeed a transition in the use of Welsh and Breton, 
confirming the fact that the language border exists in 
the general opinion, as well as being an academic concept.
The first element of the two maps to be 
examined is the modal opinion of the samples, represented 
by the longest bar, and for this purpose generalised
shadings have been added to figures VII. 1 and VII.2, showing
>
zones in which each type of modal opinion predominates.
On the Breton map, it is notable that the modal opinion 
corresponds, in the west, to the description "Breton plays 
a very important part". Moving eastwards, the largest 
column changes to "Breton is of only limited importance", 
while in the easternmost part of the area the modal opinion 
is that "Breton plays little or no pait". Even ignoring 
the semantic difficulties presented by such descriptions, 
it is not difficult to recognise a strong transition of 
opinion across the area of investigation. Within the 
stricter bounds of the study area, the south-western area, 
where it has already been seen that Breton is more frequently 
used and in a greater variety of situations, is recognised 
by the total sample as being that where "Breton plays a very 
important part". In the north-western part of the study 
area, which has been seen to have a high potential for 
speaking, and where Breton, although used fairly frequently, 
is spoken in a reduced number of situations, the whole 
sample agrees that "Breton is of only limited importance".
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Eastwards, the decline of the importance of Breton, in 
opinion as in statistical terms, is rapid, from "very 
important" to "little or no part" within a matter of four 
kilometres at most, and much less in places. That 
general opinion will allow that such a rapid transition 
may take place may be of the greatest significance, 
if opinion is one of the forces creating and maintaining 
the language area, permitting or inhibiting the westward 
retreat of the Breton language border. Placed against 
this is the undoubted fact, from the evidence already 
presented, that Breton is being affected by a language 
shift, which means that such factors as speaking frequency 
and speaking situation variety are dynamic, not static, 
characteristics. In this mobile situation, does opinion 
regarding the importance of the language in any locality 
undergo an alteration, and if so, does it keep pace with 
the changing nature of the language border, and do all 
sections of opinion (age-groups, language-groups for 
example) change with equal rapidity?
Before any attempt is made to answer such 
questions, it is worth returning to VII.1, to point out 
that the modal categories of opinion form a series of zones, 
running approximately parallel to the traditional "linguistic 
divide". The central zone, where "Breton is of limited 
importance", is of particular interest. It cannot be 
said to be the area where public ©pinion recognises the 
supposed fringe of "language disintegration" shown on
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figure VII.1, since the two areas do not coincide 
sufficiently• In fact, it is not even very clear that 
respondents are willing to recognise the existence of a 
fringe of gradual decrease in Breton use at all; the zone 
where ’’Breton is of limited importance” seems to be the 
area remaining between the zones where the other descriptions 
are thought to apply, rather than having any positive 
significance. Finally, on VII.1, it will be noted that 
the ’’linguistic divide”, as traditionally recognised, runs 
mainly through an area which respondents now consider to be 
heavily dominated by French influences, perhaps an indication 
that, in addition to a decline of the whole Breton language 
area in situ, there is still a very slight element of 
retreat of the language border over time.
The mapping of modal opinion areas for 
the Welsh study area (VII.2) reveals a similar series of 
three zones, running parallel to the line of the linguistic 
divide. Once more, the central zone (’’Welsh is of only 
limited importance”) is of variable width, and is similar 
in dimensions to its equivalent in the Breton survey.
The narrowest and most discontinuous section, in this case,
corresponds with the part of this zone which lies in
Shropshire. In the latter area, respondents seem to opt,
instead, for a further westward - extending area of ’’Welsh 
is of little or no importance”, though Oswestry appears as 
an outlier of the area where ’’Welsh is of limited importance”.
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As in the Breton area, the reality, accoidirg to the maps 
of speaking potential, frequency and situation, is far 
more complex than the pattern of general opinion; nor 
is such opinion particularly accurate, but it may, once 
again, be instrumental in promoting or inhibiting the 
use of Welsh in the study area. The map confirms that, 
in general opinion at least, there is a section of the 
study area within England which should be regarded 
as having strong cultural links with Wales, though 
in only a few square kilometres of the English part 
of the area is the general opinion that "Welsh plays a 
very important part”. This discrepancy is enough, 
however, to show that the Welsh national border is not 
necessarily a decisive feature in form^dng opinion on 
the "Welshness" of any area.
A second aspect of the discussion of the general 
opinion in the two study areas necessitates a return 
to the original bar-graphs showing the distribution of 
answers. This aspect is the amount of agreement, amongst 
the respondents, on the description most applicable to aqy 
response-point, or, in visual terms, the length of the 
longest bar for each point in relation to all the others*
Applied to the Breton map, this approach immediately 
singles out the area to the east of the dotted line, 
corresponding nearly with the linguistic divide, and in 
which no respondents used the description "Breton plays 
a very important part" for any point, and where Breton
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plays little or no part” is heavily dominant, with over 
8(# of all answers in most eases. While Treguidel (2) 
and Boqueho (29) do not exhibit this trend quite so 
markedly, this may be because they are towards the edge 
of the enquiry area and are therefore less well known 
to respondents. The area enclosed by the dotted line 
also corresponds, if a little less exactly, with the
" v >
whole zone where the modal opinion was that "Breton 
plays little or no part”, and it may therefore be 
expected that the area whose modal opinion was that 
"Breton plays a very important part” will have areas 
where this description is hugely dominant over the others. 
Figure Vii.1 shows that this is not so. On every graph the 
bar representing "Breton is of only limited importance" 
approaches the one for "Breton plays a very important 
part" in size. One of two reasons for this is indicated: 
either the study area is not sufficiently wide to 
encompass ah area where respondents can be unanimous 
in their opinion that Breton really has a very important 
part to play in daily life, or else, however large the 
study area were, one section of the respondent sample 
would always remain adamant that Breton has no very 
important part to play. The transition is therefore not 
quite so complete as the examination of "modal opinions 
would at first indicate.
\
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In the Welsh area, the same approach produces a 
slightly contrasting result. Instead of an area where 
there is unanimity that "Welsh plays little or no part", 
there is one where the whole sample is in agreement 
that "Welsh plays a very important part", situated in the 
west of the study area in the district surrounding 
Llansilin, Llangedwyn, Llanfyllin and Llanfechain (l6,
19> 30— which the potential, frequency and situation 
maps have shown to be very varied and quite anglicised in 
places). Elsewhere in the west, for example at Glyn 
Ceiriog (k ) an overwhelming majority of respondents 
(over 90 per cent) opts for the description "very important". 
Some 20 km further east, the proportion choosing the 
description "Welsh plays little or no part " is similarly 
very large. The transition in the Welsh area is much 
more complete, but even in the most anglicised area an 
as yet unidentified minority of respondents insists that 
"Welsh plays a very important part", in defiance of the 
facts which emerge from the potential and actual speaking 
maps. This is a very small minority, but the contrast 
between the Welsh and Breton samples is nonetheless clear.
Two possible reasons suggest themselves. The first, purely 
semantic, one is that respondents in the two areas attach 
different meanings to the word "important". This, by 
itself, does not appear to explain the difference 
adequately5 dictionary definitions of the word in English
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and French indicate that it would have been Interpreted 
in an entirely similar way by respondents in the two 
areas. A second reason for the different results may 
therefore be considered: .that a fundamental difference 
in attitude to Welsh and to Breton exists in the two 
study areas. One Welsh respondent pointed out that he 
felt that Welsh was not really "important", since daily 
communication could, for the most part, be carried out 
perfectly successfully in English. He wished to substitute 
the word "desirable" for "important". His attitude is 
notable because it was one rarely encountered in the 
Welsh study area, even among respondents with no 
knowledge of, or sympathy for, Welsh. Conversation with 
respondents in the Breton area, on the other hand, showed 
that this was an attitude which commonly existed there.
In other words, the difference in "national conditioning" 
of French and English, Welsh and Breton speaking people 
already mentioned in 5*1, has probably played a major part 
in forming the attitudes portrayed on VII. 1 and 2.
Whether all sub-groups in the total response are equally 
affected and have identical attitudes to the language 
border remains for later consideration.
7.7 The "accuracy" of respondents information; one 
perception versus another?
In the account of the general opinion there has 
hitherto be^n little indication of the "correctness" or
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"accuracy" of the opinions expressed. This is mainly 
because, despite the accumulated information on speaking
potential, frequency and situation in the
study thus far, what is available in the form of objective 
"reality", against which the correctness of the general 
opinion could be measured, is the product of necessarily 
ad hoc methods, processed by techniques which are some­
times crude, and which may perhaps be thought not to be 
"realities" at all, but merely one person’s (admittedly 
considered) perception of the processes at work in the 
two study areas. It would be presumptuous to formulate 
any image of the real situation of language in the various 
parts of the areas, in order to make any comment on the 
accuracy or perception of detail which the samples of 
respondents demonstrated in their answers to Questionnaire 
III.
This is, nonetheless, the procedure which will 
now be briefly adopted in order to show how the general 
view of the rapidity of transition across the language 
borders differs from that based on ‘the evidence presented 
in earlier chapters, and how detailed is the knowledge 
o£ the sample of respondents concerning the state of 
language shift at the enquiry-points used. Because 
the definition of "(important" was left unspecified, and 
respondents may have interpreted it either as the number of 
people able to speak Welsh or Breton living in any locality, 
or as the likelihood of their hearing either language at 
any response-point, implying frequency, a score based both
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on the potential "maps (IV. 6 and 7) and on the" speaking 
frequency maps (V.^ - 19) was used. The two scores were 
averaged for each point, to provide a composite figure 
which might be compared with respondents’ opinions, as 
presented in Appendix IV. The method of allocating scores 
is outlined in the keys to figures VII. 3 and VIIA, which 
present the results of the comparison.
Even from this description, it can be seen that 
the comparability of the two sets of results is dubious, 
more especially for individual points. It does seem 
permissible to compare the broad pattern of transition across 
the two areas, though comparison is not possible for a 
number of peripheral points because they are not included 
in the studies of potential and frequency.
The comparison reveals a similar feature on both
maps (VII.3 and VII.*+): in the east of both study areas,
the sample appears to consider Welsh and Breton to be
less "important" than seems to be implied by earlier
parts of the present study, while in the west of both
study areas, the general sample considers Welsh and
Breton to be in a stronger position than earlier
information would seem to imply. In other words, in
purely descriptive terms, the transition appears to be
stronger in local opinion than in the opinion of the 
researcher. While such a comparison may be totally
spurious, there are several observations which it is 
tempting to make. In the Welsh area, particularly, there
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is no indication that the general sample takes any
account of the collapse of Welsh which has been observed
to take place in the zone of disintegration (for example
at Selattyn, point 10, or Llanyblodwel, point 22);
nor does the sample perceive the comparative strength
of Welsh in the zone of regrouping (at Par#, 2*f, Gobowen,
12, or even Oswestry, 35)* Such features are the product ^
of processes such as migration, unperceived by local
inhabitants in general, but gradually changing the
relative strength of Welsh in various parts of the study
area. Two cases may be taken from the zone of "language
establishment" of Welsh, to show that even in cases of
severe but localised anglicisation, the sample is unaware
of its intensity. At Craignant and Llechryddau, 9 (where
the modal opinion is that Welsh is very important), of
fourteen occupied houses, only two were occupied by Welsh
speaking families in 1972. Section 5*13 describes the
situation in Moelfre, where a very similar process has
happened. It was quoted as an example of an area where
Welsh speakers, though reduced in number, can maintain
their frequent use of the language because of the strength
of Welsh speaking is surrounding areas. The establishment
of English at a few points marks the stage immediately
preceding "language disintegration", the points of
anglicisation proliferating, or English influence
diffusing outwards from them, until the collapse occurs*
It has already been stated (at the conclusion of 5.13)
that the threshold number of Welsh speakers needed to 
form or maintain a speaking group is variable, and one
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of the variables is probably the degree to which the 
community as a whole, and the Welsh speakers in particular, 
are aware of the speed of change and the locations at 
which it first takes place. If the accuracy of the 
general opinion in the Welsh area is typical, then this 
crucial installation of English in the "establishment 
zone”, as well as the growth of Welsh speaking communities
■ v.>
to threshold size in the "regrouping zone”, goes largely 
unnoticed.
In the Breton study area, depicted on VII. k-, 
two areas reveal interesting local features of general 
opinion. The first of these concerns the area of Bringolo, 
La Grandville and St. Qptay (7, 5, 8), in the east of the 
study area, where respondents feel, surprisingly, that 
Breton has a more important part to play than the speaking 
potential and frequency maps would imply. At this stage 
the feature may-not be easily explained,but will be 
examined when the various sub-groups of opinion are 
mentioned (section 7*11)* second area is that
represented by two response-points on the route nationale 
Kerguillerm Coat-An-Doc1 h (15) and Plouagat (16). The 
latter, a reception - point for Breton-speaking migrants, 
and situated exactly on the traditional "linguistic divide”, 
has a relatively high speaking potential and frequency, yet 
has been abandoned, in the general opinion, as an area 
where Breton has an important part to play. Two kilometres 
further vest, at Coat—An—Doc * h, the earlier m^ ips show that
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the potential and frequency of Breton speaking are 
considerably lower than at Plouagat, apparently beeau-se 
of the effect of the route nationale in permitting the 
incursion of non-Breton speakers into the area. The 
opinion of the general sample is, however, that Breton 
is in a much stronger position than at Plouagat. Once 
again, while explanation is not possible at this stage, the 
breakdown of the sample into sub-groups may reveal the 
reason for the discrepancies.
£.•8 Method of sub-group analysis:
In order to proceed beyond the analysis of the 
total sample and examine sub-group opinions, it is 
necessary to contend with the elements of contradiction 
and inconsistency which are often characteristic of 
opinion surveys. Appendix IV, presenting the results 
from the main part of this stage of the study, shows that 
one cf the problems is the sheer amount of detail obtained, 
and a suitable way to analyse and present the results 
was not discovered until several apparently appropriate 
methods had been tried and discarded as unsuitable. The 
most hopeful method was that of comparing each sub-group 
in turn with the general sample, and mapping discrepancies 
between the two results. It was not successful, for two 
reasons* it was impossible to say at what point a 
discrepancy from the general view became important, and 
there were so many discrepancies of 10^ or more from the 
general that mapping became nearly impossible.
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It was decided that the simplest alternative 
was to follow the method already adopted and, regardless 
of the subtleties of the data, to map the "modal 
categories of opinion" for each sub-group. This meant 
that the results were to be examined by means of comparing 
the map-distributions which they produced, rather than in 
terms of statistical comparisons. The sub-groups selected, 
as already stated in were based on age, knowledge
of Welsh or Breton, and knowledge of the dtudy areas.
They will be considered in turn.
7*9 The opinions of the age-groups:
In the discussion of language generation (5.8), 
age group differences in the area of language -learning 
were considered as a possible factor in language-border 
retreat. It may be recalled that little evidence in 
favour of the idea was obtained, largely because of the 
effect of migratory movements which distorted any possible 
pattern. Another possible effect of age-differences upon 
the practice of language - speaking will now be considered. 
If opinions on the location of the language area vary 
according to age, so may the willingness of respondents 
of different ages to speak Welsh or Breton in any 
particular locality.
Figures VII.5 and VII.6 show the modal categories 
of opinion on Welsh and Breton speaking in the two study 
areas according to three different age-groups in the 
samples. Despite the apprehensions expressed in 7.2, the 
maps show that it is indeed possible to conceive of
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invisible cultural features as being differently perceived 
by sub-groups of local opinion. Interpretation of the 
reasons for such differences and of the effect of the
differences on the practice of language use seems a 
more tentative procedure, however.
On VII, for the Welsh study area, several 
features merit discussion. In section 5*8 it was proposed, 
with no substantial evidence to prove the point, that 
there might be a connection between age and language 
generation. Perhaps age is connected with the location 
of the language border in another respects if language 
-speaking is affected by different opinions on where the 
edge of the language area is, or on what stage the 
language-shift has reached, the mapping of age-group 
opinions may cast some light on changes of location of 
the language-borders in the two areas during the lifetime 
of respondents. Figure VII, 5 shows that in the Welsh 
area the age-groups do reveal a varying appreciation of 
areas where Welsh is "very important”, "of limited 
importance" or "of little or no importance". It might 
have been suggested that the younger the age-group was, 
the greater was the likelihood of its placing the Welsh 
language area, and the zone of English encroachment, 
further to the west. This is not entirely borne out.
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It is the middle age-group which considers the area 
of Welsh use to have retreated furthest westward, though 
the patterns for the middle and the youngest age-groups 
are rather similar. The town of Oswestry is a source of 
some disagreement, with the middle group considering that 
Welsh plays some part in the life of the town and the 
youngest group estimating that the language is of 
little or no importance there. It is the oldest age- 
group, however, whose pattern is most different. The maps 
show that it is this group which considers that area 
where “Welsh is of limited importance” to extend consider­
ably further east than do the other two groups. Of 
particular interest is the area of north Shropshire 
including the settlements of Chirk Bank (6), Weston 
Rhyn (11) and Eengoed (13). This part of the study area 
is distinctive in having a history of coalmining in 
addition to the traditional occupation of agriculture 
(section 2.7). All the mines are now closed, and it seems 
from the subscription lists of the Welsh chapel ^he
strength of the local Welsh community was considerably 
greater at the time of coalmining^ drawing in workers 
from the strongly Welsh Ceiriog valley. It appears to be 
for this reason that while the younger part of the sample 
is quite certain of the unimportance of Welsh, the older 
people are much less inclined to dismiss the part of the
2: despite a steady increase in total population, the 
lists show a decrease from 83 adult members in 1951 
to 51 members in 1978.
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language in the area, though they do not find it 
possible to state positively that it has a role of great 
importance. The term "linguistic inertia" has already 
been used (5*13) in the explanation of anomalous features 
on the speaking frequency maps, and the present case would 
also seem to be one of inertia. It may be thought that 
the difference in opinion can be attributed simply to the 
fact that, though the decline of the Welsh language, 
hastened in this case by the demise of the industrial 
activity which originally gave the language its strength 
in this area, has taken place, the older people's impression 
is partly of the area as it used to be, while the younger 
groups have never known the language in widespread and 
active use. This is not the whole explanation however. 
Figure IV.6, the map of potential Welsh speaking, shows that 
in many parts of the locality, twenty, and in other places 
up to fifty, per cent of households have a Welsh speaker.
The actual speaking frequency is high in comparison to 
nearby areas, and the range of speaking situations in this 
English area higher than for parts of Wales (VI,9 (iv)), 
though not strikingly so in informal situations such as shops, 
workplaces or with neighbours (VI.2, VI.5). Welsh still 
exists as a medium of communication in the area, therefore, 
though a proportion of the younger population in the study 
area is hardly aware of it. If nothing else, this contrast 
in age-group opinion serves to show the problems which may 
be encountered in using opinion surveys as a means of
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defining culture areas (as represented, in this case, 
by language-use).
The Breton maps, VII.6, confirm that 
differences in age-group opinions may help to reveal 
changes in language distribution over time. In this 
case the pattern is clears while all age groups share 
the opinion that Breton plays a "very important part" in 
the life of the south-western portion of the study area, 
there is much disagreement over the state of Breton in the 
north, and, particularly, about its survival in the 
central area following the line.of the route nationale.
None of the opinions is that the eastern extent of the 
language is completely coincident with the position of the 
linguistic divide marked on the maps, but that of the "over 
60" age group is most nearly so, and that of the "under 30" 
group the least. Within the study area, four enquiry- 
points in particular are the subject of controversy:
Bringolo (7), St. Jean Kerdaniel (9), Coat-An-Doc'h (15) 
and particularly, Plouagat (16). As in the case of the 
example quoted in the Welsh area, it seems fair to suggest 
that at least a part of the explanation for the discrepancy 
is that the older people's impression is of the area as it 
used to be (remembering, from figure V.10, and the point 
made in connection with it, that the large proportion of the 
sample stated that they had learned Breton at Plouagat, a 
fact found surprising in view of the infrequent Breton- 
speaking presently encountered in the settlement — section
5»7 )> while the impression of the younger people dates from 
the period at or just after which Breton speaking suffered 
a sudden collapse (or "disintegration", as it has been 
called) in the area. As in the case of Weston Rhyn, the 
results for speaking potential and frequency make it 
impossible to believe that such a complete decline of Breton 
has taken place during the lifetime of the oldest people. 
However, the age-group maps give an indication of the 
situation which was found to exist in the village. No 
respondent admitting to the ability to speak Breton was 
discovered in the under thirty age-group in Plouagat, and 
most of the village's bretonnants were aged fifty and over, 
and spoke the language mainly at home, with neighbours and 
in one particular caf£, noted for being a Breton meeting- 
place. Once again, it seems a case of the minority 
language's gradual change of fortune within the lifetime of 
the older people, and of a different understanding of the 
language's role both among people of various age-groups and 
among the language-groups. The sudden shift from Breton in 
this locality makes credible the information from the 
commune of Tr^darzec (figure V.5 and section where the
remarkably sudden collapse of Breton speaking was noted as 
much more rapid than that prevailing, for the most part, 
over the Breton study area. Vulnerable points, near the edge 
of the language area and/or subject to strong forces 
introducing the speaking of French, may indeed undergo this 
sudden process of collapse or disintegration of Breton within
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the lifetimes of one or two generations of speakers.
Superimposed on the maps in figures VII.5 
and VII.6 are the zones of language "establishment", 
"disintegration" and "regrouping" derived from chapters 
V and VII. It can be seen that Plouagat was not, in 
fact, placed in the "disintegration" zone, but in the 
"regrouping" one, on the basis of its reception of practis- 
ing Breton-speakers as a result of migration. Chatelaudren 
Was a more emphatic case of the same feature. The maps 
show that in the last case no age group was aware of the 
regrouping of potential speakers there. The phenomenon 
of "low potential/high actual" Breton speaking (figure V.22b 
and section 5.13) was not a particularly well-developed 
feature, and this lack of awareness of its existence, within 
the sample taken from the study area, may go some way towards 
explaining why.
7.10 The "local" - "non local" sub-groups:
The discussion of the opinions of the sub­
groups based on local knowledge may be concluded briefly. 
Returning to 7*^ " anc^ considering the reasons why it was 
proposed to let respondents decide on their own behalf 
whether they were "local" people or not, it is understandable 
that such a decision was taken; but it was clearly a 
measure of some desperation, in the absence of any more 
objective or standard measure of how much respondents could
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be expected to know about the two study areas. It may 
therefore, in retrospect, be scarcely surprising that the 
results, when mapped for this sub-group division, are less 
than helpful. They are presented on figure VII.7.
The results for the Welsh area, while not 
identical, indicate by their similarity that the classification 
probably divided the sample into two sub groups containing 
people of very similar background rather than isolating 
those respondents with particular local knowledge. Both 
maps are very similar to that for the general sample, VII.2, 
although those people who do noi; describe themselves as 
"of local origin" are understandably a little less certain 
about some points than are the "local" people. The Breton 
maps on VII.7 show more differences than their Welsh 
counterparts, but these differences seem inexplicable, 
particularly the extensive area to the west of the study area 
where the "local" people consider Breton to play a less 
important role than in the south of the study area itself.
Nor does either sub-group produce a response which coincides 
with the zones of language-shift discussed in earlier chapters.
7.11 The sub-groups based on language spoken:
Compared with the "local/non-local" 
distinction, there can be little question of the relevance 
of dividing the sample into sub-groups based on the respondents1 
ability to speak Welsh or Breton. At first sight it may be
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expected that the most accurate opinion on the location of 
the language borders and state of survival of Welsh or 
Breton should originate in that part of the sample which is 
able to speak either language, but this may not necessarily 
be so. The older t'/elsh or Breton speakers may have an 
opinion based on the language-distribution which existed 
when they first learned the language, or the Welsh or Breton 
speaking part of the sample may exhibit attitudes of 
defensiveness, aggression or territoriality which cause their 
opinion to be as far from the truth as that of any other sub­
group.
The non-Welsh and non-Breton speaking part 
of the sample was divided, as a somewhat speculative measure, 
into those people who families contained some Welsh or Breton­
speaking connections, and who might therefore be expected 
to be informed, to some extent, on the language in question, 
and those who had no family connections with Welsh or Breton. 
Once again, the distinction may be considered to be rather 
crude, especially as it was left, once more, to respondents 
to decide whether any such family connection existed, but the 
likelihood of uncertainty over whether respondents should 
include themselves in any speaking category was much smaller 
than in the ,!local/non local” case. In short, :it might 
reasonably be expected that the threefold division based on 
language would reveal clear differences in opinion.
The results for the Welsh and the Breton
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areas are presented on VII.8 and 9 respectively. The 
most surprising fact about them is that two almost opposite 
sets of attitudes to the language border are displayed by 
response sub-groups in the two areas.
If the maps of the Welsh area are first 
considered, it can be seen that they do not differ greatly 
from each other in essence, and that all three are rather 
similar to that for the general sample, VI1.2. On each the 
response sub-group tends to extend the anglicised area further 
west within the limits of that part of the study area which 
lies within England, but on each the western area of the map 
is occupied by a zone where Welsh is thought to play a ’’very 
important part". On all three maps, Oswestry is perceived 
as having a little more importance, for Welsh speaking, than 
the areas surrounding it. It is notable that the part of 
the sample able to speak Welsh is a little less certain, at 
some points, of the language’s role than are the non-Welsh 
speaking groups.
Comparing the three maps, some slight 
variations in modal opinion areas may be seen, and the 
overall conclusion is that the more closely-connected the 
speaking sub-group is with the Welsh language, the further 
westward does it consider the effective area of Welsh use to 
be. The non-Welsh speakers with no stated connection with 
the language opt, as a group, for the idea that an area in 
the west of the Shropshire portion of the study area centered
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on Bryn and Craigllwyn (20) is "very important" for Welsh 
speaking, and attribute a "limited importance" to the 
language in a whole group of settlements from Pant to 
Llandrinio (2^ -27), whereas no other speaking sub-group 
considers that it has any importance there. By contrast, 
at Llangedwyn (19) and Llansantffraid (29) in the south­
west of the area, Welsh speakers consider the language only 
to play a "limited” part, while the non-Welsir, speaking 
groups think that it is "very important”. The non-Welsh 
speakers with some family connection with the language 
occupy an intermediate position in their opinion of the role 
of Welsh at the various response-points.
It is very difficult to tell, from the 
potential, frequency and situation maps, which group is most 
nearly correct, but in a sense the question is unimportant, 
since the evidence from earlier parts of the study shows that 
the opinions of the speaking sub-groups (as were those of 
the age and locality sub groups) are so generalised as to be 
far from reflecting the reality of the language border, and 
this applies to all of the speaking sub-groups, including the 
Welsh speakers who might have been supposed to be more 
aware of detailed patterns. Most particularly, the lines 
superimposed upon the maps, representing the location of the 
zones described in 5*15? show that the area considered to 
be receiving speakers, and where ”regrouping is taking place, 
is considered by all speaking groups to be of little or no
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importance" for Welsh speaking. Oswestry alone, within the 
Shropshire part of the study area, is considered to retain 
a limited importance as a location of Welsh-speaking activity; 
yet, as earlier maps of speaking frequency have shown, it may
claim to be one of the most important locations for Welsh­
speaking in the whole study area.
This evidence from the speaking sub-groups in
the Welsh area, compared with the information in earlier 
chapters, seems to make it necessary to give serious re­
consideration to the supposition, expressed in 7*6, that 
opinion may "be instrumental in promoting or inhibiting the 
use of Welsh". It appears, rather, that two patterns exists 
first:, one of establishment, disintegration, and regrouping 
of the language, a pattern promoted largely by factors such 
as migration, speaking numbers and accessibility of one 
speaker to another; secondly, one of opinion on the importance 
or unimportance of the language. The two patterns are 
related in only the most general terms, and a lesser weight 
must be given to the role of perceived "importance" of 
Welsh in promoting the language's use than had previously 
been supposed. The patterns of opinion seem to relate more 
to distance westward, or to the presence of the upland areas, 
than to dynamic factors of population movement and change.
As already stated, the Breton speaking sub­
group maps (VII.9) display some features which contradict 
those on the Welsh ones. Firstly, there is a greater
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contrast between the three language sub-groups than there 
was in the Welsh area, and the zonation of opinion is not 
so straightforward as it was on the general map VII.1. It 
can now be seen why there is no sharp transition to an area 
in the west where opinion is practically unanimous that 
’’Breton plays a very important part”. It was postulated 
in 7.6 that this was because one section of the respondent 
sample was adamant that Breton had no very important part to 
play, whatever the location of the response point. It is 
now possible to see that the sub-groups maps based on language 
have succeeded in isolating such a group of respondents; 
they are the non-Breton speakers who have no connection with 
the language. It is perhaps a slightly aggressive attitude 
of this group towards the Breton language which causes the 
feature to appear, though it is notable that even this group 
allows that Breton has a ’very important part” to play in 
the area including Lanrodec and Senven (23, 26, 27). At 
the other extreme, the Breton speakers extend the area where 
the language plays a ’’very important part” further eastwards, 
to within one or two kilometres of the ’’linguistic divide” 
as locally seen, though with a slightly greater tendency to 
allow that the language has retreated more in the north of 
the study area than in the south. The opinion of the inter­
mediate speaking sub-group, the non-Breton speakers who claim 
some connection with the language, is different again; they 
are ready to believe that ’’Breton plays a very important 
part” in the south-west of the study area, and also in a
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district to the north, but along the approximate course of 
the route nationale they are of the opinion that “Breton is 
of only limited importance”. In particular, Plouagat, 
found to be a controversial response-point at the conclusion 
of 7*7j can be seen to be a source of disagreement among all 
sub-groups. It is the point at which the north-south line 
of the “linguistic divide”, as distinguished by Bechard and 
others, crosses the east-west line of the route nationale.
In this respect the locality seems to symbolise the conflict 
between perceptions of traditional cultural “territory” and 
the forces of change brought about by twentieth-century 
communications-patterns. The three maps indicate that the 
Breton speakers are strongly aware of the area in which their 
language has traditionally been spoken, and are trying to 
sustain this area, perhaps by a measure of over-statement of 
the language's degree of “importance”. The other speaking 
sub-groups are more ready to give ground to the language- 
shift to French, and are less “territorial” in their opinion 
of the survival of Breton-speaking.
7.12 Differing degrees of “territoriality” in the two study,
areas :
If this defensiveness with regard to Breton­
speaking territory, is exhibited by speakers of the language, 
really exists, it may fairly be asked: why do the results 
from the Welsh area show an entirely opposite feature, with 
the Welsh-speaking sub-group estimating that the retreat of 
£12© language area has been greater than that perceived by the
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non Welsh-speakers?
The question is more easily asked than 
answered. Most of the information in foregoing chapters 
has indicated that the shift from Breton has been, if 
anything, more severe than that from Welsh. Several 
possible reasons suggest themselves.
The first is that, perhaps because of the 
more gradual shift from Welsh to English, instead of 
collapsing completely, the Welsh-speaking people in the 
study area have been able to adapt to changed conditions. 
Instead of allowing communications and migratory movements 
to destroy Welsh speaking permanently, speakers have used 
these same influences to re-assemble speaking groups else­
where in the study area, to a far greater extent than their 
Breton counterparts. An alternative reason for the greater 
degree of regrouping in the Welsh area may be that 
institutional support such as chapels and schools, and the 
greater amount of Welsh broadcasting and printed matter 
available, have offered more support to Welsh-speaking 
groups during the period of shift. If so, the language 
sub-group maps would indicate that no desperate self- 
assertion, in the guise of "territorial claims", is made 
by the Welsh-speakers, and that the process is mainly a 
sub-conscious one. If the Welsh-speakers required 
territorial "markers" to which to attach their claims, 
these certainly exist, in the form of the Welsh national
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border, or Offa's Dyke, or even the edge of the hill 
mass running north-south across the study areaj but such 
markers are not used.
A further possible reason for the 
difference in the responses of the two sets of language 
sub-groups is that the 1 national conditioning” in the 
two areas has been different. This was suggested in 5.1 
as a possible reason for differing responses from the two 
areas in Questionnaire I, and in the present case it may 
once again be that if the Breton speakers, identifying 
themselves as a distinct cultural minority, feel themselves 
oppressed by French-speaking influences, they may well react 
by developing a greater degree of "territoriality” than 
other sub-groups. In view of the consistent lack of 
co-operation, by central government, in such matters as 
the instigation of the teaching of Breton in schools, or 
the lack of a census-count of speakers, it does not seem 
unreasonable to suspect that such a feeling of oppression 
may exist.
Whatever the reason, such strong territorial 
feelings were much more in evidence in the Breton area 
than the Welsh one. During the preliminary survey of the 
Breton area, several respondents, when casually asked where 
they thought the transition to Breton took place, caused 
considerable surprise by noting the edge of the Breton 
language area in terms of streams, edges of woods and
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hedgerows. The scenery of the Breton study area has 
been described, and the presence of a series of stream- 
gorges of up to 60 metres in depth has been noted (2.5). 
Respondents referring to what could be termed ’’landscape- 
markers” in the Breton area used the gorge of the Leff, 
taking a sinuous course northward from Chatelaudren, 
particularly often as a boundary line. South of the town, 
they had greater difficulty in choosing a ylandscape-marker, 
and opinions varied considerably more (figure VII.10).
By far the majority of the sample, and also a majority of 
the Breton-speaking sub-group, it should be pointed out, 
made no mention of any such sudden border, which in any case 
does not correspond with either the ’’linguistic divide” 
drawn on earlier maps or with any distinct break in 
speaking frequency or situation variety. The descriptions 
chosen, for the most part, manifestly contradict each other.
The significant fact about the map is, 
however, not the location of the ’’lands cap e-markers” but 
the willingness of any of the respondents to countenance 
the idea of any such sharp transition. All except 
respondent A were Breton-speaking, and this may give some 
indication of the defensive or territorial attitude with 
which some Breton speakers regard the language area. It is 
evident from VII. 10 that the mental ’’line of defence” is 
traced most clearly outside the village settlements, using 
long-established landscape features such as woodlands and
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hedgerows. The idea is reinforced that such minor 
features of the landscape may attain, in the minds of 
some respondents, a status as boundary-markers far 
exceeding their visual significance. The words of 
Musset, already quoted (1.7) in connection with the 
Breton language border, return to minds
n••• by historical chance, it crosses an 
area of particularly uniform country; 
nothing changes, when it is crossed, 
except the language ...”.
This may be sc for the outside observer, but for some 
residents of the study area, at least, the edge of the 
language area is clearly-defined. It is not difficult 
to imagine that in the more self-contained rural com­
munities of the past such marking of linguistic territory 
would have been more pronounced than in modern times. In
such circumstances, while doubt has been cast upon the term 
’’linguistic divide’1 (2.1), it can be seen to be quite appro­
priate. Particularly during the present century, however, 
as economies have become more complex and inter-dependent 
and communications have developed in association with this 
change, both the concept of the closed, self-contained 
community and that of the linguistic divide probably 
require modification. The crossing of the ’’line of defence” 
and the route nationale provides a graphic example of the 
conflict between the traditional image of the language 
area and the overwhelming influence of modern communications.
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7*13 Agreement &nd disagreementj another measures
This conflict is made clear on figure VII.
11, the result of another way of measuring conflicting 
opinion. This method involves the procedure of taking 
each sub-group response in turn and comparing, the 
proportion choosing each "importance" description with 
the general sample. Differences of five per cent and
• o
more having been noted, the number of such disagreements 
is plotted for each response point and a running mean 
used to produce figure VI1.11. It confirms the area of 
disagreement stretching north to south across the study 
area, reaching its maximum just west of Plouagat, near the 
route nationale.
The same method employed for the Welsh area 
(VII.12) produces evidence, once more, that the Shropshire 
part of the study area is a source of particular disagree­
ment. This time, the national border does emerge as a 
contentious feature, but other possible influences, such 
as Welsh placenames, Of fa’s Dyke or the linguistic divide, 
do not. The former coalmining area in north Shropshire 
occasions disagreement, and the line of the main road 
(or perhaps the edge of the hill mass, which it follows) is 
also the subject of disagreement. The results by this 
second method seem, nonetheless, to confirm those used to 
produce VII.1 and VII.2.
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7 • 1 ** Further, aspects of opinion on the questionnaire
forms :
In addition to the "place-specific" opinions 
obtained by the methods used so far, it was pointed out 
in 7•*+ that a number of additional questions had been 
included in the third questionnaire in case further 
information should be required. Since the two study 
areas have produced results which conflict in many respects, 
this further information may now be of assistance.
The first piece of information is based on 
the possibility that perhaps respondents might base their 
opinions, in part, on the types of settlement pattern 
existing in the study areas. For the purposes of the 
question these were simplified into the urban areas (though 
the description "urban" is not really satisfactory for 
Chatelaudren), "villages", further subdivided, in the Welsh 
case, into villages east and west of the national border, 
and "open countryside with scattered farms", a division 
difficult to standardise, but forming a landscape-type 
familiar to people in both areas. The results from the 
two areas are once more not strictly comparable, since in 
the light of experience of the question for the Welsh area, 
"declining" was subdivided into "slowly declining" and 
"rapidly declining" on the Breton version. The responses 
for the total sample for each area are shown on figure VII.
13.
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In four of the seven cases, the main 
impression is of the tendency to evenness of 
distribution of opinions amongst response categories, 
indicating either general uncertainty or disagreement 
between the sub-groups. A feature of both urban areas 
was the tendency for a high proportion of respondents 
to be in the older age-groups, and thus more likely to 
speak Welsh or Breton on two accounts? their having 
learnt these languages during their youth when Welsh and 
Breton were more flourishing and more widespread, and 
the possibility of their having migrated to the towns 
from more strongly Welsh or Breton areas, during their 
lifetime. That the languages are spoken in both towns 
is manifest from earlier sections of the study. It is 
quite possible that in Oswestry the numbers of Welsh 
speakers are increasing, because of in-migration; they 
are almost certainly "holding their own". In Chatelaudren 
the situation is more doubtful, and to judge from earlier 
sections, either "declining slowly" or "declining rapidly" 
applies. Figure VII. 13 shows that over ten per cent of 
the population of the Welsh study-area are unaware of the 
existence of Welsh in Oswestry, or are not prepared to 
acknowledge it, despite its daily, and in some cases 
almost exclusive, use. The great majority of people in 
the Breton area imagine Breton to have disappeared com­
pletely in Chatelaudren. For the villages, a different 
pattern applies; opinion is divided for the Breton villages,
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and the language is said either to be flholding its 
own* or else r,declining rap idly”, depending perhaps 
upon which villages the respondent had in mind\ for 
the Welsh area, opinion is different for the villages 
in Wales and in England, perhaps influenced by the 
presence of schools teaching Welsh within the Principal­
ity, though, as already noted (section 5A), the effect 
of this is of limited extent. The only slightly sur­
prising feature is the proportion of respondents who 
believe that Welsh has declined to the extent of dis­
appearance in Shropshire villages. In the open country, 
opinion on the state of Welsh is almost identical to that 
for Welsh villages, and while it is not unreasonable to 
suppose that Welsh-speaking proportions are maintained in 
the villages by immigration of retired people from else­
where in their hinterlands, investigation has already 
pointed to the very serious erosion of the Welsh language 
in many of the open country areas, especially in the 
postulated "zone of disintegration”. Partly because of 
the occupation of abandoned farmsteads, mainly as second 
or retirement homes, by monoglot English speakers, the 
opinion that ”Welsh is holding its own” or even “increasing” 
in many open country areas is demonstrably erroneous, and 
yet a substantial majority in the Welsh area subscribes 
to the first of these categories.
Question 16 on the Welsh form and 15 on the
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Breton one were seen as an opportunity to investigate 
the role of local, or neighbourhood, speaking groups, as 
viewed by residents of the study areas. The question 
asked: “How important do you think it is to have
neighbours who also speak the language?”. The results 
are quoted on table VII. 1.
The differences between the percentages are 
not, for the most part, extreme enough to form the basis 
of any definite conclusion, but some of the indications 
are interesting, since they tend to confirm traits of the 
two areas already noted. In the ’Welsh area, the group 
which attaches the least importance to the idea of 
proximity between Welsh-speakers as a necessary feature of 
a minority language-speaking group is the sub-group 
”Welsh-speaking”. This same group scores highest in the 
category ”no importance”, but also scores relatively 
highly in the “don’t know” category. The highest score 
for the idea that proximity to other Welsh speakers is 
important is recorded for the non-Welsh speakers with no 
Welsh connection. The “over 60” group also gives heavy 
support to this idea, somewhat confusingly; this may be 
because, as a group, they are less mobile and have less 
immediate access to transport. While it may seem 
therefore, from the ’’pocketed” appearance on IV. 6 and 
V.17, that neighbourhood speaking-groups are an essential 
part of Welsh at its border, this table strengthens the
TABLE VII.1 ; Questionnaire III# question 15/162
"Hov Important do you think it is to have neighbours vho 
also speak Breton/Welsh?"
Percentage of respondents choosing each a^sver
Sub-group
description
WELS3 AREA
hvery  ^
important
"fiome
importance
•not „ 
important
*donft
knov*
Under 50 31 56 6 6
50-60 36 57 7 0
Over 60 50 33 8 8
Local 45 44 . 7 4
Non-local 33 58 6 3
N6n — Welsh speaking; 
no Welsh connections 56 39 4 0
Non- Welsh speaking; 
Welsh connections 35 52 5 8
Welsh-speaking 23 60 10 7
BRETON AREA
Under 50 50 33 17 0
5 0 - 6 0 39 52 7 2
Over 60 50 30 12 8
Local 44 43 8 5
Non-local 62 25 8 5
s
Non - Breton speaking; 
no Breton connections 58 51 11 0
Non-Breton speaking; 
Breton connections 34 49 13 4
Bre ton-sp eaking 70 19 5 6
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belief that this is not necessarily the case. The 
pocketing seems to be a feature of the invasion of 
English, reflecting settlement and communications-patterns, 
economic circumstances and topography, rather than 
essential part of the mechanism of language-shift—  a 
symptom rather than a cause. For its continued 
survival and vigour, Welsh appears to depend on longer- 
distance contacts than those prevailing in any particular 
neighbourhood, one further indication that, while in 
retreat, the language is not wholly on the defensive.
Once again, the role of chapels, schools and Welsh societies 
must be taken into account, since they tend to extend the 
area over which a Welsh speaker is able to make contact 
with fellow speakers, and explain the more gradual tran­
sition across the border which is a feature of Welsh­
speaking opinion.
In the experience of earlier results from 
the questionnaire, the breakdown of the Breton figures 
for this question is now almost predictable in its complete 
contrasts with the Welsh results. Whereas the Welsh 
speakers recorded the lowest score for "very important” 
and the highest for ’’some importance”, in the case of the 
Breton—speakers the proportions are completely reversed;
70 per cent think that it is very important to have 
bretonnant neighbours* The non-bretonnant groups are, 
however, not clearly of the opinion that it is not important
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to have Breton-speaking neighbours. The degree of 
disparity between Welsh and Breton speakers appears to 
make it unlikely that chance has given rise to these 
figures, but the difference is difficult to explain 
satisfactorily. Perhaps it arises from the fact that 
at its borders Breton is much more a "private" language, 
a language for speaking in informal situations such as 
the family or the immediate neighbourhood. Once the 
neighbourhood speaking group is gone, there is no semi- 
formal occasion such as the church service, the school 
lesson or the bretonnant social event to maintain the 
language, and the individual resorts almost completely to 
French.
7.15 Some questions to assess conscious opinions:
In the earlier parts of the questionnaire, 
respondents were discouraged, as far as possible, from 
expressing conscious group opinions on the characteristics 
of the language-borders. Questions 1*f and 15 (13 and ih- 
on the Breton form) ask: "Do you think it is important to 
keep the Welsh (Breton) language going?” and: "If you said 
yes, how important do you think it is to preserve the 
language in the border area?” Some respondents pointed 
out that they were not certain about the interpretation 
they should give to "important", and wished to substitute 
"desirable", "worthwhile", "souhaitable". In itself,
V
neither question,perhaps, has much meaning, though they both 
tend to separate attitudes, hostile or otherwise, to 
the minority languages. It was thought that the French 
attitude to Breton might either be more hostile or more 
apathetic than the English attitude to welsh. The second 
question was motivated less by the belief that respondents, 
as a group, could offer any well-considered view on the 
relative importance of the language in the heart and on 
the border of the area over which it is spoken, than by 
the hope that answers in the two areas might reveal some­
thing of the conscious attitudes of respondents to the 
proximity of the language "border area" (though they would 
all undoubtedly construe this area differently).
Table VII. 2 summarises the results of the 
first question. In all subgroups more respondents think 
that it is important to "keep Welsh and Breton going" than 
do not, and in most of the subgroups the majority is a 
substantial one. The lowest proportion is 59 Pe? cent in 
the Breton "under 30s" and 62 per cent in the non-Welsh 
speakers with no Welsh connections. Whether or not this 
is "lip-service" to the current ideals of conservation, 
extended from the physical to the cultural realm, is 
difficult to establish. It is evident, however, that in 
both cases the younger people attach slightly less importance 
than the older groups to the maintenance of the minority 
languages, that in both cases the difference between local
TABLE VTI02 : Questionnaire III: "Do you think: it is important tr>
keen the Velsh/Breton language going?
WELSH AREA
>
Yes No
Under 30 73 27
30 - 60 82 18
Over 60 96 4
Local 83 17
Non-local 83 15
Non-Welsh-speaking; 
no Welsh connection 62 38
Non-Welsh-speaking; 
Welsh connection 84 16
Welsh-speaking 97 3
BRETON AREA cent
Under 30 59 41
30-60 80 20
Over 60 89 11
Local 76 24
Non-local 80 20
N on-Br e t on-sp eaking; 
no Breton connection
69 31
Non-Br et on- sp eaking; 
Breton connection
71 29
Breton-speaking 78 22
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and non-local opinion is not great enough to be convincing, 
and that, also in both, the majority is smallest in the 
cases of subgroups who have no connection with minority 
language speaking fend who may therefore regard "important" 
in the sense of "expedient, from the point of view of 
communication") and largest' in the cases of Welsh or 
Breton speaking subgroups (whose interpretation may include 
ideas of cultural identity or of nostalgia). Lastly, 
majorities in favour of retaining the minority language 
are consistently higher in the Welsh than in the Breton 
case, presumably as a result of a national conditioning 
which has placed much less emphasis on the necessity of 
retaining Breton and has stressed the unifying influence cf 
one national language, French, whereas it has now become a 
matter of pride, among "professional" people for example, 
to be able to speak Welsh, and in some cases even a 
necessity. Once again it is striking that while only 
three per cent of Welsh speakers thought it was unimportant 
to retain the language, the proportion of Bretonnants 
thinking the same of Breton was 22 per cent. For the 
opinion of a committed group, this is a remarkable figure, 
though on the basis of one question, and with the evidence, 
already seen, of a subconscious defensiveness and terri­
toriality on the part of the Breton speakers, it would be 
very unwise to draw any definite conclusion on their 
attitude. This task must await further study.
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Of the second stage of the question, 
concerning particularly the preservation of minority 
languages at their borders, little can be said, except 
that the sub group responses reveal differences which 
are almost wholly inexplicable (Table V1I.3). To some 
extent the attitudes of the Welsh and Breton speakers 
are confirmed, particularly the contrast between them.
While the "Welsh speaking" sub-group makes no more than 
average use of the "more important" option, the Breton 
speakers form the sub-group which is most inclined to stress 
the importance of maintaining the language at the border.
This may offer some confirmation of their "defensiveness" 
and "territoriality", already discussed. More evidently, 
in all cases, the majority opts for "of equal importance". 
Probably, if a "not certain" option had been provided, the 
majority would have opted for it instead. If any conclusion
can be drawn, it is that most people living at the language 
border, regardless of whether or not they speak the minority 
language, and regardless of their knowledge of the area, 
do not exhibit any particularly marked personal attitude to 
the language border which they can express in words; this 
despite the fact that, as already stated, some sub-groups 
are subconsciously more "territorial" than others.
The questions considered in this section have 
set out to measure aspects of people’s conscious (or perhaps 
formal) opinions on the two language borders, as opposed to
TABLE VII. 3 "If you saia 'yes’ to question 13/14 (see table VII.2),
Bow important ao you think it is to presenre the 
language in the "border nrpa?"
(percentages choosing each)
More important than Less important Of equal
in areas where the than in areas import—
language is more where the lang- ance
widely used uage is more
widely used
WELSH AREA
' O  .
TJnder 30 13 25 62
30 - 60 15 23 62
Over 60 14 11 75
Local 19 25 56
Non-local 10 16 74
N on-Welsh-speaking; 
no Welsh connection 7 35 58
Non-Welsh-speaking; 
Welsh connection 34 17 49
Welsh-speaking 14 15 71
BRETON AREA
Under 30 24 26 50 ]
30 - 60 24 25 51
Over 60 29 29 42----------a
Local 24 _750_ 45
Non-local 28 22 50
N on-Bret on-sp ea ki ng; 
no Breton connection
28 30 42
Non-Bret on-speaking; 
Breton connections
20 29 51
Breton-speaking 35 24 41
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attitudes which they may prefer not to express publicly, 
or may not even realise they possess. The questions on 
the "importance" of retaining Welsh and Breton allow due 
regard to be given to ideas which respondents perhaps feel 
they should express; but there is one further question 
which demonstrates even more the half-truth which may 
accompany the "formal” aspect of opinion (and also the 
danger of seeking opinions by the method of -asking direct 
questions such as those just examined). This final 
question is based on the observation that hostile attitudes 
frequently emerged in the first stages of the survey, mainly 
between language groups in the two areas, but that hostile 
remarks rarely appeared in written form on the questionnaires. 
The question simply asks: ”How well do you think the Welsh
(Breton)- and non-Welsh (Breton) speaking communities get 
along with each other in the border area?” To such a 
question, there is a very strong likelihood that the answers 
will be an expression of the respondents' formal, public - 
beliefr which may well be different from their innermost, 
private, perhaps not even conscious, beliefs. Four choices 
of description were given, ranging from the statement that 
the two communities get on "very well" to "very badly".
The translations on the Breton form are not exactly the 
same, in their shade of meaning, as those on the Welsh 
one, and this discourages comparability. A summary of 
the results from the two areas appears in table VII.V.
TABLE TII.4 Questionnaire III : "Hov veil do you think the Welsh (Breto,
aa D0D“yelsh (-Breton) speaking communities get along 
with each other in the border area?
very
well*
*not always 
well, but 
usually*
“"usually 
rather *vexy 
badly* badly*
"WELSH AREA
(percentages)
Under 30 31 62 6 0
V>J 0 1 cr o 71 26 3 0
Over 60 73 23 4 0
_£ocal 64 36 0 0
Non-local 69 25 6 0
Non-Welsh-speaking; 
no Welsh connection 52 43 4 0
Non-Welsh-speaking; 
Welsh connections 65 35 0 0
Welsh-speaking 73 24 3 0
BRETON AREA
Under 30 42 48 10 0
3 0 - 6 0 60 27 13 0
Over 60 67 22 11 0
Local 56 33 11 0
Non-local 63 27 10 0
N on-Bret on- spe aking; 
no Breton connection 53 35
12 0
N on-Bret on-sp eaking; 
JBreton connection
68 20 12 0
Bret on-speaking 53. 36 ' 0
-  2 9 6  -
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The main feature of both sets of figures 
appears to be that of the four categories only three have 
been used. No respondent chose to employ the description 
"very badly" for community relations at the border. Snail 
numbers of respondents opted for "usually rather badly" 
but in the Welsh case this was always less than 10 per cent 
of the sample, and in some sub-groups the description was, 
again, not used at all5 10 to 13 per cent of the Breton
respondents used the category. The majority category for 
seven out of the eight Welsh sub-groups was "very well", as 
it was for seven of the Breton sub-groups also. The 
fact that, in the face of a number of degrees of description, 
that implying the least hostility was most used, seems to 
be significant, especially since, as has already been noted, 
conditions prevailing in the two areas seem to be vastly 
different, with bretonnants adopting a largely defensive 
pose and Welsh speakers a much more aggressive one. The 
most immediately obvious conclusion would be that, regardless 
of the state of decline or "morale" of Welsh and Breton, the 
language-shift seems to be accepted without severe inter­
group hostility in most cases. On further reflection, 
and in view of the observations already made on opinions 
held at differing levels of consciousness, it may seem more 
likely that the question has simply succeeded in elucidating 
the response which respondents felt they ought to give, 
revealing nothing of the fierce hostility which was some­
times expressed informally.
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The internal details of the tables reveal 
little new information, in view of earlier questions.
In both areas, the youngest age-groups, seen to be the 
least knowledgeable in many of the cases, supply an answer 
whose proportion is well below average in the "very well11 
category, and a similar proportion above average in the 
"not always well, but usually" one. The speaking groups, 
as almost everywhere before, provide something of a contrast. 
The Welsh example is straightforward, ranging from least 
support for "very well" from the non-Welsh speakers with 
no Welsh background, to the greatest support from the Weldi 
speakers. Information from parts of the study area (for 
example the Shropshire village of Weston Rhyn, where the 
largely Welsh-speaking parish-council made a nearly - 
successful attempt to change street-names from English into 
Welsh, to the indignation of one section of the village 
community) indicates that the Welsh-speakers do not feel 
themselves threatened, and are quite prepared to accept 
that they get along "very well" with the non-Welsh groups, 
who for their part are not quite so certain. In the Breton 
case, the Breton speakers and those who have no connection 
with the language share a low estimation in the "very well" 
category, and while this is quite in accordance with the 
attitudes of local Breton-speakers as already discussed, 
it is a slightly unusual reaction for the non-bretonnant 
category, which might be expected to regard Breton as an 
anachronism to be treated with tolerance. In connection
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with Table VII.1+, despite the lack of comparability, it 
is difficult not to- comment on the general and consistent 
indications that agreement between communities is slightly 
less in the Breton study area, especially in the "usually 
rather badly” column, though if this is a just comparison 
it may only apply to the two restricted localities in 
question.
•o
7 . 1 6  Some opinions volunteered by respondents:
The final, and most evidently conscious and 
formal, stage of this discussion of "levels of consciousness11 
of opinion, must be examination of ideas and opinions 
unsolicited by the researcher but nonetheless offered, as 
written comments on questionnaire forms or at interviews 
with respondents. These may be construed either as the 
most important conscious concerns of respondents, uppermost 
in their minds, or else as the opinions, not necessarily 
sincerely held, which they felt the researcher would like 
to hear, or ought to hear. They are therefore difficult 
to interpret, but are presented in table VII.5 , in order of 
frequency with which they were expressed.
It can be seen that in terms of the total 
number of people interviewed, or who responded to question­
naires, those who volunteered opinions are few. Comments 
1, 7 , 9 , 1 2, 1*+, 18 and 19 from the Welsh area and 1 and 5 
from the Breton one show that some respondents are aware of 
the importance of "situations” in promoting or discouraging 
the use of a language, and particularly in the Welsh case,
TABLE VII.5 Unprompted comments on the roles of the Welsh and
Breton lan.ruages
times comment 
was made
WELSH AREA
1 Importance of the chapel in maintaining Welsh 21
2 Effects of migration in changing Welsh speaking
in particular areas or locality in general 20
3 Strength of Welsh in Oswestry 17
4 Impoliteness or necessity of speaking Welsh in "mixed 
company" 16
4 Effect of second homes on Welsh speaking 16
6 Intermarriage as an Anglicising factor 15
7 Lack of Welsh-teaching in Shropshire schools 10
8 Welsh-speaking as an age-specific feature 9
9 Helpfulness (or otherwise) of Urdd, Eisteddfodau
and Welsh Societies in maintaining language and identity 7 
9 Mutual tolerance of Welsh and English communities 7
11 Lack of necessity for continued existence of Welsh
language • 6
12 Inappropriateness of Welsh for workplace situation 5
12 Lesser need for Welsh in border area 5
12 Inadequate or insufficient Welsh teaching in schools
within Wales 5
12 Importance of Welsh as national language 5
16 Superior "expressiveness" and "versatility" of
Welsh language 4
1 6 Insufficient television and radio programmes in Welsh 4
18 Adverse effect of school closures on local Welsh
communities 3
18 Importance of home as propagator of Welsh 3
BRETON AREA
1 Breton as language of the home 33
2 Breton-speaking as an age-specific feature 20
3 Intermarriage as a factor prompting French-speaking 13 
3 "Where people know French it should be used in preference
to Breton" 13
5 Lack of Breton classes in schools 10
6 Lack of adaptability of Breton to modem speaking- 
situations 6
6 Migration as a factor prompting Breton decline 6
8 Parochialism and inward-locking nature of Breton-speaking 
communities 5
9 Insufficient television and radio programmes in Breton 4 
9 Declining importance of Breton in Chatelaudren and
Plouagat 4
11 Expression of total indifference to Breton language 3
12 Difficulty of conversing with Breton-speakers from
outside the locality 2
12 "Breton language will survive if it deserves to" 2
12 Breton as national language 2
12 Lack of accurate figures on number of Breton-speakers 2
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where there is a greater number, as well as a greater 
variety, of situations in which the language may be used. 
There is also, as the Welsh comments 2, 3 and 5 and the
Breton comments 7 and 10 show, an awareness of migratory
1
effects in changing the distribution of language speakers, 
and sixteen people specifically mentioned the presence of 
non-Welsh-speakers in second homes as a factor adverse 
to the survival of Welsh. The model drawn in figure 37.12 
is present, at least implicitly, in the minds of some 
respondents, but this statement must be qualified to the 
extent that there is, surprisingly, no mention of the 
"altitude" or "relief" factor (section *+.6), and no mention 
of migration as a means of creating speaking potential, as 
well as destroying it. Even in the case of Oswestry, 
respondents, with only a few exceptions, used the words 
"surviving" in preference to "growing", when describing 
the state of Welsh.
Among the features not so far specifically 
discussed but which appear in the comments of respondents, 
the effect of intermarriage between Welsh and non-Welsh 
speaking people (comment 6), and Breton and non-Breton 
speaking people (comment 3), appears important. Where one 
partner is unable to speak Welsh or Breton, and English and 
French are the common languages, minority languages are 
frequently not passed on to children. This stresses both 
the importance of the home in language-generation and the
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setback to the language when use of Welsh and Breton 
in the home ceases, and it also highlights the pressure 
on Welsh and Breton as languages which are superfluous 
in terms of simple communication of ideas, to the large 
majority of people in the two study areas. When there 
is not an absolute necessity for their use, an attitude 
begins to make its appearance, to the effect that "the 
majority language should be used even whetf all speakers 
are capable of speaking the minority one" (comment b in 
both cases). The necessity assumes, in the minds of 
some respondents in both areas, almost the proportions of 
an obligation. On the other hand, some Welsh respondents, 
as section 6.11 has already indicated, voiced a similar 
obligation to ignore any such inhibition, and so to speak 
Welsh wherever possible, regardless of accusations of 
Impoliteness. Four other comments in the Breton area 
(k, 6, 8, 11) may be taken to imply antagonism to the 
language, whereas only one (11) in the Welsh area may be 
so interpreted, and some respondents in the latter area 
(10) go out of their way to express a tolerant attitude.
In view of the existence of pressures, in 
both areas, to speak English and French, rather than Welsh 
or Breton, in any company of people where even one is unable 
to speak the minority language, the lesser speaking frequency 
in the fringe of the language areas (already referred to as 
the "zone of language disintegration") may be thought to
be explained, especially in view of the Welsh comment 
13, that there is a lesser need for Welsh in its border 
areas. Certainly, towards the border, there is a greater 
likelihood of encountering, and of marrying, someone unable 
to speak Welsh or Breton; but this cannot be the whole 
explanation for the lesser activity at the edge of the 
language area, since the apparent existence of a "zone of 
language regrouping", with both an increased language 
frequency and variety of situations, has been pointed out.
It is clear that to be so greatly outnumbered and yet to 
speak Welsh with such relative freedom, speakers in the 
"zone of regrouping" in the Welsh area must ignore aqy 
such inhibition to some extent, and certainly to a greater 
extent than those in the "zone of regrouping" in the Breton 
area. The different degree of hostility may go some way 
to explaining why.
Of the remaining comments, most are by now 
predictable: an expression of pride in the "Welsh language 
(16) with, notably, no Breton equivalent; the role of 
language, in both areas, as a means of national identification 
(Welsh 15, Breton 1*f); and, not surprisingly, three comments 
9> 15) from the Breton area and three from the Welsh 
one (7, 1**, 17) on the lack of facilities for propagating 
the languages. The Breton comment on the lack of a 
regular census count is worthy of note but by no means 
commonly-stated. In the Welsh case, two comments (3, 7)
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show that the part of north-west Shropshire in the study 
area is still widely-regarded as part of the Welsh language 
area and thought to be under-provided with facilities for 
the teaching of Welsh.
7.17 Perceptions and opinions on the two lanpuage-
borders; a conclusion :
The discussion based on the results of the 
third questionnaire has been protracted and often incon­
clusive. Nevertheless, the study of the characteristics 
of the two areas has advanced in several ways.
Firstly, it can be seen that people in the 
study areas are generally aware of their location at a 
language-border. Within the overall sample, it is possible 
to discover variations between sub-groups based on age and 
language background, and other variations could undoubtedly 
have been found if the sample had been divided into other 
sub-groups '(for example, on the basis of home location). 
Further, these variations can be protrayed cartographically, 
though the information has first to be considerably 
generalised.
The methods used here have simplified the very 
complex results into a series of zones, indicating a belief 
in a sharp transition westward into the two language areas, 
and running approximately parallel to the course of 
linguistic divides as conventionally portrayed. Despite
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the complexity of opinion-patterns, there is still strong 
evidence that many details, both spatial and non-spatial, 
are unnoticed by most respondents. Among these, the 
failure to note the atypical strength or weakness of Welsh 
or Breton an particular localities and the general unaware­
ness of such features as the ’’country-cottage phenomenon” 
could be quoted as examples. Elements of the physical 
landscape (for example, the hills in the Welsh area, the 
river-gorges in the Breton one) may play an important part 
in influencing opinion, whereas processes such as migration 
and depopulation, which are frequently of far greater 
importance in producing patterns of potential and actual use, 
are little noticed. Thus it is that the significance of 
the accumulation of speakers in the ”regrouping-zone” is 
almost entirely unperceived.
An important consideration seems to be that 
at no stage of the discussion has it been possible to make 
the crucial deduction that the perception of language shift 
at any particular locality promotes the use or non-use of 
Welsh, and the decision to use Breton in any particular place 
appears to be based on the location of the traditional 
linguistic divide rather than upon any consideration of the 
local strength or weakness of Breton-speaking potential.
In short, two sets of patterns have been obtained: those 
resulting from variations in the potential and actual use 
of Welsh and Breton, resulting largely from processes such
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as population movement; and those existing in the opinion 
of the respondent sample. There seems to be little 
concordance between the two. Within the general opinions 
in the two study areas there are sharp, and often inexplicable, 
contradictions, and other contrasts which seem to be the 
result of the differing "national conditioning" and state 
of morale of the two minority language groups.
How, then, has the examination of opinion 
advanced the study of language borders? The pessimistic 
conclusion seems to be that the fate of Welsh or Breton in 
the two areas seems to depend less on the feeling of group 
identity existing among the speakers of the two languages 
than upon uncontrollable external processes promoted by 
social, economic and demographic changes, among others.
Usually unperceived, these changes build or destroy language 
speaking groups and determine the stage of language-shift 
in the various localities of the study areas, almost 
regardless of local opinions.
CHAPTER VIII
THE GEOGRAPHICAL METHOD APPRAISED
8.1- The scale problem reviewed;
The point has now been reached where a better 
perspective on methods and problems can be obtained and a con­
clusion offered* Foremost among the problems must be that 
of the scale of approach* The "micro-scale” has been the 
basis of the investigation, and it was realised early in 
the study (3*12) that the choice of such a scale involved a 
risk that no recognisable pattern or process would emerge 
from the mass of detail which would result, and a further 
difficulty has been that of reconciling local findings with 
the literature at the regional or national scale. The potential 
surface and speaking - frequency maps confirm that the problem 
of over-abundant detail did exist. This does not mean that 
such a scale for data-eollection was a mistake, but rather 
underlines the degree of potential information which usually 
has to be sacrificed in geographical studies of language 
and stresses the difficulty of sampling at random within 
localities. There is a clear place, in the future study 
of linguistic geography, for further micro-studies using 
hundred per cent samples.
Given the locality and detail of the information, 
some aspects of the approach, for example the attempt to 
relate language to altitude, accessibility or distance 
from the language border may appear optimistic, even naive. 
Nevertheless, it may fairly be asked* if such variables may 
be related to language at all (as they frequently are at the 
national or regional scales), why is this exercise not
permissible also the the local scale, and at what point is
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It considered realistic to begin generalising about 
language and topography, or similar relationships? It was 
on the principle that no satisfactory answer could be found 
to such questions that the local examination was considered 
Justified, and in fact many of the relationships tested 
appear to hold good even at the micro-scale.
■■ O
Host particularly, the chosen scale has shown 
that at the location usually known as the "linguistic divide", 
a series of complex and varied patterns of language use 
emerges, as a result of social, economic, demographic and 
historical factors, among others. The divide is a zone, 
rather than a line, in most respects, and presents a 
fragmented appearance. This last has been seen to be, for the 
most part, a symptom of the processes taking place, rather 
than an inherent feature of the divide, though there are 
places in which the size of the various pockets of language 
is of crucial importance ( for example, the pockets of 
English and French in the zone where Welsh and Breton have 
been said to be "established"). Near the edge of the 
language area, the delicate balance which permits the 
continued frequent use of Welsh or Breton may be upset by 
even a slight change in the proportions of people able to 
speak these languages, or by a slight increase in the size 
of pockets of English or French, acting as a "trigger 
mechanism" which precipitates the phase of sudden language 
disintegration or collapse which is indicated on figure
III.6 The degree of resistance of language communities to
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the gradual change in the proportions of speakers of the 
various languages provides a fruitful subject for future 
study, as do the characteristics of the phase of collapse.
III.6 shows that census data have a part to play in such 
a study, but It could be contended that the geographical 
contribution to the study of the sometimes subtle changes 
leading to the phase of collapse could be greatly increased 
in value if more micro-studies were made. The mechanisms 
operating to produce language shifts are only likely to 
be revealed by considerably more detailed information 
than census data can at present provide.
8*2: The language area:
Many of the same considerations of scale can be 
associated with another aspect of language which has 
assumed some importance in earlier chapters.: the character­
istics of the "language area". This feature has frequently 
been treated as a clearly-defined areal unit, particularly 
on the national scale, and distinctive sub-areas have been 
discerned within • it (for example, the areas of relative 
strength and weakness of Welsh observed by Bowen within 
the language area of le Pays de Galles). The foregoing 
evidence, especially that based upon frequency and variety 
of language use, has pointed strongly, thpugh perhaps not 
irrefutably, to the fact that even within the confines of 
the two restricted areas under study, a "core and fringe" 
effect is visible. The fringe, or area where language 
patterns are disintegrating, seems to owe this characteristic
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in large part to its proximity to the neighbouring language 
area. In other words, it appears that there is a distinctly 
spatial element in the process of language shift, and that 
the language area has some kind of integrity, which exists 
regardless of the effects of such influences as topography 
or communications.
As to the precise extent of the language area, 
it has been seen that it is partly dependent on the 
varying perceptions of different age and language groups. 
Further, its characteristics may vary with the speed of 
decline and state of morale of the language in question.
The relative intensity of language use in the core and 
fringe is thus variable; the harder - pressed is the 
minority language in question, the greater may be its 
conscious effort to defend its territory and the more 
persistent the vestigial use of language at the fringe.
8 .3  Language and the uhysig.alJLandscane_L
The possible links between language and the 
physical landscape have been examined in three contexts 
in particular: firstly, in terms of the shape of the ground 
with the implication that the less accessible areas may 
have shielded Welsh and Breton for longer than neighbouring 
localities; then, as a major influence in creating the 
traditional ways of life in the two study areas ( for example, 
the traditional agricultural systems and settlement patterns); 
finally, as a possible source of visible markers to which 
linguistic groups may attach their Ideas of the territorial
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extent of their language. Such associations, at least as 
thus expressed, may seem unduly simplistic in approach. 
Certainly, it is not surprising that in none of the cases 
could a totally satisfactory generalisation be made on the 
connection between language and landscape.
The topographic influence on language, when 
examined, produced some features which were quite the 
opposite of those which had been expected, though on ref­
lection they do not seem surprising. The "relief principle” 
(^•6) appeared to hold good in general terms, until it 
was realised that both it and the language potential might 
be varying in response to extraneous factors such as 
situation within the language area itself. On the other 
hand, it is certain that topography influences the pattern 
of communications, which in turn play a role in channelling 
potential speakers from one point to another, creating 
unexpectedly large groups of people able to speak the 
minority languages outside the areas with which they are 
normally associated and thereby contributing to the feature 
termed the Mzone of regrouping”.
As one of the factors contributing to the creation 
of the traditional patterns of life which have been associated 
with the Welsh and Breton languages, the physical landscape 
again plays an indirect part in the process of language 
shift. A return to figure IV.12A (the hypothetical model 
of the relationship between language and topography) may 
help to illustrate something of this role. The abandonment
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of marginal agricultural land, as a result of adjustment 
of traditional agriculture to changing economic conditions 
within and outside the Welsh study area, has meant that 
hilltop areas with less suitable conditions have been 
vacated by Welsh speakers and sometimes reoccupied by 
English- speaking people. While such examples as this 
underline the interrelationship between the physical 
landscape and the cultural one, the strength of the association 
remains difficult to summarise.
The third aspect of the physical landscape, 
namely the possible use of landscape markers by linguistic 
groups as a way of defining the edge of the language area, 
would also require considerably more investigation before 
any satisfactory conclusion could be stated. The evidence 
from chapter VII shows that despite a plentiful supply 
of possible markers (breaks of slope, gorges, or even 
man-made features such as Offafs Dyke) in the Welsh area, 
no physical feature was generally perceived as marking the 
edge of the language area. This does not necessarily 
mean that respondents do not think of the language border 
in terms of the physical landscape, but simply that every 
respondent tends to use a different set of physical markers 
for this purpose. If this is the case, it implies tha^the 
feature, if it exists at all, is of relatively little 
significance in defining the location of the language 
border. In the Breton area, as figure VII. 10 has indicated, 
a small number of respondents defined the edge of the language 
area quite precisely in terms of landscape features, but
showed very little unanimity of opinion.
8.V Language and nopulation processes?
Demographic processes and population movements 
have been a constantly-recurring theme in the foregoing 
pages, with population mobility and migratory patterns 
being seen as especially significant in the process of 
language shift. Once again, several expected features did 
not appear. In this case, for example, the migrant 
population was composed, in large part, of older people, 
moving for purposes of retirement, rather than the younger 
people, usually regarded as more mobile. Since a greater 
proportion of the older age groups can speak Welsh and 
Breton, this has altered resultant patterns of language 
potential significantly. Another complication which has 
emerged during the examination of the relationship between 
language and migration is that the effect of migratory 
movements on language potential and practice depends on the 
type of migration being considered. Lifetime movements 
from "generation areas" of language may be significant in the 
maintenance of the language area at large, while weakening 
the hold of Welsh or Breton in these areas of generation. 
Within the two study areas, the processes of rural de - 
population has been seen as a factor promoting the 
disintegration of language groups pnce a certain critical 
threshold has been passed in the proportion of Welsh 
to English, Breton to French speakers. On the other hand, 
it should not be forgotten that the movement of population
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along communications axes is a two-way diffusion, and the 
in-migration of Welsh and Breton speakers in the regrouping 
zones is a process which constructs potential speaking 
groups, perhaps to that threshold point at which use of 
Welsh and Breton becomes possible once again. Unfortunately, 
this second part of the process is often not recognised, by 
language planners or by potential speakers themselves, and 
opportunities for language maintenance are lost.
8.5* Language ^nd settlement patterns:
There is a school of thought, in geographical 
literature, which, if not associating the Welsh and Breton 
languages with a traditional, rural existence, tends at 
least to regard the urban settlement as a feature alien 
to these languages, and a source of diffusion of Anglicizing 
or Gallicizing influences which spread into the surrounding 
countryside. Carter and Thomas (1957* PP*258-9) provide 
a typical statement of the association, drawn from considerable 
experience and the examination of market towns all over 
Wales. The situation in the Breton study area may be seen 
as confirming this, with Chatelaudren providing an almost 
wholly negative effect on the Breton language. On the 
other hand, Oswestry demonstrates another, and opposite, 
effect of urban areas. On the "potential" map, figure 
TV.1*, it appears an unpromising location for active Welsh 
speaking. Yet Welsh is used there with a greater frequency 
(V.17) and variety (VIA) than almost anywhere else in 
the study area, and there seems no reason to suppose that 
the use could not be further increased if this level of
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activity were recognised more generally. It can be seen 
that "dilution" of Welsh speakers amongst the population 
as a whole is not a seriously inhibiting factor, and is 
counteracted by the high absolute number of speakers, 
as well as their proximity and their ease of access to 
each other. Within the urban area it is possible again to 
recognise variations in both potential and actual language 
use, based upon speaker proximity and contact rather than 
on the Welsh-speaking proportion of the population.
Conversely, it is where the communications network 
is sparse and the speaker proximity low, in the rural parishes 
of the study areas, that the proportion of Welsh or Breton 
speakers must remain above the threshold which leads to 
language disintegration. Village systems, with the range 
of services and contacts which they have traditionally 
provided, have helped to maintain Welsh and Breton in some 
localities despite a certain degree of language dilution.
With their accumulation of potential speakers (IV A  and
IV.5), it might be surprising if always, as the Donegal 
study (2.6) indicates, they had a "negative linguistic 
influence". In some cases in the study areas they give 
support to areas in surrounding districts of low potential 
(for example, the case of Llansilin and Moelfre, 5«13)» 
just as in others they fail to do so (for example, Rhydycroesaq 
5.12). Whether or not their effect is positive or negative 
seems to depend upon their location in relation to the 
language area as a whole. Villages in the "disintegration" 
zone often fail to counteract the shift, while those in
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areas where language may be said to be "established" may 
help to prolong Welsh or Breton speaking. This is only 
the most general of observations, since it might be contended 
(with considerable reservations) that the larger the settle­
ment and the greater its accumulation of absolute numbers 
of potential speakers, the further it can be from the 
language area whilst still retaining an active Welsh or 
Breton speaking population. The hierarchies of Oswestry - 
Birmingham - London or St. Brieuc - Rennes - Paris could 
be cited as examples.
8.6 Language and situations
The tern "situation", as used in the present study, 
has referred merely to a series of locations and institutions 
of varying formality, and takes little account of the 
varying age and social status of speakers, as the socioling- 
uistic concept of a "dyad" (6.1) might be considered to do. 
Despite this shortcoming, the information gathered illustrates 
the importance of speaking situations in promoting or 
Inhibiting Welsh or Breton use.
The supreme importance of the home situation has 
become clear, thrpughout the Breton area and especially in 
those parts of the Welsh area in which the shift has 
reached the "disintegration" phase. The home is the last 
situation to be abandoned in the fight for minority language 
retention. It is treated by speakers as a private location 
in which the iise of the vernacular may continue; yet evidence |j
t;
from both areas shows that good communications, promoting contact
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between pgople potentially able to speak Welsh or Breton, 
play an unexpectedly important role in maintaining these 
languages even within so apparently Independent a situation 
as the home* There is further evidence (table V.3) that 
those speakers who learned Welsh or Breton in the home 
situation speak it more frequently (and probably, also, 
in a greater variety of other situations) than those who 
learned either language elsewhere.
The future role of school Welsh and Breton is a 
particular problem. Section indicates that school 
lessons in the Welsh area are of relatively little effect 
in maintaining the frequent use of Welsh outside the class­
room. This may be a function of the small number of hours 
and the restricted subject- matter for which the language 
is used. It could be maintained that this reflects a rather 
passive strategy, intended to maintain a nominal Welsh 
language presence in schools, rather than to extend the 
language’s frequency or versatility in situations elsewhere. 
The most likely way of counteracting this problem seems 
to be to increase the number of hours of school Welsh, but 
in a selective manner. If English is considered more 
suitable to some of the subject matter at secondary level, 
it may be retained, with a concentration, instead, of Welsh 
teaching in the early school years, continuing the home 
tradition and allowing the individual speaker to develop 
enough versatility in the language to choose for himself 
the language best adapted to various speaking situations
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outside the school.
Such a method contrasts sharply with language - 
teaching priorities in Brittany. Breton has been permitted 
as a subject for the baecalaureat since 1970 (Gwegen,
1975, p.116). Gwegen anticipates considerable problems, 
however, in persuading the educational establishment to allow
" v>
Breton lessons in the earliest school years,where children 
might more easily develop the necessary linguistic 
versatility to use the language informally, and where the 
home speaking tradition could be continued without 
interruption.
The relatively small use at present made of Welsh 
or Breton - speaking situations outside the home is not to 
deny the importance of any of the other situations in which 
the two languages may be spoken. Uses outside the home may 
be considered to have their own part to play in language 
maintenance, since they help to ensure that Welsh and Breton 
are used in public places, thus giving them an increased 
credibility as languages applicable to daily life in the 
twentieth century, and also increase the sense of identity 
of the minority language groups in question. If this is the 
case, the relative infrequency of use of Welsh and the extreme 
infrequency of Breton in the school and workplace is a 
serious sign, as is the fact that Welsh learned in school 
is so little used, by the respondents concerned, in 
situations outside the school (table V.3)# The general 
dearth of speaking situations in the Breton study area, while
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It may not be a conclusive sign of the language's 
extinction as a daily medium of communication in this 
part of Brittany, does make clear the state of advancement 
of the language shift, and also gives an indication of the 
state of decline of "morale”, or perhaps Just of the lack 
of self-assertion, of the Breton-speaking community.
Finally, as already stated, differences in location 
within the language area appear to give rise to different 
use of speaking situations (figure VI.*p,iv-v). The 
disintegration zone is represented by a lesser variety of 
situations, while the regrouping areas show some recovery 
in this respect. The frequently small proportions of Welsh 
and Breton speakers in relation to the total population 
in the regrouping areas, however, makes it difficult to 
envisage anything more than a limited recovery in the number 
of situations in which it is possible to use Welsh or 
Breton. Certainly, the recovery in the Breton case is 
scarcely perceptible.
8.7 * Patterns of language use, existing and perceived:
The examination of patterns of perception and 
opinion which occupied chapter VII was intended to count­
eract, to some extent, the impression which had been given 
that language patterns were creation of a set of physical, 
historical and other circumstances, and had little to do 
with the attitudes of the speakers themselves. In this 
aim it cannot be counted a great success. There remains 
the suspicion that the investigation assigned an undue 
importance to verbal descriptions of the state of language 
shift and the location of the language border, and that the
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results would have been more reliable had some alternative 
method of scoring perceptions been devised. It is also 
clear that the method was based upon the assumption that 
respondents possessed a more accurate geographical 
knowledge of the study areas, and perhaps also a more 
accurate sense of distance and direction, than appears to 
be the case. ^
Even if a way could be found of counteracting these 
problems, however, it is still doubtful whether any more 
detailed picture of opinions and attitudes could be 
obtained from the general sample of respondents. In view 
of the complexity of the language patterns found to exist, 
the discovery that most respondents' opinions are generalised 
and often inaccurate is scarcely surprising. The two 
language borders are recognised to exist in general terms, 
following approximately the course of the linguistic divide. 
It is in their perception of local detail within the two 
areas that respondents, almost without exception, are 
out of date or otherwise inaccurate In their appreciation 
of changing language patterns, and this applies to 
localities within even a few miles of their home.
In view of the importance attached, in earlier 
chapters, to the role of micro-processes and local speaking 
groups, the general failure to appreciate the state of 
language shift in particular localities may be significant. 
The question of scale once again emerges. Speakers can form 
a general opinion of the survival of Welsh or Breton in 
national 0r even regional terms (though even here there
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may be considerable inaccuracy)f but when the investigation 
is transferred to local details, much greater discrepancies 
between respondents* opinions are found. This lack of 
unanimity must be a contributory factor to language 
disintegration and shift. It would not be likely to exist 
if the language were universally used by the great 
majority of the population, but would occur during the 
period of disintegration. Where opinions are so variable, 
it becomes difficult to mobilise the local population 
in concerted counter-measures against the shift.
If this is a valid argument, it may be that 
opinions and attitudes are significant, if only for rather 
negative reasons. While the language is in its "established” 
phase, it is viewed similarly by the whole speaking population 
in the locality, as essential to the functioning of daily 
life. When the shift, promoted by extraneous factors 
such as communications or changing agricultural methods, 
has reached its point of "disintegration”, opinion on 
its functions and importance becomes much more variable.
The disagreement,between individuals and groups, on the 
desirability of continuing to use the language and on 
which situations are suitable to its continued use, must 
be instrumental in destroying morale and confidence amongst 
the minority language group as a whole, thereby further 
precipitating the process of language-shift.
8.8 Language models and forecasts:
Nowhere has a final model of language shift
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been proposed, nor even one of the shift as it affects 
Welsh and Breton. Some generalisations of particular 
features (for example, language and topography in the 
Welsh area) have been attempted, but the overall impression 
has been that many of the features encountered have been 
the unique product of a combination of local factors, 
topographical, historical and demographic, for example.
To propound a model for application elsewhere would be to 
deny the complexity of the reality, and to assume that 
every major influence upon language shift has been 
encompassed within two such restricted areas would be 
misleading. Future work at much the same scale may eventually 
enable such a general model to be derived, if necessary.
It may be questioned, however, whether there is 
any particular merit in constructing such a model. A 
more practical approach may be that of applying the in­
formation obtained to the forecasting of the variety of 
possible futures for Welsh and Breton within the various 
localities of the two study areas, and to predicting 
which areas are next open to the sequence of language shift. 
This is already being done at the national scale (for example 
by C.H. Williams, forthcoming), but has been attempted 
only rarely at the local one. Where it has been done, the 
purpose has more usually been to further the cause of the 
invading language than to defend the one which is subjected 
to the shift. An example is provided by Jernudd (1968), in 
his study of the shift from various dialects of the For 
language to Arabic in the Sudan, where successive regimes
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are intent upon furthering the diffusion of the latter 
language in the interests of state unity. Jernudd recommends 
that if the process is to be hastened, this can be accomp­
lished by a number of means including : taking advantage 
of the tendency for Arabic to be spoken to strangers, 
by increasing the number of occasions when speakers of 
the minority language might travel out of the area (for 
example, to market) or when strangers might travel into 
it; increasing the availability and length of formal 
education; and, particularly interestingly, by stressing 
the role of For as a language of "tribal" occasions, as 
opposed to the use of Arabic for business, education and 
other essential purposes (o p .cit. pp.176-8).
Such methods of influencing language are not 
unfamiliar. While methods of changing language such as those 
quoted may not have been deliberately used in Wales and 
Brittany, it is precisely such selective use of situations 
which is characteristic of Welsh and Breton, and the choice 
of language for the various situations seems to follow 
a similar pattern, despite the dissimilar contexts. Jernudd 
foresees a situation of eventually stable co-existence of 
the two languages, with each being reserved for its own 
situations. Whether the shift can be brought about in 
this controlled manner, in order to achieve one "essential" 
and one "tribal” language, without the eventual total 
disintegration of the minority language, is perhaps questionable, 
especially where one language is of low prestige while the
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other is of world status. The attempts to infiltrate 
Arabic as the universal medium of communication in the Jebel 
Marra area may prove considerably more successful, from 
the Arabic point^>f view, than ever imagined.
The detailed knowledge of processes of language- 
shift seems thus to be a potent weapon in multilingual 
societies which are seeking to promote one chosen language. 
Can the same knowledge be used to bolster minority languages 
affected by shifts, so that they may more effectively 
resist the process?
The answer appears to be that if this is possible 
it is not simply a matter of setting into reverse all 
of the processes of development which have been contributory 
factors in the languages* decreased use. It is inconceivable, 
for example, to recommend that if factors such as increased 
efficiency of communications or changes in retailing 
patterns are responsible for language-shifts then such 
influences should be avoided or discontinued as far as 
possible. It is to be hoped that minority language 
maintenance does not necessitate a closed or undeveloped 
society, but simply one in which speaking thresholds are 
maintained at a high enough level to enable all languages 
present to be used customarily and with equal ease, if not 
always for identical purposes, without precipitating the 
disappearance of the minority language in question. The 
example of education, mentioned in 8.6, gives an indication 
that the school, particularly at its primary level, may be 
used to provide the minority language with an increased
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adaptability and versatility, as well as being a weapon 
of language distintegration. The same communications systems 
which initiated or exacerbated the language-shift may 
be used by minority language speakers to create new 
language groups in spite of considerable disruption. The 
likelihood of minority language groups1 making such use 
of changing conditions, however, depends on a number of 
variables, such as their morale or confidence, their degree 
or organisation or self - recognition, and these have also 
to be assessed before realistic language forecasting can 
be undertaken. For this reason, studies of national 
identity and of state attitudes, which may influence morale 
and identity to a great extent, are a useful complement to 
even the most local of language - studies.
8.9 Geography, and language study: in retrospect:
" Les sciences progressent par leurs marges", 
remarked Jean Brunhes.^ Such a statement (quoted out of 
context) calls to mind two aspects of the present study.
First, it has attempted to explore some of the territory 
which separates the disciplines of geography and of 
linguistics. That if has frequently been far from successful 
in this aim may be explained by the difficulty, noted at 
the, outset, of applying geographical, particularly 
cartographic, methods to the study of invisible cultural 
features such as languages. The same problem may be responsible,
t: As reported by Mariel Jean-Brunhes Delamarre (1968) and 
quoted, in turn, by Breton (1975)> P*513.
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in part, for the lack of lingusitic studies using geographical 
methods which might supply a ready-made methodology for use 
in the present instance.
The second aspect of the "margin" theme is not one 
which Brunhes intended to convey, but it does seem that 
concentration of the investigation upon the margins of 
the two language areas, rather than districts within the 
core areas of Welsh and Breton, has helped to isolate some of 
the processes of language shift, of which the two borders 
themselves are a geographical expression. It has appeared, 
however, especially in the Breton area, that the study, ‘areas 
have been too restricted to encompass all of the phases 
of the shift, and this problem of scale has been a recurrent 
one.
Whatever the problems, it is almost certain that 
they would have been more severe had individual, for example 
semantic and syntactic, aspects of language been examined, 
rather than language as a total concept. It is not difficult 
to understand why R. Breton, as quoted in 1.3, feels that the 
geographer should consign the analysis of such aspects to 
the linguistician or other specialist. If this is indeed 
an appropriate delegation of duties, has the geographer 
nothing to give to linguistics in return?
The evidence has indicated that the language area 
does possess distinct sub-areas, associated with the 
frequency and variety of language use within it. More than 
this, it has shown that with even the most conceptually
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simple of data, the linguistics sthdent, if he were only 
to set out his information in spatial terms as well as 
those more usually employed, could gain a quite new 
perspective on the processes contributing to the changing 
fortunes of the languages he studies.“ O
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Key to figure II.6:
Column no. employment description
1 Agriculteurs exploitants
(land-owning or tenant farmers)
2 Salaries agricoles
(agricultural labourers)
3 Patrons de l'industrie et du commerce
(commercial and industrial owners and 
owner^-operat ors)
4 Professions lib^rales et cadres sup^rieurs
(Professions and upper management)
5 Cadres moyens
(middle management)
6 Employes
(clerical and office workers)
7 Ouvriers
(manual workers)
8 Personnels de service
(personal and tertiary service workers)
9 Autres categories
(others)
Source: I.N.S.E.E. Recensement de la population de 1968
(Depouillement exhaustif, table E.9 - 
"Population totale d'aprds la CS individ- 
uelle —  manages et population des manages 
d'aprbs la CS du chef de menage")
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Figure i l l.  1
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(F o r  k e y  to  num bers  s e e  o v e r )
Key to figure III.1
1 Burton
2 Allington
3 Marford and Hoseley
4 Holt
5 Llay
6 Gresford
7 Gwersyllt
8 Broughton
9 Brymbo
10 Minera
11 Bersham
12 Erddig
13 Wrexham
14 Bieston
15 Abenbury
16 Isycoed
17 Sesswick
18 Marchwiel
19 Esclusham Below
20 Esclusham Above
21 Penycae
22 Rhosllanerchrugog
23 Cefn
24 Ruabon
25 Erbistock
26 Overton
27 Bangor
28 Worthenbury
29 Penley
30 Halghton
31 Willington
32 Hanmer
33 Tybroughton
34 Isycoed
35 Bronington
36 Bettisfield
37 Bryneglwys
38 Llantysilio
39 Llangollen Rural
40 Llangollen Urban
41 Chirk
42 Llansantffraid Glynceiriog
43 Glyntraian
44 Llangadwaladr
45 Llanarmon Dyffryn Ceiriog
46 Llansilin
47 Llanarmon Mynydd Mawr
48 Llanrhaeadr yn Mochnant
49 Llangedwyn
50 Llangynog
51 Llanrhaeadr-ym-Mochnant
52 Pennant
53 Hirnant
54 Llanwddyn
55 Llanfyllin
56 Llanfechain
57 Llansantffraid Pool
58 Carreghofa
59 Llansantffraid Deytheur
60 Llandysilio
61 Llandrinio
62 Bausley
63 Middletown
64 Welshpool
65 Trelyst'an
66 Guilsfield Without
67 Meifod
68 Llanfihangel
69 Llangadfan
70 Garthbeibio
71 Llanbrynmair
72 Llanerfyl
73 Llanfair Caereinion
74 Llangyniew
75 Castle Caereinion Rural
76 Forden
77 Berriew
78 Manafon
79 Llanwyddelan
80 Llanllugan
81 Carno
82 Llanwnog
83 Aberhafesp
84 Tregynon
85 Bettws
86 Llandyssil
87 Montgomery
88 Churchstoke
89 Kerry
90 Llanmerewig
91 Newtown and Llanllwchaiarn 
9 2 Pens trowed
93 Trefeglwys
94 Llanidloes Without
95 Llanidloes
96 Llangurig
97 Llandinam
98 Mochdre
Parish names, spellings and boundaries are as constituted on the 
1:100,000 Ordnance Survey Administrative Areas Diagrams published 
since the Local Government Act of 1972.
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Key to figure III.6 
(Stages of Language Shift)
l o
Whole parish population able to speak Welsh; 
only occasional cases of non Welsh speaking. 
(No example within extended study area.) 
Monoglot reservoir up to 50 per cent, but 
declining rapidly.
2 °
Percentage Welsh speaking fluctuates between 
80 and 100 per cent.
Monoglot reservoir has declined to 20 per cent 
or less.
3a ■
Percentage Welsh speaking clearly in decline, 
but still more than half the parish population 
able to speak Welsh.
Monoglot reservoir fluctuating between 1 and
20 per cent, or, in some cases, practically extinct.
3b •
Percentage Welsh speaking clearly in decline, 
and less than half the parish population able 
to speak Welsh.
Monoglot reservoir fluctuating between 1 and 
10 per cent, or extinct.
4 o
Percentage Welsh speaking fluctuates between 
1 and 20 per cent.
Monoglot reservoir usually less than 5 per c e r :, 
and sometimes extinct.
5
Welsh speaking sporadic or extinct. 
Monoglot reservoir non-existent.
?
Parish does not fall clearly into any of the 
above categories.
In some cases, parishes are in transition from one of these 
phases to another during the 50 year period, and more than 
one of the above symbols is shown.
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Figure III-S
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P E R C E N T A G E  PO T E N T IA L  BRETON SPEA K IN G  SU R F A C E , 1972  
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L A N G U A G E  A N D  A L T IT U D E  -  
T H E  ‘R E L IE F  PR IN C IPLE’ T E ST E D
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Welsh Area= Ease Of Surface Intercommunication
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Welsh Area-. Ease Of Surface Intercommunication
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DERIVATION OF SCORES ON FIGURES IV.10 AND IV.11: 
("EASE OF SURFACE INTERCOMMUNICATION")
The calculations were based upon information visible on maps at 
a scale of 1:50,000 for both areas. Because of differences in 
map symbols and classifications, and particularly differences in 
contour intervals (the British map was in feet, the French one 
in metres), the results are not perfectly comparable.
Throe components were taken into consideration in the calculation 
of scores for giid-squares:
a) relative relief of square; b) steepest slope in square; 
o) quality of best road in square
(ajll points scores are added to give score which appears on m a p s)
a) Relative relief:
Description of conditions
Welsh area
Relative relief of more than 
300 feet (i.e. more than 6 
contours visible between 
highest and lowest point)
150 - 300 feet (4 to 6 
oontours visible)
50 - 149 feet (2 or 3 contours)
1 - 49 feet (1 contour)
No relief visible 
(no oontours)
b) Steepest slope :
(calculated from oontours)
1 in 5 to vertical
1 in 10 to 1 in 6 
1 in 80 to 1 in 11 
no slope visible on map
c) Best road:
No road or track visible 
Best road unmetalled 
Best road "C" olase
Best road "B" Class 
Best road "A" class
Points score
Breton area
1
2
More than 15 metres 
(more than 3 contours 3
visible)
Up to 15 metres .
( 1 - 3 contour©)
No relief visible 
(no oontours)
(calculation the same 
in both areas) 1
2
3
4
No road or track 1
Best road unmetalled 2
Best road metalled ^
but un-number ed
Best road classified "U" 4
Best road classified "N" 5
Figure IV.11
Breton Area: Ease of Surface Intercommunication
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Figure IV.11
Breton Area: Ease of Surface Intercommunication
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OSWESTRY: NUMBER OF HOUSEHOLDS WITH ONE OR 
MORE MEMBERS ABLE TO SPEAK WELSH, 1972
number per 65 metre square;
no
population
0-1
2 - 3  0 ______3 »
4 - 5
Figure 1V.14
OSWESTRY: PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLDS WITH ONE OR 
MORE MEMBERS ABLE TO SPEAK WELSH, 1972
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Figure IV.15
OSWESTRY: HOUSE-TYPES A N D  WELSH-SPEAKING AREAS
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O SW E ST R Y : A R E A S O F G R EA TEST W E L SH  S P E A K IN G  P O T E N T IA L
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figure V. I
Q u e stio n n a ir e  I: o r ig in s  o f  co m p le ted  fo rm s (h o u se h o ld s)
W elsh area  
(total: 3 4 8 )
O sw e str y
B reton  a rea  
(to ta l:  125)
(one dot represents  
on e orig in )
figures V.2, V.3
PERCENTAGE SPEAKING FREQUENCIES, BY AGE- 
GROUPS, A N D  PROPORTIONS OF NON WELSH/BRETON  
SPEAKERS IN A SAMPLE OF FAMILIES WITH ONE 
OR MORE MEMBERS ABLE TO SPEAK WELSH/BRETON
V.2*. Breton area
N.YI.S. LS. U30 LL60
a g e  g r o u p s
speaks only Welsh (Breton)
sp eak s More Welsh (Breton') 
than English (Fre.noh)
so^ etiAe-S speaks Welsh 
(6 re. tow)
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i>ut rarely or never does so
N.Y.I.S. n o t ^e t in school 
I.S. in school
U.30 n© longer in schoolj 
aged under 30 
U.60 3 0 -  fcO
60+ o v e r  t o
V. 3: Welsh area
N.Y.I.S
g r o u p s
60 +
Lower bars refer to the. 
proportion of each age. - 
grovxp^ in bh e fam i Ii «u3 
s x a M i n  e d *  unajjlc_ to speak Welsh or Breton, re.ia.blvt t© the Welsh 
or Breton, tpa.ak.ing 
proportion, of ther soMt 
fe.ge group.
K.B. the sample istaken only fro*A 
families wH-K at 
least one MCMbtr 
a b l e  to Apa-ok.
Welsh o r  B r e t o n
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Speaking frequencies of Breton in the commune of 
Tredarzec, C otes-du-N ord, 1971
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figure V.6
WELSH OR BRETON SPEAKING FREQUENCY IN FAMILIES WITH SCHOOL-
AGE CHILDREN. 1973
a: W est o f  Welsh national border b: East o f  border
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“RESIDENTIAL MOBILITY’
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Figure V.10
‘GENERATION A R E A S ’ OF BRETON
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Figure V.ll
‘GENERA TIO N A R E A S 'O F  WELSH 
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Figure V.12
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Welsh G eneration  A reas: Ages 60 and over. (Sample: 113)
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Figure V.15
W elsh Generation Areas: Ages 3 0 -6 0  years.(Sample 117)
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Welsh G eneration A reas: ages 3 to 29 years. (Sample: 93)
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Figure V.17a
AVERAGE FREQUENCY SCORES FOR WELSH SPEAKING, 19 73
( p l e a s e  see  t e x t  ) 
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A V E R A G E  FR E Q U E N C Y  SCORES FOR W ELSH SP E A K IN G , 1 9 7 3
(please  see t ext  ) 
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Figure V . 1 7 b
AGGREGATE FREQUENCY SCORES FOR WELSH SPEAKING, 1973
(for explanation, please see text)
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AG G REG ATE FREQUENCY SCORES FOR WELSH SPEAKING , 1973
(for explanation, please see text)
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OSWESTRY: REPORTED FREQUENCY OF USE OF W ELSH. 1973
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AVERAGE FREQUENCY SCORES FOR BRETON SPEAKING, 1973
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AVERAGE FR EQ U EN C Y  SCORES FOR BRETON SP E A K IN G , 1973
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AGGREGATE FREQUENCY SCORES FOR BRETON SPEAKING, 1973
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Figure V.19b
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Moderately 
high Welsh speak­
ing activity on 
small, new 
estate; rather 
atypical in 
eastern part of 
town. In this 
case, no marked 
difference between 
local authority 
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housing
Low housing dens­
ity associated 
with industrial 
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Larger 19c. 
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average and mod­
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cumulative scores
Shopping area; 
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Many 19c. terraces 
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and cumulative 
speaking frequency 
and much social 
contact
Mainly private, 
post-war houses; 
moderate or low 
density. Reduced 
social contacts.
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AREAS OF HIGH ‘PO TEN TIA L’ BUT LOW ACTUAL’ W ELSH
SPEAKING FREQUENCY
Areas w h e re -  T O  to  IO O %  of 
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Figure V.21
AREAS OF HIGH PO T EN T IA L’ BUT LOW ACTUAL’ W ELSH 
SPEAKING FREQUENCY
Arecxa where- TO to  IOO% of 
households have, one or N\ore 
M£Ml>eos able bo speak Welsh
( . I .e .  h i g h  p o t e n t i a l )  b u t  w ith  
a v e r a g e ,  - f r e g u e n e ^  s c o r e s  o f  
less Hnan 0-4- CBJ °r 0*4- bo Q*C
.
 --------  .
in pract ice. (i.e. low actual frecj^ ieno/)-
I km
' ^ 1
It i n n r M n h Jltlld
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Figure V.22
BRETON A REA : DIFFERENCES IN ‘POTENTIAL’ AND ‘A CTU A L’ 
LANGUAGE-SPEAKING FREQUENCY
a; High potential; low actual
S q u a re s  c o rre sp o n d in g  w ith  a r e a s  
of *70 to  IOO% h o u se h o ld s  c o n ta in in g  
One or AAor'e. B rcFcn 5 p e a  k e n s  ( i .e  
h igh  p o te n t i a l )  b ee t a n  q v e ra g e -  
s p e a k in g  f r e q u e n c y  o f 0 -3  o r  less 
( H )  o r  0 4 - ^ 0 ’t  ( H )  ( i .e .  in frequen t 
B re to n  - S p eak in g  in  p r a c t i c e ) .
b: Low potential- high actual
S q u a r e s  c o r r e s p o n d in g  w ith  
a r e a s  w h e w ,  a lth o u g h  p o te n tia l  
'o r  B re to n  s p e a k in g  i s  lo w  (i.e . 
0 ~ - 3 0  '/« h o u s e h o ld s  w i th  o n e  or 
More. Brcto'/r Speakers), fi'ecq.aency 
Of B re .te 'n  u s e  i s  M o d e r a te .  
( o - 4 - - > o - 9 — 0 )  o r  h ig h  (l O->
I B- —B )  ,n p r a c t i c e .
Figure V.23
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AREAS OF L O W ‘PO T EN TIA L’ BUT HIGH ‘A C T U A L ’ 
W E L S H -S P E A K IN G  FREQ U EN CY
Squares correspond 103 wiHi areas where,
desp ite - a  low potentio-l -for W elsh .speaking 
( i . e .  0 ~  SOT'S, h o u se h o ld s  w ith  on e  o r M ore 
W elsh s p e a k e rs ) ,  ff-ccpjiency of W elsh  
S p e aJc in g  i s  M o d e ra te . fo-4- -»Q - Q — )
o r  h igh  (V  0 or — H  )  in p r a c t i c e . .
figure V.23
AREAS OF LO W ‘POTENTIAL’BUT HIGH ‘A CTU A L’ 
W ELSH -SPEA K IN G  FREQUENCY
Squares corresponding with areas where, 
despite a low potentio-l -for Welsh .speaking 
(i.e . O'- 50% households with one or More. 
Welsh speakers), ff-eguency of Welsh
speaking Vs rAoderate. Co-4--*0*9  — §8)
or high 0 ’Oor m.ore — H )  in practice.
0  ? I I . Jlkm
m
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Figure V.24
OSW ESTRY: AREAS CONSIDERED 
A N O M A L O U S ’ IN TERM S OF COMPARISON BETWEEN 
S P E A K IN G  POTENTIAL A N D  FR EQ U EN CY
0 400
L I metres
Outline of built-up area
High Potential/low actual use of Welsh: squares where
70 to 100 per cent of households have one or more members
able to speak Welsh but average frequency scores of less than 0.4-
Lew potential/high actual use of Welsh: squares corresponding with 
areas where, despite a low potential for Welsh speaking (i.e. 0 - 
per cent of households with a Welsh speaker), Welsh speaking 
frequency is high (1.0 or more) in practice.
Figure VI.1
V A R IE T Y  A N D  R E L A T IV E  USE O F S P E A K IN G  S IT U A T IO N S  BY 
M E M B E R S OF F A M IL IE S  C O N T A IN IN G  S C H O O L -A G E  C H IL D R E N
a: West o f  W elsh border 
*/. 100 1 2 3 4
o & 
<D O
3 1
aot—Cl
00
c
15ctJ<DQ.
b: East o f border
1 2  3 4 5
total number 
o f  speaking 12 
situations (a)
8 5 4 8 1 2 0 3 8 (o 3 5 19 1 8 2 2 4
number i n ,  ■ ,  
sam ple fb) » 4 4 24 5 4 13 1 2 7 4 9 1 1 2
average, lum ber  
o fs im tio n s  f a / i g .o  
u sed b y  g r o u p W  u 1*9 1*5 2 - i z* \ 0 - 5 0 -5 0*7 2 * 0 2 * 0
c-. Breton area
a 2 4 9 3 7 3 4
b 1 0 4 2 1 8 4 0 1 2
%  0 - 2 0 - 1 0 * 5 0 * 9 2  8  ]
K E Y :
coluMna:
1 not ^ et in school
2 In school
1 n o  lonqer in school; ^a«wt uncter 30
4 ^ o - t o
5 over 40
actuations:
In howc
with neighbours 
in street and shops 
o_t church or chapel 
at school or work 
elsewhere.
Figure VI.2
W E L SH  ‘AT H O M E ’ A N D ‘W IT H  N E IG H B O U R S ’ O SW ESTR Y  D ISTR IC T
Percentage speaking Welsh 
at hom e
Key: 41-60
G eneralised aggregate Welsh 
speaking surface (households)
11
1 -9 1 0 -2 9
3 0 -5 9 60  or over
0-20
21-40
61-80
81 or 
over
Generalised percentage Welsh 
speaking surface (households)
km
1 0 -4 9  
5 0 - 6 9  
70 or over
Pei centage speaking Welsh 
w ith  neighbours
Scarce: Questionnaire, i
key as for i
T h e  a.re<L oovCi'ecl by fu tu r e s  ii and  Hi 
extend.®. i k.M fu r th e r  w e s t  th a n  
t h a t  on i 'In d  tv .
Figure VI.3
B R E T O N - S P E A K I N G ‘AT HOMELAND‘W ITH NEIGHBOURS'
P ercen ta g e  sp ea k in g  B reton  
'at h o m e’.
61-80
2 1 -4 0  ■ ■ 8 1  or over
G eneralised aggregate 
B reton  surface
0 4
 1__._i_i_I km
ii
(households)
1 -9 10-29
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ill
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70 or over
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IV
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Figure VI,4
W E L SH  AT H O M E ’ A N D  ‘W IT H  N E IG H B O U R S', O S W E S T R Y
Percentage speaking W elsh  
'at hom e1
KEY:
30-20
ij 21-40
4 1 - 6 0
6 1 - 8 0
81 or over
Absolute num bers o f  Welsh 
speaking households per 65m square
ii
0-1
2-5
6  and over
jkm
G en era lised  percentage W e lsh ­
speaking households per 65m  square
ill
0 - 1 9
2 0 - 3 9
1 4 0  and over
P ercentage speaking W elsh  
‘w ith neighbours’
 IV
k e y  as f o r  i
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WELSH SPEAKING IN "PUBLIC" AN D ‘I NST1T UTIONAL’ SITUATIONS
WELSH IN STREET A N D  SHOPS
DISTRIBUTION OF SHOPS IN 
STUDY AREA
WELSH IN CHURCH AND CHAPEL
WELSH IN SCHOOL OR A t WORK
1 1
11
KEY:
-* English-We Ish
m a in  r o a d
ili
border
•  s h o p
“f 'ch u reh  D c h a p e l  
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^ c h u r c h  H c h a p e l
(p a r t l y  or exclusively 
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□  p r im a r y  A  s ec onda ry  
school (English only)
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school  giving 
Welsh lessons
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-figure VI e 6
PERCENTAGE WELSH SPEAKING IN “PUBLIC" AND 
“IN STIT U T IO N A L" SITUATIONS; OSWESTRY
WELSH IN STREET AND SHOPS
W E L S H  IN  CHURCH A N D  CHAPEL
o
L.
b
0-20
D IST RIB UT IO N  OF SHOPS IN OSWESTRY 
(one dot rep resen ts  one establishment)
21-40
41-60
61-80
til 1111+181 or 
Bt 111 III over
p e r c e n t a g e
re sp o n d en ts
DISTRIBUTION OF CHURCHES A ND
CHAPELS
jkm
+ c h o rc h ,O c h a p e l -E n g l i s h  on ly  
c h u r c h , ^ c h a p e l7 par t ly  or 
excluvvely Welsh
WELSH IN SCHOOL OR AT WORK
S o u rc e : Q uestionnaire  i .
SCHOOLS IN OSWESTRY
Q p r i m a r y ,  s t a t e - r u n  
□  secondary  * "
A  p r im ar y ,  p r i v a t e  
^^econdary, »
(doted &3*%bol 
Indicate* 
Welsh hxujhfc)
70
80
Figure V I, 7
BRETON SPEAKING IN 'PUBLIC'AND 'INSTITUTIONAL* SITUATIONS
BRETON IN  STREET A N D  SHOPS
BRETON IN CHURCH
iii
BRETON IN SCHOOL OR AT WORK
KEY:
main road 
•  shop
■  church, *chapelle”
□  p rim ary  &  secondary 
school French only
A, secondary school 
some Breton tuition
oL. Jkm
o 20
21 4 0  
41 6 0
61 8 0
81 or over
percen tage
respondents
V
DISTRIBUTION OF SHOPS IN 
STUDY AREA
ii
CHURCHES A N D  CHAPELS
1Y
SCHOOLS IN STUDY AREA
Yi
Figure VI.8
O S W E S T R Y : H O M E  L O C A T IO N S  O F H O U S E H O L D S  O N  
S U B S C R I P T I O N -L I  S T S  O F  W E L S H  C H A P E L S , 1971
PENUEL SEI ON
5 2
HOREB H E R M O N
500
|  m e t r e s
0
L
W <o
2
on e  h o u s e h o ld  
c h a p e l  l o c a t io n
3  number  o f  h o u s e h o ld s  o u ts id e  town a lo n g  r o u te  i n d i c a t e d
Figure VI.9
a: Welsh and Breton speaking “elsewhere” 
b: total number (i.e. variety)of speaking situations
a,WELSH AR EA
no re sp o n se
21 4 0
41 6 0
61 8 0
81 or over
a ,  OSWESTRY
p e rc e n ta g e
re sp o n d e n ts
± 1 1
a ,  BRETON AREA
11
b, WELSH AREA
fo r  a l l  s c a le s ,  
see e a rlie -r  m a p s
b, BRETON AREA
s i t u a t i o n s  *m w h ic h  
W e ls h /B re to n  used  
( a v e r a g e  t o t a l s )
b  j O SW ESTR Y
CZ3--’-
no re sp o n se  
9
2 -9
3 - 3 - 9
4 - 4 - 9
5 o r  o v e r
7
50
figure VI.10
DETAILS OP SAMPLE POPULATION FOR ’DIARY1 EXPERIMENT 
(QUESTIONNAIRE II)
a) Age breakdown of diary respondents (percentage)
age description: in school no longer in 30 - 60 over 60
school; aged 
under 30
percentage in Q ^ 5C
age-group
b) Origins of completed copies of the "diary": 
(one dot represents one origin)
c) Breakdown of answers to question 7: "Think back over the seven days 
when you were filling in this form. Do you think that during this 
time you spoke more or less Welsh than usual?"
(percentage of sample) more the same less
24 61 15
d) Breakdown of answers to question 8: " Looking back over the places where 
you’ve spoken Welsh during the last seven days, do you think they were 
fairly typical of the places where you generally speak Welsh?"
(percentage of sample) yes no
85 15
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i'igure VI, 12
Welsh ‘diary’respondents: conversation activity 
through week (excluding household conversations).
a.-‘short’ conversations
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Figure VII.5
O PIN IO N  ON LOCATION OF W ELSH LANGUAGE 
BORDER: AGE SU B -G R O U PS
a: u n d e r  30 b: 30 to  60
C: o v er 60 0 10
KEY: I__________ 1 km
modal response category:
i...."n "Welsh plays a very
|e_— important part"
«3K3s^rrWelsh is of only 
|||||$ | limited importance"
"Welsh plays little 
cr no part"
n,c not certain
^ ----y Welsh national border
boundary of study area
___/ linguistic divide 
^ after Williams (1935)a 
Rees (194.7 ),Lewis(1970)
y Approximate locations 
of zones of establish­
ment (E), disintegr­
ation (D) and re­
grouping (r)
Figure VII.6
OPINION ON LOCATION OF BRETON LANGUAGE
BORDER: AGE SUB-GROUPS
UNDER 30
f
20
30 -.60
OVER 60 KEY:
10
_J km
modal response category:
«£!►!<►'
"Breton plays a very 
important part"
"Breton is of only 
"Limited importance"
"Breton plays little
or no part"
outline of study area
20 V  linguistic divide 
after Bechard (1968)
approximate location of 
zones of establishment 
(e), disintegration (d) 
and regrouping (r)
figure VII.7
OPINION ON LOCATION OF LANGUAGE BORDERS 
“L O C A L /N O N -L O C A L ” SU B -G R O U PS
WELSH AREA
local' 'non-local'
j k m
figure VII.8
OPINION ON LOCATION OF WELSH LANGUAGE
BORDER: LANGUAGE SUB-GROUPS
a)speaks no Welsh; no Welsh
connection
c) speaks W elsh
b)speaks no Welsh; Welsh­
speaking connections
m t ' m
2*/ 3 1;
Key
modal response category:
"Welsh plays a very 
important part"
m
"Welsh is of only 
limited importance"
"Welsh plays little 
or no part"
0
nc not certain
.— ^ Welsh national border
 y boundary of study area
 x linguistic divide
  zones of language shift
(e - establishment, 
d - disintegration, 
r - regrouping)
10
_J km
-Figure VII.9
OPINION ON LOCATION OF BRETON LANGUAGE
BORDER: LANGUAGE SUB-G RO UPS
a)speaks no B reton; no Breton 
connection
r f
u
20
b)speaks no Breton; B reton­
speaking connections
20
c) B reton-speaking Key.*
0
L.
10
_l km
modal response category:
"'Breton plays a very 
important part"
"Breton is of only 
limited importance"
"Breton plays little 
or no part"
20
v outline of study area
y linguistic divide, 
after Bechard (1968)
/ approximate location
of zones of establishment
(e), disintegration (d) 
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APPENDIX 1:
K E Y : 100^
80*
percentage o f 60*
parish population 4 0 -
able to speak 20*
Welsh
51 61 711921 31
census years
Graphs showing changes in percentages 
of people able to speak Welsh in the 
parishes comprising the extended Welsh 
study area, 1921 - 71 (used as a basis 
for figures III.band
Solid line indicates proportions 
able to speak Welsh; broken line 
refers to proportions unable to 
speak English; symbol refers to 
category to which the parish has 
been assigned on figure III.
1.Burton O 2. AllingtonO 3,Marford and 
Hoseley O
4. Holt o
5.Llay O 6.Gresford O  7. Gwersyllt 8. Broughton
9 •
err— ~
9. B r y m b o B #  lO.Minera ll.Bersham 12.Erddig
9
13. Wrexham 
O
14. Bieston 
O
15.Abenbury 
O
16.Isycoed 
O
17.Sesswick 
Q
18.Marchwiel
. o
19.Esclusham 
Below O
20.Esclusham 
Above
21.Penycae 
9
22.Rhosllanerch- 23.Cefn 9  
rugog 
 — ^
24.Ruabon O
Appendix 1 (continued)
25.Erbistock 
O
26.Overton 
O
27.Bangor 
O
28.Worthenbury 
O
29.Penley Q pO.Halghton 
A
,31 .Willington 
O
32.Hanmer q
33.Tybroughton 
O A
34.Isycoed 
O
35.Bronington 
O
36.Bettisfield 
A
37.Bryneglwys 38.Llantysrlio 39.Llangollen
— □ ■ Rural
*N.
41.Chirk o ^•2.Glynceiriog 43.Glyntraian
■
^ ___
40.Llangollen 
Urban ■#
46.Llansilin
4-4.Llangadwaladr 45.Llanarmon D.C. 47.Llanarmon M 0M. 48.Llanrhaeadr yn
-- D ----□
—
--- ^  Mochnant
□
49. L1 ange dwyn 50.Llangynog
51.Llanrhaeadr- 
ym-Mochnant 52.Pennant
7 - ■---—  □ —--- - --- □ — u
-----\
N
Vs
53. Hirnant 
□
54.Llanwddyn 
\ — — ;—  □
55. Llanfyllin 56.Llanfechain
Appendix 1 (continued)
57.Llansantffraid 58.Garreghofa
Pool O
59.Llansantffraid 
Deytheur ?
O.Llandysilio
O
61.Llandrinio 
O
62.Bausley 
O
63.Middletown 
O
64.Welshpool 
O
65.Trelystan 
O
66.Guilsfield 
Without O
67.Meifod fe8 .Llanf ihangel 
□
69.Llangadfan 
— —    □
73.Llanfair
70.Garthbeibio 
 □
\__
74.Llangyniew
71.Llanbrynmair 
 \  ^ □
72.Llanerfyl 
^  □
75.Castle Caer- 76.Forden
Caereinion ■ einion Rural
^ •
O
77. Berriew
o
78.Manafon
81.Carno □ 82.Llanwnog
79.Llanwyddelan {jSO.Llanllugan 
 □
83.Aberhafesp 
O
§4.Tregynon 
•O
85.Bettws O 86.Llandyssil 
O
87.Montgomery 
O
88.Churchs toke 
O
Appendix 1 (Continued)
89.Kerry
O
90.Llanmerewig
?o
91.Newtown and 
Llanllwchaiarn 
O
92.Penstrowed 
O
93.Trefeglwys 94i.Llanidloes 
Without g
95.Llanidloes 96.Llangurig
97.Llandinam
APPENDIX II:
Production of Population Surface maps 
by means of a Moving Circle computer programme
(based, with_acknowledgements, on Robertson, I.M. 
1975 (see bibliography) ).
/MOVING- CIRCLE PROGRAMME '
USED IN PROCESSING- OF DATA. 
FOR ’POTENTIAL SURFACE1 MAPS
e g t r a C o u p j l e R  ma<?k uQ* 302 d a te 05/ 06/73
C N O R I CI R C LE  F R 0'i‘U-i
C 0 H U 0 R O ^ S . C O L s
i n t e g e r  « o v*$#c q l s *r # i ^ c r # d j v , d r # d c # a # a# a m  j n , a h a x #
I B m j m # R h AX#RR# I# J# Aj,£iA y A ( R O w s / C O L S ^ 4lAP<ROWS#COlsS) 
REAL 2
CALL I H P U T ( R , 1 N c R # D J V i DATAJ 
cAll 0UTPUT( KV i #O j V, 0ATAf I )
DO \ I = J, R0V/S f I mCR 
DC J J  S J / C O L S , i N C R  
\ M A p ( J j> J ) a 0
pRs ( ROW S« 1 >/ r’lCR* H C R + 1  
D C a ( C O L S « i  > / J'>Ci**jNCR+l 
p R a R # R 
D 0 0 A •? H  R 0 W S 
DO e Bs j1 COLS 
l F < A * R « L E , i >2
a m j n s < a - r - 1 >/inch*incR*m
I F ( AH I N f ME * A^R ) AM J N? AH I N+ J NCR ■ 
GOTO 3
2 A *! J Ua J
3 A^AXsC A + R ~ n / ^ C R * I N C R + 1  
I F ( A H A X #G T * O R )A • A X a D R
J F { AH AX « L T 9 AM 1 H ) 7 
j F ( L U R t t £ * n 4
B ^ I H s ( S « R l l )/XMcR*l!CR+J
JF< S H I N t.MEtB-R>l’!lNs b ' M M M N C R
G 0T 0 5
4 B H J H a 1
5  & M a X s < S  +  R « l ) / I H c R ^ I H C R + J  
J F ( 3 M A X * G T t O C >3 :AX = DC
1 F ( B M A X * L T • B H I H ) 7 
DO 6 U A ' H ^  A:’A x / I^C«
A I ?(A“I)**2 
p 0 6 J £ 3 ■>! I •'-i t 8 H A y # j H C R
6 lF(Al + (B-,^l)#«-2»LE*RR)^ARH#^)?'r* A F ( I # ^ ) + D A T A ( A | B )
7 CONTINUE
5 C O N T I N U E
JF(D1V*EQ,J >jQ 
DO 9 l a J , R 3 W S# H C *  
p 0 9 0 = j # C 0 L S / l ! C R
z n  f l o a t ( m a p ( i #j> >/f lo at «o i v )
M A p ( J #U ) S J F I X < Z >
9 jF(Z«FLoAT<^Ap< J#vl> > ,GT«Oe5)MAP( J#0 JrMAP( J,J>*J
10 CALL O UT PU T ( R / I ’UcR# DIV#-‘U P #  2>
CALL EXIT
Appendix 2 (Continued)..# Sample of printout from Moving Circle.
R E S U L T S  WITH RADIUS'* 2 I N G^ - ME N T - 2 D l v lSOSs i
  .... I 3 f ' i  7 - 9 11 13 15 - 17 17 21 23
s=2.oo rviet«res
9
1 1
13
15
17
19
21
23
25
27
29
31
33
1 1
37
1 1 1 
1 1 5
3 3 0
a \ -.r-Cfi* -jJ—uv.L'^’U
q $  CaOICiJ Of JcUDIbii Oii i^SbUL'Mi' J&iiFJLCS 
(see figure IV. 2)
a) at radius 4 (400 metres)
-9
] 10-29 
30-49
( households)
3 50” 99 j no habitation
100-199
b) at radius 2 (200 metres)
APPENDIX TIT:
Copies of Questionnaire I, to collect information on 
"Speaking frequencies" and "Speaking situations", 
administered in both study areas, of 
Questionnaire II (the "Diary experiment"), 
administered in the Welsh area only.
^"Questionnaire 1"J
University of Glasgow 
Department of Geography
A STUDY OF WELSH-SPEAKING IN OSWESTRY AND DISTRICT
SECTION 1 : To the head of the household, or any other member
who is able to answer on behalf of the household:
(a) How long have you lived at vour present address?
less than a year
one to five years
|_____j six to ten years
[ [ more than ten years
(Please put a mark in the appropriate box).
(b) IjLjEpur, household has had any changes of address during the 
•past ten veaysj. please list all of the earlier addresses at 
which you lived during this time, in the order in which you 
lived there, (if you do not wish to give a precise address, 
the name of the town, village or parish will do, in each case).
I®. to «I0 sano person uho has failed in the previous sections on behalf 
of tho household:
(a) Please eta to whack member of tho household you arc (Head, Member 1 
Iucubor 2, etc.... )
(b) Do
spo
years ago?
more
jou bnink you nave more opportunities or fewer opportunities to 
ak Welsh in your neighbourhood, these days, than you did ten.
the same 
| | fewer
\Tc have thought of some possible reasons for increases or decreases in 
the amount, of Welsh-speaking, and they are set out below. Please 
pla.ee a mark in the box which most nearly applies to your neighbourhood
(c) Do you find there arc more or fewer people in your immediate 
neighbourhood to whom you can speak Welsh?
[“ I more 
L j
^ ^  *~j the same 
□  fC>/or
(d) Are there more or fewer functions at which Welsh is spoken in the
area these days?__________ ___
r  j more * l
I i the same number ;_
J I fewer
(e) Do you feel that there is more or less need to keep the language 
going?
j more 
P H  less
L _  i
(f) Are there any other reasons which we have not thought of, and which 
you think arc important? If so, could you please mention them 
briefly below?
HI If you, or anyone else in your house, would bo interested in helping 
with a further stage of the enquiry, we ask you to place a mark in 
the box below.
(For this second stage, you would, be given a simple form which 
would take two or three minutes to fill in, each day for about 
a week, and which would involve no intrusion upon your T ' 1'"‘* 
privacy. ) L — . -
My sincere thanks for your heli) in filling out this questionnaire.
Enclosed you will find a stamped, addressed envelope, in wxiich to 
post back tho form at your convenience.
John Eh Ambrose.
^TION 2: Below is a table on which you are asked to give some details about the members 
0f your household. You need not state their names, and apart from the head of 
the household, you need not list the other members of the household in any
same
•nerson all the wav through the form.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
OF EMPLOYMENT . ... -
Please place a mark in the appropriate spaces. 
AGE-GROUP SEX
Not In Not in 30 Over M (Mention which members of
yet school school, to 60 or the family are not working,
in and aged 60 F are in school, are housewives, 
are retired, etc)school. under 30
(Over 2)
Head of household
Member 2
Member 3
Member 4
Member 5
Member 6
Member 7
Member 8
Member 9
Member 1C
—\L 1£h-sp caki ng and the members
of your household.
Please mark ■whichever square applies 
to each member of the household:
Speaks no 
Welsh
Can speak 
Welsh, but 
rarely or 
never does so
Sometimes 
speaks . 
Welsh
Speaks 
more Welsh 
than 
English
Speaks
only
Welsh
& 'CTION 4:When you learnt Welsh;
kindly fill in for each 
• member of the household.
Learnt
Welsh
before
English
Learnt
Welsh
after
English
Learnt .• i
Wrelsh and 
English at 
the same time
SECTION 5- Where you learnt Welsh.
Learnt in 
the home
Learnt in 
school or 
at evening 
classes
Other Please state the name of 
the town, village or 
parish where WTelsh was 
first learrt
SECTION b: Where you speak Welsh at present, sn'UTi
Several of these sections may apply. Please mark 
all those which apply to each member.
WELSH SPOKEN:
In house With
neighbours
In street 
or in shops
In chapel 
or church
In school 
or at work
Elsewhere
(please give exa
Depart erne nt de Geographic ("Questionnaire I")
University de Glar.gov;
Grande-Dretagne
E T U D E  id-: LA D D O T T I E R B  K E N G U I S T I Q T J E  D E  LA V a i Q i J O  B R E T O U h E  
D- D: S L E  V O I O I I i A O E  D E  C?i £ t B I A U I ) R E !  1 ~ P L Q U A O A T
*^270
J_____par tie. Au chef de famille, ou A quelqu'un d'autre qui sait repondre au
non de la families
1. Quelle est vot.re adresse?
2. Depuis combien de temps demeurez-vous k cette adresse?
3, Vous avez change dfadresse depuis 1963?
I loui
m 2  n°n v
Si vous avez repondu que oui, priere de noter vos adresses anterieures. 
(Le nom du village ou de la commune suffira.)
2eme partie, Quelnues questions generales:
4. S'il y a des memhres de votre famille qui savent parler breton, veuillez ecrire ici 
les noms des communes, des villages ou des villes ou ils l'ont appris:
5. Trouves-vous qu'il y a plus ou moins d'occasions ou on'peut parler breton dans 
votre voisinage, de nos jours, qu'il y a dix ans?
I I plus d*occasions 
I | a peu pres le meme nombre
I I moins d'occasions
6. Croyez-vous qu'il y a plus ou moins de gens bretonnants dans votre voisinage 
iramydiat, aujourd'hui, qu'il y a dix ans?
I I plus de bretonnants 
I I a peu pres le m£me nombre
( | moins de bretonnants
7. Vous pensez qu'il y a plus ou moins besoin de conserver la langue bretonne de nos 
jours?
  plus de besoin
____J indifferent 
___J moins de besoin
Si nsrsonne dans votre famille ne parle ou ne conprend la lanrnue bretonne. il n'y a 
plus de questions, Lais si vous voulez ecrire des rer.arques sur le breton, je le3 
lirai avec intercut, Je vous remercie de votre assistance.
3*11 va a quelqu'un dans votre famille qui parle ou qui connrend breton, je serai tres
reconnaissant si vous pouvez remplir la page 2 de ce questionnaire.
0::t
lis.-z cha ;ue colonne sur cette page pour un des me 
endu, vous n'aurez pas besoin de toutes les colorm
-n : ne vo i, 
i 1 n' v
re a 
a n-
/lenage
s dix per;
non 
;or: nee
do n; 1 familleI
Pri^oe de faire une marque dans la boite 
q:.ii s'aonlique a chasue membre de la 
famille. Lssayex de garder le m^nc 
numero pour chaaue personne dans toutes 
les questions, s.v.p.
O
ft
f:i
0
me
mb
re
 
no
. 
2
o
v;
0
ftrCl
ft
o
ft
oft
0
ft
0)
a
it \
o
ft
0
ft
f tC>
f t
VS
o
<0
ft
rO
a
0rj
tv-
q
0!
rOft
CD
ft
cs
oft
t :
ftD 
t ; 
0 
f t
cm
o
f t
£
a
o
f t
o
o
fS
CJ
,q
o
a
A,Q A crp • ‘•J , *-o c* *
Pas encore a l'ecole
a 1 1ecole it
pas plus d l'ecole: moins de 30 ans 1 " I ■
30 d 60 ans ]
plus de 60 ans |
9. Sexe:
masculin
feminin
10. bmploi: veuillez noter les membres qui sont encore a l'ecole, m4nagbres, 
en retraite, s.v.p.
11. La langue bretonne et les membres de votre famille: veuillez faire une marque dans
, ss: , . _ s.
ne carle n.i ne commend breton
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 3 9 10
parle trds .peu de breton: comprend 
.beaucouo
sait parler breton, mais le parle 
rarement ou jamais
t
parle breton quelouefois
parle‘ulus.de breton que de franqais. .. -f.
ne narle que breton
12. Lorsque les membres de votre famille ont a 
membre, s'il vous plait:
opr:_s le bre ton Marque z pour chatme
a aporis le breton avant le fran^ais
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 oo 1 0 10
a aporis le breton aords le francais 1
a aonris les deux langues en metne temp3 j
13. Ou est-ce que le breton est parle h l'heur 
boites vont peut-eltre s'appliquer a cheque 
remolir toutes celles aue vous pensez aonr
e ac 
men 
opr-
tuei
ibre/_ees
Lie? Quelques-unos 
de la famille. Pr
de ce3 
i^re de
r^rle breton en famille
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 fO 9
"
10
parle breton avec d'autres habitants 
du voisinacre immediat
parle breton dans la rue, en faisant 
les run ole t tes. e t cae t era
narle breton a l'ecole
narle breton au cours de son travail
parle breton a I'tfrlise
parle breton ailleurs (precisez, 
s'il vous plait)
i;# Vous §fces lequel des membres de la faraille? ...........
("Questionnaire II")
University of Glasgow 
Department of Geography
A STUT.T OF WUIWJh-UPhAKlUU IN QSWK3TUY A UP DISTRICT
HUUOhK YOU START ...
A few background details:
Your, age-.group:
Occupation:
are you
(nlease tick 
’whichever box 
applies)
in school
no longer iri school; aged under 30 
30 to 60
L
over o(
male
female
(please state If you are not working, aro' retired,for a housewife 
or have any other sort of non-wage-earning occupation)
Could you please give the approximate address of your place of 
work (street or village, for example.)?
Please'state the name of the parish where you first learned Welsh:
Do you think you speak.
r
more English than Welsh? 
about half and half? 
more Welsh than iSngliah?
Day of week.. f. J.YVv? .......
- & j- ivv-oji3r 1 Va-d i u> o
Day of survey, Do. ...V? .... 
wo.- CA-Cus^ j
In this sect-ion you are asked, at the end of each day, to fry and 
reinor'uor the occasions during the day when you have sroken Welsh 
in each of the places Lis ted below.
About why. t proportion of your ■converaat.i on v.-it.h other members of your hounehol 
was in Welsh today? _^__
£(ZT#mU¥KZ2*B+.
none
a little 
less than half 
| J  more than half
r i «ii
For the questions that follow, put in the "BRIEF" column all conversations which 
consisted of only a few words in. l/cls h, or Welsh conversations which lasted only 
two or three minutes. Put in the "LONGM column any Weis hi conversations which 
.lasted more than two or three minutes.
NUMBER OF BRIEF 
CONVERSATIONS IN 
V/KbSH TODAY
NUMBER 0? LONG 
CONVERSATIONS IN 
WELSH TODAY
2)
3)
4) 
*;)
In your house, but with 
visitors and callers other than 
members of your household.
Or. visits to other houses iu 
the district
W i t; h y o ur i irnn 3 d a t e 
na.ighbcurs
Jn the street; and at the 
shops
fj) In school or at work
7) In chapel or church
d) At Welsh societies, social 
c t ubs
9) At- ether c3 ubn, soei.eties (not 
cartioularly tveIs h)t spor ts 
events, public houses etc.
10) Outside the Oawest ry clis t ri of,
either by travelling outside the 
district, or by telephoning 
•l) Anywhere ola«. not so far
mentioned, (It would be helpful 
if you could say where, please)
 i
4Lm> » i1" *
L
,£?YV. J?M -£ . .  .(r(b c  S S 0 w'“'fd » ' )
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How accurate do you think today's ostimut.y iff
( f  rbbahh* (tKd- vvup hi.
<uru.v>AV3 afcur*>vT yr^ v*. (nXu>4
tW, Utrr c^cc-u^-cttc
very accurate
1
{ fairly accurate
L j not very accurate 
J very inaccurate
(seven "day" sheets included in each form)
Day of week. Day of survey, Do.
Jr. this section you are ackeu, at the end of each day, to try and 
remember the occasions duri rt% the day when you have suolcen Welsh 
in each of tne places I.is tod below,
l) About what proportion of your conversation with other members t)f your he urn ho 
was in Welsh today?
none
more than
all
For the questions that follow, put in the "BRIEF" column all conversations which 
constated of only a few words in Uclsh, or Welsh conversations which lasted only 
two or three minutes. Put in the "LONG" column any Welsh conversations which 
lasted more than two or three minutes.
NUFRKR OF BRIEF 
COii/EREATIONE* IN 
WKbSI-i TODAY'
NUMBER OF I DUG 
CONVERSATIONS IN 
WELSH TODAY
?.) In your house, but with
visitors and callers other thanlx»tjiii» n, w»'ic n ++
m'eaVce.rs of your household
d) Or. visits to other* houses in 
the district
4) Vfj tb your inunodia to 
U2lyhbours
fj j In the street and at the 
shops
C) In school cr at 'work
7) In chapel or church
8) At Welsh societA e3, 30ci a1 
c 1 uba
9) At other clubs,, societies (not 
particular 1 y WeIsh), spor is 
evtsntn, public houses etc.
1 0) Outside the Oswestry district, 
either by travelJiny outside the 
d i a: f r lot, or by tele 0 ho n 1 ny
11) Anywhere olua. not so far
ir.0 n 110 nc’I, \ .1. t w o u I rl be h e 1 pf u 1
if you could nay where, please)
 t
ZyiKSVlJSnsaHSfrZXiZ i.Ur^3?3»KJKC«:
IL 1tj
1 r
J L 
1
r
How accurate do you think today's estimate is? "j very a c cur ate 
| fairly accurate 
|not very escurate
a t t h e  e n d  o f d a y
Well* that's almost that!
Just a few general questions, to help sum up :
1; Think of all the conversations you've had with your neighbours over the seven 
days.- What proportion of these conversations, in terras of time, would you say 
was in Welsh?
none
a little 
less than half 
more than half 
all
2) Do you find that in your neighbourhood people speak to their neighbours a great 
deal (whether in Welsh or in English)?
■ never 
hardly ever 
sometimes 
]quite often
Ivery often
, 3) Over the seven days, what proportion of your conversation in the street and in 
the shops do you think was in Welsh?
^ none
j 1 a little
I I less than half
( I more than half
|--- jail
4) If you sneak Welsh in the streets and the shops of Oswestry, do you find that you 
tend to speak much more Welsh than usual on raarket-dav?
yes
I — 1
C J no
3) In which chapel(a) or church(es), if any, do you usually apeak Welsh?
6) If you've spoken Welsh somewhere outside the Oswestry district during the seven 
days, could you please give a rough indication of the areas where you've done this?
7) Think back ever the sever, days when you were filling in this form. Do you think
that during this time you spoke more or less Welsh than usual?
more Welsh than usual 
about the same amount of Welsh 
as usual 
less Welsh than usualcm
8) hooking back over the places where you've spoken Welsh during the last seven days, 
do you think they were fairly typical of the places where you generally speak 
Welsh? j~*1 yes
no
9) If they were not typical, could you say why you think they were not?
10) If you want to add any comments, rude or otherwise, or any Information.you think 
important, pleane write them in any empty spaces on the questionnaire form.
And that really jis that. Thank you again for your help, and I hope the fo7*m-filling 
hasn't caused you too much trouble.
John Ambrose
APPENDIX IV:
Copies of Questionnaire Form III
and data forming the basis of figures VII,1 to VII,9
Kotes:
Eumbers in brackets following names of response—points 
refer to locations on maps in chapter VII,
Figures inserted in section 12 of Welsh form and part 3 of 
the Breton one are percentages of total sample opting for 
each speaking-description. Figures for sub-groups based 
on age, locality and language follow the questionnaires.
Two inconsistencies in the sample should be noted:
A total of 159 respondents were interviewed in the Welsh 
area and 96 in the Breton one, enabling at least twenty 
complete responses to be obtained for each sub-group, but:
a) In the Welsh area five respondents failed to state an age 
sub-group and eight: a "locality” sub-group; in the Breton 
area six respondents did not state an age group, eleven a 
"locality" sub-group and four a language sub-group.
b) In the case of the Welsh area four and in the ^reton area 
eleven respondents did not complete the whole list of 
response-points or the supplementary questions at the end 
of the form. Where possible the information which these 
respondents were able to provide was nonetheless taken into 
account in the calculation of the percentage responses 
which follow.
Univorslty of Glasgow
Department of Geography ("Questionnaire III")
IN OSWESTRY AND DISTRICT
Section.1 J Some
1* What is your pr©sent address?
2, How long have you lived there?
MNMMMMm
3. Are you of local or igin? J | yee
%—fcr.-jwuarJ  
□  n0
If sot oould you name the parts of the locality with which you are most familiar 
(for example, in whioh you have lived)?
4* In which aga-group are you? [ | in school
UmmmJ
Q no longer in school) aged under 20 
| j50 to 60 
over 60
MmnmkmiI
MMBMWM
i>. Sex male
liw—rin—nf 
I —I'.IWtl
female
6* Your occupation* (Floaae state if you are retired, not working, are a housewife 
or are in some other non-wage-earning occupation)
7« Do you speak Welsh? j
8* If you dg speak Welsh, whioh of the following broad descriptions would you say 
applies to you? [""""I spoak very little; understand a lot
no
□  can speak Walsh, but rarely or never do sogPl—I speak less Walsh tli&ri English
Vim— iwrtj
□  speak Welsh and English in about equal proportions
□  speak more Welsh titan English
9* Xf you jj& not epaak Welsh, would you say that yotar family has any We 1 wli~3poaking 
connections (a«g, parents or grandparents who speak the language)?
yea
I— Inofr»i.i» Iliwwl
If MyeoM, oould you state where, to the beet of your information, they learned 
the language?
Section 2 : Welsh-speaking in your neighbourhood
10# A rather awkward question]
Think of the ten houses nearest to your own. 
How many of these, do you estimate, have 
someone who can speak Welsh?
11# Now think not just of these ten houses, but of 
your neighbourhood in general. Taking, the 
neighbourhood as a whole, how important a part 
would you say the Welsh language plays in its 
daily life?
□  none of them 
cm one or two 
cm between two and five 
I I more than five
cm all of them
□
□
□
□
a very important partj 
in regular use 
some part, but of only 
limited importance
little or no part 
not certain
Those two questions give some idea of how Welsh you think your own locality is.
Now the really difficult part] How do other neighbourhoods in your area compare 
with yours?______________________________________________________________________
Section 3 : Welsh in other parts of the Oswestry district
12. There follows a list of places in the Oswestry district. Could you please go 
through the names, and say, for each place, whether you think that Welsh­
speaking plays a "very important part", a "limited part" or "little or no part"?
Please place a tick in the column you 
think best describes each place. Try 
not to use the "not certain" column 
unless you have absolutely no idea, or 
don’t know where the dace is
Welsh plays 
a very 
important 
Dart
Welsh is 
of only 
limited 
imDortance
Welsh plays 
little or 
no part
Not
certain
Llangollen (i)
69 21 1 9
Cefn (2) 33 37 11 19
Overton-Bangor-Penley area (?) 2 .26 : . 4 6 — ...2.6, -
Glvn Ceiriog (4) 88 7 1 4
Chirk (5) 10 47 . . J S  ' ' 8
Chirk Bank (6) 5 , 36 . . 48 10
Bronvgarth (7) 18 32 _  '38 _
St. Martins (s) 3 8 80 9
The area of country just above 
Selattvn (Craignant-Llechrvddau)
(9) 37 26 9 29
Selattyn (10) 18 31 41 11
Weston Rhyn (ni 7 .29 55 9
Gobowen (12) 1 12 79 8
Hengoed (13! 3 : 25 58 M __
The country just above Oswestry 
(Old Rac ec ourse-Brogyntyn- 
Pant Gl£s)
(14) 3 19 41 36
The area around Rhydycroesau (15) 43 33 6 19
Llansilin district (16) 79 17 — 4
Moelfre (above Llansilin) (l7i . 80 13
- 6
Llanrhaeadr (is 97 2
- 1
(please continue • ••)
Welsh plays 
a very 
important 
Dart
Welsh is 
of only 
limited 
importance
Welsh plays 
little or 
no part
Not
certain
Llangedwvn (19) 51 36 4 9
The area of country above Trefonen (20) 
(Sychtyn. The Bryns. Craigllwyn)
31 27 13 29
Nantmawr-Cefn Blodwel area (21) 20 40 28 12
Llanvblodwel (22) 17 37 38 7
Porthywaen-Llvnclvs area (2?) 3 29 63 _ 5 ...
Pant (24) 3. 1/ :76 7 _
Llanvmynech-C arr eghof a (S5) 8 37 44 11
Pour Crosses area (26) 6 37 44
Llandrinio (27) 8 35 41 15
Devtheur-Sarnau area (28) 17 41 25 17
Llansantffraid (29) ;34 45
r 17
I
Llanfyllin (30) 82 13 4
Maesbrook-Knockin area (31) 2 15 76 7
Trefonen-Treflach area (32) 7 30 51 11
Nantycaws-Coedygo district (33) 5 22 52 21.
Morda (34) 2 . 8 79 11
Oswestry (39) 16 54 30 —
Whittington area JatU
1 8 78 13
J
Section 4 : Some final questions
15. How well do you think the Welsh language is surviving in each of the following
areas?
increasing holding its own decreasing
almost
disappeared
In Oswestry?
In the Villages just on the Shropshire 
side of the border (e.g. Weston Khyn, 
Goboweru Trefonen. Llanvblodwel)?
In the Villages just on the Welsh side 
of the border (e.g. Chirk, Llansilin, 
Llangedwvn.Llansantffraid.Pour Crosses)?
In the open country with scattered farms 
and houses, just around the border?
H  Do you think it is important to keep the Welsh language going?
I I yes
15, If you said "yes" to question 14 , how important do you think it is to preserve 
the language in the border area?
□  more important than in the parts of Waleswhere Welsh is more widely spoken1--- 1 less important than in the parts of Wales
I I where Welsh is more widely spoken
j--- j equally as important as in the more
I___ I strongly Welsh-speaking area
continued...
16b For the language to keep going in any area, how important would you say it was 
for Welsh-speakers to have neighbours who also speak the language?
□  very ]--- j of some importance f--j not ]--i don'timportant 1 I but not vital_______ |__| important___]__| know
17. How well do you think the Welsh-speaking and non-Welsh-speaking communities get 
along with each other in the border areas?
□  very I--- j not always well, j--1 usually j--j verywell j j but usually_________ |__J rather badly j___| badly
That's the last question. Thank you very much for your help. If you have any 
points you would like to make in connection with the questions, please write them in 
the space below.
ETUDE DE LA LANGUE BRETONNE DANS LA REGION 
^  [j-PLOUAGAT
("Questionnaire III")
1 e r e  4_ • n  . .
J Psro.i.e. Quelaues nrelimmaires :
1. Quelle est votre adresse?
2. depuis combien de temps demeurez-vous h cette adresse?
3# Vous e“tes originaire de la region de Ch&telaudren-Plouagat?
oui
non
4. Votre age: vous etes dans quelle categorie?
5# Votre sexe:
j \ l*ecole
j pas plus a l*ecole; moins de 30 ans 
3 de 30 a 60 ans 
3 plus de 60 ans
J masculin 
1 feminin
6. Votre emploi. (Veuillez noter si vous &tes en retraite, si vous ^tes menagere, 
ou si vous poursuivez quelque autre emploi non paye):
A
7. Etes-vous bretonnant?
oui
non
8* Si vous parlez breton, laquelle des descriptions suivantes, a votre avis, 
s'applique le mieux 'h. votre cas?
| I je sais parler trbs peu de breton, mais j ^ ncomprends beaucoup 
je sais parler breton, mais en pratique je le parle tres 
rarement, ou jamais
je parle moins de breton que de fran^ais
I I je parle breton et fran^ais par parts egales 
| |  je parle plu3 de breton que de francais
9. Si vous ne parlez pas vous-meine breton, est-ce qu*il y a d’autres personnes dans 
votre famille (par exemple, parents, grands-parents) qui savent ou qui 
savaient le parler? S’il y en a, savez-vous les noms des villages ou des 
voisinages ou ils l'ont appris?
2_
10.
erne nartie. Le breton dans votre voisinage:
Dans votre coin de la region, 
quelle est votre impression 
du role que joue la langue 
bretonne dans la vie 
quotidienne?
un role tres important; la langue est 
utilisee reguli&rement 
le breton joue un role, mais d 9une 
importance limitee 
le breton ne joue aucun rdle, ou joue un 
rdle extremement limite
pas certain
11.
Maintenant une question plus difficile: quelle est la comparaison entre d'autres
voisinages dans la region et celui de chez vous?
3 me narties Dri&re de faire une 
marque dans le colonne qui donne,
& votre avis, la meilleure descrintion 
de chacun des voisinages. Utilises la 
colonne "pas bertain" seulement dans le 
cas ou vous ne connaissez absolument 
pas le lieu, ou si vous ne savez pas oil 
il se trouve
le breton 
joue un r£le 
tres import­
ant; utilise 
r£guli&re- 
ment
le breton
A ,joue un role 
mais d*une 
importance 
limitee
le breton ne 
joue aucun 
role, ou 
joue un r$le 
extremement 
limits
Pas
certain
Tressignaux (1) « . 22 46 32
Treguidel 26 52 22
la Croix-Pierre (3) 6 34 37 22
Goudelin (4) 25 55 11 6
la Grandville (un peu au nord de . . 
Bringolo) (5)
11 41 37 11
le Merzer (6) 39 40 16 *>
Bringolo (7) !2 42 39 6
St-Quay (8) 2 18 62 18
St-Jean-Kerdaniel (9) 23 41 25 10
Environs de la Villeneuve-Perret et la 
Ville-Chevalier (entre St-Jean- . . 
Kerdaniel et Plelo) (10/
- 21 59 20
Environs de Malaunay, Guern Ar Punso 
(pr&s de la for£t de Malaunay, (il) 
St-Agathon)
36 40 16 8
St-Agathon ("12) 48 38 7 7
Guingamn (13) 45 .41 12 2
Environs de Ploumagoar. Locmaria (14) 46 38 8 7
Environs de Kerguillerm et de Coat-An- 
Doc*h (sur la R.N.12) (15)
36 40 14 11
Plouagat (16) 4 39 48 9
Chatelaudren fl7) - 14 - 79 7
la Ville-Fumee, la Guerche et environs 
(un neu au sud-est de Chatelaudren
r ~ 10 77 13
Environs de Quinquis, Seignaux (2-3km 
de Chatelaudren. direction de Boaueho) (19) - 13 74 3-3
Plouvara (on . - 6 79 15
Environs de Kerhamon, Eerdanet (pres . 
de Lanrodec) 121/
24 40 27 1°
Environs de Goudemail, La Croix des 
Maisons (a 1 km de Lanrodec, sur la. 
route de Senven. St-Piacre) *^2
47 29 17 7
Lanrodec 50 34 14 2
Kersteun, Resmarec (entre Lanrodec et . 
la route nationale) 124/
36 38 12 14
Environs du Croissant, le Restol, (25) 
Kerhuelen (h 2 km de Lanrodec, dans 
la direction de St-Pever
56 32 5 6
Kerhors, Keriel (un peu plus loin de . 
Lanrodec, dans la m&ne direction) #58 * 27 5 10
(continuez, s*il vous pla’it... j)
le breton 
joue un r&le 
tr&s import­
ant; utilise 
reguliere- 
ment
le breton 
joue un rdle 
mais d*une 
importance 
limitee
le breton ne 
joue aucun 
r&le, ou 
joue un r&le 
extremement 
limits
Pas
certain
Senven (entre Lanrodec et St-Fiacre) (27) 57 33 5 5
Le Quinquis. le Petit Perrien, le 
Guerglas (a oBte de Senven) (28, 51 26 10 12
Boaueho (29, _ 23 61 17
St-Pever (30 55 30 9 7
St-Fiacre (31. 46 29 12 13
V
4eme partie. Quelaues dernieres Questions:
12, 1 ce que vous croyez, qi 
endroits?
nel est l*e‘
le breton 
accroit en 
importance
;«rfc de la lang
le breton 
maintient 
sa position
ne bretonne
le breton
decline
lentement
dans chacui
le breton
decline
rapidement
i de ces
le breton 
est disparu 
ou presque 
disparu
dans le voisinage de 
Chatelaudren?
dans les villages comme 
Bringolo, St-Jean-Kerdaniel, 
Lanrodec. Senven?
En pleine compagne, avec 
fermes et maisons isolees, 
et dans les hameaux?
13. Vous pensez qu*il est important de conserver la langue bretonne?
I_____I
I I non
14* Si vous avez marque la reponse "oui” pour la question no. 13* quelle est votre 
opinion sur 1*importance de conserver le breton dans la zone frontaliere de la
^  ' j--- 1 ulus important que dans la contree ou la langue est plus
1 1 gen^ralement utilisee
j--- j moins important que dans la contree ou la langue est plus
1 1 g6n£ralement utilisee
j--- j de la m&me importance que dans les regions ou l*usage du
I 1 breton est plus repandu
15. Pour qu*une famille bretonnante continue de parler la langue, pensez-vous qu*il 
est important qu*il soit d*autres gens bretonnants dans le voisinage immediat?
tr&s j--- 1 une certaine importance, i--- 1 pas i--- j pas
important  I ma i3 P33 essentiel |___ j important J____ j certain
16, Trouvez—vous que les gens bretonnants et non-bretonnants s*accordent bien les uns
avec les autres dans votre r.lgion?
j j tr^s j— :— j pas toujours bien, i---- 1 pas toujours r— mi tr&s
 j bien | | mais ^habitude________ |___ | tellement bien | | mal
17* C'est tout! Je vous remercie beaucoup de votre assistance. Si vous voulez
ecrire des observations sur le breton —  ou sur les questions —  je serai content 
de les lire.
Appendix IV (continued)
WELSH AREA - AGE GROUPS
code; a) Under 30» L) 50 — 60; c) Over 60
Response- Response- 
point point 
number name
Respondents* descriptions of language- 
use at point in question
(Figures refer to rounded percentage of jgge 
sub-group opting for each description^
"Welsh plays 
a very imp­
ortant part"
Llangollen
"Welsh is of 
only limited 
importance"
37
21
8
"Welsh plays 
little or 
no part"
"not
certaiil"
6
5
17
Cefn 44
38
25
31
7
0
12
21
25
Overton-' 
Bangor- 
Penley
19
26
33
62
50
33
19
21
29
Glyn 1 
Ceiriog J
12
5
4
Chirk 19
17
25
59
46
56
33
21
7
17
Chirk Bank
I] -
c) 12
31
33
42
62
57
29
10
17
Bronygarth a) 31
b) 5
c) 29
25
30
42
44
48
17
16
12
8 St.Martins a) - 
b -
c) 8
a) 50
b) 29
c) 37
6
2
21
94
90
50
7
21
Craignant- *)
Llechryddaiu
25
32.
17
6
12
8
T T
2 7
37
10 Selattyn 31
24
42
44
45 
29
12
10
12
11 Weston Rhyn a) 6 
b 2 
c) 17
25
28
37
69
62
29
7
17
12* Gobowen a) -
b V  - 
c) 4
6
7
29
94
85
50
7
17
13 Hengoed 2 5
19
37
62
71
33^,
12
10
21
14 Racecourse- 
Brogyntyn- 
Pant Glas- 1
a) 6
b) -
c) 5
31
16
13
44
50
26
19
33
5 5
Appendix IV Scout’d.)
Welsh age-groups (continued)
"Welsh plays "Welsh is of "Welsh plays "not
a very imp­ only limited little or certain"
ortant part" importance" no part" -
15 Ehydycroesau a) 56 12 12 19
b) 30 45 2 21
c) 54 29 4 12
16 Llansilin a) 81 12 - 6
b) 71 24 - 5
c) 87 12 - —
17 Moelfre a) 94 6 - -
b) 71 19 - 10
c) 83 12 - 4
18 Llanrhaeadr a) 100 — - -
b) 93 5 - 2
c)l00 - — —
19 Llangedwyn a) 62 25 6 6
b) 43 45 - 12
c) 52 35 4 9
20 Sychtyn- *V a) 44 19 19 19
Bryn- J- b) 26 28 15 30
CraigllwynJ c) 29 33 4 33
21 Nantmawr- \ a) 37 25 31 6
Cefn BlodwelJ b) 12 38 38 12
c) 18 52, v 12 18
22 Llanyblodwe1 a) 31 31 31 6
b) 12 32 52 5
c) 14- 48 29 8
23 Porthywaen- a) - 44: 56 -
Llynclys b) 5 19 69 7
c) 4 31 56 er
24 Pant a) - 25 69 6
b) 2 12 80 5
c) 8 13 69 9
25 Llanymynech-'l - a) 12 4't 41 6
Carreghofa J b) 7 30 48 14
c) 6 42 42 10
26 Four Crosses a) 19 31 37 12
b) - 45 43 12
c) 6 25 50 19
27 Llandrinio a) 19 37 37 6
b) 6 33 40 19
c) 4 32 44 20
28 Deytheur-\ a) 25 62 6 6
Sarnau J b) 14 26 30 31
c) 12 40 40 8
29 Llansantffraid a) 44 31 25 -
b) 24 50 19 7
c) 39 48 8 4
30 Llanfyllin a) 94 6 - -
b) 73 21 - 5
c) 87 8 - 4
31 Maesbrook-1 a) - 12 81 6
Knockin J b) - 14 80 5
c) 6 26 59 9
Appendix XV
Welsh age-groups (continued)
"Welsh plays "Welsh is of "Welsh plays "not
a very imp­ only limited little or certain"
ortant part" importance" no part"
32 Trefonen- a) 19 37 37 6
Treflach b) - 28 59 14
c) 8 26 48 17
33 Nantycaws- a) 6 31 31 31
Coedygo b) - 19 64 16
c) 13 17 53 17
34 Morda a) - — 94 6
b) - 10 80 10
c) 9 13 60 17
35 Oswestry a) 12 37 50 -
b) 14 57 30 —
c) 23 64 12 —
36 Whittington a) - — 94 6
b) - 10 85 5
c) 4 13 48 35
WELSH AREA - LOCALITY GROUPS
code: a) local; h) non-local
Respondents' descriptions of language-use at 
point in question
(Figures refer to rounded percentage of 
"local"/"non-local" sub-groups opting for 
each description)
1: Llangollen a) 72 19 9
b) '65 25 3 8
2 Cefn a) 35 44 7 14
b) 30 27 1.4 30
3 Overton- a) — 26 51 23
Bangor-P enley b) 3 27 46 25
4 Glyn Ceiriog: a) 91 5 . 2 2
b) 87 8 — 5
5 Chirk a) 12 . 51 30 7
b) 4 48 37 11:
6 Chirk Bank a) 5 33 53 9
b) 5 38 47 11:
7 Bronygarth a) 16 28 44 12
b) 16 36 33 14
8 St. Ma:rtins a) 7 84 9
b) 5 8 78 8
9 Craignant- a) 37 40 o7 16
Llechryddau b) 28 14 14 43
10 Selattyn a) 14 28 51 7
b) 22 30 33 16
11 Weston Rhyn a) 2 33 56 9
b) 11 26 55 8
12 Gobowen a) _ 9 84 7
b) 3 16 70 11
13 Hengoed a) — 23 65 12
b) 5 27 51 16
Appendix IV
Welsh locality groups (continued)
"Welsh plays 
a very imp­
ortant partM
"Welsh is of 
only limitei 
importance"
"Welsh plays 
3 little or 
no part"
"not
certain"
14 Racecourse-
Brogyntyn- a) 2 23 47 28
Pant Glas b) 5 11 35 50
15 Bhydycroesau a) 47 40 7 7
b) 33 30 5 33
16 Llansilin a) 86 12 2
b) 68 27 - 5
17 Moelfre a) 88 9 2
b) 68 22 - 11
18 Llanrhaeadr a) 100
b) 92 5 - 3
19 Llangedwyn a) 52 40 2 5
b) 47 33 3 16
20 Sychtyn-
Biyn- Craigllnyn a) 36 31 9 24
b) 19 23 14 43
21 Hantmawr-
Cefn Blodwel a) 19 43 29 9
b) 19 36 30 14
22 Llanyblodwel a) 16 38 38 7
b) 16 33 44 5
23 Porthywaen- a) 2 27 69 2
Llynclys b) 5 25 62 8
24 Pant a) - 16 79 5
; b) 5 11 77 5 i
25 Llanymynech- a) 7 36 50 7
Carreghofa b) 5 33 44 19
26 Pour Crosses a) 2 40 53 5
b) 8 35 40 17
27 Llandrinio a) 5 42 47 5
b) 11 25 38 25
28 Beytheur- a) 16 40 30 12
Saroau b) 14 36 22 27
29 Llansantffraid a) 30 48 16 5
b) 35 43 17 5
30 Llanfyllin a) 81 16 — 2
b) 76 15 3 5
31 Maesbrook- a) - 12 83 6
Knockin b) 3 19 68 11
32 Trefonen- a) 7 31 54 7
Treflach b) 5 28 50 16
33 Kantycaws- a) 5 24 62 9
Coedygo b) 5 16 49 31
34 Morda a) - 7 86 7
b) 5 11 70 14
Appendix IV
Welsh locality groups (continued)
35 Oswestry
"Welsh plays 
a very imp­
ortant part"
a)
b)
16
16
"Welsh is of 
only limited 
importance"
57
56
"Welsh plays 
little or 
no part"
27
28
"not
certain"
36 Whittington a)
b)
7
11
84
70
9
16
WELSH ARE> LaMCUaGE CROUPS
a) Speaks no Welsh; no Welsh connection
b) Speaks no Welsh; Welsh connections
c) Welsh-speaking
1 Llangollen a) 79
b) 76
c) 58
17
20
23
Respondents' descriptions of 
language use at point in 
question
(Figures refer to rounded 
percentage of language sub­
groups opting for each 
description)
4
5
15
2 Cefn a) 37
b) 35
c) 30
47
45
23
7
10
13
9
10
33
3 Overton- 
Bangor- 
Penley
a)
b)
c)
25
20
28
54
55 
41
17
20
30
4 Glyn Ceiriog a)
b)
c)
87
80
90
10
15
5
5 Chirk a)
b)
c)
9
10
8
51
50
48
33
35
33
7
5
10
6 Chirk Bank a)
b)
c)
7 Bronygarth a)
b)
c)
16
15
18
31
40
43
57
45
38
32 
30
33
44
45
28
10
15
10
8
10
20
8 St. Martins a;
J! 18
91
90
64
5
10
15
9 Craignant- 
Llechryddau 3
c)
56
32
24
39
29
16
10
18
4
29
42
10 Selattyn a)
b)
c)
22
20
13
30
25
35
39
50
38
9
5
15
11 Weston Shyn a)
b)
c)
4
5 
10
22
30
35
74
55
42
10
13
12 Goboven a)
S 525
95
90
60
5
5
13
•appendix <*■’
Welsh language groups (continued)
"Welsh plays "Welsh is of "Welsh plays "not
a very imp­ only limited little or certain"
ortant part' importance" no part"
13 Hengoed a) 4 22 61 13
b) - 15 75 10
c) 5 33 48 15
14 Hacecourse- a) 26 56 17
Brogyntyn- b) 5 20 45 30
Pant Glas c) 3 13 28 56
15 Hbydycroesau a) 48 30 - 22
b) 30 45 5 20
c) 44 30 10 15
16 Llansilin a) 87 13 - -
’ b) 75 20 - 5
c) 74 20 - 5
17 Moelfre a) 91 4 - 4
b) 75 15 - 10
c) 74 20 -■ — 5
IB Llanrhaeadr a) 95 - - 4
b) 100 - - —
0) 94 6 - -
19 Llangedwyn a) 65 26 - 9
b) 50 45 - 5
c) 38 43 5 13
20 Sychtyn, Bryn, a) 52 22 13 13
Craigllwyn b) 31 37 6 26
c) 13 25 15 46
21 Hahtmawr- a) 30 35 26 9
Cefn Blodwel bj 10 55 25 10
c) 18 33 30 18
22 Llanyblodwe1 a) 26 43 22 9
b) 10 55 . 30 5
c) 13 25 53
23 Porthyvaen- a; 9 26 65 -
Llynclys b) - 38 57 5
c) 3 20 67 10
24 Pant a) 4 13 82 -
b) 5 5 85 5
c) 3 20 63 13
25 Llanymynech- a) 4 52 35 9
Carreghofa b) 15 25 50 10
c) 5 35 44 15
26 Pour Crosses a) 9 56 35 -
b) - 40 50 10
c) 5 25 46 23
27 Llandrinio a) 9 48 35 9
b) 5 35 45 15
- c) 8 25 43 23
28 Deytheur- ah 35 48 9 9
Samau bj* 10 35 30 25
c) 8 30 36 25
Appendix IV
Welsh language groups (continued)
"Welsh playe "Welsh is of "Welsh plays "not
a very imp­ only limited little or certain"
ortant part* importance" no part"
29 Llansantffraid a) 39 39 17 4
b) 30 50 15 5
c) 28 48 18 5
30 Llanfyllin a) 74 22 — 4
b) 90 5 - 5
c) 81 15 - 3
31 Maesbrook- a) 4 4 91 -
Knockln b - 10 85 5
c) 23 65 13
32 Trefonen- a) 4 35 61 -
Treflach b) 5 35 60 -
c) 8 23 43 25
33 Hantycaws- a) 9 17 61 13
Coedygo b) 35 45 20
c) 5 15 56 23
34 Korda a) 9 87 4
bj — 90 10
c) 5 13 67 15
35 Oswestry a) 13 52 35 -
b) 10 50 40 -
0) 25 56 18 -
36 Whittington a) 4 92 4
b) 5 90 5
c) 3 15 58 23
BRET0I1 AREA _ AG£ GROUPS
code: a) under 30; b) 30 - 60; c) , over 60
- "Breton plays "Breton is of "Breton plays "not
a very imp­ i>nly limited little or certain"
ortant part" Importance" no part"
1 Tressignaux •> - 12 50 38
b) 19 47 34
c) 17 56 27
2 Treguidel a) 23 49 28
b) 27 50 23
c) 33 56 11
3 la Croix-Pierre a) 27 40 33
b) 4 40 33 23
c) 12 29 40 19
4 Goudelin &) 23 41 27 9
b) 24 59 11 6
c; 22 74 2 2
5 La Grandville v a) 17 20 35 28
w  7 46 39 8
c) 11 40 45 4
Appendix IV
Breton age groups (continued)
Response
point
Response
point
Respondents* descriptions of 
language use at point in question
number name or
description
- 6 le Merzer
Breton plays a 
very important 
part; in regu­
lar use
a) 21
b) 36
c) 56
Breton is 
of only 
limited 
importance
35
47
33
Breton plays 
little or 
no part
33
11
11
not
certain
11
6
7 Bringolo a) 8 32 51 9
b) 9 47 37 7
c) 11 42 40 7
8 St.-Quay a) 3 17 49 31
b) 3 13 59 25
c; - 10 80 10
9 St. Jean Kerdaniel a) 7 27 47 19
b) 23 39 27 11
c) 21 49 22 8
10 Villeneuve-Perret, a) - 12 61 27
Ville-Chevalier b) - 20 60 20
c) - 28 60 12
11 Malaunay, Guern a) 23 32 29 16
Ar Punso b) 43 36 13 8
c) 53 32 11 4
12 St. Agathon a) 45 26 24 5
b) 57 33 5 5
c) 67 29 - 4
13 Guingamp a) 47 23 28 2
b) 59 34 5 2
c) 70 30 -
14 Ploumagoar, a) 43 21 27 9
Locmaria b) 54 32 7 7
c) 68 29 — 3
15 Kerguillerm, a) 21 28 30 21
Coat-An-Doc'h b) 38 33 15 14
c) 62 23 7 8
16 Plouagat a) - 35 62 3
b) - 36 47 17
c) 11 44 35 10
17 Chatelaudren a) - 5 95 —
b) - 13 73 13
c) - 22 73 5
18 La Ville-Fum^e, a) - 24 54 22
La Guerche b) - 12 71 17
c) - 2 88 10
19 Quinquis, Seignaux a) - 17 59 24
b - 13 67 20
c) - 5 89 6
Appendix xv
Breton age groups (continued)
"Breton plays "Breton iB of "Breton plays "not
a very imp­ only limited little or certain"
ortant part" importance" no part"
20 Plouvara a) - 6 76 18
A  - 7 80 13
c) - 4 83 13
21 Kerhamon- a) 25 30 27 16
Kerdanet b) 26 1 37 50 7
c) 40 45 11 4
22 Goudemail, a) 48 26 11 15
Croix des Mai* b) 64 22 7 7
sons c) 67 22 8 3
25 Lanrodec a) 48 20 26 6
• b) 61 22 17 -
c) 66 28 6 -
24 Kersteun, a) 22 23 29 26
Besmarec b) 50 30 8 12
c) 56 28 8 8
25 le Croissant, a) 32 32 21 15
le Restol b) 65 22 6 7
c) 71 29 — —
26 Kerhors, a) 49 18 16 17
Keriel b) 69 20 2 9
0) 70 25 - 5
27 Senven a) 33 31 21 15
b) 66 21 6 7
c) 69 31 - -
28 Le Quinquis, a) 30 29 17 24
Petit Perrien b) 55 20 13 12
c) 54 37 3 6
29 Boqueho a) - 29 43 28
b) - 20 67 13
- c) - 14 71 15
50 St, Pever a) 45 21 22 12
b) 60 32 4 4
c) 67 28 - 5
51 St .Fiacre a) 32 23 25 20
b) 47 24 15 14
c) 60 25 4 11
BHKTUh ARKa „ "LOCALITY** GROUPS
code: a)"local”;
1 Tressignaux
b) "non-local"
a) -
b) -
50
27
(percentage of sub-group 
opting for each description) 
60 10
27 46
Tr^guidel a) -
b) -
29
18
42
36
29
46
5 La Croix- 
Pierre
a) -
b) 17
38
34
50
17
12
32
Appendix IV
Breton "locality" groupb (continued)
a
a
01
4 Coudelin
'Breton playc 
Tery imp- 
•tant part"
a) 15
b) 21
"Breton is of 
only limited 
importance".
61
44
"Breton plays 
little or 
no part"
10
14
"not
certain"
14
21
5 la Crandville a) 5
b) IB
# 37 
46
53
29
5
9
6 le Merzer a) 29
b) 46
48
35
20
6
3
11
7 Bringolo a) 8
b) 18
38
48
52
32
2
2
8 St. Quay
b) 8 1523
75
52
10
17
9 St.-Jean-Kerdanie]
a) 14
b) 46
49
36
26
9
11
9
10 Villeneuve-
Perret, Ville- 
Chevalier
a) -
b) -
10
18
85
55
5
27
11 Malaunay, Guern 
Ar Punso
a; 46 
b) 32
34
51
16
9
4
8
12 St. Agathon a) 45
b) 50
47
30
5
10
3
10
13 Guingamp a) 38
b) 44
52
44
8
12
2
14 Ploumagoar, 
Locmaria
a) 41
b) 53
46
34
8
9
5
4
15 Kerguillerm, 
Coat-An-Doc'h
a) 25
b) 38
50
36
15
9
10
17
16 Plouagat a) 5
b) 4
30
51
60
36
5
3
17 CHatelaudren a) -
b) -
10
18
90
73 9
18 Yille Pumee, 
La Guerche
a) -
b) -
2
10
93
82
5
8
19 Quinquis, 
Seignaux
a) -
b) -
6
12
84
74
10
14
20 Plouvara a) —
b) -
5
10
83
81
12
9
21 Kerhamon, 
Kerdanet
a) 15
b) 24
43
40
38
27
4
9
22 Goudemail,
Croix des Maisoni a) 28 
®b) 43
40
39
30
10
2
8
23 Lanrodec a) 47
b) 46
45
36
8
14 4
24 Kersteun, 
Hesmarec
a) 20
b) 36
59
24
15
19
6
21
Appendix IV
Breton "locality" groups (continued)
"Breton plays 
a very impor­
tant part"
"Breton is of 
only limited 
importance”
"Breton plays 
little or 
no part"
"not
certain”
25 le Croissant, a) 63 31 4 2
le Restol b) 58 29 3 10
26 Kexhors, a) 53 30 4 13
Keriel b) 46 30 5 19
27 SenTen a) 61 33 2 4
b) 61 29 3 7
28 Le Quinquis, a) 62 21 10 7
Petit Pearxden--L----------- b) 51 27 9 13
29 Boqueho a) - 20 17
, b) - 26 65 9
30 St, Pever a) 58 24 7 11
b) 45 - 41 8 6
31 St. Fiacre a) 55 26 8 11
b) ^ -25 '12 12
BBBTQli AREA:, LANGUAGE SbB_ GflQUPS
code: a) speaks no Breton; no Breton speaking connection
b) speaks no Breton; Breton connections
c) speaks Breton
1 Tressignaux a) ' ~ , 
8 :
36
13
21
V pexutJii wige /
35
45
50
29
42
29
2 Treguidel a) - 33 56 11
b) - 25 63 12
c) 21 65 14
3 la Croix-Pierre a) 10 40 40 10
b) - 36 36 28
e) 7 29 43 21
4 Coudelin a) 22 72 3 3
b) 44 42 14 -
c) 31 50 10 9
5 la Grandvilie a) 10 60 10 20
b) 9 38 44 9
s
c) 12 37 45 6
6 le Merzer a) 33 45 20 2
b) 40 30 20 10
c) 47 41 6 6
7 Bringolo a) 22 45 29 4
b) 9 38 44 9
c) 11 45 33 11
8 St. Quay a) 3 45 41 11
b) 2 12 61 25
c; . - 6 80 14
■^yyxsuuxjl »
Breton language groups (continued)
"Breton plays "Breton is of "Breton plays "not
a very imp­ only limited little or certaii
ortant part" importance" no part"
9 St. Jean Kerdaniel a) 20 50 26 4
b) 27 46 , 18 9
c) 29 35 24 12
10 Yilleneuve-Perret, a) - 30 42 28
Ville-Chevalier b) - 39 50 11
c) 11 61 28
11 Malaunay, Guern Ar a) 9 55 27 9
Punso b) 30 50 10 10
c) 50 30 10 10
12 St.-Agathon a) 23 57 9 11
b) 42 42 8 8
c; 57 31 - 12
13 Guingamp a) 11 67 20 2
b) 34 42 17 7
c) 60 33 7 -
14 Ploumagoar, Locmaria a) 25 63 6 6
b) 30 47 8 15
c) 58 33 2 7
13 Kerguillem, a) 21 68 8 3
Coat-An-Doc'h b) 22 56 11 11
/ c) 58 24 14 4
16 Plouagat a) 46 46 8
b) - 30 60 10
c) 11 38 35 16
17 ChStelaudren a) 24 72 4
b) - - 13 74 13
b) - 11 79 10
18 La Yille-Fumee, a) 14 66 20
La Guerche b) - 10 78 12
c) 2 81 17
19 Quinquis, Seignaux a) 30 63 7
b) - 13 76 11
c) - 7 79 14
20 Plouvara a) 9 82 9
b) - 11 67 22
c
c) - 78 22
21 Kexhamon, Keidanet a) 28 32' 32 8
b) 14 46 30 10
c) 19 43 19 19
22 Goudemail, Croix des a) 31 38 25 6
Maisons bj 42 25 25 8
c) 55 22 17 6
23 Lanrodec a) 40 40 18 2
b) 35 44 14 7
c) 57 36 7 -
24 Kersteun, Resmarec a) 12 61 12 15
b) 40 40 10 10
c) 57 31 12
Appendix IV
Breton language groups (continued)
"Breton plays *lBreton is of "Breton plays "not
a very imp­ only limited little or certain"
ortant part" importance" no part"
25 Be Croissant, a) 39 53 5 3
Le Restol b) 50 35 8 7
c) 71 22 - 7
26 Kexhors, Keriel a) 56 36 4 4
b) 60 29 8 3
c) 63 25 - 12
27 Senven a) 46 46 6 2
bj 55 43 2 -
c) 68 29 - 3
28 Le Quinquis, a) 40 42 4 14
Petit Perrien b) 56 22 11 11
0) 57 12 19 12
29 Boqueho a) - 38 52 10
b) - 33 45 22
c) - - 78 22
50 St.-Pever a) 36 37 19 8
bj 60 25 12 3
cj 66 29 1 4
31 St.-Fiacre a) 29 4P 19 12
b) 41 41 10 8
c) 50 29 6 15
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7  - L a n v o l lo n
8 -  E t a b le s - s u r - M e r
9 ■ C h a te l a u d r e n
10 - S t -B r ie u c -S u d
11 - Q u in tin
La d A d in a is o n  m a g n A tiq u e  
c o r r e s p o n d  a u  c e n t r e  d e  la  
fe u il le , a u  I V  J a n v ie r  1968
N .  G .
N .  M .
4 s  5 6 ’
4 s  3 5 '
La d A d in a is o n  m a g n e t iq u e  
d im in u e  c h a q u e  a n n e e  d e  
11 m i n u te s  c e n tA s im a le s
A u to ro u te  e t  r o u te  4 d e u x  c h a u ss A e s  sA parA es..
A u to ro u te ,  r o u te  d ’e x c e l le n te  v ia b i l i ty _ _ _ _ _ _ _
R o u te  d e  t r e s  b o n n e  v ia b ili tA _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
R o u te  o u  c h e m in  d e  b o n n e  v ia b il i te . .
C h em in  d e  m o y e n n e  v ia b i l i te _ _ _ _ _ _
C h e m in  e t r o i t  d e  m o y e n n e  v i a b i l i t e . .
C h em in  d e  v ia b il i ty  m A dio cre  o u  irrA g u liA re m en t e n t r e te n u .
C h em in  d e  f e r  4 4  v o i e s . . 
C h e m in  d e  f e r  4  2 v o ie s . .  
C h em in  d e  f e r  4 1 v o ie . _
C h e m in s  d e  f e r  4  v o ie  A tro ite  : d e  1 m  _ d e  m o in s  d e  1 m
V o ies  d e  g a r a g e  o u  d e  s e r v ic e _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
G a re , s ta t io n .  H a lte , a rrA t_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
u r n
C h e m in  d  e x p lo i t a t io n ,  la ie  fo re s tiA re . S e n tie r  m u le t i e r .  S e n tie r ,  la y o n
V e s tig e s  d ’a n c ie n n e  v o ie  c a r ro s s a b le .  R o u te  e n  c o n s tru c tio n _ _ _ _ _ _ _
R o u te s  e t  c h e m in s  bo rdA s d ’a r b r e s _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
T u n n e ls  : m o in s  d e  5 0 0  m , p lu s  d e  5 0 0  m  _  
L im ite s : d e t a t  a v e c  b o rn e s ,  d e  d A p a r t e m e n t.
L im ite s  : d 'a r r o n d i s s e m e n t ,  d e  c a n t o n . _ _ _ _ _
L im its  d e  c o m m u n e .  L im ite d e  c a m p _ _ _ _ _ _ _
+ + + + + " + +'+• + + *“ *
- X — X — X— X — X
m F igure  
d u  te r r a in
C o u rb e s , t a l u s  e t  p o in t  cotA.
D a n s  le s  c u v e t te s ,  la  flA che e s t  d ir igA e v e r s  le  fo n d
R o chers e t  g la c ie rs
B ois B ro u ss a il le s V e r g e r s .  P l a n ta t io n s V ig n es
INSTITUT GfoGRAPHIQUE NATIONAL
136 bis, Rue de Grenelle - Paris (V Ile)
P o n t. P a s s e r e l le .  GuA. Bac. B a r r a g e . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Lac, A tan g  p e r m a n e n t  E ta n g  4 n iv e a u  v a r ia b l e .  E ta n g  p A rio d iq u e . M a r a i s ._ _ _
S o u rce . P u its , c i te rn e . C h S te a u  d ’e a u .  R A serv o irs_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
i ' '
C a n a l n a v ig a b le  : A d u se , t r a c t io n  m A c a n iq u e . C a n a l d ’a l i m e n ta t io n .
A q u e d u c s  : s u r  le  so l, AlevA, s o u te r r a in _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
S a b le s  e t  d u n e s .  L a isse  d e s  p lu s  h a u te s  m e r s _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
E s tra n  : s a b le s ,  v a s e s ,  r o c h e r s . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
C o u rb e s  i s o b a th e s  (tirA es d e s  c a r te s  d u  S e rv ice  C e n tra l H y d r o g ra p h iq u e ) - - - - - - -
P h a re . F e u . B a te a u - f e u _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
S A m a p h o re , B a lise . BouA e. BouA e lu m in e u s e .
S u r fa c e s  b a t i e s
1 - F o r te  d e n s i tA . .
2 - D e n sitA  m o y e n n e . .
C o n s t r u c t io n s  n o n  a g g lo m A r e e s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Eg lise. C h a p e lle . C a lv a ire . C im e tiA re_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
M o u lin  4 e a u .  M o u lin  4 v e n t ,  A o lien n e . G a zo m A tre . R A servo ir d h y d ro c a rb u re . 
P o in ts  g A o d A siq u es . P o p u la t io n  e n  m illie rs  d ’h a b i t a n t s . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
CarriA re 4 ciel o u v e r t .  C a rrie re  s o u te r r a in e ,  g ro t te .  P u its  d e  m in e . Terril.
H a b i ta t io n s  t r o g lo d y t iq u e s .  M o n u m e n t s  m A g a l ith iq u e s . R u in e s _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Ligne d ’A n erg ie  A lec tr iq u e . C a b le  t r a n s p o r t e u r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
A rb res . H a ie s . M urs. .M urs e n  r u i n e s . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
©
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